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AGRICULTURE 

Land Use Changes: Management and Applications 

Vinícius Santos Alves 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
Publication Date: 01/17/2020 

128 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-032-0 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-033-7 $82.00 

Land use is one of the most important aspects of the study of natural resources management and environmental change. 
Today, recognizing these changes is possible by comparing the differences between images taken in several specified 

periods in a specific region. The details of these changes are Nunderstandable by mapping the components of land 

resources into more than one period.  
Next, agricultural land use in Ukraine is explored. Providing general characteristics of processes in the Ukrainian agrarian 

sector witnessed over the past two decades, the authors estimate long-term trends and recent changes in agricultural land 

use and describe their drivers. 
A framework is provided which addresses sustainable land management through ecosystem services provided by healthy 

soils. This conceptual tool is designed to support policy makers in the management of five selected soil functions and 

demands: productivity, water availability, nutrients, carbon sequestration and biodiversity. 
In the closing study, the authors design a statistical model using atmospheric forcing to predict soil water storage for 

spring. The analysis of the efficiency of different models takes into account the adjusted squared correlation coefficient and 

cross-validation coefficient values.  

Agricultural Economics and Resource Management 

Smallholder Farmers and Farming Practices: Challenges and Prospects 

Oluwatoyin Dare Kolawole, Ph.D. (University of Botswana, Maun Botswana, Southern Africa) 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
Publication Date: 01/10/2020 
306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-892-1 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-893-8 $160.00 
This book emanated from the research outputs of different authors whose diverse 

academic traditions and wide geographic spread play a major role in enriching its contents. 

The volume is mainly a compilation on smallholder farmers and their practices. The book 
also highlights the challenges, which small farmers frequently encounter, and the 

opportunities or prospects, which abound in their farming operations. Compartmentalized 

into three major sections, this 10-chapter volume provides an account of thought-
provoking scenarios and narratives, which are rich and well suited for policy development 

and praxis. The book, therefore, compels policy-makers to see opportunities in every 

challenge associated with smallholder agriculture rather than see challenges in every 
opportunity therein. While some of the chapters present the results of field 

experimentations that highlight the impacts of certain geographic features and fertilizer 

use on root tuber cultivars’ production, some explore the effect of climate change on 
smallholder farming practices and how small farmers counteract the vagaries of weather 

conditions, which might impede their livelihoods.  

Nonetheless, most of the chapters largely rely on sociological methodologies to identify 
pertinent issues affecting the smallholder agriculture. While some of the issues underscore 

the advocacy for organic farming and its associated benefits or opportunities, others 

emphasize the uniqueness of certain agro-ecological farming systems and the 
opportunities, which they might offer resource-poor, smallholder farmers. A number of the chapters specifically provide 

some historical perspectives on the political economy of smallholder agriculture and identify the motivating and demotivating 

factors influencing young farmers’ affection for farming while some accentuate the pertinent role of research in determining 
small farmers’ response to the adoption of improved biotechnology in achieving food security. Throughout the book, authors’ 

findings and viewpoints converge in many places on topical issues relating to environmental sustainability, mitigation of 

climate change, ethics of the agri-food systems and agricultural policy. 
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Agriculture and Ecology 

Agroecology: Insights, Experiences and Perspectives 

Altemir José Mossi (Laboratory of Agroecology, Federal University of 

Fronteira Sul, Brazil), Claudia Petry (Laboratory of Land Use and 

Natural Resources, University of Passo Fundo, Campus I, Passo 

Fundo, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil) and Francisco Wilson Reichert 

Junior (Centro de Ciencias Agarias, Universidade Federal de Santa 

Catarina, Florianopolis, SC, Brazil) 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
Publication Date: 05/12/2020 
346 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-518-9 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-519-6 $195.00 

It is known that conventional agriculture with the use of inputs and agrochemicals is not 

sustainable in time, causing numerous problems such as contamination of food, people 
and environment. Thus, agriculture must adapt to cause the least possible impact to the 

environment and to human beings. In this context, agroecology enters as an alternative to conventional production, being a 

production system more ecologically correct, not allowing the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers. Agroecological and 
organic systems are responsible for the production of food with less use of inputs external to the property, requiring a more 

efficient management of the vegetation cover and nutrient cycling. In addition, the use of genetically modified organism 

(GMO) is not allowed in agroecology, and crops of commercial interest such as corn are widely sold with these technologies, 
in this sense landraces seeds are an interesting option for this type of agriculture. Agroecology allows the production of safer 

food, resulting in more food security for the producer and consumer. Even though agriculture is more environmentally 

friendly, many challenges are faced by producers, fragile legislation, lack of products and specific technical assistance and 
marketing. In this sense, this book will seek to discuss the main aspects related to agroecology and the challenges it faces 

such as commercialization, certification, the importance of agrobiodiversity for agroecology, on crops and food security, 

social organizations that promote and encourage this type of agriculture, biological control in agroecology, homeopathy and 
food security. 

Crops 

Durum Wheat: Globally Minor, Locally Major Crop 

Reza Mohammadi (Dryland Agricultural Research Institute, Sararood Branch, AREEO, 

Kermanshah, Iran) Reza Haghparast (Dryland Agricultural Research Institute, Sararood Brance, 

AREEO, Kermanshah, Iran) and Ahmed Amri (International Center for Agricultural Research in 

the Dry Areas (ICARDA), Rabat, Morocco) 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
Publication Date: 07/03/2020 
142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-882-1 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-883-8 $82.00 
In this book, experienced scientists in the field describe the importance of durum wheat 

as an adapted cash crop for drylands in detail, as well as a valuable food crop that must be 

paid more attention in relation to climate change, global warming, world population 
growth rate and declining food production resource. It is a ready valuable reference on the 

subject and reinforces the understanding for durum wheat production promotion as an 

environmentally sustainable and profitable crop and also its health benefits for its 
consumers. Various elements of durum wheat are described, highlighting associated 

breeding and analyzing the experiences and challenges. It proposes some practical 

innovations and new areas of research for promotion of durum production in drylands and 
also its consumption instead of major food crops that are not as water-use efficient and 

have lower nutritional value than durum wheat, such as rice that are over consumed by 

people in dryland areas. This book also describes the trends in grain yield and quality of 
durum wheat and its importance as main sources of calories and proteins in many 

developing countries. It also reports genetic gains achieved by plant breeding in the last 

decades; and gathers known functional information on the genes conferring biotic and 
abiotic stresses in durum wheat to cope with climate variable environmental conditions. 

This book is an invaluable source of information for scientists, teachers, students, 

agricultural policy makers, and pasta and other durum products companies. Moreover, 
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nutritionists must read the chapter about the importance of durum as a valuable food crop, to realize that in their food 

recommendation to people they must take into consideration the Earth and its diminishing food production resources.  

Forestry 

Pinus: Growth, Distribution and Uses 

Sylvester Stephens 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 10/21/2019 
120 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-429-9 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-443-5 $82.00 
In Pinus: Growth, Distribution and Uses, analyses of the current state of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and the distribution 

of pine forests was carried out in three zones of East European plain: a taiga, a temperate broadleaf and mixed forest, and a 

temperate steppe.  

A study is included which focuses on somatic embryogenesis in Yakutanegoyou, Pinus armandii Franch. var. amamiana 

(Koidz.) Hatusima, an endemic and endangered species in Japan, which was initiated from megagametophytes containing 

zygotic embryos on a medium supplemented with 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid and 6-benzylaminopurine.  
Lastly, the authors gather and present information about pinus cultivation, as well the potential use of pinus bark as an 

adsorbent to remove Cd2+, Pb2+ and Cr3+ from contaminated water.  

Horticulture 

Cacti: Ecology, Conservation, Uses and Significance 

Marianna Rodrigues Santos (Federal Institute of Northern Minas 

Gerais, IFNMG, Brazil) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 11/08/2019 
280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-354-4 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-355-1 $195.00 

Cactaceae is a botanical family composed of arborescent, shrub, climbing, globose, 

discoid or epiphytic species, being almost all endemic to the Americas. Cactaceae occurs 

between latitudes 35º North and South, both at sea level and up to over 5000m altitude. In 
this way, their species have the capacity to grow in different ecosystems. However, the 

greatest diversity is found in arid and semi-arid regions, where they are important sources 

of resources for several species of vertebrates and invertebrates, mainly in the drought 
season, when there is a great shortage of resources. 

In addition, some species of cacti represent an important source of food resources for humans and their herds, as well as 

having enormous ornamental value. Thus, cacti have always aroused the because of their morphological peculiarities and 
chemical properties. Due to this, cacti have now been the subject of diverse studies. This book brings studies of several areas 

of plant biology, ecology, conservation and uses of cacti. 

The first four chapters compose the part related to ecology and conservation. Several species of Cactaceae in Brazil and the 
world are seriously endangered, with about 31% of the family categorized as threatened. Chapter 1 discusses the importance 

and how the ex situ conservation of cacti is carried out in the Botanical Garden of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. In Chapter 2, the 

authors carried out population studies of two species of endemic cacti of Chapada Diamantina, Brazil, in order to evaluate 
the population structure of the species for decision-making in relation to their conservation. In Chapter 3, authors studied the 

biogeography and conservation of Discocactus species that are endemic to South America. In Chapter 4, the authors discuss 

the floral morphology and the ecological interactions highlighting the importance of conservation of cacti for ecosystems 
maintenance.  

Chapters 5 to 10 address issues related to the uses and significance of cacti. Chapter 5 discusses cacti of the genus Pereskia 

with a healthy diet alternative due to its nutritional properties. The toxicological evaluation, antinociceptive and anti-
inflammatory effects of plant extracts is discussed in Chapter 6, specifically, roots of Cereus jamacaru.  

In Chapter 7 the use of fibers from Opuntia species in the manufacture of Agave juice is evaluated, due to the importance of 
including fibers in human consume, because dietary fiber may contribute in the prevention of chronic diseases such as 

diabetes, cancer and cardiovascular illnesses. The antioxidant activity of prickly pear of Opuntia is discussed in Chapter 8, 

because besides betalains, prickly pear contains vitamins and phenolics. In Chapter 9, the research describes the industrial 
applications of the berry as well as key points for future research. And in Chapter 10, bioactive compounds of Opuntia 

oligacantha were determined, as well as their antioxidant capacity, antimicrobial activity and shelf life. 

All the studies presented in this book are of great importance and serve as a basis for further research to be carried out to 
make the species of the Cactaceae family be seen beyond their ornamental value. 
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Vitis: Biology and Species 

António Manuel Santos Tomás Jordão (Professor of Oenology, 

Polytechnic Institute of Viseu, Agrarian Higher School, Chemistry 

Research Centre, Food and Wine Lab, Vila Real, Viseu, Portugal) and 

Renato Botelho (Research Group in Fruit Crops and Post-Harvest 

Department of Agronomy State University of Mid-Western of Parana, 

Brazil) 

In series: Horticulture, Viticulture and Viniculture 
Expected Publication Date: 11/06/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-308-5 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-424-2 $230.00 

The vine is one of the oldest plants on the planet, whose remotes fossils date back more 

than 120 million years ago. It has been part of human civilization since ancient times, with 
many indications of its use for consumption and cultivation in various archaeological and 

historical sites. Until today, the vine is very present in modern society, with great socio-

economic and cultural importance in many countries. The taxonomy of the genus Vitis has been the subject of a lot of 
discussion, however it is generally considered to comprise two distinct sections: Muscadinia and Euvitis. It is clear that genus 

Vitis shows an impressive genetic variability for many agronomic characteristics being strongly conditioned by the climatic 

and soil conditions where the plants are implanted. 
Thus, written by a group of international viticulture researchers, “Vitis: Biology and Species” is a book that provides up-to-

date reviews, overviews and summaries of current research on the most recent developments in Vitis species characterization, 

biology and composition. This book is composed by thirteen chapters that provide current research on different topics of 
recent knowledge about native grape varieties from different origins, the impact of different climatic and soil conditions on 

vine managements, the description of the main grapevines disease and their control, grape varieties composition and the use 

of modern digital technologies on viticulture. By reading this book, readers can find an excellent description of the state-of-
the art information and perspectives regarding to the most recent studies on the different dimensions of Vitis plants 

production. This new book is an important publication, which will be of great use to winegrowers, vine and wine scientists, 
students and other professionals that might be interested in reading and learning about some fascinating areas of vine research 

and discovery the most recent tendencies of vine biology and species. 

Soil 

Soil Supplements: Implications on Plant Productivity 

Bhupinder Dhir (School of Sciences, Indira Gandhi National Open University, New Delhi, India) 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
Publication Date: 03/10/2020 

210 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-423-6 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-424-3 $160.00 

The need for more food to sustain the growing human population has led to the conversion 

of forests to croplands. Excessive input of chemical fertilizers has exerted pressure on soil 
resulting in the deterioration of its quality and productive potential. The changing 

environmental conditions and climatic transformations have also adversely affected the 

properties of soil. Realizing the negative effects of chemical fertilizers on soil quality, 
various organic substances, waste materials and other substances were explored for their 

potential to be used as soil supplements. This book provides detailed information about 

various inorganic, organic, biological and other non-conventional soil supplements with 
emphasis to the role they play in maintaining soil fertility and increasing agricultural 

productivity. The soil supplements contribute a lot in restoring the productive potential of 

soil to a great extent. Each soil supplement possesses certain advantages and limitations 
in restoring the fertility of soil. Integrated fertilizer treatment proves beneficial in restoring 

soil fertility for various types of soils. The book provides latest information on the topic 

and describes advances in soil science. 
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Special Topics 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 28 

Prathamesh Gorawala and Srushti Mandhatri  

In series: Agricultural Research Updates 
Publication Date: 10/01/2019 

241 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-253-0 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-254-7 $250.00 

In the opening study of Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 28, the capillarigation system’s applications in vertical 

gardens were explored. The vertical garden model was designed for growing vegetables in home yards or within the vicinity 
of farming households, so they can have a regular supply of safe and nutritious food, especially during periods where water 

supply is scarce, excessive, or when maximizing the use of stored rainwater or kitchen wastewater. 

Next, this compilation describes recent progress and findings on the physiology of petal growth in cut rose flowers. To 
increase the ornamental value of cut roses, it is desirable that the timeframe for complete flower opening be relatively slow; 

therefore, understanding the mechanism by which rose flowers open is necessary to improve flower quality. 

The objective of the subsquent chapter is to present some recent findings about the influence of processing operations on the 
properties and bioactive compounds in carrots. To achieve this , different pre-treatments and processing operations are 

discussed, and their effects on some typical carrot products are described. 

Additionally, the authors discuss theoretical aspects and recent developments in ready-to-eat spinach, with the goal of 
improving the preservation of nutritional quality after harvest and extendiung its shelf-life. 

The authors also analyse 30 samples of fresh, frozen and IV range spinach, with the aim of identifying and quantifying nitrate 

and nitrite levels.  
Following this, a study is presented on the scientific validation of the medicinal and edible utility of fruits of A. moschatus 

using standard protocols sin order to account for potential commercial utilization. About 15 nutritional and five anti-

nutritional constituents of the fruits of A. moschatus were tested and compared with those found in A. esculentus. 
In the penultimate chapter, the authors describe the current global status of conservation of cattle genetic resources and the 

cryo-technologies that are available to facilitate the protection of bovine genetic diversity. Worldwide adoption of such a 

policy has led to unique adaptations by cattle to a variety of local environments. 
The final chapter summarizes the following research progresses: the structure and components of Nox complex, the functions 

of these components, and control strategies for B. cinerea. 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 29 

Prathamesh Gorawala and Srushti Mandhatri 

In series: Agricultural Research Updates 
Publication Date: 03/03/2020 

273 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-418-2 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-419-9 $250.00 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 29 opens with information on wild edible plants commonly consumed by Jordanians 

and people of other neighboring countries. The presented plant spp. are among hundreds of wild edible species recorded in 
Jordan, are regarded as partially or totally consumable, and are usually used in food and medicine. 

The authors discuss various aspects of species complications among Phytophthora, and discuss the way these complications 

could be addressed through a better understanding of the biology, diversity, ecology, and taxonomic relationships between 
species. 

In one study, thirty African yam bean genotypes were evaluated for grain yield in a randomized complete block design of 

three replications in four agroecologies of Nigeria. Across the four locations, a mean yield of 1019Kg/ha was obtained. A 
mixed model was employed to access variability among the 30 genotypes and four locations. 

Lastly, this collection reviews the applications of size-exclusion chromatography in the fractionation of fructans and in the 

determination of their molecular weight, size, intrinsic viscosity and degree of branching.  

Date Palm: Composition, Cultivation and Uses 

Beltane Bolduc 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 
270 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-676-7 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-677-4 $160.00 
TEST Date Palm: Composition, Cultivation and Uses first summarizes the bioaccesibility of bioactive compounds in several 

Phoenix species, P. dactylifera, P. reclinata, P. sylvestris and P. loureiroi, to foster the integration of herbal and modern 

medicine. 
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Date palm propagation means by conventional techniques, biotechnology tools, and maintenance of plant material in the 

greenhouse prior to field transfer are presented. An overview of field transfer of date palm vitro-plants is also provided. 
Following this, the authors discuss how experiments show that fertilizer addition is necessary for the improvement of date 

palm growth and increase of date fruits production. Date palm requires relatively great amounts of macro and micro nutrients 

to achieve good growth and give reasonable and economical production. Therefore, fertilization is one of the important 
practices that increases dates production and improves fruits quality. 

Artificial pollination is a distinguished and vital practice in commercial production of the date palm fruit. As such, the authors 

discuss how safe transfer of pollen grains to the female flower stigma at the proper condition is necessary in order for the 
ovule to be fertilized and the proper fruit set achieved. 

Date palm genetic resources have been preserved using in vitro micropropagation, and new elite cultivars are being produced 

using certain molecular breeding and biotechnological approaches. However, such measures are insufficient sustainable date 
palm production. This compilation proposes that it is time to introduce newly developed approaches such as high-throughput 

sequencing technologies, -omics technologies and CRISPR/Cas based approaches to revolutionize the date palm genetic 
improvement. 

Continuing, farm-level production, productivity and income of date farms in Nefzaoua, southern Tunisia is examined. The 

self-selection bias was mitigated due to the adoption of multilayer farming. 
Next, the authors discuss the most suitable irrigation water management strategy to minimize the effects of irrigation practices 

and future climate change on soil properties and on productivity of date palms. 

In the closing study, the effects of light and darkness on the germination and conversion of date palm somatic embryos to 
plants is studied. The observed results indicate that darkness is associated with increased proliferation and germination of 

somatic embryos. 

CHEMISTRY 

Analytical Chemistry 

A Text Book on Water Chemistry: Sampling, Data Analysis and Interpretation 

A G S Reddy (Rajiv Gandhi National Ground Water Training and Research Institute, Raipur, CG, 

India) 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
Publication Date: 02/06/2020 
570 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-703-0 $310.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-704-7 $310.00 
The aim of the book is to provide domain-specific text/reference material pertaining water 

chemistry/hydrogeochemistry catering to students of geology, hydrogeology, civil 

engineers, hydrochemistry and environmental sciences. It will also be very much useful 
to professionals involved in water supply, treatment, and researchers engaged in water 

chemistry. The book is intended to provide ample realistic examples on water quality 
pertaining to varied geological environs, which would help in easy understanding of 

concepts. Question bank and exercises with keys/answers are provided for each chapter, 

which would facilitate the readers to assess their understanding and also facilitate in 
competitive tests. The book covers all the topics related to water chemistry with emphasis 

on ground water. Interpretation techniques for major ion content of water are deliberated 

exhaustively. Procedure of preparation of plots, graphs 
and calculations of various indices both manually and 

using simple software are discussed in detail. 

Aflatoxins: Biochemistry, Toxicology, Public Health, Policies and 

Modern Methods of Analysis 

Spyridon Kintzios and Sofia Mavrikou (Laboratory of Cell 

Technology, Faculty of Food, Biotechnology and Development, 

Agricultural University of Athens, Athens, Greece)  

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

346 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-785-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-786-3 $230.00 
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Aflatoxins are a group of highly toxic mycotoxins, which naturally occur as fungal secondary metabolites, and can be 

detected in food and feed. “Aflatoxins: Biochemistry, Toxicology, Public Health, Policies and Modern Methods of Analysis” 
discusses general issues that occur by this mycotoxin contamination in foods and feeds. The book is divided into 9 chapters 

that summarize aflatoxins’ biological effects on human health, methods for their determination, and strategies for risk 

mitigation and legislation. The first part covers the biochemical effects of aflatoxins on human and animal health, as well as 
techniques for biomonitoring. The chapters in the second part describe all the physicochemical and biological assays for 

aflatoxin determination and analysis. In addition, special attention is given also in the predictive modeling of Aspergillus 

flavus growth and aflatoxins production. Furthermore, a chapter is dedicated to the use of metabolomics in Aspergillus 
research. In the last part, the book goes on examining the regulatory provisions for aflatoxin contamination control. The book 

is intended to provide an update to scientists, industry professionals and the general public in the recent advances within the 

field of aflatoxins. 

Gas Chromatography: History, Methods and Applications 

Olaniyi Lasekan 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
Publication Date: 02/27/2020 

211 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-350-5 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-352-9 $95.00 
Gas Chromatography: History, Methods and Applications focuses on the main applications of gas chromatography in clinical 

and forensic toxicology, mainly in the determination of drugs of abuse including the new psychoactive substances in several 

types of biological matrices. 
The authors go on to investigated the analysis of gaseous or volatile substances using sensor gas chromatography equipped 

with a semiconductor gas sensor detector. The simplicity, ease of handling, and high sensitivity of this method allow results 

to be obtained rapidly, which may provide valuable information for forensic diagnosis. 
This compilation addresses the way in which food adulteration practices are potentially harmful to human health and so food 

safety and authenticity constitute an important issue in food chemistry. The chemical composition of foodstuffs is an excellent 

indicator of quality, origin, authenticity and/or adulteration. 
The concluding study aims to determine the organic compounds of vinasse through gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 

GC-MS. Vinasse is a byproduct of ethanol and poses long-term risk to public health because of its persistent and toxic nature. 

Biochemistry 

A Closer Look at Pyrophosphates 

Ritesh L. Kohale (Assistant Professor and Head, Department of Physics, Santa Gadge Maharaj 

Mahavidyalaya, Hingna, Dist.-Nagpur, RTM Nagpur University, Nagpur, MH, India) and Sanjay 

J. Dhoble (Professor, Department of Physics, R.T.M. Nagpur University, Nagpur, India) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 

137 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-730-5 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-731-2 $82.00 

The present book encompasses and gives brief information about pyrophosphate 
materials. It also explains their phenomenological theories and properties of rare-earth 

activated pyrophosphates. This book provides the comprehensive in depth information 

about the development of phosphates and pyrophosphates along with their essential 
characterization techniques as well as their diversified applications in numerous domains. 

This book envelopes all essential information about single and mixed cations 

pyrophosphate compounds that have been used in past few years. It also covers intact 

information about innovation in advance pyrophosphate materials especially for their 

applications in medicinal field. In particular, this book focuses on enhanced chemical and 

physical properties of pyrophosphate as there is a need for new low-cost, less toxic and 
energy efficient materials to reduce the current cost of device technologies. This book 

masterfully demonstrates the present scenario of pyrophosphates and concurrent 

technologies with its increasing significance to resolve energy- and environment-related 
problems and their sustainable approach in the world of globalization. 
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A Closer Look at the Comet Assay 

Keith H. Harmon 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 10/10/2019 

246 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-028-9 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-341-4 $160.00 

A Closer Look at the Comet Assay opens with a discussion on the clinical applications of 
comet assay. Comet assay is rapid, simple method which able to assess DNA damage in 

different samples like blood, cells and tissues. 

Following this, the authors examine comet assay usage in occupational toxicology studies. 
Isolated lymphocytes were the most used cell line in these studies, but exfoliated cells such 

as nasal and buccal cell, liver, kidney and sperm cells may be used. 

Comet assay may also be used to detect nanoparticles-associated DNA damage. As such, 
this compilation assesses potential limitations due to the interaction of the nanoparticles 

with the method.  

Next, to shed light on the mechanisms of the DNA track formation, the authors apply an 

original approach based on the kinetic measurements in the comet assay, arguing that in neutral conditions at low levels of 

DNA damages, the comet tail is formed by extended DNA loops. 
New applications of the comet assay are described for the detection of aberrant DNA methylation, which is a promising 

marker in cancer diagnosis and follow-up. 

The authors go on to describe and analyse the results of in vitro treatment of lymphocytes with insecticide using comet assay 
under alkaline and neutral conditions, testing the commercial product Calypso® 480SC and its active agent thiacloprid at 

concentrations of 30; 60; 120; 240 and 480 µg.ml-1. 

In one study, Helianthus annuus (sunflower) seedlings were irrigated with Hoagland solution containing different 
concentrations of AlCl3. Morphological parameters such as germination rate and stoma number are evaluated. 

Additionally, the genotoxic effects of endosulfan pesticide at different times and in different concentrations in wheat leaf 

samples are analyzed in two-week old wheat seedlings in an effort to demonstrate that endosulfan is a genotoxic agent causing 
DNA breaks in wheat. 

In the closing chapter, the correlation between the comet assay parameters, cell viability, and hydroquinone concentration is 

explored. The relationship between comet assay and remaining hydroquinone after fungal treatment is also investigated in 
order to evaluate its biodegradation efficiency. 

An Essential Guide to Biopharmaceuticals 

David Aebisher, PhD, DSc, Professor, University of Rzeszow, Rzeszow 

Poland) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Expected Publication Date: 10/08/2020 

218 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-178-4 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-266-8 $160.00 

This book provides a current review of the field of biopharmaceutical pharmacology. 
Biopharmaceuticals are drugs obtained in biotechnological processes using living 

organisms such as bacteria and fungi. An analysis was performed from biochemical and 

physiological point of view. This book covers an essential guide to current knowledge and 
analysis of biopharmaceuticals (Chapter 1-5). The composition of the biopharmaceuticals 

is provided. In this book we also discuss the historical point of view of the use of 

archeological botany, medicinal plants, strategies and main advances in communication 
between the nature and the advances of biopharmacy (Chapter 6-8). This book reports 

results from experimental and clinical work (Chapter 9). The book includes data regarding the therapy in combination with 

chemotherapeutic agents. 
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Biochemistry and Biochemists: Who Were They and What Did 

They Discover? 

Michael F. Shaughnessy (Eastern New Mexico University, School of 

Education, Portales, New Mexico, USA), Manuel Varela (Professor, 

Eastern New Mexico University, Science Department, Portales, New 

Mexico, USA) and Ann Varela (Instructor, Eastern New Mexico 

University, Math and Science Department, Portales, New Mexico, 

USA) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Expected Publication Date: 11/27/2020 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-493-8 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-529-4 $230.00 

The book Biochemistry and Biochemists: Who Were They and What did they Discover is 
an series of twenty five reviews regarding the top twenty five biochemists of the last two 

hundred years. The book chronicles the work and discoveries of research scientists from 

various parts of the world (Severo Ochoa of Spain, John Earnest Walker of Great Britain, Luis Leloir of France, Jens Skou 
of Denmark as well Masayusa Nomura of Japan). Some of these biochemists did foundational work (Albert Szent-Gyorgy 

in the realm of vitamin C ) and others did exemplary work into some of the most important realms of their time ( such as 

Dorothy Hodgkin and her explorations into the structures of penicillin and insulin ). Enzyme kinetics was explored and 
researched by Maud Menten and Leonor Michaelis.  

The lives and explorations of these individuals as well as relevant anecdotes regarding their lives are explored in this book. 

For example, Jakub Karos Parnas, a well known scholar and researcher died in the famous Lyubyanka Prison in Moscow, 
although the exact cause of his death may never be known. Luis Leloir was born in the shadow of the Arc de Triomphe in 

Paris and went on to achieve greatness and crucial insights in sugar metabolism and glycogen biosynthesis. 

Some of these researchers investigated things as simple as water ( and their transporation into and out of cells ) and others 
offered such profound ideas such as Albert Kluyver and his comments that “all organisms do biochemistry”. 

In a sense, all students of biochemistry as well as chemistry would do well to learn about these biochemists, their discoveries 

and a bit about their lives- as many led many challenging lives- such as escaping from the Germans in World War II. Each 
of the biochemists here in this text had something to offer the realm of science and many were rewarded with the highest 

honor imaginable- the Nobel Prize- and some of them succeeded in their chosen field of endeavor- even though they may 

have failed Anatomy and Physiology four times! 
Investigations into DNA, ATP and these realms also are highlighted in this book as these fundamental concepts are obviously 

of critical importance in the realm of biochemistry. This book is first a serious exploration into the discoveries of these 

biochemists while at the same time an interesting examination of the lives, and loves and trials and tribulations of these 
biochemists who literally changed the face of biochemistry over the years. 

HSP70s: Discovery, Structure and Functions 

Rajib Deb, PhD (Scientist (SS) & Officer I/C ITMU, ICAR-Central Institute for Research on 

Cattle Indian Council of Agricultural Research Grass Farm Road, Meerut, Uttar Pradesh, India), 

N.V. Patil, PhD (ICAR-Central Institute for Research on Cattle, Meerut, UP, India) and 

Gyanendra Singh Sengar, PhD (ICAR-Central Institute for Research on Cattle, Meerut, Uttar 

Pradesh, India) 

In series: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in the Post Genomic Era 
Publication Date: 07/21/2020 

190 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-179-1 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-208-8 $95.00 

This book covered the current knowledge on structural as well as functional attributes of 
Heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70), which is the prime as well as abundant stressor protein in 

biological systems. In this book, the authors discuss research including the Heat Shock 

Proteins: History, Discoveries, and Implications in Diseases, Therapeutic and Research 
Options; Intracellular Versus Extracellular Hsp70; Role of Hsp70 in Sperm Quality; Heat 

Stress and Livestock Adaptation: An HSP70 Perspectives; Bovine Heat Shock Protein 70 

(Hsp70) and Its Role In Thermoregulation; The Role of Hsp70 in Sperm Quality; 
comprehensive review on HSP70 in shrimps and role of microbial heat shock protein70 

(mHSP70) in the development of veterinary vaccines. This book will be convenient for 

researchers engaged in the fields of Medicine, Physiology, Clinical Trials, Biotechnology, 
Molecular Medicine and Pathology. 
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Hyaluronic Acid: History, Uses and Health Effects 

Riia Rautiola 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

152 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-059-7 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-060-3 $82.00 

Hyaluronic acid, or hyaluronan, is a water soluble, anionic extracellular matrix glycosaminoglycan polymer with variable 
molecular weight that determines its physiological role, rheological properties and applications. 

Since its discovery in the early 1930s, there has been an increased awareness concerning the biology of hyaluronic acid, its 

signaling pathways and its role in the biomedical and cosmeceutical industry. Being an endogenous molecule, hyaluronic 
acid is biocompatible, biodegradable, and has strong mucoadhesive, viscoelastic properties. 

The authors provide chemical modification approaches to hyaluronic acid, as well as address the magnitude of applications 

of hyaluronic acid-based targeted drug vectors and patents. 
The closing study discusses glycosaminoglycans, a specialized group of unbranched, anionic disaccharide polymers attached 

by a covalent linkage to the membrane proteins via sulphate groups in their sugar moieties. 

MCQ in Clinical Biochemistry 

Pranav Kumar Prabhakar, PhD (Department of Medical Laboratory Sciences, Faculty of Applied 

Medical Sciences, Lovely Professional University, Phagwara, Punjab, India) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 
386 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-174-8 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-175-5 $230.00 
Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are the backbone for all entrance examinations 

throughout the world. MCQs are used to evaluate student’s cognitive acumen in all the 

fields and discipline. This book contains 28 chapters covering almost all of the 
biochemistry syllabus through 3500+ MCQs. Each MCQ is validated from the reference 

biochemistry books. The book is mainly designed for the undergraduate, postgraduate, 
MBBS medical biochemistry students of medical, pharmacy, physiotherapy, nursing, 

medical laboratory sciences and other allied courses. This book can also be useful for the 

PG entrance exam of various universities, NET examinations, USMLE entrance 
examinations, etc. It includes questions from all categories, i.e. from the simplest ones to 

real brain teasers, in order to cater the needs of the unprepared students who start studying 

at the eleventh hour, besides, of course, the committed ones who are well conversant with 
the subject. The book is based on the current pattern of exam, and will prove very useful 

for studying, practice and during precious moments before the exam for reference and 

revision. It is highly recommended to sharpen your problem solving skills with thorough 
practice of numerous questions provided in the book, and prepare to face the exam 

confidently and successfully. 

 

Micronucleus Assay: An Overview 

Robert C. Cole 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 01/09/2020 

182 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-678-1 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-679-8 $95.00 

Micronucleus is defined as the small nucleus that forms whenever a chromosome or its fragment is not incorporated into one 
of the daughter nuclei during cell division. It is concluded that micronucleus assay can be used for risk prediction, screening, 

diagnosis and treatment of various chronic diseases. In this Micronucleus Assay: An Overview, the applications of 

micronucleus assay will be discussed. 
Ionizating radiations, ultraviolet rays, geogenic or anthropogenic pollutants can induce mutagenic, teratogenic or 

carcinogenic effects due to the induction of micro or macrolession over DNA. Several models have been used to measure 

the mutagenic and clastogenic effect of such agents. As such, the authors focus on one of these models: the micronucleus 
test. 

The micronucleus test can assess abnormalities earlier in the drug discovery pipeline, making structure/genotoxicity 

connection a possible system for drug characterization. 
Additionally, the authors provide knowledge about micronucleus assay and its usage in occupational toxicology studies. It 

is now recognized as one of the most successful and reliable assays for genotoxic carcinogens. 
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The authors go on to present an overview of the evaluation of micronucleus assay by flow cytometry, reviewing the studies 

published in the international literature so far that employ different experimental designs for a variety of purposes. 
Humans can become exposed to a variety of chemical substances that can have adverse biological effects, and the sub-lethal 

genotoxicity can have the most far reaching and severe consequences like cancer or abnormal progeny as per the cell type 

involved. Hence, the penultimate chapter focuses on the significance of identifying and predicting potential genotoxic agents 
by using laboratory markers, thus regulating and preventing exposure to cancer causing agents 

In the concluding review, generation of micronucleus assay in the bone marrow cells of mice induced by various clastogenic 

chemicals, drugs, and radiation are elaborately elucidated. Bone marrow cells are easily susceptible to oxidative damage and 
sensitive to various clastogenic as well as aneugenic agents. 

Trends in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 

Hossain Uddin Shekhar and M. M. Towhidul Islam (Department of Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology, Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh) 

In series: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in the Post Genomic Era 
Publication Date: 11/19/2019 

422 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-434-3 $270.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-435-0 $270.00 

“Trends in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology” provides the essential information 
necessary for students in the life and health sciences. The book adopts a readable, student-

friendly style that helps introduce students to this fascinating and often-times daunting 

subject. Each chapter begins with a summary of essential facts followed by descriptions 
of the subjects that focus on core information with clear, simple diagrams that are easy for 

students to understand and recall in essays. The extensive use of cross-referencing makes 

it possible for students to return to individual sections for review purposes without 
difficulty. Whether students interests lie in biological, chemical, or medical aspects of 

biochemistry and molecular biology, “Trends Biochemistry and Molecular Biology” will 
help make students able, excited, and eager to read more widely and more deeply on this 

engaging subject. This important new book not only covers an extensive set of topics of 

current and special interest, but includes more traditional areas in biochemistry as well. 
Covering a wide range of topics, from classical biochemistry to proteomics and genomics, 

it also details the properties of commonly used biochemicals, laboratory solvents, and 

reagents. Coverage is expanded to include a section on stem cells, chapters on 

immunochemical techniques and spectroscopy techniques, and additional chapters on 

drug discovery and development, and clinical biochemistry. Moreover, a number of 

techniques used in molecular biology, for example, molecular cloning, gel 
electrophoresis, polymerase chain reaction, microarrays, etc. are also explained with practical examples. It also includes 

some of the vital pieces of work being conducted across the world, on various topics related to molecular biology. Through 

it, we attempt to further enlighten the readers about the new concepts in this field. Altogether, presented in an organized, 
concise, and simple-to-use format, “Trends in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology” allows quick access to the most 

frequently used data. There is an emphasis on biological aspects of biochemistry and new topics are introduced in their 

biological context wherever possible. Experimental design and the statistical analysis of data are emphasized at the end to 
ensure students are equipped to successfully plan their own experiments and examine the results obtained. 

Chemical Elements 

An Introduction to Vanadium: Chemistry, Occurrence and 

Applications 

Robert Bowell, Ph.D. (Corporate Consultant in Geochemistry, SRK 

Consulting UK Limited, Cardiff, United Kingdom) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 
348 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-119-9 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-120-5 $230.00 
Vanadium has, in the last two years, developed new uses, particularly in the field of redox 

batteries. The expanded use of vanadium reflects the complex redox-related chemistry of 

the element that allows it to form several oxidation states and to stabilise various chemical 
compounds. 

From the initial discovery in Mexico through to the modern day, vanadium has presented 

a challenge and opportunity for chemists. 
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This volume summarises research and industrial development in understanding the chemistry of vanadium and its presence 

in natural and synthetic materials. This includes a review of vanadium mineralogy and occurrence in nature. The interaction 
with biomolecules and environmental dispersion is also discussed. 

Following on from this section the book delves into the application of vanadium in medical use and in power supply as well 

as issues related to the extraction of vanadium from its primary ores. The book has been developed by an international team 
of scientists and engineers with specialist interest in vanadium chemistry and use. 

Ytterbium: Characteristics, Production and Applications 

Maria Schmidt 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 06/03/2020 
262 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-726-8 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-732-9 $160.00 
Ytterbium: Characteristics, Production and Applications outlines the properties and uses of ytterbium, focusing on its isotopic 

characteristics and its abundance in some important geological materials. 

The authors explore structures formed by depositing submonolayer quantities of ytterbium atoms on different silicon and 

germanium surfaces, addressing the ealiest stages of ytterbium/silicon and germanium interface formation.  

In addition, this compilation provides an overview of the methods used to extract and separate rare earth elements from 
natural deposits or from secondary resources. 

The crucial spectroscopic properties of ytterbium that induce the efficiency of ytterbium-doped materials or fibers for optical 

sensing of temperature are reviewed. 
Laser irradiation is studied in the context of its application in cleaning, a complicated process incorporating photo-thermal, 

photochemical and mechanical processes on the intended work materials. 

Chemical Engineering 

Fluidized Bed Reactors: Principles and Applications 

Kristian Beike 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/24/2020 

127 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-727-5 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-733-6 $82.00 

This compilation presents the main results reported in literature regarding the application of the fluidized bed reactor in the 

fermentative production of hydrogen using different synthetic and complex substrates, such as: glucose, sucrose, xylose, 
sugarcane vinasse, cheese whey, cassava wastewater and glycerin. 

Additionally, the results of studies on the dry torrefaction process of various types of fluidized bed biomass in an inert gas 

medium are presented, as well as the results of studies on torrefaction in a fluidized bed in a gas medium, which produces a 
mixture of inert gas and oxygen. 

Using a fluidized bed reactor for activated carbon production, the effect of various process parameters such as particle size, 

fluidizing velocity, process time, static bed height, activation temperature and fluidizing medium are studied. 
The authors propose that the development and implementation of the suspended bed reactor is the most reasonable means to 

achieve promising catalytic hydrogenation. 

Microfiltration: Principles, Process and Applications 

Youssef El Rayess, PhD (Department of Agriculture and Food 

Engineering, School of Engineering, Holy Spirit University of Kaslik, 

Jounieh, Lebanon) 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

242 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-320-9 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-347-6 $160.00 

This book titled "Microfiltration: Principle, Process and Applications" is formed of 6 
chapters covering many research aspects on microfiltration. These aspects include reviews 

and original research dealing mainly with fouling and cleaning of microfiltration 

membranes. In Chapter 1, mechanisms of fouling and factors affecting the fouling are 
presented. Also, it deals with techniques that assist mitigation of membrane fouling that 

occurs in microfiltration. The aim of Chapter 2 was the modelling and optimization by 

artificial neural network and genetic algorithm of yeast suspensions turbulence promoter 
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assisted cross-flow microfiltration in concentration operation mode. Chapter 3 focuses on the principles, developments, 

implementation and application of microfiltration in wastewater treatment. In addition, the integration of microfiltration with 
other water and wastewater treatment technique is also included as well as the advantages and disadvantage of the 

microfiltration. The Chapter 4 objective is to introduce the most commonly used turbulence promoters’ types. Furthermore, 

congenial studies on the turbulence promoters’ application in the cross-flow MF regarding food industry streams and products 
are also presented within the chapter. In Chapter 5, the microfiltration process was used in order to obtain concentrated 

papaya (Carica papaya L.) pulp, evaluating the flux permeate from papaya treated pulp with enzyme pectinase and using 

different nominal mass molecular weights and different membranes materials. Chapter 6 discusses the performances and the 
quality of treated water of a Tunisian textile industry through a low-cost tubular ceramic membrane prepared by extrusion of 

a plastic paste prepared from clay powder mixed with organic additives and water. 

Electrochemistry 

Electro-Oxidation: Principles, Materials and Applications 

Soren Briard 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-306-1 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-357-3 $95.00 

Electro-Oxidation: Principles, Materials and Applications provides an overview of the most relevant literature and novel 

research in nanostructured Pt-based electrocatalysts for low-temperature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells directly 
fed by C2-C4 alcohols. 

An overview of different voltammetric sensors based on the electro-oxidation of clinically important compounds is provided, 

and the applications of voltammetry extended from single to multi-component determination are discussed. 
Additionally, a brief review is provided regarding the main results and conclusions obtained and published by the authors’ 

research groups in recent years related to the preparation and characterization of different types of electrocatalysts using 

aBCs as catalyst support. 

Fermentation and Culturing 

Beer: From Production to Distribution 

Armand Legault 

In series: Fermented Foods and Beverages in a Global Age 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-414-3 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-474-7 $95.00 

This compilation provides a critical review of a tailor-made concept for the production of beer with high biological value, 

reviewing the changes in phenolic capacity and antioxidant activity of malt and hops as the main phenolic component sources 
in beer. 

A conceptualization and characterization of craft beer and a full description of the “craft beer revolution” phenomenon is 

provided, elucidating the increasing consumption of this beverage.  
A concluding study assesses the antioxidant activity of beer mainly due to endogenous phenolic compounds with high 

bioavailability, Maillard reaction products and sulfites. 

Food Science and Technology 

A Comprehensive Guide to Processed Foods 

Olaniyi Lasekan (University Putra Malaysia, Faculty of Food Sci. & 

Technology, Serdang, Selangor Darul Ehsan Malaysia) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 

373 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-308-6 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-309-3 $230.00 

This book provides a comprehensive guide to a range of food processing methods that are 

relevant to food scientists who are beginning to specialize in the area of food processing. 
It has been written in collaboration with researchers and professors from different 

countries who are experts in the field of food processing. The book covers area such as; 

high pro-cookies processing, application of pulsed electric field in liquid food processing, 
foam mat drying of pineapple juice, engineering aspects of confectionery coating in baked 
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products, food emulsion, minimally processing of potato and yam slices, a guide to differently processed Asian rice products, 

tumbling and massaging as a tool in reformed meat processing and finally a chapter dealing with food processing 
contaminants and their mitigation strategies was included. 

Avocado: Consumption and Health 

María Guiomar Melgar Lalanne (Basic Sciences Institute (Instituto de Ciencias Básicas), 

Veracruzana University (Universidad Veracruzana), Veracruz, Mexico) and Alan Javier 

Hernández-Álvarez (School of Food Science & Nutrition, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 

316 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-204-0 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-280-4 $230.00 

Avocado (Persea americana Mill.) is a tropical tree native from south-central Mexico, 

showing nowadays an increasing commercial interest worldwide for its unique sensorial 

characteristics, high nutritional quality, and its medicinal uses. The global market is ruled 

by the exportation of the fresh fruit; but, the presence of avocado products (mainly 

avocado oil) is gaining interest and currently involves close to 20%, both for human and 
industrial (mainly cosmetic) purposes. The fruits are mostly consumed raw as guacamole, 

a dip traditionally made by mashing ripe avocados with salt or added as an ingredient in 

salads. Avocado fruit is rich in healthy monounsaturated fatty acids (mostly oleic acid) 
and fiber. Moreover, the fruit is rich in bioactive compounds such as polyphenols, 

carotenoids, tocopherols, potassium, and sitosterol. Their health properties are mostly 

related to the high amount of antioxidant compounds present. Thus, it is used as an 
auxiliary agent in the reduction of cholesterol and triglyceride levels and weight 

management. In the food industry, the use of avocado oil as a preservative has been 

explored for its high antimicrobial activity. Therefore, this book covers a wide variety of 
topics related to avocado fruit and avocado by-products, including their therapeutic and 

nutraceutical potential, their bioactive compounds, and oxidative stability. Also, new 

research about the characterization of avocado and avocado-based products, its 
conservation, and potential use as a food industrial antioxidant and antimicrobial is 

included as well. Finally, an interesting update of patents on avocado products related to health is also reviewed. 

Coriander: Dietary Sources, Properties and Health Benefits 

D. K. Semwal, PhD (Assistant Professor, Department of Phytochemistry, Faculty of Biomedical 

Sciences, Uttarakhand Ayurved University, Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 11/12/2019 
262 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-483-1 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-484-8 $160.00 
The present book titled “Coriander: Dietary Sources, Properties and Health Benefits” consists of valuable information about 

the coriander plant. The contents provided in this book are the contribution of many authors belonging to different regions. 

The knowledge based on the traditional medicinal importance and scientific studies of Coriandrum sativum is well described 
in this reference book. In addition to students and academicians, scientists will also benefit from the information given in 

this book. 

The first chapter of the book describes the history, cultivation, plant characteristics, 
botanical classification, nutritional profile, phytochemical content, proximate 

composition, applications, medicinal and pharmacological properties of coriander leaf and 

seeds. Nutritional value together with the descriptive phytochemical profile and other 
applications of the coriander plant have been incorporated in this chapter.  

The second chapter focuses on the drying operation applied to coriander and the 

evaluation of the dried product’s characteristics and to what extent they are affected as 
compared to the fresh herb. The chapter also describes composition of raw coriander. In 

addition, various drying methods including vacuum, sun, microwave, freeze and 
supercritical carbon dioxide are given in detail.  

The antioxidant and antimicrobial activity of different parts of the plant are provided in 

chapter 3 whereas different biotechnological approaches including in vitro culture to 
improve the cultivation of the plant are given in chapter 4, which also describes its health 

benefits.  

A detailed phytochemistry including various extraction methods and their optimization is 
described in chapter 5. Polyphenolic compounds of coriander, as well as their health 
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benefits, are given in chapter 6. In addition, it provides a phytochemical report on different parts of the plant. The chapter 

also reports a comprehensive knowledge of the traditional uses and pharmacology of coriander.  
The last chapter of this book reports the composition and health benefits of coriander oil together with other applications. 

This chapter mainly focuses on the antimicrobial activity of essential oil obtained from seeds as well as from the leaves. The 

information describing the effect of fertilizers on the cultivation of this important plant is also included in this chapter. 
Overall, the book covers almost all the important areas of research. 

Food Safety: Contaminants, Pathogens, and Illnesses 

Georges Martin 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 11/22/2019 
292 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-762-7 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-763-4 $195.00 
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible for overseeing the safety of about 80 percent of the nation’s food 

supply and for promoting good nutrition. Chapter 1 reviews FDA’s food safety- and nutrition-related activities and resources. 

Arsenic, an element in the earth's crust, can be harmful to human health and may be present in water and certain foods, such 

as rice. Chapter 2 examines what the National Research Council (NRC) and recent key scientific reviews have reported about 

the effects of ingestion of arsenic on human health, the extent to which FDA and USDA have managed the risk to human 
health from arsenic in rice, and the extent to which FDA has coordinated with USDA and other federal agencies on actions 

to manage the risk. 

Most seafood consumed in the United States is imported, and about half of it is raised on fish farms. Because farmed seafood 
is raised in confined areas and susceptible to infections, farmers may use drugs like antibiotics. The use of unapproved drugs 

or the misuse of approved drugs may result in unsafe residues in seafood that can cause cancer or allergic reactions, according 

to FDA, which is charged with ensuring the safety of most seafood. Chapter 3examines how FDA helps ensure the safety of 
imported seafood from unsafe drug residues and ways the agency could strengthen its efforts; how FSIS helps ensure the 

safety of imported catfish from unsafe drug residues and ways the agency could strengthen its efforts; and the extent to which 

FDA and FSIS coordinate their oversight efforts. 
The U.S. food supply is generally considered safe, but the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimate that 

Salmonella and Campylobacter in food cause about 2 million human illnesses per year in the United States. Chapter 4 reviews 

USDA’s approach to reducing pathogens in meat and poultry products. The produce industry continues to be associated with 
a series of foodborne illness outbreaks across multiple U.S. states and Canada, resulting in hundreds of illnesses and 

hospitalizations, as well as kidney failure and death in some cases as reported in chapter 5. 

The Trump Administration is proposing to consolidate the federal government’s primary food safety functions into a single 

federal agency based in the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) as reported in chapter 6.  

Food: Nutrition, Packaging, Waste and Safety 

Christopher D. Mills 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 
265 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-937-8 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-938-5 $195.00 
Federal nutrition guidelines provide broad guidance for healthy populations, but do not focus on the varying nutritional needs 

of older adults. Chapter 1 examines (1) the relationship of older adults’ nutrition to health outcomes and the extent to which 

federal nutrition guidelines address older adults’ nutritional needs, (2) nutrition requirements in federal nutrition assistance 
programs serving older adults and how these requirements are overseen, and (3) challenges program providers face in meeting 

older adults’ nutritional needs. 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have taken steps to address 
consumer confusion about date labels on packaged foods. For example, to reduce confusion about introductory phrases on 

date labels, such as whether the dates indicate food is safe to eat, and resulting food waste, USDA in December 2016 issued 

a fact sheet on date labels for consumers. Chapter 2 describes the steps USDA and FDA have taken to address consumer 
confusion about date labels and examines the extent to which USDA and FDA have coordinated with each other and with 

nonfederal stakeholders on date labels. 

Chapter 3 reports on the challenges that exist to reducing food loss and waste (FLW) in the United States.  
Disease outbreaks from tainted food are an ongoing public health challenge. The Centers for Disease Control estimates that 

each year, one in six Americans, 48 million people, get sick from foodborne illnesses, 128,000 are hospitalized, and 3,000 

die as reported in chapter 4. 
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Goat Milk Chemistry and Its Product Manufacturing Technology 

Mingruo Guo (Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences, College of 

Agriculture and Life Sciences, University of Vermont, Vermont, USA; 

Adjunct Professor, College of Food Science, Northeast Agricultural 

University of China) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 

240 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-299-7 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-300-0 $160.00 

Goats are one of the most adaptable farm animals in the world andthere are about 210 
million dairy goats worldwide. More people are drink goat milk than the milk of any other 

farm animal on this planet. However, the investment resources on the dairy goat industry 

and research on the chemical, nutritional, and biological properties of goat milk and its 
product developments are still very limited. This book covers goat milk production and 

consumption; goat milk chemistry and physical properties; goat milk flavor; goat milk products and manufacturing 

technology; goat milk product quality control; and goat milk nutrition and health benefits. This book would be a good choice 
for researchers and individuals in the goat milk industry. 

Grapevines at a Glance 

Josephine Estrada 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/21/2019 
214 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-399-5 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-400-8 $95.00 
Grapevines at a Glance first presents the results of a morphological and genetic characterization, as well as chemical 

characterization, of some of the most important indigenous grapevine varieties in the central Balkan, such as: Vranac, Krstač, 

Smederevka, Prokupac, Žilavka, Plavac Mali, and Istrian Malvasia. 
Following this, a characterization of the Prokupac variety of grape is presented by means of ampelographic and molecular 

analysis, as well as chemical characteristics. 

The authors investigate the efficiency of near infrared reflectance spectroscopy scanning to detect differences in the chemical 

composition, gross energy, in vitro apparent digestibility and relative feed value of leaves and green pruning residues of 

eleven red grapevine cultivars and five white grapevine cultivars. 

Additionally, it is determined that the nutritive value for ruminants and the content of bioactive compounds and related 
antioxidant capacity for humans depends on the grapevine cultivars. These leaves are rich in bioactive compounds and might 

provide a significant source of dietary bioaccessible polyphenols with high antioxidant capacity. 

The differences between the chemical composition, gross energy and in vitro apparent digestibility of the grapevine and 
grapevine leaves of five varieties of red grapevine and of five varieties of white grapevine are explored. 

The closing study focuses on how microbial communities associated with vineyards points to the existence of patterns of 

microbial distribution across viticultural areas, suggesting a microbiological component of the terroir concept.  

Handbook of Chickpeas: Nutritional Value, Health Benefits and Management 

Albert T. Lund and Noah D. Schultz 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

348 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-374-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-375-9 $230.00 

Legumes are an important source of proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals, and dietary fiber. Chickpea is one of the 
most consumed legumes in the world. It is an affordable food product for people who cannot get animal protein, giving them 

a nutritious substitute in their diet. As such, Handbook of Chickpeas: Nutritional Value, Health Benefits and Management 

discusses the current information regarding the nutritional value of chickpea. 
Following this, the authors highlight the nutritional value of domesticated Kabuli chickpeas used in different forms, as well 

as the impact of different factors which regulate the nutritional value. 
The authors then explore the nutritional value, health benefits, and uses of desi chickpeas in comparison to Kabuli chickpeas.  

Current information is presented regarding the amino acid profile and nutritional protein quality in raw and processed 

chickpea seeds and flours, the health or nutraceutical effects of chickpea protein isolates, hydrolysates or bioactive peptides 
and the generation of selenized proteins during sprouting and their antioxidant and anticancer potential. 

The demand for gluten-free products is increasing since the prevalence of gluten-related disorders is rising. As such, chickpea 

is studied in the context of replacing wheat/gluten in some types of gluten-free food to improve the quality of the gluten-free 
diet. 
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Chickpea is also studied as a dairy-product substitute since it represents a good source of protein, iron, and fiber. 

Chickpeas are composed of interesting amounts of protein, fibers, iron, zinc, and others, arousing interest by vegetarians. 
Therefore, the use of chickpeas is studied as an important ingredient in a vegetarian diet to contribute to nutritional quality. 

The authors present the way in which legume proteins can be used to fortify some foods to increase nutritional value and 

balance amino acid content. The most important of these foods are bakery products. 
Current information related to starch digestion and glycemic index of raw/processed chickpea flours and starch isolates, 

undigested carbohydrates content in raw/processed chickpea and health effects of chickpea digestible and undigestible 

carbohydrates is also presented. 
Chickpea seeds are vulnerable, both in the field and in storage conditions to attack by several insect pests of economic 

importance, whereby infested grains lose their viability. Therefore, basic steps in order to control insects in warehouse or 

processing plants that must be followed are: monitoring for infestation detection, identification of the problem and insect 
control measures.  

Traditionally, preferred control options are carbamate and pyrethroid sprays as soon as the threshold has been reached, as 
insects grow rapidly and a few days delay in spraying can result in major crop damage and increased difficulty in control. 

The final study proposes that chickpea protease inhibitor concentrates exerted anti-genotoxic effects on LNCaP cells, 

supporting previous findings that Bowman-Birk inhibitors and protease inhibitors have a protective effect on oxidative 
damage. Chickpea may therefore play a role in prostate cancer prevention, however, further research is needed to fully 

understand the molecular mechanisms involved. 

Innovations in Coffee Quality 

Daneysa Lahis Kalschne (Universidade Tecnológica Federal do 

Paraná, Campus Medianeira, Department of Foods, Avenida Brasil, 

Parque, Brazil), Marinês Paula Corso (Universidade Tecnológica 

Federal do Paraná, Campus Medianeira, Department of Foods, 

Avenida Brasil, Parque, Brazil) and Rafael Carlos Eloy Dias (Instituto 

Federal Catarinense, Campus Araquari, Department of Chemistry, 

Araquari, Santa Catarina, Brazil) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 

225 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-223-1 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-319-1 $160.00 

Innovation in Coffee Quality presents recent contributions regarding the quality of the raw 
coffee material, the commercial coffees, and the sensory attributes of the coffee beverages. Modifications to industrial 

processes are proposed to use defective coffee beans. Traditional methods of sensory evaluation of coffee are compared with 

new methods. Advanced sensory analysis such as Flash Profile and Temporal Dominance of Sensations have been applied 
to assess sensory properties of coffee, proving effective in identifying sensory attributes in cold coffee beverage, for example. 

Other sensory tests, such as SCA, are efficient to evaluate the sensorial quality of coffee brews in the preparation of special 
coffees and blends of Arabica and Robusta species. 

From an industrial point of view, computer vision system is a remarkably interesting technique for future applications in 

coffee sector. Thus, methods employing image analysis obtained from smartphone with application of projection pursuit 
analysis to determine the quality of raw material, replacing traditional sensory testing are also described. This could also be 

an alternative method to evaluate the raw material online in coffee processes.  

A fast method based on the Vis-NIR spectrum and chemometrics for quality control of commercial roasted coffee is 
presented, in a less wasteful and more ecofriendly direction. 

Concerning to the health of coffee consumers, the new demands for conscious coffee consumption are discussed, and the 

beneficial effect of high-quality coffee due to the presence of antioxidant compounds in instant coffee is evaluated. 
In this way, Innovations in coffee quality brings on innovative methods applied to monitoring the quality of coffee, being 

fundamental for new researchers and students who seek expressive advances in coffee science. 

General Chemistry 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 57 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-378-0 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-379-7 $250.00 
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Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 57 begins with a focus on structures which core‐modified porphyrins and 

derivatives adopt, as well as a comparison of electronic properties, including aromaticity, of core‐modified porphyrins and 
common tetrapyrroles. Perspectives of studies and applications of core-modified tetrapyrroles are considered as well. 

Following this, the authors provide a brief introduction to solvation processes in pure solvents, followed by an extension of 

the topic to mixtures, and a thorough analysis of preferential solvation phenomena.  
In one study, Rhodobacter sphaeroides cytochrome c oxidase is prepared, in which n terminal histidines 3, 7, and 10 of 

subunit III have been replaced with glutamine residues and enzymatic activities of the isolated mutant enzyme assessed. 

Different aspects of the problem of the oxo-atom transfer of organometallic complexes in oxidation reactions of some organic 
compounds with dioxygen, under UV-irradiation, are discussed. Examples demonstrating the catalytic properties of dioxo-

Mo-complexes in oxidation of the chlorinated derivatives of mono- and biphenyl substituted alkanes are presented. 

The authors also examine plant biomass-based substrates or waste coproducts that have been examined to determine whether 
they could support pullulan synthesis by the fungus A. pullulans, and identify which show the most promise for commercial 

pullulan production. 
In conclusion, clustering in aqueous solutions of H2CO3 and NaHCO3 in the mass range from 100 to 200 thousand Dalton 

is studied by way of gravitational mass spectroscopy. The formation of ensembles of clusters obeying the first and second 

Zubov equation was found. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 58 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

271 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-519-7 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-520-3 $250.00 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 58 first characterizes electrochemical oxidation processes from an 
ecotoxicological perspective. This approach allows for the evaluation of the influence of electrochemical degradation 

parameters, such as electrode material or type of electrolyte, in the modulation of toxicity under different scenarios. 

Following this, the authors present a collection of existing knowledge on electro-fenton and anodic oxidation electrochemical 
processes. The choice of electrode materials plays an important role in both processes for better efficiency.  

A standardized procedure is proposed for analyzing humic samples of various genesis consisting of four successive methods 

of analysis. The results obtained in this case present a set of, semi-quantitative and quantitative parameters in the 
macromolecule of carboxyl, aromatic, polysaccharide and aliphatic fragments. 

A highly effective adsorbent for p-chlorophenol is been synthesized using magnetite nanoparticles coated with humic acids. 

The adsorbent is synthesized via co-precipitation of a mixed Fe3+ and Fe2+ solution using NH4OH 25% at pH 11 followed 

by the rapid addition of humic acids solution in NaOH 1 M.  

This collection also reviews the spectral and luminescent properties of humic acids, as well as identifies the impact of humic 

acids on the effectiveness of organic compounds photodegradation.  
In the concluding study, the water quench test is applied as an experimental method for thermal shock resistance testing, and 

the authors provide a morphological analysis of the samples before and during the testing.  

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 59 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

260 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-112-9 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-113-6 $250.00 

This compilation opens with a study on the catalytic conversion of methanol to olefins, mainly SAPO-34 and ZSM-5, as well 

as the synthesis, properties, applications. 
A description of phenylalanine ammonia-lyase is presented in relation to structure, localization, expression, regulation, assay 

methods and the factors influencing phenylalanine ammonia-lyase activity, as well as its importance to the phenylpropanoid 

pathway for plant growth and development. 
The authors critically analyze the development of molecular nanocatalysts based on organochalcogenligands and their 

applications in the transfer of hydrogenation.  

Following this, the progress in applications of dimensional analysis and similarity theory in electrochemical kinetics and 
electrochemical engineering is discussed. The use of dimensionless groups in problems of current density distribution and 

electrochemical mass transfer is described and the similarity criteria involved are considered. 

The authors focus on various solvent-minimized sample pre-treatment procedures which are inexpensive and offer minimal 
exposure to toxic organic solvents during sample analysis. 

The concluding chapter explores bis-azides, i.e., organic compounds presenting two azido groups in their structures. Their 

utility in synthetic group transformation is covered, as well as in polymer chemistry, the preparation of bioactive compounds, 
click chemistry, and in the synthesis of cross-linked DNA. 
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Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 60 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
Publication Date: 05/06/2020 

265 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-449-6 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-450-2 $250.00 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 60 opens with a chapter on Mössbauer spectroscopy, a spectroscopic method 
based on the Mössbauer effect, which can be defined as the nearly recoil-free, resonant absorption and emission of g-rays in 

solids. 

Next, the authors the chemical structure of various alkene oligomers, kinetic features of the oligomerization reactions, and 
applications of oligomer studies for the elucidation of the general mechanism of alkene polymerization reactions. 

The recent literature concerning self-assembled monolayers containing terminal glycans is reviewed, with a focus on their 

biomolecular interactions.  
Following this, the results of a study are presented wherein a reliable xanthine chemical sensor was fabricated with facile 

wet-chemically prepared ZnO/Al2O3/Cr2O3 nanoparticles in alkaline medium at low temperature.  

Various piperidine derivatives are reviewed in the context of their applications as antioxidants and anticancer agents. Today, 

many compounds containing piperidine are used in the treatment of various diseases. 

The authors also explore green methodology for the synthesis of highly functionalized piperidine under mild reaction 
conditions with good yields, high diastereoselectivity, operational simplicity and easy work-up procedures. 

In closing, an outline of applications of the applications of various piperidine derivatives as antipsychotic agents is provided. 

Antipsychotic drugs have a wide range of pharmacological effects such as promoting sleep. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 61 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
Publication Date: 05/12/2020 

286 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-627-8 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-628-5 $250.00 

In Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 61, the classical and modern scientific references discussing the applications 
of charged particles are analyzed. Mathematical models of electrostatic coagulation, sorption, sedimentation of particles in 

the electric field, increases in wettability of a surface of particles are proposed. 

The authors discuss the chemistry, synthesis, structural modifications and photophysical properties of the fluorescein moiety, 
with special emphasis on the detection of metal ions such as Cu(II), Zn(II), Hg(II) and Fe(III) using spectrophotometric 

methods. 

Next, the geometric analysis and simulation reproduction of empirically extracted peptide coverage ratio, Θ, over a nano-
gold colloid surface was conducted by assuming a prolate shape of all tested amyloidogenic peptides. 

The following study highlights the role of analytical instrumentation and analytical methods in assessing the quality of 

pharmaceutical drugs. Attaining a high quality of finished products in the pharmaceutical industry is an incessant challenge 
that necessitates the development of fast and accurate analytical methods. 

In closing, the adsorption characteristics of methylene blue on purified bagasse bottom ash are investigated. The purified 

bagasse bottom ash adsorbent was prepared through purification of a crude BBA obtained from a sugarcane industry using 
a mixed solution of HCl 0.1 mol/L and HF 0.3 mol/L and followed by HNO3 5 mol/L. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 62 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 
284 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-921-7 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-922-4 $250.00 
Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 62 first provides information related to the synthesis, morphology, crystal 

structure, and porosity of bentonite and bentonite/magnetite powders.  

Following this, the authors discuss carbon tetrachloride, a clear, colourless, volatile and very stable chlorinated hydrocarbon 
with a non-polar nature, making it an excellent solvent. 

Recent research on the applications of hydrogen peroxide as oxidizing and reducing agent is presented, as well as its 

application in biocatalysis, as signaling molecule, and in nanochemistry. 
The mode of action hydrogen peroxide induces in yeast apoptosis is also addressed, including overexpression of apoptosis 

inducing factor homologue proteins. 

Additionally, this compilation describes the recent advances concerning the use of hydrogen peroxide in heteropolyacid-
catalyzed oxidation reactions of terpenic alcohols, which are renewable origin compounds whose oxidation provides 

aldehydes and epoxides. 
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Diamines, organic compounds with two amino groups, are described. In one study, different diamines are synthesized with 

complex formulas used in the preparation of different thermally stable polymers. 
A few diamines used in developing thin-film polyamide composite membranes are reviewed. 

The concluding study is focused on gas hydrates, mixtures of light gases such as methane, ethane or carbon dioxide, and 

water molecules under a special temperature and pressure condition, forming a liquid-like material. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 63 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-301-6 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-361-0 $250.00 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 63 considers the recent achievements in the field of biomimetic sol-gel 

mineralization of natural polysaccharides for obtaining biologically active silicon-containing hydrogel materials, as well as 
the effect of the chirality of the main classes of biomimetics on their functional properties. 

The effects of reaction conditions such as temperature, weight hour space velocity and catalyst modification using different 

types of metals on catalyst activity and selectivity are explored. 

Following this, a review is provided on the influence of different acid types on the reaction course and selectivity of Prins 

cyclization of chosen aldehydes and homoallylic alcohols. 
In addition, an investigation of the best methanol to olefin conversion catalyst, SAPO-34, is studied in both synthesis and 

metal promotion. 

The penultimate chapter highlights the properties of Casuarina fruit as adsorbent material for water pollutants removal. These 
findings are expected to shed some light on the removal performance, as well as promising applications of Casuarina fruit-

based activated carbon for wastewater treatment. 

Lastly, nanoparticles of phthalic acid/aluminum nitrate are synthesized using a hydrothermal method, leading to a large 
quantity of CAU-10-H.  

Industrial and Technical Chemistry 

Recrystallization: Types, Techniques and Applications 

Ke Huang (State Key Laboratory for Manufacturing System Engineering, Xi'an Jiaotong 

University, Xi’an, Shaanxi, P.R. China) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

350 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-737-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-738-2 $230.00 

A very large part of metallic materials is used in the wrought form. Several 
thermomechanical processing (TMP) steps are usually employed to produce the 

intermediate or final products, during which recrystallization and its related phenomena 

such as work hardening, recovery and grain growth may take place. The sophisticated 
controlling of recrystallization is one of the most effective ways to tailor the 

microstructures and mechanical properties of metallic components.  

Recrystallization: Types, Techniques and Applications is the joint work of several well-
known active scientists within this field, and each one focuses on the latest developments 

of their specific topics. This book covers the deformation structure and recovery, 

recrystallization and grain growth phenomena, characterization of recrystallization, 
interaction between recrystallization and solute/second phase particles, the competition 

between phase transformation and recrystallization, as well as numerical modelling of 

recrystallization. 
It is a standard reference for practicing engineers and researchers involved in hot 

deformation and heat treatment of metallic materials.  
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Inorganic Chemistry 

Aluminium Oxide: Structure, Production and Applications 

Anton E. Hermansen 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 

229 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-877-7 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-910-1 $160.00 

Aluminium Oxide: Structure, Production and Applications opens with a study wherein it 

is proposed that, according to the electrolyte composition and the parameters of an 
applied electric signal, it is possible to obtain either barrier or porous oxide films with 

precisely controlled dimensions. 

The authors examine how exhaust gases purification and diesel oxidation catalysts are of 
paramount importance, since the requirements for the automobile emission control 

become more and more strict each year. Aluminum oxide has historically been used as a 

component of such purification systems. 
The subsequent study suggests that it is possible to affect the concentration of Lewis and 

Brønsted acids, the desired specific surface area, and the degree of crystallinity in 

catalytic processes.  

Zinc Oxide: Production, Properties and Applications 

Carmen Galvan 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 

290 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-753-4 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-754-1 $230.00 

In Zinc Oxide: Production, Properties and Applications, the authors first provide a summary of the natural sources available 
for the synthesis of zinc oxide nanoparticles, enlisting some plant-mediated synthesized zinc oxide nanoparticles showing 

promising antimicrobial, antioxidant, cytotoxic and photocatalytic properties.  

Important technological opportunities and challenges emphasizing the electrical and optoelectronic features of elongated 

zinc oxide nanoparticle nanosystems are reviewed. 

The various nonlinear optical phenomenon observed in zinc oxide thin film, inlcuding nonlinear absorption, nonlinear 

refraction, nonlinear scattering and harmonic generations are introduced. 
Selected literature on the use of zinc oxide nanoparticles for the immobilization of enzymes is reviewed, as well as the use 

of zinc oxide nanoparticle/enzyme systems in the fabrication of biosensors. 

The authors explore transition metal doped zinc oxide nanoparticles for a wide range of catalytic organic reactions, further 
exploring their catalytic applications for organic transformations at mild reaction conditions. 

The basic concepts behind the development of nanostructured zinc oxide nanoparticles, including the solid state reaction, 

hydrothermal method, solvothermal method and co-precipitation method are discussed. 
Lastly, a facile, eco-friendly synthesis of zinc oxide nanoparticles using the peel extract of Musa paradisiaca L, Punica 

granatum L, and Citrus reticulata Blanco as bioreducing agent is reported. 

Organic Chemistry 

An Introduction to Melamine 

Ashley Harris  

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

204 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-136-5 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-168-6 $95.00 

In this compilation, technical and critical aspects concerning confirmatory methods for the analysis of melamine and its 
analogous, including cyanuric acid, ammeline, and ammelide in foodstuffs are discussed. Moreover, an overview of the 

concentrations of melamine and related compounds reported in the recent literature for different food items are summarized, 

as the results from monitoring these compounds in food products indicate their continuing presence in the food chain. 
Although high level of adulteration has ceased, melamine is still a popular material for pesticides, farm animal feed fillers, 

fire retardants, anti-wrinkles and mild abrasives. As such, the authors discuss how  

low-dose contamination of melamine to the environment cannot be ignored. 
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Next, melamine-formaldehyde resin was chosen to form shell material due to its good thermo-mechanical and water-resistant 

properties. A series of experiments are conducted on changing the emulsifying system and a discussion of the results is 
provided.  

Additionally, a sensitive chemical sensor is developed to detect melamine selectively by an electrochemical approach, where 

ternary mixed metal oxide nanoparticles were prepared through the wet-chemical process. The calcined ZnO/CuO/Co3O4 
NPs are investigated by field emission scanning electron microscopy, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy, powder X-ray diffraction, ultraviolet visible spectroscopy, and Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy. 
The authors evaluate the formation of melamine-derived particles in aqueous and biological matrices using different 

analytical techniques for studying the bioaccumulation of melamine-cyanurate in tissues, including kidney stones. 

Lastly, cadmium doped antimony oxide nanostructures are synthesized by a facile wet-chemical method at a low temperature 
to detect melamine from aqueous solutions. The calcined cadmium doped antimony oxide nanostructures are characterized 

systematically by FE-SEM, EDS, UV/Vis., FTIR spectroscopy, powder XRD and XPS techniques. 

Benzimidazole: Preparation and Applications 

Aksel A. Vestergaard 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

398 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-986-7 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-048-1 $230.00 

Benzimidazole: Preparation and Applications first defines the structure, physical and chemical properties of the 
benzimidazole compound class. Further conventional and alternative synthesis methods and important reactions of these 

compound derivatives are illustrated with examples. 

The authors provide an overview of benzimidazole-based synthetic medicine and their significant applications in treating 
various ailments. The chemical reactions of benzimidazole with other heterocyclic compounds/chemical reagents produce a 

lot of new substituted molecules, which have potential pharmaceutical applications. 

A literature review is presented focusing on the synthesis of chiral compounds and their subsequent applications as 
therapeutic compounds in order to better evaluate the results so far. 

Additionally, the authors discuss how nenzimidazole derivatives play a vital role in organic light emitting diodes as emissive 

materials, host materials, electron transport materials, hole blocking materials, etc., and have pharmaceutical applications 
such as antimicrobial, antihypertensive, anti-HIV and anticancer. 

Following this, this collection examines classes of potential chemosensors possessing benzimidazole moieties which are 

capable of both visual and optical estimation of target analytes over a broad concentration range and without interference of 

contemporary analytes. 

Important methodologies used for the synthesis of variedly substituted benzimidazoles are presented along with their multi-

target therapeutic uses. 
The latest research on anti-tumor and antimicrobial benzimidazole compounds, as well as structure-activity correlations, drug 

design, clinical and preclinical studies is also presented. 

Benzimidazole-based polymers with various architecture and copolymers are discussed with a variation of properties such 
as mechanical, thermal stability, thermo-oxidative stability and enhanced performance. 

The penultimate chapter covers a critical analysis of the recent developments in benzimidazole framework research and the 

future scope of benzimidazole framework in ligand designing. 
In closing, the synthesis and biological properties of coordination compounds containing benzimidazole derivatives are 

presented and discussed. 

Benzofuran: Production and Applications 

Murilo Souza Barros 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 05/12/2020 

234 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-873-9 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-906-4 $160.00 

Benzofurans have garnered the attention of medicinal chemists due to their broad pharmacological activity. Benzofuran: 

Production and Applications provides insight into the natural origin of these compounds, reported biological activities for 
various analogs, synthetic routes to obtain benzofurans substituted at different heterocycle sites, and controlled release 

encapsulation methods. 

Dihydrobenzofuran neolignans are secondary metabolites arising from the coupling of two phenylpropanoid units during the 
shikimate biossynthetic pathway. In this compilation, the natural sources and synthetic routes from which dihydrobenzofuran 

neolignans can be obtained are reviewed, and their biological potential is highlighted. 

Additionally, the authors focus on the palladium and rhodium catalyzed multiple C-H functionalizations in the synthesis of 
benzofurans and their derivatives. The use of Ir and Ru salts is also explored. 

A review of the aspects related to cancer initiation and progress, as well as the applications of benzofurans as structural 

frameworks for the development of new drugs against cancer, is provided. 
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Benzothiazole: Preparation, Structure and Uses 

Atakan Heijstek 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 03/25/2020 

210 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-548-6 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-556-1 $82.00 

Benzothiazole is an aromatic heterocyclic compound with the chemical formula of C7H5NS. Benzothiazole: Preparation, 
Structure and Uses opens with a review on the synthesis of benzothiazoles for their anticancer, antimicrobial, antidiabetic, 

anticonvulsant, anti-inflammatory, anthelmintic, analgesic, antiviral and antitubercular activities. 

Following this, considering the versatile nature of benzothiazole, various benzothiazole derivatives with anticonvulsant and 
anticancer activity are discussed in detail. 

A report on the design strategies, detailed photo-physical properties and applications of benzothiazoles is provided in an 

effort to help researchers overcome existing challenges in designing novel excited state intramolecular proton transfer 
benzothiazole fluorescent molecules. 

In closing, the authors present recent updates on the usefulness and structure-activity relationship of benzothiazole derivatives 

for the development of novel anticancer agents. 

Cross-Coupling Reactions: An Overview 

Joffrey Vrijdag 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 
268 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-678-0 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-695-7 $195.00 
Cross-Coupling Reactions: An Overview opens with an overview of the fundamentals 

and applications of the young and fast developing area of transition metal 

catalyzed/mediated oxidative (dehydrogenative) C−H/C−H coupling reactions between 
two (hetero)arenes. 

Continuing, the authors highlight the recent advances reagarding the ligand supported 

transition metal-catalyzed domino (cascade) or one-pot syntheses of various 
heterocycles involving cross-coupling reactions. 

The recent advances in Cu catalyzed tandem reactions for heterocycle synthesis are also 

addressed. Cu metal chemistry has garnered attention as a potential alternative to 
precious transition metals, being cheaper, more sustainable and more easily available. 

A comprehensive account of research on green chemical routes is provided, involving various palladium metal-based 

catalysts utilized in facilitating cross-coupling reaction in aqueous media. 
Reported decarboxylative cross-coupling reactions are discussed along with suitable examples, focusing on their mechanism 

of action. 

Diols: Synthesis and Reactions 

Estelle Ballard  

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 01/17/2020 

162 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-226-3 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-227-0 $95.00 

Diols: Synthesis and Reactions discusses the applications of the gem-diol chemical group in organic synthesis and 

atmospheric processes, as well as their effects on odorant receptors and on the catalytic sites of enzymes. 
Following this, the reactions of cyclophosphazenes are studied using numerous diols, leading to the formation of 

regioisomers; open chain, spiro, ansa and bridged-structures and their mixtures. This investigation has many advantages in 

terms of obtaining products with high yield, ease of isolation and high reactivity potential. 
Additionally, the authors review the hydrogenation of cis-2-butene-1,4-diol over supported metal catalysts, with particular 

emphasis on the different reaction mechanisms. cis-2-Butene-1,4-diol is an interesting multifunctional substrate, chosen as a 

probe molecule to study the liquid phase hydrogenation of unsaturated diols due its versatility. 
The closing chapter presents a global review of the level of molecular complexity that can be synthetized from accessible 

reagents: amines and diols. Acceptorless dehydrogenative condensations will also be explored in view of their applications 

in the synthesis of heterocycles.  
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Heterocycles: Synthesis, Reactions and Applications 

Jonas M. Danielsen 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 05/12/2020 

231 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-804-3 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-805-0 $160.00 

Considering the extensive applications that have been discovered for naphthoquinone-triazole hybrids in the search for new 
bioactive molecules, Heterocycles: Synthesis, Reactions and Applications first comprehensively addresses recent synthetic 

strategies for their preparation. 

The authors highlight recent developments in reaction strategies for the synthesis of dihydro-, tetrahydro-, pyrano-pyrans 
and tetrahydrofurans and their applications in natural product synthesis. 

The important structural features of heterocyclic compounds are reviewed, as well as their deviation from the planar 

configuration in the form of puckering or buckling, and methods of suppression. 
The closing study explores the reaction of azides with Grignard or organolithium reagents in an inter- or intramolecular 

fashion to form linear or cyclic triazene intermediates, respectively. 

Malachite Green: Properties and Uses 

Rosa M. Laursen 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 04/24/2020 

161 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-800-5 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-801-2 $95.00 

Malachite green is a green, crystalline, water soluble, triphenyl methylene chloride salt 
with several sources, including the dye industry, textile industry, medical fields and 

aquatic life. 

Its leuco form is electrically neutral and undergoes photoionization that yields the 
cationic form of malachite green. This reaction provides desirable features that can be 

used to control the molecular properties via electrostatic interaction/repulsion. 

The usage of malachite green was banned worldwide by the Food and Drug 
Administration in 2002, however it is still used in some places due to its low cost and the 

lack of suitable alternatives. As such, the removal of malachite green by using Kocuria 

marina DAGII cells in a fixed-bed column is discussed. 
In recent years, the use of microbial biomass for the decolorization and degradation of textile industry wastewater has become 

a promising alternative due to its eco-friendliness and low cost, where selected bacteria, algae, yeast and fungi are used to 

replace existing treatment processes. 

Oxalate: Structure, Functions and Occurrence 

Elsa Kytönen 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 

164 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-303-0 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-352-8 $95.00 

Oxalate: Structure, Functions and Occurrence first summarizes the various factors contributing to calculi formation, along 
with different therapeutic measures including medicinal plants/drugs which have been experimentally proven to exhibit 

antiurolithiatic activity employing various mechanisms. 

The authors discuss the known transition metal oxalates, their synthetic analogues, thermal and magnetic behaviour, and 
reaction pathways, particularly for energy materials such as Li ion, as well as supercapacitor and redox flow battery systems. 

A number of possible synthetic pathways for the generation of oxalic acid in plants and fungi are presented and briefly 

discussed. An important number of studies have shown that ascorbic acid is the major substrate for the synthesis of oxalic 
acid in plants. Therefore, the so called “Wheeler-Smirnoff” mechanism, which explains the biosynthesis of ascorbic acid in 

the plant kingdom, is discussed in detail. 

Lastly, this compilation explores how hyperoxaluria can be a pathway through which kidney dysfunction occurs in persons 
due to diabetes mellitus or obesity and thus lead to a gradual deterioration of renal function.  
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Pyrazole: Preparation and Uses 

Dilipkumar Pal (Associate Professor, Department of Pharmaceutical 

Sciences, Guru Ghasidash Vishwavidyalaya (A Central University), 

Koni, Bilashpur, India) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 10/29/2020 
563 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-250-7 $310.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-380-1 $310.00 
This book has comprehensively reviewed the latest information on pyrazoles, their 

preparations and uses. It provides extended ideas on pyrazole and its derivatives including 

their synthesis, chemistry, structure activity relationship (SAR) and therapeutic 
applications. The health promoting properties of these pyrazoles are discussed in this book 

with different therapeutic applications of pyrazole scaffold. Topics related to pyrazole and 

its analogues as potential anticancer, anti-angiogenesis, antiviral, antioxidative, anti-

convulsive, anthelmintic, anti-inflammatory, antidiabetic agents are described in this book 

in detail. Furthermore, current status and future prospects of pyrazole moiety in drug discovery, importance of it in plant 

systems, its relevance in neurological drug discovery, its potency as herbicidal and antimicrobial agents have been 
enumerated through different chapters. In a summary, this book is a valuable resource for research scholars, academics, 

students, industrialists and subject experts working in the multidisciplinary fields like medicinal chemistry, synthetic 

chemistry, biochemistry, pharmacology, natural product chemistry and other related areas in the field of pyrazole derivatives 
drug discovery and research.  

Pyrrole: Synthesis and Applications 

Colin Welch  

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 
116 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-137-2 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-169-3 $82.00 
Pyrrole: Synthesis and Applications provides an overview of polypyrrole synthesis by different methods such as chemical 

polymerization, lecetro-polymerization, photo-initiated polymerization and γ irradiated polymerization. 

Pyrrole derivatives play a crucial role in organic chemistry, medicinal chemistry, and heterocyclic chemistry. Pyrrole scaffold 
is extensively used in the synthesis of drug molecules with various pharmacological properties, as well as in material sciences. 

Finally, the authors review studies on the electrical properties of hybrid polymers which revealed that their electrical 

conductivity increased markedly with the proportion of pyrrole in the initial mixture. This is attributed to the formation of 
an electrically conducting polymer network in the non-conducting methacrylate matrix. 

Thiazole: Synthesis and Reactions 

Anton Švadlenka 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 11/06/2020 

139 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-402-0 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-422-8 $82.00 

Thiazole, or 1,3-thiazole, is a five-member heterocyclic compound that contains a sulfur atom and a nitrogen atom. The term 

“thiazoles” also refers to a large family of molecules containing one or more thiazole rings. 
The design and synthesis of novel thiazole derivatives as anti-cancer agents has been the focal point of recent research, in 

great part because of their biological properties and their applications in drug development.  

In Thiazole: Synthesis and Reactions, an attempt is made to review the reports of recent research advances in the area of 
aqueous phase synthesis of thiazoles and benzothiazoles, particularly those published in the last decade. 

In closing, the authors showcase the recent research advances in thiazole/benzothiazole synthesis involving microwave 

irradiation 
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Polymer Science and Technology 

An Introduction to Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Polymer Composites 

Sumit Sharma (National Institute of Technology, Jalandhar, Punjab, India) 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 03/03/2020 

351 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-408-3 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-409-0 $230.00 

This book will be beneficial for students, researchers and scientists working in the field of 

molecular dynamics simulation. In this book, Materials Studio software developed by 
Accelrys, a software company headquartered in the United States, has been used for 

performing the simulations and analysis. The source codes written in the book can be used 

by any one for modeling. The book starts with an introduction to molecular dynamics. 
Then various molecular dynamics methods will be discussed in detail. As the book 

progresses, various case studies related to modeling of composites at nano level will be 

discussed. The properties predicted are mechanical, thermal, optical and electrical. The 
concept of perl scripting has also been discussed in detail. Lastly the applications of 

molecular dynamics in various fields of engineering and technology will be discussed. The 

nanocomposite materials discussed in this book include polymer-matrix composites. The 
reinforcements used are carbon nanotubes, graphene, nanoparticles and nanofibers. 

Special Topics 

A Closer Look at Hydrogen Bonds 

Michael Waechter 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 12/20/2019 
174 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-849-5 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-850-1 $95.00 

In A Closer Look at Hydrogen Bonds, the spatial networks of hydrogen bonds in liquids and solutions are defined and 

described through a series of diols, aminoalcohols and diamines, and their comparison with the spatial network of water is 

explored. 
The authors review the structural and energetic features of classical hydrogen bonds in order to emphasize the most important 

aspects for rationally designing crystalline and molecular materials. 

Lastly, the formation of intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds in recently synthesized hetarylmethylidene cycloalkanones 
and their influence on the stabilization of otherwise unstable isomers and tautomers is considered on the basis of experimental 

and theoretical analyses. 

A Closer Look at Kinase Inhibition 

Alex Tompson 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 02/25/2020 

212 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-973-7 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-974-4 $160.00 

A Closer Look at Kinase Inhibition opens with a discussion on the roles of various tyrosine kinases inhibitors and molecular 

mechanisms of acquired resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitor drugs therapy in colon-rectal cancer.  

The authors summarize host cell and viral protein kinases, the progress in their use, and the repurposing of approved kinase 

inhibitors as broad-spectrum antivirals. 
The key kinases, namely CLK1, DYRK1A, CDK5, GSK3 and CK1, are analyzed as data indicate that targeting these proteins 

may have therapeutic promise against Alzheimer’s disease.  
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A Comprehensive Guide to Natural Products 

Silje A. Dahl and Adam M. Frandsen 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 11/06/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-418-1 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-432-7 $95.00 

In this compilation, the role of liquid chromatography, mass spectrometry and chemometrics for the analysis and 

characterization of plant natural products is addressed. 
The authors provide a comprehensive review of the pharmacological activity of cetrarioid lichens and their major secondary 

metabolites as antioxidants to prevent and treat oxidative stress-related diseases. 

Following this, the way in which the detection of various secondary metabolites and bioactive compounds in some plants 
can reduce sickle cells in vitro is studied. 

In addition, the efficiency of green and conventional solvent systems concerning the three classes of phytochemicals 

(phenols, alkaloids, and flavonoids) is described. 
Lastly, a brief history of antibiotics and the spread of resistance is provided, and future strategies to combat drug-resistant 

microbes are discussed. 

An Introduction to Electronic Structure Theory 

Nadia T. Paulsen 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-411-2 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-477-8 $95.00 

In An Introduction to Electronic Structure Theory, Quantum Information Theory is applied to donor-acceptor systems. 

Reaction stages and charge-transfer phenomena are described, continuities of probability and phase distributions are 
explored, and resultant information descriptors combining classical and nonclassical contributions are summarized. 

The authors describe the most efficient method for studying the electronic structure of solids, the magnetic dilution method, 

or the study of the magnetic susceptibility of diluted solid solutions of paramagnetic oxides in diamagnetic isomorphous 
matrices. 

A review of the mathematical modeling and investigation of the electronic structure of some nanomaterials, composite 

materials, and graphene is presented using the Parameterized Model number 3 (PM3) semi-empirical method. 
A basic introduction of electronic structure theory with commonly used notation is provided, as well as its applications for 

studying the physical properties of materials. 

Lastly, based on a concept of “different prescription for different correlation”, a multireference Brillouin-Wigner perturbation 
scheme with improved virtual orbitals is presented as an accurate and affordable computational protocol for treating 

electronic states plagued by quasidegeneracy. 

Bisphenols: Production and Uses 

Júlio Ferreira Silva 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/28/2020 

137 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-187-6 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-276-7 $82.00 

In this compilation, in addition to information on the synthetic method of some types of bisphenols, the authors provide an 

overview of the adverse effects of these chemicals on some risk factors of non-communicable diseases in children and 
adolescents. 

Next, a brief review of the synthesis of bisphenolic antioxidants is provided, and their catalytic systems and antioxidant 

activities are highlighted. 
Recent developments in the preparation of sensors based on functionalized carbon nanotubes for the removal of bisphenol A 

are described. Different functional groups such as inorganic nanoparticles, alumina, graphene oxide, alginate, magnetic 

nanoparticles, and polymers could be supported on the surface of carbon nanotubes. 
The authors investigate recent developments in the preparation of graphene nanocomposites for the removal of the bisphenol 

A from water. Different functional groups loaded on graphene nanocomposite including polymer, -cyclodextrin, magnetic, 

and inorganic nanoparticles are investigated. 
Humans are exposed to bisphenol A on a regular basis, with the most significant source of risk arising from contact through 

their diet (food and drink containers). As such, the concluding study focuses on the effects of bisphenols on health. 
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Elements of Chemistry: In a New Systematic Order, Containing all the Modern Discoveries 

Antoine Lavoisier 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 03/10/2020 

392 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-534-9 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-535-6 $230.00 

Lavoisier is one of the giants of chemistry. In this book, he lays out all of the theories of early chemistry and how to conduct 
experiments. He ties the old chemistry (alchemy) into the new, and it is here that the kernels of modern chemical 

nomenclature begin. He is rightfully called "The Father of Modern Chemistry". Anyone who is serious about learning 

chemistry should read this book. 

Heat Capacity: Theory and Measurement 

Søren A. Dam 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/13/2020 
177 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-142-5 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-205-7 $95.00 
In Heat Capacity: Theory and Measurement, the incidence of the second law of thermodynamics on heat capacity is examined 

with respect to heat flux taking place in a thermodynamically irreversible manner, as well as with respect to irreversible heat 

capacity (CIR = QIR/DT). 
In another study, the heat capacities of aqueous mixtures of monoethanolamine with piperazine were measured from (303.15 

to 353.15) K with a micro-reaction calorimeter (µRC) at an interval of 5 K. 

The authors discuss how heat capacity is a significant thermodynamic quality because of its intrinsic significance and its 
connection with other thermodynamic properties like enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs energy. 

The closing study explores ho the excess partial molar heat capacity of the water in binary aqueous-solvent mixtures (W + 

S), CPWE, provides insight into water structure enhancement, if present. 

Innovations and Challenges in Modern Physical Chemistry: 

Research and Practices 

A.K.Haghi, PhD (Professor Emeritus of Engineering Sciences, 

University of Guilan, Iran) 

In series: Advances in Applied Science and Engineering 
Expected Publication Date: 09/01/2020 

206 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-181-4 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-235-4 $160.00 

This new volume, introduces readers to some of the latest research applications of physical 

chemistry. The compilation of this volume was motived by the tremendous increase of 
useful research work in the field of physical chemistry and related subjects in recent years, 

and the need for communication between physical chemists, physicists, and biophysicists. 

This volume reflects the huge breadth and diversity in research and the applications in 
physical chemistry and physical chemistry techniques, providing case studies that are 

tailored to particular research interests. It examines the industrial processes for emerging 
materials, determines practical use under a wide range of conditions, and establishes what is needed to produce a new 

generation of materials. 

Maleic Anhydride: Production, Reactions and Applications 

Francesca Sims 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-461-7 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-472-3 $95.00 
This compilation opens with a distinct perspective on the solubility of maleic anhydride, presenting the research findings 

regarding the identification of the most suitable solvent selection for systems containing maleic anhydride.  

A survey of more recent developments with particular emphasis on the past 10 years is also provided. 
The authors review maleic-anhydride-polypropylene as compatibilizer in polypropylene nanocomposites with various types 

of nanofillers such as clay, carbon nanotube, graphene and metal oxide, focusing on their preparation, properties and 

performance. 
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Natural Products and Their Utilization Pattern 

Geeta Tewari (Department of Chemistry, Kumaun University, 

Nainital, Uttarakhand, India), Ashish Tewari (Department of Forestry 

and Environmental Science, D. S. B. Campus, Kumaun University, 

Nainital, India), Lalit M. Tewari (Department of Botany, D. S. B. 

Campus, Kumaun University, Nainital, India) and Chitra Pande 

(Department of Chemistry, D. S. B. Campus, Kumaun University, 

Nainital, India) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/22/2020 

436 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-140-1 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-211-8 $230.00 

“Natural Products and their Utilization Pattern” presents recent advancements in the field 

of natural products research. Secondary metabolites such as phenolics, alkaloids, saponins, lipids, carbohydrates and terpenes 
synthesized by the plants are commercially important leading to the opportunities in the field of drug development in various 

herbal industries. The book includes 22 chapters with 11 research and 11 review articles, highlighting different dimensions 

of commercially useful plant based medicines, neutraceuticals, cosmaceuticals, flavor compounds, their ethnobotany and 
utilization pattern. Some chapters cover nutritive, pharmacological and economical importance of various plant species such 

as Momordica charantia, Chenopodium album, Curcuma caesia, Rubus ellipticus, Ocimum sanctum, Diploknema butyracea, 

Meizotropis pellita, Artemisia, Malus domestica, Angelica glauca, Nardostachys jatamansi, Picrorhiza kurroa, Rheum 
austral, Swertia chirata and Himalayan lichens. The phytochemical screening and antioxidant potential of some wild edible 

plants and the indirect organogenesis of Nyctanthes arbor-tristis L. for pharmaceuticals and cosmacuticals were also 

exemplified. Potential of endophytic fungi as a producer of biologically active natural product has been presented as a review 
article. Other chapters consider the usefulness of natural products for livelihood generation and societal development of the 

local hill communities. Book also includes phytoremedial aspect of Vinga radiate. nano based medicines in cancer therapy 

and novel drug delivery applications. This book is extremely useful resource for natural product chemists, biochemists, 
botanists, biotechnologists, microbiologists, environmentalists, pharmacologists, researchers post graduate students, 

academicians and industry persons. 

Ochratoxin A and Aflatoxin B1: New Research 

Reuben Hess 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 03/05/2020 

147 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-416-8 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-417-5 $82.00 

Ochratoxin A and Aflatoxin B1: New Research first presents the latest knowledge regarding the occurrence of ochratoxin A 

in dry-cured meat and dairy products, as well as relevant food safety issues. Different remediation strategies such as heating, 
ripening, drying, storage and the use of microbial cultures, which have been adopted for the prevention or decontamination 

of ochratoxin A, are critically reviewed. 
Next, the authors assess the occurrence of ochratoxin A in different types of dry-fermented sausages and hams produced by 

various households in Croatia, proposing that in order to avoid contamination, the production of household-based meat and 

meat products should run under standardized and well-controlled conditions. 
In the subsequent study, a total of sixty mold-contaminated rice, corn and groundnut samples were collected from one of the 

Cauvery delta regions of Tamil Nadu, India, and analyzed to determine the co-occurrence of ochratoxin A and citrinin, and 

the respective mycotoxigenic fungal strains that produce these toxins. 
Besides the known adverse effects of alcohol, beer could also be the source of several mycotoxins such as aflatoxin B1. 

Aflatoxin B1 is the most toxic among the identified aflatoxins and classified into group I as a human carcinogen by the 

International Agency for Research on Cancers. The stability of aflatoxin B1 during the brewing process, as well as the most 
important detection techniques and sample treatment used for the determination of this compound are evaluated. 

Organophosphate Pesticides 

Fabrice Marquis 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 
113 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-307-8 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-316-0 $82.00 
In this compilation, the authors present progress in research concerning protection from organophosphates activity, as well 

as an overview of the methods for their removal from the environment and decontamination of contaminated persons. 
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New developments in research on biosensors is also presented based on the enzyme (or bacteria)-functionalized 

nanostructures for organophosphorus pesticide detection. 
The closing study focuses on how the application of computational methods to the investigation of organophosphorous 

pesticides is a significant step towards a complete understanding of their behavior in any type of environment. 

Properties and Uses of Butanol 

Arnaud M. Artois 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 11/27/2020 

pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-448-8 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-544-7 $95.00 

Properties and Uses of Butanol reviews the different types of butanol along with its characteristics, methods of production 

and future trends observed in its applications as an alternative energy resource. 
The main aspects involved in the production of biobutanol are described, including raw materials, the transformation of 

biomass and the separation of the acetone-butanol-ethanol mixture. The most important areas of opportunity are determined, 

focusing on the enhancements required by the production process to increase reaction yields in the hydrolysis and 

fermentation steps. 

The closing study discusses the oxidation of butanol on Pt single crystal, the possible mechanisms of the butanol oxidation 
reaction, and the working principles of fuel cells. 

Pyrethroids: Exposure, Applications and Resistance 

Johanan Ruijten 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/28/2020 
197 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-198-2 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-270-5 $95.00 
Pyrethroids have been employed in crop fields all over the world. However, the use of this chemical class of insecticides 

raised concerns about environmental contamination and toxic effects on non-target species, including health issues on human 

population. Therefore, Pyrethroids: Exposure, Applications and Resistance presents recent literature about the biodegradation 
of pyrethroids with emphasis on studies performed in soil at fields and in controlled environments. 

The authors chapter briefly discus pyrethroid exposure, toxicity, effects and their applications in different fields. A detailed 

insight on microbial mediated transformation of pyrethroids is also provided. 
In closing, the current status of pyrethroid resistance in the dengue vector is reviewed, and the underlying biochemical and 

molecular mechanisms that may potentially play a role in the resistance are characterized. This knowledge may aid in 

understanding challenges in mosquito control. 

Solvent Effects in Chemistry: Advances in Applications and Research 

Valérie Mireault 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 10/29/2020 

pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-226-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-394-8 $230.00 

In Solvent Effects in Chemistry: Advances in Applications and Research, a critical review of solvent influence on the 
performance of metal catalysts in the hydrogenation of carbonyl compounds, specifically unsaturated aldehydes, ketones and 

ketoesters, is provided. 

Additionally, the effects of solvent on the kinetics and mechanism of different reactions, stability, and sensitivity of the 

nanostructures are investigated. 

The uses of a large of variety of solvents varying from non-polar low basic solvents to polar strong basic solvents are 

discussed, showing that the properties of different solvents strongly influence the product composition of both studied 
reactions. 

The effects of solvent on the isomerization of monoterpenes epoxides as α- and β-pinene epoxide, limonene epoxide, verbenol 

epoxide, and nopol epoxide are explained from molecular and mechanistic points of view. 
The concluding study explores how heterolytic bond dissociation forms ionic species, while the corresponding homolytic 

bond dissociation results in the formation of neutral radical species. 
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Supercritical Carbon Dioxide: Functions and Applications 

Evie P. Hayden 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 03/03/2020 

226 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-404-5 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-415-1 $160.00 

Supercritical Carbon Dioxide: Functions and Applications presents a constructive overview on the use of supercritical carbon 
dioxide as an alternative solvent to obtain natural products, instead of using conventional organic solvents. The overview 

includes the fundamentals, industrial applications, and main experimental findings based on recent studies about supercritical 

extraction using carbon dioxide. 
Next, the impregnation of polymer materials with two different ketones with known activity against the main pests of stored 

products (thymoquinone and R-(+)-pulegone) is presented, and the effect of the process variables on ketone loading and the 

final activity of the impregnated materials is discussed. 
The authors go on to evaluate the effect of temperature (T: 41-69°C) and CO2 density (D: 843-957 kg/m3) on the extraction 

yield of oil and bioactive compounds of N. gaditana using supercritical CO2, a technology that allows for the selective 

extraction of compounds of interest by varying the pressure and temperature conditions, producing natural extracts without 

the use of liquid organic solvents. 

Hydrophobic modifying coatings on textile materials made of polyethylene terephthalate were obtained by precipitating a 
low molecular weight fraction of ultrafine polytetrafluoroethylene. The modifier application conditions are also defined. 

The closing chapter provides an overview on the principal applications related to the supercritical fluid extraction of active 

compounds from tobacco and tobacco waste, emphasizing the influence of the most important processing parameters on the 
extraction yield. 

Understanding Halogenation 

Vladimir T. Phelps 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 10/10/2019 
118 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53615-947-9 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-342-1 $82.00 
Parkinson’s disease is the second most prevalent aging-related neurodegenerative disorder. Cell death in the substantia nigra, 

a motor region of the nervous system, is the key factor for the emergence of motor deficits in patients, although its critical 

role in Parkinson’s disease pathogenesis is put into question. Understanding Halogenation explores how halogenation stress 
could participate in neuronal damage of the nervous system and parkinsonian deficits. 

Following this, new insights into the C-F bonding nature of graphite fluorides with different fluorine concentrations C4F, 

C2F and C1F are presented. They are based on recent data from bulk techniques, which are very sensitive to the atomic local 
and electronic structure and C hybridization such as X-ray Raman Scattering and Pair Distribution Function analysis. 

Lastly, a novel bromine-containing Still–Gennari-type phosphonate reagent, methyl 2-(bis(2,2,2-

trifluoroethoxy)phosphoryl)-2-bromoacetate is designed, synthesized, and applied to the stereoselective construction of 
trisubstituted alkenes via bromomethylenation of carbonyl groups. 

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INTERNET 

Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial Intelligence Driven By Machine Learning And Deep 

Learning 

Bahman Zohuri and Siamak Zadeh (Golden Gate University, San 

Francisco, CA, US) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 
455 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-314-6 $270.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-367-2 $270.00 
The future of any business from banking, e-commerce, real estate, homeland security, 

healthcare, marketing, the stock market, manufacturing, education, retail to government 
organizations depends on the data and analytics capabilities that are built and scaled. The 

speed of change in technology in recent years has been a real challenge for all businesses. 
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To manage that, a significant number of organizations are exploring the BigData (BD) infrastructure that helps them to take 

advantage of new opportunities while saving costs. Timely transformation of information is also critical for the survivability 
of an organization. Having the right information at the right time will enhance not only the knowledge of stakeholders within 

an organization but also providing them with a tool to make the right decision at the right moment. It is no longer enough to 

rely on a sampling of information about the organizations' customers. The decision-makers need to get vital insights into the 
customers' actual behavior, which requires enormous volumes of data to be processed. We believe that Big Data infrastructure 

is the key to successful Artificial Intelligence (AI) deployments and accurate, unbiased real-time insights. Big data solutions 

have a direct impact and changing the way the organization needs to work with help from AI and its components ML and 
DL. In this article, we discuss these topics. 

Artificial Intelligence Engineering for Postsecondary Education 

Digital Transformation 

Jesus Alfonso Perez Gama (IEEE Life Senior – Education Society 

Colombia Chapter Chair IASA, IAOE, IIOA, NY Academy Sciences, 

INCOSE, ACIS, ACCIO, International Cognicentre U San Jose of 

Innovation and Research for the Intelligence Development, Fundación 

de Educación Superior San Jose, Costa Rica) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 01/27/2020 

274 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-390-2 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-391-9 $195.00 

We present conceptual foundations for artificial intelligence, expert systems, and 
knowledge engineering and management and discuss high quality in education. 

Following, we discuss the basics of our vision and prospective about higher education 

(HE): the battle for the future with digital transformation (DT). Next, we present our central Chapter 4 on DT: our dual model 
of knowledge and data, as befits a HE institution. Below, we present a succinct outline of our architectural model. The pillars 

of the architecture are funding, research, entrepreneurship and social projection (Chapter 8); recognizing from the start that 
knowledge has its ethos in the university; these pillars correspond to: 

• Productive ecosystem of the DT 

• DT that enhances knowledge and innovation in the universities for the habilitation of the digital capabilities 
• A new economy that requires the U transformation as social projection. 

• New DT human talent required by the new knowledge and intelligence industry. The student hyper-

personalization by competences and skills is required. 
Ten Views of Our DT Model, given its complex process that takes place in long ways, a process required for the successful 

survival of an organization into the IV Industrial Revolution, with the final purpose of being very competitive, productive 

and of high quality (HQ).  
The DT views, namely: 

1- The DT Ecosystem. 

2- The structural vision or the pillars of the DT mentioned. 
3- The DT strategic map, showing scenarios, actors and vision-mission. 

4- The architectural components for DT: 8 architectures were developed and implemented, applying some intelligent 

constructs that we have developed and documented in the last 10 years at FESSANJOSE (U. San José), leading 
DT in postsecondary education (PSEd). 

5- Digital 360° architecture of DT Academy and Administration LOCUS: this architecture is the digital portfolio 

that implies the organization of the subsystems to obtain better and/or new functionalities based on knowledge to 
obtain an intelligent behavior. The DT multilayer-architecture approach is a system of systems (SoS) one, which 

ensures compliance with government policies, norms and standards, in a highly complex social institution with 

digital assets; this approach describes the subsystems at a higher level, where a system is composed, and with the 
protocols by which the subsystems communicate. It provides a 360° business vision map and a planning 

framework for commercial and technological changes. 

6- The computational-mathematical perspective of DT, identifying endogenous and exogenous variables and their 
interrelations. 

7- The synthesis, the Matrix of End-Means (EMM) that summarizes in DT: Where the HE is. In addition, where can 

the HE go? 
8- The MIR Matrix, which describes DT Objectives, impacts-indicators and results. 

9- The dynamic model of the DT system, based on computational intelligence, representing the system information 

control of all the components to achieve the completion of the DT. The intelligent management information 
system (iMIS) for PSEd, shows the dynamics of DT, integrating several multilevel system hybrid architectures, 

as a space to respond to the solution of the HE problems, tending to the desired competitiveness, specifically 

pointing out the way that these modern technologies can be included for their adaptation and evolution in PSEd 
in post-modernity, making governability, and teaching and student productivity compatible with educational high 

quality, the purpose of DT. The interface Results of the iMIS includes: high quality metrics, digitization rate 
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progress, indicators (an special appendix on KPI were included) and values of management, desertion, answers, 

and plans. The Input Interface includes data, information and knowledge acquisition, where the attributes, 
parameters. 

Computer Science 

A Comprehensive Guide to Neural Network Modeling 

Steffen Skaar 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 11/27/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-466-2 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-542-3 $95.00 
As artificial neural networks have been gaining importance in the field of engineering, this compilation aims to review the 

scientific literature regarding the use of artificial neural networks for the modelling and optimization of food drying 

processes.  

The applications of artificial neural networks in food engineering are presented, particularly focusing on control, monitoring 

and modeling of industrial food processes. 

The authors emphasize the main achievements of artificial neural network modeling in recent years in the field of quantitative 
structure–activity relationships and quantitative structure–retention relationships. 

In the closing study, artificial intelligence techniques are applied to river water quality data and artificial intelligence models 

are developed in an effort to contribute to the reduction of the cost of future on-line measurement stations. 

Blockchain Technology and Applications II 

Jan Veuger, PhD (Professor Blockchain, Schools of Finance & Accounting, Creative Technology 

and School of Governance, Law and Urban Development, Saxion University of Applied Sciences 

The Netherlands)  

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 
315 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-931-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-932-3 $230.00 

The inevitable convergence of the Blockchain, AI and IoT (Veuger 2019) will be an 

impactful combination of security, interconnectivity and autonomy to revolutionize the 

way processes run. A combination of Blockchain, AI and IoT technologies that affect the 
potential of how businesses, industries and even economies operate will redefine them 

more than they do now. Some applications and concepts have already seen an overlap 

between these technologies with promising results. One example is the combination of AI 
and Blockchain to manage Unmanned Aerial/Air/Airborne Vehicle traffic, making mass 

autonomous flying safer. This application alone will redefine the business of aviation and 

logistics. 
The convergence of Blockchain, Ai and IoT can enable organizations to maximize the 

benefits of each of these technologies while minimizing the risks and constraints 

associated with them. Since IoT networks include a large number of connected devices, 
there are numerous vulnerabilities in the network that make the network vulnerable to 

hacker attacks, fraud, and theft. To prevent security problems, AI powered by machine 

learning can proactively defend against malware and hacker attacks. Network and data 
security can be further enhanced through a blockchain that can minimize illegal access to 

and alteration of data on the network. AI can also improve the functional capacity of the 

IoT network by making it more autonomous and smarter.  

For example, a proven convergence of Blockchain, AI and IoT is Fujitsu's algorithm to measure employee heat stress levels. 

The algorithm continuously monitors workers' physiological data (temperature, humidity, activity levels, pulse rate, etc.) 

using portable In Vitro Diagnostic Devices (IDA) and sensors to track the correlation between various factors and workers' 
health. The analysis can help the organization to improve working conditions and prevent health problems of workers. 

Applying Blockchain to this system can help maintain more personalized data by ensuring privacy or help pay health 

insurance amounts through smart contracts. 
The expected impact of the convergence of Blockchain, AI and IoT is not (yet) foreseeable and existing applications are not 

(yet) perfect. Many organizations, and especially early adopters, are high opinionated about the value of cognitive 

technologies and therefore invest in them. Findings of applications are now (still) at an early stage and are not yet as advanced 
as is necessary to achieve real transformation, as well as that business models also determine this. The same can be said of 

the IoT and Blockchain. With increased interest, investment and innovation, the convergence of Blockchain, AI and IoT will 

become a reality. 
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Horizons in Computer Science Research. Volume 19 first describes the principles, materials and processes in 2.5D printing 

and post-press enhancement based on the authors’ research. 
This compilation goes on to discuss Hadoop, a pioneering open source framework that has revolutionized the big data world 

due to its ability to process vast amounts of unstructured and semi-structured data by distributing a massive amount of data 

across clusters. 
A new tool that uses general and query-based summarization to analyze students’ log files at the Academic Center for 

Tutoring at Columbus State University, a small state university in Georgia, USA, is introduced. 

The concept of a Vehicle Accident Prediction System is presented using accident datasets based on actual vehicle accident 
data extracted from open-source datasets. 

The current problem of rapid data increase throughout the year is discussed, along with the available options for gaining 

useful insight from World Wide Web created data. 

A review of different methods for Audio-Visual Speech Recognition using Random Forest is presented, and a strategy based 

on the combination of Wavelet multiresolution analysis and Random Forest is proposed. 
The authors review six recent applications of autoencoders in cryo-EM and cryo-ET data analysis, discussing the 

autoencoders’ strength and weaknesses to provide potential directions for future research. 

In closing, an algorithm is presented which uses ensembles of metamodels and classifiers to predict which candidate designs 
for computer simulations are expected to cause failures and to divert the search accordingly.  

Human-Computer Interaction 

Turgut Ozseven (Department of Computer Engineering, Tokat Gaziosmanpasa University, Tokat, 

Turkey) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 01/27/2020 

230 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-495-4 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-496-1 $160.00 

Human Computer Interaction is used in all areas of our daily lives as a result of the rapid development of technology and 
computer systems. Human Computer Interaction is an interdisciplinary field of study involving the design and 

implementation of interactive technologies. The field of Human Computer Interaction is related to many areas such as human 

behavior, psychology, cognitive sciences, computer technologies, software engineering, ergonomics, graphic / industrial 
design, sociology and educational sciences. Researchers of this subject both observe the interaction of people with computers 

and design different technologies and examine the interaction of people with these technologies. The Human Computer 

Interaction system has four main components: user, task, tool, context. 
Human Computer Interaction aims to develop interactive technologies through design, evaluation and implementation 

processes. The development of interactive technologies depends on usability. Usability can be determined by evaluating 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction together. Effectiveness includes how much users can accomplish the tasks they are 
expected to do using the application; efficiency, how long the user has done the job; Satisfaction refers to the measure of the 

user's ideas when using the application. 

One of the major shortcomings in HCI is the transformation of theoretical knowledge into 
practice. The purpose of the book is to introduce students, teachers, researchers, and 

practitioners to new advances in HCI. The book includes theoretical and practical studies 

prepared with the academic contributions of scientists working in different fields. It was 
decided to publish each chapter in the book after being examined by the scientific board. 

As an editor, my duty is to ensure breadth, while the chapter authors treat the delegated 

chapters with depth. 
The book is designed for practitioners or researchers of all levels of expertise from novice 

to expert. Each of the book's individual topics could be considered as a compact, self-

contained mini-book right under its title. The approach is to provide a framework and a 
set of techniques for evaluating and improving HCI. It presents a specific set of solutions, 

mostly obtained from real world projects and experimental studies, for routine 

applications. It further highlights promising emerging techniques for research and 
exploration opportunities. 

The development team of this book wanted to thank their colleagues who made 

contributions to this book by providing continuous encouragements and thorough reviews 
of the chapters of the book. 
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There is, in general, no doubt regarding the ethical and human behaviour aspects of the 
research work of any type. The researchers are thought of working for society and are low 

paid. However, in the practice of science and technology, they should work, first of all, 

for system designers who need their support in designing, developing and implementing 
the systems under investigation. Unfortunately, this is not a popular case in the area of 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT), where the support of the system and 

network researchers for the system and network designers, developers and operators is 
very limited. 

Considering that, the team of authors of the book (the team) decided to present the design 

experiences gained during designing, implementing and operating some line of the 
computer systems and networks in Poland (the country). The country was selected 

purposefully: Due to the political reasons, various embargos were imposed on the 

importation of modern equipment and methods of the computer industry, and the team needed very severely good support 
from the researchers to fulfil the design and development tasks successfully. However, in the ICT domain, which is a 

relatively new study and, thus, needing the significant support of science in every country, this support was a minute one in 

practice. In well developed countries, possessing a surplus of hardware and software components, the need for the support 
was also observed but could be bypassed through using a surplus of supplies or by learning from the design errors. This 

bypass was much less available in the country in severe economic conditions and the political conditions of the so-called 

Cold War.  
The objective of this book is to present the line of the ICT systems and networks under design and operation from the late 

1960s and finishing when this book was written, and to present the requirements for the system and the basic support available 

from this science. The research aspects under consideration were, first of all, the performance evaluation and, for the systems 
of the 21st century, the robustness evaluation, with the system designers, implementers and operators being the ideal 

audience. 

Image Recognition: Progress, Trends and Challenges 

Charles Z. Liu (PSI Team, KATE Lab, SmartSys WorkGroup, Australia VISOR, Macquarie 

University, Australia) and S. Ramakrishnan (Dr. Mahalingam College of Engineering and 

Technology, India)  

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
Publication Date: 04/30/2020 

370 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-258-4 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-259-1 $230.00 

This book focuses on research trends in image processing and recognition and 
corresponding developments. Among them, the book focuses on recent research, 

especially in the field of advanced human-computer interaction and intelligent computing. 

Given the existing interaction and recognition of the station, some novel topics are 
proposed, including how to establish a cognitive model in human-computer interaction 

and how to express and transfer human knowledge into human-machine image 

recognition. In an interactive implementation, how to implement user experience through 
image recognition during machine interaction. 

The main contents of this book are arranged as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the research 

background, research questions, goals, research questions and overviews of this book. 
Chapter 2 focuses on image calculation methods based on principal component analysis 

(PCA) and related extensions. Chapter 3 presents an image processing scheme that takes 

into account the user experience and the optimal balance between QoE and QoS 
management. Chapter 4 focuses on the performance analysis of methods for classifying 

image textures based on local binary patterns. Chapter 5 introduces the generation of the 

anti-network (GAN) and its methods. Chapter 6 mainly discusses the recognition of the 
interest target as the visual consciousness of the image computing system and proposes a 

fuzzy target-based interest target differentiation system, which is applied to the extinction 

enhancement as a display. 
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Chapter 7 focuses on the implementation and application of PCA image processing and its application in computer vision in 

the fields of image compression, visual tracking, image recognition, and super-resolution image reconstruction. Chapter 8 
introduces various applications of feature extraction and classification techniques in seizures. Chapter 9 introduces some 

typical image processing based on GAN, involving multiple fields. Chapter 10 introduces an agent-based collaborative 

information processing framework with stereo vision applications. Chapter 11 introduces the MR application system as a 
synthesis of the methods and algorithms in each of the above chapters and discusses system design and implementation in 

terms of functions, modules, and workflows. Chapter 12 evaluates the book, draws conclusions, and proposes advances in 

image recognition and its advances in image recognition, limitations, and future work, and applies them to intelligent HCI in 
system design. Objects, human knowledge and user experience, QoE-QoS management, system management, and 

confidentiality and security. 

Multilayer Perceptrons: Theory and Applications 

Ruth Vang-Mata 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 03/05/2020 

153 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-364-2 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-365-9 $82.00 

Multilayer Perceptrons: Theory and Applications opens with a review of research on the use of the multilayer perceptron 
artificial neural network method for solving ordinary/partial differential equations, accompanied by critical comments. 

A historical perspective on the evolution of the multilayer perceptron neural network is provided. Furthermore, the foundation 

for automated post-processing that is imperative for consolidating the signal data to a feature set is presented. 
In one study, panoramic dental x-ray images are used to estimate age and gender. These images were subjected to image pre-

processing techniques to achieve better results.  

In a subsequent study, a multilayer perceptrons artificial neural network with one hidden layer and trained through the 
efficient resilient backpropagation algorithm is used for modeling quasi-fractal patch antennas. 

Later, the authors propose a scheme with eight steps for a dynamic time series forecasting using an adaptive multilayer 

perceptron with minimal complexity. Two different data sets from two different countries were used in the experiments to 
measure the robustness and accuracy of the models. 

In closing, a multilayer perceptron artificial neural network with a layer of hidden neurons is trained with the resilient 

backpropagation algorithm, and the network is used to model a Koch pre-fractal patch antenna. 

New Strategies in Cloud Computing 

Luc Larivière 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

266 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-907-2 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-908-9 $195.00 

Cloud computing enables on-demand access to shared computing resources providing services more quickly and at a lower 
cost than having agencies maintain these resources themselves. Chapter 1 discusses selected agencies’ progress in 

implementing cloud services, the extent to which those agencies increased cloud service spending and achieved savings or 

cost avoidances, and examples of agency-reported cloud investments with notable benefits. 
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has developed a new strategy to accelerate agency adoption of cloud-based 

solutions: Cloud Smart. Chapter 2 reports on the strategy of successful cloud adoption: security, procurement, and workforce. 

The Department of Defense (DoD) has entered the modern age of warfighting where the battlefield exists as much in the 
digital world as it does in the physical. Cloud is a fundamental component of the global infrastructure that will empower the 

warfighter with data and is critical to maintaining our military’s technological advantage as reported in chapter 3. Chapter 4 

discusses accelerated adoption of the Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (JEDI) Cloud program.  
In the Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data (CLOUD) Act, Congress enacted one of the first major changes in years to 

U.S. law governing cross-border access to electronic communications held by private companies. Chapter 5 reports on the 

major components of the CLOUD Act. Chapter 6 discusses United States v. Microsoft Corp as it pertains to the CLOUD 
Act.  
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This book offers various schemes related to watermarking techniques for quantum images 

in spatial and frequency domains. The book includes 7 chapters. Chapter 1 is an 
introductory part, which describes the research background, the significance of topics, 

literature review and research methods. Chapter 2 is the basis of knowledge, which 

provides the techniques of the field of quantum computation, such as quantum bit, 
quantum gate, and quantum circuit. 

Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are on various quantum watermarking schemes. We present new 

quantum watermarking algorithms for binary images, grayscale and color images. These 

chapters describe the design of quantum watermarking schemes and their corresponding quantum circuits. In addition, the 

simulated experimental results and analysis demonstrate the superiority of the proposed schemes in this book. 

Information Technologies 

Information Technology: Acquisitions, Contracts and Legacy Systems 

Richard L. Xiong 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 11/26/2019 
250 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-764-1 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-765-8 $195.00 
Information systems are critical to the health, economy, and security of the nation. To support these systems, the federal 

government invested more than $90 billion in information technology (IT) in fiscal year 2016. However, prior IT 

expenditures have too often produced failed projects. The objective of Chapter 1 is to determine the extent to which federal 
agencies identify IT contracts and how much is invested in them, and federal agency CIOs are reviewing and approving IT 

acquisitions.  

The federal government spends tens of billions of dollars each year on IT products and services. Competition is a key 
component to achieving the best return on investment for taxpayers. Chapter 2 examines the extent that agencies used 

noncompetitive contracts for IT, the reasons for using noncompetitive contracts for selected IT procurements, the extent to 

which IT procurements at selected agencies were bridge contracts, and the extent to which IT procurements were in support 
of legacy systems. 

The federal government plans to spend over $90 billion in fiscal year 2019 on IT. About 80 percent of this amount is used to 

operate and maintain existing IT investments, including aging (also called legacy) systems. As they age, legacy systems can 
be more costly to maintain, more exposed to cybersecurity risks, and less effective in meeting their intended purpose. Chapter 

3 reviews federal agencies’ legacy systems. This chapter identifies the most critical federal legacy systems in need of 
modernization and evaluates agency plans for modernizing them, and identifies examples of legacy system modernization 

initiatives that agencies considered successful. 

Information Technology: Acquisitions, Operations, and Cybersecurity 

Lucas Schrein 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

274 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-860-0 $195.00 
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The federal government spends more than $80 billion each year on information technology (IT) investments; in FY2017 that 

investment is expected to increase to more than $89 billion. Historically, the projects supported by these investments have 
often incurred “multi-million dollar cost overruns and years-long schedule delays.” In addition, they may contribute little to 

mission-related outcomes and, in some cases, may fail altogether. These undesirable results “can be traced to a lack of 

disciplined and effective management and inadequate executive-level oversight.” The Federal Information Technology 
Acquisition Reform Act (FITARA) was enacted on December 19, 2014, to address these issues and codify existing initiatives 

managed by the Federal Chief Information Officer (CIO). 
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The concept of Industry 4.0 includes both Internet of Things (IoT) structure and the local 

networks which need to carry the real-time tasks. The LoRa technology can be 

implemented for industrial wireless networks to control sensors and actuators of the 
Industry 4.0 era.  

This book aims to explore the methods and systems to implement LoRa network for 

Industry 4.0.  
The book comprises of ten chapters.  

Chapter 1 explains the monitoring of pipeline leaks, which play a prominent role in crude 

oil industry. To achieve the best solution and more protection of the environment, possible 
combinations of various technologies are discussed. Chapter 2 illustrates the low power 

wide area networks. A survey of recent published articles has been included on Low 

Power Wide Area networks and their applications. Chapter 3 discusses industrial hazards. 
It explores the various technical algorithms comprising of various equipments able to 

monitor environmental parameters by sensing through different pre-installed nodes 
deployed at specific positions. Chapter 4 deals with smart agriculture with an emphasis 

on guaranteed nourishment, effects of environmental changes on agribusiness along with 

lighting and smart parking issues. Chapter 5proposed an XBEee and IoT based 
architecture for the monitoring the garbage bins wirelessly. Here the XBee based sensor, which is placed in the garbage bin, 

initiates the function of our architecture and sends the status of the garbage bin to the local sever.  

Chapter 6 identifies various areas where fire safety technology upgradation is required. The importance of wireless sensor 
networks as the one of the efficient methods for fire safety systems is also highlighted. Chapter 7 reports a review of research 

work related to the RSSI. RSSI is concluded as a very good indoor localization approach. Chapter 8explores the problem of 

measuring the depth and flow of water in large water body or water pipe. A solution is proposed which will reduce the chance 
of human error and make pace for intelligent cities. Chapter 9 discusses the cyber security in manufacturing and related 

industries. It explores the nature of the data, topologies of IoT devices, and complexities of threat management and ensuring 

compliance. Chapter 10 addresses the importance of fire safety in smart city and building along with the role of IoT for 
meeting the requirement. 

Editors are thankful to all the contributors and publisher for their support. 
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With respect to the ever-increasing developments in artificial intelligence and artificial neural network applications in 

different scopes such as medicine, biology, history, military industries, recognition science, space, machine learning and etc., 
Neural Networks: History and Applications first presents a comprehensive investigation of artificial neural networks. 

Next, the authors focus on studies carried out with the artificial neural network approach on the emotion recognition from 

2D facial expressions between 2009 and 2019. The major objective of this study is to review, identify, evaluate and analyze 
the performance of artificial neural network models in emotion recognition applications. 

This compilation also proposes a simple nonlinear approach for dipole mode index prediction where past values of dipole 

mode index were used as inputs, and future values were predicted by artificial neural networks. The study was also conducted 
for seasonal dipole mode index prediction because the dipole mode index is more prominent in the Sep-Oct-Nov season. 

A subsequent study focuses on how mammography has a high false negative and false positive rate. As such, computer-aided 

diagnosis systems have been commercialized to help in micro-calcification detection and malignancy differentiation. Yet, 
little has been explored in differentiating breast cancers with artificial neural networks, one example of computer-aided 

diagnosis systems. The authors aim to bridge this gap in research. 
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The penultimate chapter reviews the general conditions under which synaptic plasticity most effectively takes place to 

support the supervised learning of a precise temporal code. Then, the accuracy of each plasticity rule with respect to its 
temporal encoding precision is examined, and the maximum number of input patterns it can memorize using the precise 

timings of individual spikes as an indicator of storage capacity in different control and recognition tasks is explored. 

In closing, a case study is presented centered on an intelligent decision support system that is built on a neural network model 
based on the Encog machine learning framework to predict cryptocurrency close prices. 
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This book consists of contributions from preeminent experts in the field of network 

science, signal processing and machine learning, focusing on the theoretical and 

algorithmic aspects of online social networking technologies. As online social networks 
provide an important and diverse medium for spreading and disseminating various types 

of information, this book offers new perspectives and applications of these large-scale 

networks in engineering cyber intelligence. 
The book introduces and explains how to design predictive analytics and computational 

tools, but also presents insights into forward-engineering new applications such as community detection, rumor source 

detection and large-scale online learning. Mathematical tools based on statistical inference, graph theory and machine 
learning as well as real-world data analysis are provided to help readers understand the advances in cyber intelligence. As 

such it is a valuable resource for graduate students and researchers in understanding the developments of online social 

networking technologies. 
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The book provides up-to-date research on the role of digital technologies in children’s, 

adolescent’s, and young adult’s lives, and how they navigate developmental tasks and 
issues utilizing these technologies. The book synthesizes the research on digital 

technology use and how these technologies contribute to addiction, information 
processing for fake news, hinder or help identity development and formation, contribute 

to aggressive behaviors, explore sexuality, and benefit or harm relationships with parents, 

teachers, friends, and romantic partners. Topics include cyberbullying and prevention, 
cyberbystanding, internet and social media addiction, suicide, fake news, proanorexia, and identity. 

Operating Systems 

Data Center Optimization: Progress, Challenges and Goals 

Felix Strauss 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 12/16/2019 
298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-868-6 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-869-3 $195.00 
The federal government’s demand for information technology (IT) is ever increasing. In recent years, as federal agencies 

have modernized their operations, put more of their services online, and improved their information security profiles, their 

need for computing power and data storage resources has grown. Accordingly, this growing demand has led to a dramatic 
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rise in the number of federal data centers and a corresponding increase in operational costs. In response, the Office of 

Management and Budget’s (OMB) Federal Chief Information Officer (CIO) launched the Federal Data Center Consolidation 
Initiative (FDCCI) in 2010 to reduce the growing number of centers. This book reports on the progress and challenges of the 

24 agencies required to participate in the Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI).  

Special Topics 

A Closer Look at Cybersecurity and Cryptanalysis 

Ch. Rupa (Professor, R&D Constitutional Member, Dept. of Computer 

Science & Eng., VR Siddhartha Engineering College (Autonomous), 

Affiliated to JNTUK, Vijayawada, A.P, India) and Mohammad 

Sirajuddin (Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science and 

Engineering, Koneru Lakshmaiah Education Foundation (KLEF), 

Vaddeswaram, Guntur District, Andhra Pradesh, India)  

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/28/2020 

114 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-165-4 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-207-1 $82.00 

A major concern in today’s digital world is Security. Due to digitization, implementation 
of secure policies and procedures to ensure security became challenging issue. Also 

analyzing the strength of security algorithms or procedures is more important to avoid 

compromising of organizational assets. In this direction, this book explains the role of cryptanalysis in real world with 
practical examples. Cryptanalysis of various algorithms by using emerging technologies is explained which is helpful for 

reader/learner to implement innovative cryptanalysis schemes that assists to evaluate the existing cryptographic algorithms. 

This book also demonstrated different ways of evaluating the security of the system in the form of penetration testing. Tools 
for performing penetration testing is well illustrated with stepwise procedure which will give hands-on experience to the 

reader/audience. The role of data mining schemes in the context of intrusion detection system (IDS) is also illustrated. This 

book enlighten the use of IoT based security application in solving the social issues. Such demonstrated applications in this 
book will help readers/audiences to implement their own novel applications for addressing different societal issues. 

We consider all aforementioned features as the strength of this book. With this impression we ensures that all undergraduate 

and postgraduate students of any discipline will get a basic idea on cryptography, cryptanalysis, penetration testing tools, 
cyber security, IDS and IoT applications in securing today’s digitalized world. 

An In Depth Look at Virtual Reality 

Dio Savenije 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 228 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-327-6 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-355-9 $160.00 

An In Depth Look at Virtual Reality summarizes research findings relating to virtual reality implementation for pain 
assessment and treatment, reviewing the literature in pediatric and adult pain care for acute and chronic conditions across 

several pain populations. 

The authors provide detailed information about the effect mechanisms of virtual reality for Parkinson’s disease, and the 
virtual reality interventions for rehabilitation of Parkinson’s disease in terms of assessment and treatment. 

Anxiety disorders, such as specific phobia, post-traumatic stress disorder, and social anxiety disorder have garnered the 

greatest therapeutic attention due to the advantages that applying exposure therapy techniques in a virtual reality environment 
has over many real-life exposure situations. 

Later, in order to further improve the intelligence level of a fully mechanized coal mining face and construct a stable and 

reliable monitoring system of hydraulic support, a monitoring method of hydraulic support in a virtual environment is 
proposed. 

In order to further improve the intelligence level of fully mechanized coal mining face and construct a stable and reliable 

monitoring system of hydraulic support which is of guiding significance to actual production, a monitoring method of 
hydraulic support in virtual environment is proposed. 

In the concluding study, using meta-analysis methods and combining the basic elements of teaching system design, a 

quantitative analysis of 60 quasi-experimental or experimental virtual reality and augmented reality studies is conducted. 
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Big Data and Cloud: Trust, Security and Privacy 

Abdulrahman Yarali (Professor of Telecommunication, Murray State University, Murray, KY, 

USA) and Michael Lee Ramage (Director, Center for Computer and Information Technology, 

Murray State University,Murray, KY, USA) 

In series: Internet Theory, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 01/10/2020 
324 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-287-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-288-2 $230.00 
The emergence of big data is expected to change business dynamics in different 

organizations and the value behind big data is evident. Consumer data is traded, sold, and 

a sought-after commodity. In the next two decades, the volume of data available to 
different enterprises will grow dramatically. The big data is expected to change insights 

about the customers, operational costs, and all the relevant aspects of different business 

models around the world. The emergence of cloud computing has enabled businesses to 

compete at a higher level because the traditional software and systems are no longer 

required. Digital heterogeneity and the confluence of Artificial Intelligence with 5G and 

IoT are expected to dominate the market because the majority of the organizations in the 
world are considering the use of AI to reduce their operating costs. 

Even as the future of business technology continues to get brighter, there is a need to 

reconsider trust, privacy, and risk management issues. As technology continues to 
advance, the risks become greater, and thus, security becomes a significant aspect that 

needs to be addressed. In the last few years, new laws have been developed to regulate 

how service providers collect, use, retain, disclose, and dispose of user information. The 
number of cyber-attacks and data breaches have been rising at an alarming rate and it is 

essential for the organization to take necessary precautions to protect their data. In this 

book, transformation and advancement to a pervasive and converged digital infrastructure 
of Big Data, IoT and AI with their values, threats and security at different levels are discussed. 

Enterprise Architecture and Service-Oriented Architecture 

Frederik L. Sørensen 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 03/25/2020 
128 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-588-2 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-610-0 $82.00 
An enterprise architecture is an instrument that focuses on coherence between business processes, information distribution, 

and technology infrastructure of an organization. In this compilation, the authors begin by creating and subsequently 

discussing an artifact that provides architects with the capability of monitoring validity within ArchiMate enterprise 
architecture models.  

Next, it is suggested that business specialists and enterprise architects can benefit from collocated training, and that training 
activities in enterprise architecture are both one-off training and recurring training, where the latter is providing a community 

of practice. 

The authors consider ideas that may make it easier for organizations to realize the potential benefits of service-oriented 
architectures and cloud computing, as one of the challenges for software engineers today is keeping up with the rapid changes 

in technology. 

The major features underlying microservice architecture are examined, particularly the advantages and the disadvantages of 
their technologies and implementation. This analysis also highlights the major capabilities of microservices in driving future 

advances in the software and hardware industries. 

Horizons in Computer Science Research. Volume 18 

Thomas S. Clary 

In series: Horizons in Computer Science 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 

246 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-595-0 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-596-7 $250.00 

Horizons in Computer Science Research. Volume 18 first discusses intermittently connected networks, a form of the delay 

tolerant network, where there never exists a complete end-to-end path between two nodes wishing to communicate.  
The authors provide an overview of the current algorithms (both analytic and iterative) for the generation of tomographic 

images, including comparisons of the basic characteristics of image quality. 
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An intelligent scheduling framework is proposed to alleviate the problems encountered in modern job scheduling. The 

challenges of high performance computing scheduling and state-of-art scheduling methods to overcome these challenges are 
investigated. 

The state of art developments in quantum cryptography are presented, as well as the fundamental laws of quantum physics 

that quantum key distribution is based on. Subsequently, three main protocols of key distribution are introduced which enable 
users to share a secret between them.  

Three iterative methods for dose reconstruction in protoacoustics are discussed, including: gradient-descent algorithm, SART 

and MLEM, which are widely used in other medical imaging modalities such as PET, SPECT and CT.  
Additionally, the authors evaluate the behaviour of the concurrent execution of tasks in different implementations by Java 

virtual machines. The performance measurements were analysed by rigorous statistical techniques: analysis of Variance and 

HSD comparison test of Tukey averages. 
A mathematical model for finding the distribution of threads in local pools that minimises the makespan in integration 

processes is also presented. Makespan is a metric that calculates the average time a message takes to be executed by an 
integration process. 

In closing, varied knowledge sources for aspect clustering are explored a new method, OpCluster-PT, is proposed. To support 

this research, annotated corpora and some related resources that are publicly available to the interested reader have been 
included. 

Medical Knowledge Extraction from Big Data 

Constantinos M. Koutsojannis (Department of Physiotherapy, T.E.I. of 

Western Greece, Patras, Greece) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/30/2020 

247 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-925-5 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-926-2 $160.00 

Data mining refers to the activity of going through big data sets to look for relevant 
information.  

As human health care data are the most difficult of all data to collect and their primary 

direction is the treatment of patients, and secondarily dealing with research, almost the 
only vindication for collecting medical data is to benefit the disease. All data miners 

should take into account that Medical Knowledge Extraction is internally connected with 

the Evidence-Based Medical approach because it uses data for already treated or not 
patients and there are times that opposites to Guideline Based medical practice. 

Additonally all researchers should be aware when are dealing with medical databases they may face the possibility that their 

work will never be accepted or even used from health care professionals if all these obligations will not be correctly addressed 
from the early beginning. 

In the present book, one can find after the three introductory chapters, a number of successfully evaluated applications that 

have been developed after mining approaches in Big or smaller amount (according to the application) of medical Data in 
different fields of every day clinical practice from teams of experts. 

The challenging adventure of Medical Knowledge Extraction can be followed by ambitious researchers finally resulting in a 

successful decision support system, that some times is so novel that it will provide new directions for basic or clinical research 
further that the existed. At least this procedure will save the experience of the best doctors on duty and will help young 

residents to be better and better. 

Recent Trends in ‘Computational Omics’: Concepts and Methodology’ 

Pramod Katara (Assistant Professor, Centre of Bioinformatics, Nehru Science Complex, 

University of Allahabad, Prayagraj, India)  

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/22/2020 

478 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-941-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-942-2 $230.00 
The last decade has witnessed various technological advances in life sciences, especially 

high throughput technologies. These technologies provide a way to perform parallel 

scientific studies in a very short period of time with low cost. High throughput techniques, 
mainly, next generation sequencing, microarray and mass spectrometry, have 

strengthened the omics vision in the last decades (study of complete system) and now 

resulted in well-developed branches of omics i.e., genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics 
and metabolomics, which deal with almost every level of central dogma of life. Practice 

of high throughput techniques throughout the world with different aims and objectives 

resulted in a voluminous data, which required computational applications, i.e., database, 
algorithm and software to store, process and get biological interpretation from primary 
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raw data. Researchers from different fields are looking to analyze these raw data for different purposes, but lacking of proper 

information and knowledge in proper documented form creates different kinds of hurdles and raises the challenges. This 
book contains thirteen chapters that deal with different computational biology/bioinformatics resources and concepts which 

are already in practice by the scientific community or can be utilized to handle various aspects of different classes of omics 

data. It includes different computational concepts, algorithm, resources and recent trends belonging to the four major 
branches of omics (i.e., genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics), including integrative omics. It will help 

all scholars who are working in any branch of computational omics and bioinformatics field as well as those who would like 

to perform research at a systemic biology through computational approaches. 

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks: Applications and Technology 

G. G. Md. Nawaz Ali (Assistant Professor, Department of Applied 

Computer Science, University of Charleston, WV, USA), Md. Noor-A-

Rahim (Senior Post-Doctoral Researcher (MSCA Fellow), Schoole of 

Computer Science &amp; IT, University College Cork, Ireland) and 

Pushpendu Kar (Assistant Professor, ERCIM Fellow, School of 

Computer Science, University of Nottingham, Ningbo, China) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/30/2020 

276 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-038-1 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-039-8 $195.00 

From the past decade vehicular ad hoc networks got tremendous attention from the 
industry, academia and research community. According to US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), 

there are more than 30 thousands fatalities caused by the vehicle accidents in the U.S. each year, which worth around $250 

billion economic cost annually. Research shows that 82% of these accidents can be reduced by the successful deployment of 
vehicular networks, because nearly 75% percent of vehicular crashes are caused by inattentive drivers. Literally, vehicular 

ad hoc networks means a network forms by the vehicles. But it has been evolved to network with the infrastructure as well 
due to the inherent intermittent nature of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) connection. The high mobility of vehicles, wireless 

communication loss and range constraints are the main reason for this intermittent V2V connection. So, now vehicular 

networks means communication between vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I). There are billions of 
dollars invested to research, deployment and testing of vehicular networks. For the emerging connected and autonomous 

vehicle (CAV), a stable vehicular networks is the foremost requirement. It is now very much visible that CAV will be the 

future of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS).  
The book is dedicated to discuss for the techniques, applications and relevant technologies of vehicular ad hoc networks and 

its challenges. The first chapter discuss about the routing protocols of vehicular networks. It focuses on different position-

based routing protocols and their mechanisms for the successful use of vehicular networks for different applications. The 
second chapter discusses on the security and privacy issues on vehicular networks. A well-known security technique called 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is discussed to secure vehicular data from various tampering attacks. The third chapter 

discusses on the on-demand wireless broadcasting mechanism for improving data dissemination performance in terms of 
data delivery ratio and response time. A network-coding based approach has been investigated for improving the overall 

performance of existing classical data broadcast algorithms. The fourth chapter describes how to get a dependable system in 

the lossy communication medium. This chapter discusses on a number of fault diagnosis techniques, their strengths and 
weaknesses, and it reviews their implementations in mobile wireless networks. The fifth chapter discusses the basics of 

Blockchain technology, applications, research challenges and opportunities in the field. Finally, chapter six discuss about the 

identification and mitigation of the faulty nodes in the wireless network. 

EARTH SCIENCES  

Atmospheric Sciences 

Wind Speed: An Overview 

Nicolas Kočí 

In series: Meteorology and Climatology 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-412-9 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-487-7 $82.00 

In Wind Speed: An Overview, the history and development of wind energy is reviewed. Scientific trends in the academic 
field of wind energy are determined using a scientometric network analysis. 
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The relationship between wind speed forecasting and wind disasters is evaluated, particularly focusing on extra-tropical and 

tropical cyclones due to their dynamic origins.  
Wind energy plays a significant role in clean energy sources, and the amount of energy that can be produced from a wind 

turbine is directly related to the value of the wind speed in that specific location. 

The closing study focuses on wind as a source of energy in Kitka and Koznica, maintaining that in order to harness wind 
energy, it is necessary to carry out terrain condition analyses for the installation of wind turbines. 

Geography 

The Historical Geography of Europe 

Edward A. Freeman 

In series: Geography and History of the World 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 

595 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-812-8 $310.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-813-5 $310.00 

The Historical Geography of Europe traces the extent of territory which the different states and nations of Europe and the 

neighbouring lands have held at different times in the world’s history, to mark the different boundaries which the same 
country has had, and the different meanings in which the same name has been used. It is of great importance carefully to 

make these distinctions, because great mistakes as to the facts of history are often caused through men thinking and speaking 

as if the names of different countries, say for instance England, France, Burgundy, Austria, have always meant exactly the 
same extent of territory.  

The Physical Geography of El Salvador: A Geophysical and 

Ecological Approach 

Michael O'Neal Campbell (Simon Fraser University, Lecturer, 

Victoria, BC, Canada) 

In series: Geography and History of the World 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 
401 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-313-9 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-366-5 $230.00 
El Salvador is possibly among the most environmentally degraded nations in Latin 

Americas, or even the Americas. Yet, it is also among the most environmentally dynamic 

nations in the American region. Situated at the juxtaposition of several spatial phenomena, 
such as the Mesoamerican Biodiversity Hotspot, the Pacific Ring of Fire and associated 

volcanoes and earthquakes, the meeting point of hurricanes and tropical storms from both 

the Pacific and the Atlantic, and numerous environmentally disastrous wars, this nation 
has endured much change. Recent developments have demonstrated the intelligence of the people and the current government 

in dealing with these issues, through acknowledgement, empowerment, study and management. The relevant issues have 

rarely been included in one book. This book takes a critical look at the environmental system of El Salvador, from the 
integrated perspective of physical geography. Physical geography emphasizes three main clusters: geomorphology (allied to 

geology and hydrology), climatology (linked to meteorology) and biogeography (manifested as the spatial assessment of 

ecology). The book argues that this approach is sufficient for the assessment of the main environment issue of El Salvador. 
The book therefore begins with an introduction to the main complexes of physical geography and relates these to the Central 

American Region. El Salvador is then examined, from this viewpoint. The book concludes that the situation in El Salvador 

may improve, through species reintroductions, reforestation, expanded environmental protection, more critical urban 
development, and better management of natural hazards.  

Geology 

Encyclopedia of Geology (12 Volume Set) 

Enrique Walker and Darrell Gomez  

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
Publication Date: 12/16/2019 
4750 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-503-7 $1,650.00 

e-book: 978-1-53615-504-4 $1,650.00 
The Encyclopedia of Geology organizes researchers from around the world in geology and related disciplines and maintains 

an up-to-date reference work for readers worldwide.  
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Ice-Caves of France and Switzerland 

George Forrest Browne 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
Publication Date: 04/06/2020 

281 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-708-4 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-709-1 $195.00 

The existence of natural ice-caves at depths varying from 50 to 200 feet below the surface of the earth, unconnected with 
glaciers or snow mountains, and in latitudes and at altitudes where ice could not under ordinary circumstances be supposed 

to exist, has attracted some attention. In addition to the description of this natural phenomena, the author has interspersed his 

incidents of travel. He has also given accounts of similar caves in different parts of the world. 

Mineral Economics: An Indian Perspective 

Kirtikumar Randive and Sanjeevani Jawadand (RTM Nagpur University, R.B. D. Laxminarayana 

Campus, Law College Square, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India) 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
Publication Date: 01/27/2020 

320 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-607-1 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-608-8 $230.00 

The book provides an overview of the mineral industry, policy issues, related acts and 

legislation and the socio-economic scenario of the mining sector. It gives an understanding 
of historical development of policies and the position of Indian mineral sector with respect 

to other industrialized nations that can help the mineral industry to become globally 

competitive. It also evaluates the contribution of the mining sector to sustainability and 
development of both. 

This book provides a comprehensive picture of the mineral sector, challenges faced by the 

industry and sustainable development of mineral resources. It is primarily based on the 
information made available by the government agencies in the public domain. However, 

such information is sporadic, inconsistent, and difficult to interpret. Continuous mining of 
minerals, the discovery of new mineral deposits, and import-export-stockpiling of 

minerals greatly influences the economics of mineral commodities. These data must be 

perpetually updated in order to provide future perspective and frame the policies at the 
government level. Therefore there is always a need for an updated, compiled and properly 

interpreted database in respect to the contemporary world scenario. It is in this perspective that the proposed book has been 

designed. 

Pacific Ocean Mega Ecotone of Northern Eurasia: An Evolutionary Model of a Continental 

Biosphere 

Erland G. Kolomyts (Institute of Ecology of the Volga River Basin, Russian Academy of Sciences, 

Head of Laboratory of Landscape Ecology, Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

452 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-493-0 $310.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-494-7 $310.00 

The monograph presents the results of studies of the organization of terrestrial geo (eco-) 

systems in the Pacific mobile belt - the tectonically and climatically active zone of contact 
between the mainland and the ocean, creating new land areas. A detailed evolutionary 

landscape-ecological concept based on a discrete empirical-statistical modeling of forest 

natural complexes at various stages of the geological history of the formation of the 
continental biosphere in the Northwest Pacific is presented. Based on the materials of 

large-scale landscape surveys conducted at experimental ranges, three spatiotemporal 

sections are described with a common trajectory of subaerial landscape genesis: 1) neo-
specific, progressive - the stage of nucleation and upward evolution of volcanogenic 

island-arc geosystems of the Neogene-Quaternary age in the ocean environment, with the 
formation at the local level of the beginnings of zonal types of geographical environment 

and with the emergence of “climate unjustified” highly productive forests due to 

geothermal th power of active volcanoes; 2) subpacific marginal continental - the stage of 
their subsequent continental development as a young (Mesozoic) mountain-valley 

morphostructure, with the formation of buffer forest communities of evolutionary 

menopause; 3) subpacific regressive - the final stage of decaying evolution, due to the 
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fragmentation and sinking of the marginal parts of the material, with the advent of continental islands with a “decrepit” 

denudation relief, active exogenous morpholithogenesis and a simplified structure of the forest cover. The climatic-genetic 
mechanisms of evolutionary landscape-ecological processes in various sectors of the Pacific megaecoton are described using 

simulation of these processes according to landscape forecasts for the next 100-200 years. According to the stability 

parameters of forest communities, chronological regularities of climatogenic phytocenotic transformations in the island-arc 
and marginal continental landscapes are revealed. 

The Elements of Geology 

William Harmon Norton 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
Publication Date: 04/15/2020 
302 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-787-9 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-788-6 $230.00 
Geology deals with the rocks of the earth's crust. It learns from their composition and structure how the rocks were made and 

how they have been modified. It ascertains how they have been brought to their present places and wrought to their various 

topographic forms, such as hills and valleys, plains and mountains. It studies the vestiges which the rocks preserve of ancient 

organisms which once inhabited our planet. Geology is the history of the earth and its inhabitants, as read in the rocks of the 

earth's crust. 

Geophysics 

Radon: Detection, Exposure and Control 

Ramesh Chandra Tiwari (Professor and Head, Department of Physics and E C Member, School of 

Physical Sciences, Mizoram University (A Central University), Aizawl, Mizoram, India) 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

330 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-791-7 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-792-4 $230.00 

In the recent past, studies on radon and their progenies have drawn a lot of attention from 

the scientific community and researchers, due to their crucial role as a possible cause of 
cancer, monitoring radiation levels of nuclear installations and as a potential precursor 

parameter to seismic events. This book titled “Radon: Detection, Exposure and Control” 

has 19 chapters comprising of research contributions from across the globe namely; 
Brazil, Spain, Norway, Ireland, Russia, Taiwan (PRC), Iran, Egypt, Turkey, Saudi Arabia 

and several regions of India including the seismic zone-V, the second highest seismic zone 

in the world. This book is very useful to scholars pursuing post-graduate studies and 
research covering broad areas of applied sciences namely; geophysics, Earth science, 

geoscience, geochemistry and civil & geotechnical engineering. This book provides a 

mixed flavour of the recent trends in several types of research works related to detection, 
exposure and control of Radon (Rn222, Rn220) in a concise and interesting manner.  

This book contains several chapters dedicated to the radon measurement based 

radioactivity studies in rocks, over kimberlite pipes, inside soil and in open environments. 
The book also describes indoor radon gas concentration studies in schools and other 

working places including the assessment of health risk associated with it including radon 

exposure, its measurement and protection. In addition to the influence of regional and 
geophysical characteristics on the volumetric activity of radon, this book also contains the 

radon-based biometric characterization of person identification. Review articles on a detailed study of fault traces in Taiwan 

using soil gas geochemistry and the role of radon as precursor to earthquake have also been discussed including psychological 
perspective of radon risk and remediation. I feel confident that this book shall be extremely useful to the research community 

of science and engineering streams at large and do hope that they will find it extremely helpful to understand the mechanism 

and to conceive research problems with potential applications. 
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Seismology 

Bogdan Felix Apostol (Institute for Earth’s Physics, Romania) 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
Expected Publication Date: 11/27/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-492-1 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-559-1 $230.00 

The book offers a comprehensive physical theory of the earthquakes. The presentation 

level is rather mathematical, but thorough physical explanations are provided everywhere. 
We do not know where and when and how great an earthquake occurs. The seismic events 

have a statistical character. Statistical Seismology is discussed extensively in this book, 

centered on the famous Gutenberg-Richter, Omori and Bath statistical laws. The 
earthquakes may be correlated, foreshocks may herald a main shock, aftershocks may 

follow a main shock. The pattern of such correlations, their extension in time and 

magnitude are discussed in this book.  
The earthquakes are produced by forces acting for a short time in a localized focal region 

placed inside the Earth. These forces give rise to elastic deformations and elastic waves, 

which arrive at Earth’ surface as earthquakes. The nature of these forces and their effects 

are discussed in this book. Any earthquake begins by a feeble tremor, the so-called P and 

S seismic waves, followed by a large, main shock, which looks like a wall with a long tail. 
This book explains why it is so.  

We cannot predict the occurrence of the earthquakes. But we can know something about 

them. For instance, there exist seismographs, a sort of pendulums, which record the 
ground displacement. There exist agencies which tell us the earthquake magnitude, its 

energy, location, fault slip, by reading the seismograms. We may wish to get such 

information by ourselves, almost in real time, knowing the seismograph recordings, to be independent of the seismological 
agencies. This book teaches us how to do that.  

The book describes the accumulation of the seismic energy in the focal region, its release, the shape and strength of the 

ground displacement. It is shown that the seismic faults may give rise to rather complicated tensorial forces, which account 
both for the static deformations of the Earth’s surface and for the seismic waves produced in an earthquake. A model of 

energy accumulation in the earthquake focus is formulated and used to derive the statistical Gutenberg-Richter laws. These 

laws are used to analize the statistics of the seismic events in Vrancea, Romania, as an example. A special emphasis is given 
to the short-term seismic activity. The book introduces the point tensorial force of the seismic faults and employs it to present 

both the static deformation of the Earth’s crust in epicentral regions and the seismic waves and the main shock which appear 

on any typical seismogram. This later point is the solution of the so-called Lamb seismological problem. The book describes 

the determination of the seismic-moment tensor, earthquake magnitude, the volume of the focal region, the duration of the 

seismic activity in the focus, the fault orientation and the fault slip from measurements of the seismic waves at the Earth’s 

surface. This is the solution of the inverse seismological problem. A special point is a qualitative estimation of these 
parameters which can be practised by everyone in real time.  

The book presents the vibrations of the Earth viewed as a solid sphere and the vibrations of an elastic half-space. The static 

deformations of the elastic half-space under the action of point forces are also included. Finally, earthquake correlations, 
Bath’s law and earthquake entropy are discussed.  

The book is an original monograph of Seismology, intended for the use of the students, researchers and the public who wish 

to become familiar with the physics and mathematics of the earthquakes. It provides the understanding of the earthquakes 
and specific knowledge we may have of them. 

Hydrology 

Oceanography 

The Persian Gulf: Oceanography and Wildlife 

Christophe Caouette 

In series: Oceanography and Ocean Engineering 
Expected Publication Date: 10/29/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-304-7 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-386-3 $95.00 

The Persian Gulf: Oceanography and Wildlife explores the concept of human presence in the Persian Gulf, discussing the 

subsequent impacts of anthropogenic activities on its marine ecosystems. 
The authors discuss how identifying sediment components and minerals in the bottom deposits of the northern part of the 

Persian Gulf and its inlet rivers may be a useful key for determining the source of sedimentary particles and the evolution of 

the sedimentary basin. 
The closing study explores the ambiguity in the accurate identification of Pleistocene sedimentary facies, from the standpoint 

of depositional environment and organic elements in both Kish and Qeshm islands. 
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Mineralogy 

An Introduction to Aluminosilicates 

Nero Regina Blevins 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 

496 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-250-8 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-310-9 $230.00 

An Introduction to Aluminosilicates first reviews the main advances in methods of obtaining synthetic montmorillonite for 

environmental and biomedical areas. The perspectives and main challenges in the application of these materials is critically 
analyzed. 

The authors next study Polyhydroxy metal complexes of Al, Fe, Zr, Cr and Ti (inorganic pillarizing agents) for the synthesis 

of pillared clays. 
Information is provided on the possibility of using amorphous aluminosilicates as a modifying additive in the formulation of 

cement-based dry building mixtures. The physicochemical properties of the additive are considered, and the results of XRD 

and DTA analyzes are presented. 
The authors investigate the molecular orientation and surface morphology of organized molecular films with regard to solid‐

state structures for organo-modified aluminosilicates by a surface pressure-area isotherm, in-plane and out-of plane X-ray 

diffraction, and atomic force microscopy. 
A new method for the synthesis of amorphous mesoporous aluminosilicates with acidic properties and a narrow pore size 

distribution in the range of 2-7 nm is also explored. 

The urease immobilization of composite adsorbents polyacrylamide–bentonite, polyacrylamide–chitosan, and 
polyacrylamide–chitosan–bentonite is assessed, produced from polyacrylamide as a hydrogel, bentonite as an aluminosilicate 

mineral, and chitosan as a polysaccharide. 

Following this, the authors provide a brief overview of literature data where crystalline aluminosilicates have been utilized 
for the capture and immobilization of radionuclides. 

The physiochemical properties of as-synthesized layered aluminosilicate are characterized by small angle PXRD, FTIR, 

porosity studies, thermal studies, 27Al MAS NMR, and morphological studies. 
Subsequently, this compilation addresses the way in which magnetic nanoparticles have proven to be frequently occurring 

building blocks for hybrid structure construction and, moreover, have shown innovative prospects as multifunctional 

adsorbents. 
Modern methods for the synthesis of highly dispersed micro- and micromesoporous mordenite with a high degree of 

crystallinity, as well as high crystallinity mordenite with a hierarchical porous structure, methods for modifying the 

mentioned crystalline aluminosilicates as a result of postsynthetic treatments, and modern adsorption and catalytic systems 
based on them are described. 

Next, the high activity and selectivity of high crystallinity zeolite Y with a hierarchical porous structure in the synthesis of 

practically important oligomers of various unsaturated compounds is established. 
The authors highlight that the aluminosilicate present in kaolin may also be used in the production of zeolitic materials, and 

some details of this application are explained. 

The adsorptive features of PAAm-Ch-Z for Th4+ are investigated in view of its dependency on pH, concentration, time, 
temperature and ionic strength. The parameters derived from the compatibility of experimentally obtained data to Langmuir, 

Freundlich and Dubinin-Radushkevich, van t’Hoff, pseudo frist-/second-order and Weber Morris models are utilized in the 

evaluation of adsorption and its thermodynamics and kinetics. 
Lastly, the authors consider a possible mechanism for the generation of an acetyl-zeolite intermediate via transfer from 

different acetyl donors through theoretical studies using a cluster model of H-ZSM-5 zeolite designed by three TO4 

tetrahedral units. 

Halloysite: Structure, Occurrence and Applications 

Herbert A. Eckart 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
Publication Date: 12/20/2019 

196 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-812-9 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-813-6 $95.00 
Halloysite is a natural clay mineral that belongs to the kaolin group. Its chemical formula is Al2(OH)4Si2O5.nH2O. 

Primarily, this mineral is an ideal nanofiller for polymer composites, but it is also utilized in the manufacture of ceramic 

wares and in the encapsulation of drugs in the pharmaceutical industry.  
The authors present details regarding a simple, rapid, high-yield, and low-temperature synthetic approach for the in-situ 

growth of noble metal nanoparticles in the interior of halloysite nanotubes.  

Benefits of halloysite nanotubes for polymeric structures and technical applications in various fields are highlighted, 
particularly their thermal stability, mechanical strength, and non-flammability. 
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The closing chapter focuses on the latest research concerning halloysite nanotubes applications in different fields such as 

biomedicine and pharmacotherapy, food packaging, agriculture, water treatment, catalysis and antifouling.  

Zeolites: Advances in Research and Applications 

Annett Mahler 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
Publication Date: 05/06/2020 

243 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-735-0 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-736-7 $230.00 

Zeolite is a mineral that consists mainly of aluminosilicate, and its major commercial use is as a surfactant. 
Over the last decade, significant efforts have been devoted to the development of micro-mesoporous zeolite materials, which 

are also referred to as mesostructured zeolites. 

Zeolites show potential as heterogeneous catalysts for terpenes valorisation into fragrances and flavours, replacing the 
homogenous catalysts.  

The results of research on of zeolite catalysts for selective reduction of nitrogen oxides by C1-C4-hydrocarbons and ethanol 

are demonstrated, in particular, the selective reduction activity of Ag/BEA catalysts. 

The authors also explore the synthesis of hierarchical zeolites uzing green templates such as natural polymers, surfactants 

and biological agents, as traditional templates are expensive and toxic. 
The recent developments in dehydration of organics, organic/organic separation, desalination and gas separation using zeolite 

membranes are reviewed in detail. 

Studies on the synthesis of zeolites in alkali-activated materials and the physicochemical changes of alkali-activated materials 
induced by these zeolites are presented. 

Due to their stability, form selectivity, non-corrosiveness, and environmental compatibility, zeolites are suggested as a 

suitable option for the thermal catalytic cracking process. 
The authors provide fundamental research data on the Cuban zeolite in Detoxsan®, including its different medical 

applications in comparison to the available literature regarding the medical use of zeolites.  

Special Topics 

A Comprehensive Review of Significant Geological Eras 

Miko Avci 

In series: Origin, Evolution and Geological History of the Earth 
Expected Publication Date: 10/29/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-225-5 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-382-5 $95.00 
A Comprehensive Review of Significant Geological Eras begins by exploring the nature and evolution of the lithospheric 

mantle beneath the North China Craton. 

The late Cenozoic evolution of the east Eurasian convergent margin is described through an investigation of geothermal 
events related to regional tectonic movements. 

The authors discuss how the onset of glacial conditions began in the very early Carboniferous Tournaisian Stage and 

continued at least until the Gzhelian, or even into the Permian Asselian Stage. 
The geochemical characteristics of volcanism in the Western Magmatic Belt and Eastern Magmatic are also discussed, 

indicating early stages of back-arc basins during the Tremadoc. 

The Neoproterozoic Malani Igneous Suite, the product of mantle plume/hotspot tectonism in the Northwestern Indian shield, 
is also examined.  

Thanks to recent developments in archaeobotany and archaeozoology, the authors evaluate how the initial domestication of 

plants and animals unfolded during the Neolithic revolution. 
Lastly, the Fars cultural zone is discussed to investigate the Neolithization process in Iran. 

Horizons in Earth Science Research. Volume 20 

Benjamin Veress and Jozsi Szigethy 

In series: Horizons in Earth Science Research 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 
224 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-119-8 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-120-4 $250.00 

Horizons in Earth Science Research. Volume 20 first provides an overview of geodesy throughout the past six decades, 

providing a short glimpse of emerging technology that is expected to enable rapid advances in many branches of science in 
the decades to come. 

Next, the performance of two wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometers possessing rhodium anode have been 

compared to assess their usefulness in limnological studies, using bottom sediments from Araxá, Minas Gerais, Brazil. 
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The authors reviews the applications of infrared absorption spectroscopy in the fields of condensed matter physics and earth 

sciences. Infrared absorption spectroscopy is mainly associated with interactions between atoms and vibrational phonons of 
materials. 

Additionally, a comparative study held at different drainage systems in Araxá, Minas Gerais, Brazil is presented with the 

aim of evaluating the performance of The Constant Flux: Constant Sedimentation and Constant Rate of Supply models. 
Following this, monazite and rutile geochronology and Zr-in-rutile thermometry are used to understand the thrust age and 

thermochronology of the Araçuaí/Ribeira Orogenic System-São Francisco Craton transition in southeastern Brazil. 

Recent work on neurotoxin-producing microalgae (dinoflagellates) is presented wherein effects from space weather may 
display the hormetic dose-response, either through geomagnetic activity or solar X-ray flux. 

Lastly, the authors provide a soft-computing approach to forecast 30-year-ahead annual rainfall in Tehran, Iran. A time-series 

of yearly data covering more than one century was used for the design of ensemble projections to understand and quantify 
the uncertainty associated with intradecadal-to-interdecadal predictability. 

Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation 

Robert Chambers 

In series: Origin, Evolution and Geological History of the Earth 
Publication Date: 02/25/2020 

244 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-206-5 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-207-2 $160.00 

The book is the first attempt to connect the natural sciences into a history of creation. The idea is a bold one, and there are 

many circumstances of time and place to render its boldness more than usually conspicuous. The author’s desire in the 
composition of the book was to give the true view of the history of nature, with as little disturbance as possible to existing 

beliefs, whether philosophical or religious.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

Ecology 

The Arctic: Current Issues and Challenges 

Oleg S. Pokrovsky, PhD (Geoscience and Environment Toulouse, University of Toulouse, CNRS, 

Toulouse, France), Sergey N. Kirpotin (Bio-Clim-Land Center of Excellence, National Research 

Tomsk State University, Tomsk, Russia) and Alexander I. Malov (N.P. Laverov Federal Centre for 

Integrated Arctic Research, Russian Academy of Science, Arkhangelsk, Russia) 

In series: Arctic Region and Antarctica Issues and Research 
Publication Date: 04/06/2020 

425 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-306-2 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-307-9 $230.00 

The importance of the Arctic in many fields of human activity strongly increased over the past decades. The academic 

scientific research demonstrates a 3-fold increase in the number of journal articles dealing with “Arctic”: from 1,400 in 2000 
to 4,200 in 2018. This increase is not fortuitous but certainly stems from double importance of Arctic regions for humanity. 

The first importance is the role that the Arctic plays in the on-going environmental 

changes, mostly linked to climate warming and environmental pollution. Here, the first 
key issues are the Arctic Ocean, ice melt, permafrost thaw, greenhouse gases emission, 

and organic carbon mobilization from soils to rivers. From the other hand, highly fragile 

Arctic ecosystems and biota are strongly affected by environmental pollution, be it organic 
compounds or toxic metals and radionuclides. The rising concern of humanity to the key 

role of the Arctic in climate regulation on the planetary scale and the extreme fragility of 

its ecosystem, biota and native population to on-going environmental change can certainly 
explain an explosive interest of scientific researchers to the Arctic in connection with 

‘climate change’. The second big issue of the Arctic is its eminent role in problems of 

natural resources. The Artic shelf contains vast amount of hydrocarbons (gas and oil), 
whereas the terrestrial polar regions, now liberating from ice, may turn out to be highly 

important sites of future ore industry. The importance of possibly ice-free Arctic Ocean 

as future maritime shipping routes will further enhance the accessibility of natural 
resources in this region. Taken together, this can be the main driving factors of almost 

exponential increase in the interest to natural resources in the Arctic over past few years. 

The present book addresses a wide variety of environmental, social and economic issues 
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of the Arctic, in response to rising interest to this region in academic science, sociology and business. The 14 chapters 

represent state-of-the art reviews written by the experts on problems of native communities, climate change, political issues, 
implementation of large-scale projects, natural resources and conservation, environmental monitoring and assessment of 

pollution issues. 

Environmental Conservation 

Invasive Species 

Invasive Species: Ecology, Impacts, and Potential Uses 

Vinícius Londe, PhD (University of Campinas, Campinas, São Paulo, 

Brazil) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
Publication Date: 07/01/2020 

335 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-890-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-891-3 $230.00 

Invasive plant species are becoming common and dominating virtually all environments 
worldwide. Their impacts on native biota can be variable, but they normally negatively 

affect the resident species. The interest in invasive species has grown in recent decades 

and many studies are being conducted on this theme. In this book, we quantitatively 
demonstrate how the interest in invasive plants has increased since 2000, and which topics 

have received more attention over time. Moreover, we report a variety of information on 

plant and animal invasive species inhabiting different ecosystems. A temporal and spatial 
analysis of the New Zealand Mud Snail is presented, as well as the expansion of the 

Brazilian rattlesnake distribution. Many studies were carried out on the (magnificent) Fernando de Noronha archipelago in 

the last decade, and the results are partially described in this volume. Native plants and animals are being threatened by exotic 
and invasive species in the archipelago. Protected areas nearby urban centers are especially affected by invasive species, and 

this statement is confirmed herein through a study carried out in Atlantic Forest remnants. Another interesting issue is how 
exotic and invasive tree species can affect the diversity and structure of epiphyte species. Herein the reader will learn how 

an invasive species sets up the epiphyte community in a century old oil palm stand. Although invasive species cause serious 

problems in the new environment, some of them can also be used to mitigate air, water, and soil pollution. Thus, in addition 

to presenting the ecological aspects and negative effects, this volume also brings some potential uses for invasive species. 

Global Warming and Climate Change 

Carbon Dioxide Emissions: Past, Present and Future Perspectives 

Asia Santana 

In series: Pollution Science, Technology and Abatement 
Publication Date: 05/01/2020 
127 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-763-3 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-764-0 $82.00 
CO2 capture from gaseous effluents is one of the great challenges faced by chemical and environmental engineering, as the 

increase of CO2 levels in the Earth’s atmosphere might be responsible for dramatic climate changes. This compilation begins 

by presenting the recent developments in studies focusing on the optimization of CO2 capture using amine solutions. 
The authors assess the effects of land use change on soil carbon flux in Brazil, in addition to contributing to the body of 

knowledge about carbon stock balance in tropical and subtropical domains. 

The authors also assess whether it will it be possible to fulfill the Brazilian Paris agreement goals if the Amazon deforestation 
increase continues. 

The potential inflation effects of a global carbon price on consumer prices, investment prices, export prices, and import prices 

are explored, estimating the effects under various scenarios. 
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Climate Change: Background, Funding and Impacts 

Jeremy Nesbitt 

In series: Climate Change and its Causes, Effects and Prediction 
Publication Date: 02/25/2020 

370 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-216-4 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-217-1 $230.00 

Regarding climate changes, a key question has been the degree to which humans and natural factors have influenced observed 
global climate change. Chapter 1 traces the evolution of scientific understanding and confidence regarding the drivers of 

recent global climate change. Chapter 2 reviews how U.S. agencies address climate change as a potential driver of global 

migration. Chapter 3 examines reported federal funding from 2010 to 2017 and the extent to which reports on such funding 
are clearly linked to the federal fiscal exposure to climate change; the extent to which selected agencies reported climate 

change funding that supports programs where addressing climate change is the primary purpose; and the extent to which the 

primary purpose programs are fragmented, overlapping, or duplicative. 
The costs of recent weather disasters have illustrated the need for planning for climate change risks and investing in resilience 

as reported in chapter 4. 

For more than a decade, federal agencies have grappled with how to address climate change effects when implementing the 

Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA). As set forth by Congress, one of the main purposes of the ESA is to “provide a 

means whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved.” Chapter 
5 analyzes the courts’ role in shaping how the Services have factored climate change effects into ESA decisions and recent 

2019 regulatory developments that aim to clarify how the Services consider and address climate change in their ESA 

decisions. 
Many governments hold that environmental degradation and climate change pose international and trans-boundary risks to 

human populations, economies, and ecosystems. International financial assistance, or foreign aid, has been a principal method 

for governments to support actions on global environmental problems in lower-income countries. As discussed in chapter 6 
and 7, this assistance may include grants, loans, loan guarantees, export credits, insurance products, and private sector 

investment. 

On June 1, 2017, President Trump announced his intent to withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement (PA), an 
international accord to address climate change over the coming century. Some observers argue that the Administration’s 

decision to withdraw from the PA will (1) reduce the U.S. standing in the world by making the United States an international 

outlier on climate change, (2) strengthen perceptions that the United States is withdrawing from its traditional position of 
world leadership and becoming more inward-focused or even isolationist, (3) create an opportunity for China to assume a 

position of world leadership on climate change and perhaps other issues, and (4) make the United States appear less reliable 

as a negotiating partner, which could make it harder for the United States in the future to secure foreign cooperation for 

addressing other issues of mutual interest or to call on other countries to abide by their commitments in other international 

agreements as reported in chapter 8. 

Surface transportation is a major source of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere, the main human-related greenhouse gas 
(GHG) contributing to climate change. At the same time, the effects of climate change, such as extreme heat, sea level rise, 

and stronger storms, pose a threat to transportation infrastructure. Chapter 9 seeks to address these two aspects of climate 

change with mitigation provisions that aim to reduce GHG emissions from surface transportation and adaptation provisions 
that aim to make the surface transportation system more resilient to a changing climate. 

For policymakers considering actions to reduce GHG emissions, various policy instruments are available. Over the last 15 

years, many legislative proposals have involved market-based approaches, such as a GHG emissions cap-and-trade system 
or a carbon tax. These particular approaches may be considered in the 116th Congress and are discussed in chapter 10. 

As mandated by Congress, the U.S. Global Change Research Program produces regular National Climate Assessment (NCA) 

reports on the state of scientific knowledge about climate change and its effects on human and natural systems in the United 
States. According to NCA4, “annual losses in some economic sectors are projected to reach hundreds of billions of dollars 

by the end of the century” provided continued growth in emissions at historic rates. The findings of the NCA4 are the focus 

of chapter 11.  
In light of public concern over climate change, some stakeholders have asked to what extent publicly traded companies 

should disclose their climate-related risks. As reported in chapter 12, while current SEC requirements do not address climate-

related risks expressly, publicly traded companies must disclose such risks if they are “material” under federal securities 

laws. 

Climate Change: Ice Sheets Melt and Changes in the Arctic 

George De Haas 

In series: Climate Change and its Causes, Effects and Prediction 
Publication Date: 04/30/2020 
349 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-841-8 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-842-5 $230.00 
Chapter 1 focuses on the science to understand the physical processes and projections of mass loss of the major ice sheets in 

Greenland and Antarctica, as well as of mountain and other land-based glaciers. The chapter reports on current projections 

of glacier mass loss due to anthropogenic climate change, and in turn how that will affect sea level. 
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The diminishment of Arctic sea ice has led to increased human activities in the Arctic, and has heightened interest in, and 

concerns about, the region’s future as reported in chapter 2. Issues such as Arctic territorial disputes; commercial shipping 
through the Arctic; Arctic oil, gas, and mineral exploration; endangered Arctic species; and increased military operations in 

the Arctic could cause the region in coming years to become an arena of international cooperation, tension, or competition. 

Climate Change: Legislative Issues and Economic Costs 

Iyana Hendricks 

In series: Climate Change and its Causes, Effects and Prediction 
Publication Date: 04/30/2020 

271 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-757-2 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-758-9 $195.00 

Chapter 1 will cover a brief history of U.S. climate change regulation; review the different 

types of regulation and legal actions that have been pursued in the national debate over 
GHGs; examine selected legal issues and next steps in related litigation; and address what 

these legal and regulatory developments mean for Congress. 

The United States committed to providing financial assistance to developing countries for 

climate-change-related activities through the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCCC) as reported in chapter 2. 
The costs of recent weather disasters have illustrated the need for planning for climate 

change risks and investing in resilience. Resilience is the ability to prepare and plan for, 

absorb, recover from, and more successfully adapt to adverse events, according to the 
National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine. Chapter 3 reports that the federal government has not made 

measurable progress since 2017 to reduce fiscal exposure to climate change. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the policy considerations and potential impacts of using a carbon tax or GHG emissions fee to control 
GHG emissions. 

Administered by EPA, Superfund is the principal federal program for addressing sites containing hazardous substances. 

Chapter 5 reviews issues related to the impact of climate change on nonfederal NPL sites 
A recent decision in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia Circuit has paused oil and gas exploration 

and production activity in certain leased areas of Wyoming and hinted at heightened requirements that the Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) must satisfy to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) before issuing oil and gas 
leases. Specifically, the decision will require BLM to conduct a more thorough review of the potential climate change impacts 

of certain oil and gas leases before allowing the lessees to conduct drilling operations as discussed in chapter 6. 

Chapter 7 summaries the content of the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and its two subsidiary 

international treaties: the 1997 Kyoto Protocol (KP) and the 2015 Paris Agreement (PA). 

The Green Climate Fund (GCF) was officially opened for capitalization at the U.N. Climate Summit in September 2014. 

Chapter 8 discusses how the funds were used.  

Encyclopedia of Climate Change (11 Volume Set) 

Søren M. Jørgensen and Laerke J. Hermansen 

In series: Climate Change and its Causes, Effects and Prediction 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 

3093 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-493-9 $1,750.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-494-6 $1,750.00 

This 11 volume set is a compilation of important research on climate change. Some of the topics addressed include:· energy, 
sustainability and natural resources, environmental monitoring and evaluation methods, sustainable livestock production and 

food security, organic farming, the causes and effects of glacier retreat,· endangered species,· The Paris Agreement and the 

potential implications of US withdrawal. 

The State of Our Oceans and the Impact of Climate Change 

Signe B. Kristoffersen 

In series: Climate Change and its Causes, Effects and Prediction 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 

298 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-914-9 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-915-6 $195.00 

Chapter 1 is focused on oceans and the coastal communities that depend on them. 40 percent of the United States is living in 
coastal shoreline counties. These communities depend on ocean-related industries like fisheries, tourism, and shipping. 

Businesses and jobs directly dependent on oceans and Great Lakes resources contribute $352 billion to our GDP. They 

employ over 3 million Americans. But even if you live far from the coast, the health of oceans should matter to you. It affects 
the air we breathe, it affects the food we eat, and the livability of our climate. 
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The purpose of chapter 2 is to explore the impacts of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions on our oceans and coasts. This 

chapter discusses warming, acidification, deoxygenation, and sea level rise with special attention to findings in recently 
published significant climate reports and the impacts of climate change to a coastal industry. 

Marine Pollution 

The Impact of Marine Debris on Oceans, the Environment, Wildlife, and Human Health 

Natasja M. Krogh 

In series: Marine and Freshwater Biology 
Publication Date: 07/01/2020 

324 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-993-4 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-994-1 $230.00 

Plastics last for centuries in the natural environment and are found nearly everywhere on our planet. An estimated 8 million 

metric tons of plastic enter the oceans each year at a rate of about one garbage truck per minute, threatening biodiversity and 

accumulating in the seafood and in the water as discussed in chapter 1. Chapter 2 will examine the issues of man-made trash 

that is polluting the oceans, also known as marine debris. This marine debris can range from metals, glass, rubber, paper, 

textiles, and plastic. 

Natural Disasters 

FEMA: Emergency Management, Disaster Contracting and Grants 

Naomi Stanley 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
Publication Date: 10/01/2019 

222 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-456-5 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-457-2 $160.00 

Recent hurricanes, wildfires, and flooding have highlighted the challenges the federal government faces in responding 
effectively to natural disasters. Chapter 1 discusses FEMA’s progress and challenges related to disaster resilience, response, 

recovery, and workforce management. Chapter 2 addresses key challenges FEMA faced contracting for goods and services 

in response to these disasters. 
FEMA, a component of DHS, provides preparedness grants to state, local, tribal, and territorial governments to help prepare 

for, prevent, protect against, respond to, recover from and mitigate terrorist attacks or other disasters. The objectives of 

chapter 3 are to determine the extent to which FEMA is implementing leading practices for reengineering its grants 
management processes and incorporating needs into IT requirements; assess the reliability of the program’s estimated costs 

and schedule; and determine the extent to which FEMA is addressing key cybersecurity practices. Chapter 4 describes SHSP 

and UASI grant awards during fiscal years 2008 through 2018, and factors affecting grant distributions; and examines the 
steps that FEMA has taken to strengthen its risk assessment model for allocating preparedness grants, and any additional 

opportunities to improve the model. Chapter 5 addresses progress and challenges in FEMA’s efforts to manage preparedness 

grants and GAO’s prior recommendations to strengthen these programs. 

Wildfires: Air Quality Impacts and Smoke Exposure 

Dave Hawkins  

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 
390 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-182-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-183-9 $230.00 
Chapter 1 develops a better understanding of the health impacts of wildfires and what should be done to minimize those 

impacts. It looks closely at the mitigation and management strategies for reducing air quality risks from wildfire smoke. In 

large part, these strategies involve efforts to reduce the intensity and frequency of wildfires that threaten communities. 
Chapters 2-7 contain U.S. Environmental Protection Agency fact sheets on how to reduce your risks to wildfire smoke and 

ash.  
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Earthquakes 

Earthquakes and Other Earth Movements 

John Milne 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
Publication Date: 01/07/2020 

380 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-967-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-968-3 $230.00 

In Earthquakes and Other Earth Movements the author gives a systematic account of various Earth Movements. These 
comprise Earthquakes, or the sudden violent movements of the ground; Earth Tremors, or minute movements which escape 

our attention by the smallness of their amplitude; Earth Pulsations, or movements which are overlooked on account of the 

length of their period; and lastly, Earth Oscillations, or movements of long period and large amplitude which attract so much 
attention from their geological importance. 

Flooding 

Different Perspectives on Flood Insurance Reform 

Mason Connah 

In series: Congressional Policies, Practices and Procedures 
Publication Date: 01/27/2020 

415 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-965-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-966-9 $230.00 

This book is a compilation of three different meetings of the Subcommittee on Housing and Insurance. The meetings were 
held to discuss Flood Insurance Reform and the timely reauthorization of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and 

its key authorities. At each of the meetings a different perspective was discussed.  

Stormwater: Sources, Monitoring and Management 

Ernest O. Nnadi (Centre for Agriculture, Water and Resilience (CAWR), Coventry University, 

UK) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 01/10/2020 
368 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-162-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-163-2 $230.00 
Stormwater Sources, Monitoring and Management is a unique book that identifies sources of stormwater, evaluates 

stormwater control and monitoring techniques as well as addresses the subject of 

stormwater management in a ‘climate changing’ world. From the view point of 
stormwater as a potential resource, as well as the need to achieve pollution control and 

sustainability, the book explores the impact of stormwater sources on its quantity, quality 

and management. It takes a broader look at the issues surrounding sustainable drainage 
and explores the challenges of monitoring their performance and criteria for evaluating 

their efficiency. Through contributions from numerous experts in this area of study, from 

different continents facing diverse stormwater management challenges, this book assesses 
LID techniques from the viewpoints of quantity, quality, amenity and biodiversity and 

provides information of stormwater management approaches applied in different parts of 

the world and how considerations of factors such as environmental protection and forest 

management, biodiversity and amenity as well as other benefits such as rainwater 

harvesting and storrmwater recycling are driving adoption of sustainable stormwater 

management approaches and changing the face of cities and suburban areas. 
This book is a valuable resource for practitioners, engineers, academics, students and 

regulators and would be helpful to people who are simply considering installing or have 

installed stormwater management systems in their residential homes or offices or just 
curious about the efficiency of stormwater management techniques in their locality. 
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The National Flood Insurance Program: Background, Reauthorization and Reform 

Zachary O'Loghlen 

In series: Congressional Policies, Practices and Procedures 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

320 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-963-8 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-964-5 $195.00 

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was established by the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 and was most 
recently reauthorized to May 31, 2019, through a series of short-term reauthorizations. The general purpose of the NFIP is 

both to offer primary flood insurance to properties with significant flood risk, and to reduce flood risk through the adoption 

of floodplain management standards. Communities volunteer to participate in the NFIP in order to have access to federal 
flood insurance, and in return are required to adopt minimum standards. This book discusses important issues relating to the 

National Flood Insurance Program. 

Special Topics 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 69 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
Publication Date: 10/10/2019 

268 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-446-6 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-447-3 $250.00 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 69 opens with an overview of recent studies regarding toxic effects of 
chlorpyrifos and the methods of its removal, focusing mainly on the generation of its oxo-analogue, chlorpyrifos-oxon, as a 

result of organophosphate metabolism by cytochrome P450s, and the influence on some physiologically important enzymes.  

Following this, a comprehensive overview of the diversity of Basidiomycetes species present in polluted areas is provided, 
as well as potential uses in the restoration of these areas. Basidiomycetes fungi promote immobilization of mycogenic metals 

through the precipitation of oxalates or via ligand binding, as well as passive bio-absorption and accumulation in their 

biomass. 
Ecosystems of the European North show low tolerance to anthropogenic impact and very slow succession recovery. This 

largely determines the development of biota and ecosystems. Among the types of impact, the authors propose that special 

attention should be paid to those associated with gathering, hunting, and grazing, and aimed mostly on the use of bioresource 
potential of landscapes. 

Next, after a short introduction on the composition and sources of oil pollutants in the environment, the authors review all 

transformation processes that affect composition of oil pollutants in contaminated soils. 
The authors also describe detailed information on the toxicity of chlorpyrifos and its metabolites, the themobility of 

chlorpyrifos in soil and water following spraying, and residues of its metabolites on treated edible plants. 

In the penultimate chapter, the RUSLE model coupled with transport limited sediment delivery function were used to predict 
the longtime average annual soil loss, and to identify the critical erosion-/deposition-prone areas of Lodhama river Basin in 

Eastern Darjeeling himalaya, India.  

Lastly, although microorganisms cannot destroy pollutants, this collection discusses how they can alter their chemical 
properties via a surprising array of mechanisms. The focus is on the metals and metalloids that contaminate waters and are 

most commonly found in the environment, including: lead, chromium, mercury, uranium, selenium, zinc, arsenic, cadmium, 

silver, gold, and nickel.  

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 70 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

271 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-971-3 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-972-0 $250.00 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 70 opens with a brief assessment of the Regional Development Plan of 
Mumbai Metropolitan Region in relation with MSAAPCC, aiming to address the governance considerations required to deal 

with climate change.  
For various food matrices, several spectroscopic techniques and procedures employed to evaluate platinum group metals and 

thallium are critically discussed. Particular attention is paid to the analytical performance in terms of accuracy and 

detectability. 
The authors discuss how controlling the production of greenhouse gases at the source source through intensive agricultural 

management, changes in land-use management and enhancing nitrogen use efficiency and stabilize can mitigate climate 

change to some extent.  
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Following this, the authors test how the timing of pollutant inputs captures long-term biological sensitivity by comparing 

exceedance for periods of higher and lower pollution loading to 60-year red spruce tree-ring chronologies across Vermont 
and New Hampshire, USA. 

An analysis of deforestation probability in Partham river basin is carried out based on an AHP model with selected seven 

parameters such as distance from settlement, distance from river, distance from road, elevation, slope and aspect. 
Additionally, this collection explores how, since the early 1990’s, the chirality of pesticides and their consequential 

enantioselectivity has been the subject of hundreds of investigations by scientists around the world.  

The current findings on ZnO nanoparticles are discussed, and a systematic review on its common usage, chemical nature, 
related environmental issue, and its potential toxicity after exposure is provided. 

Electrodialysis systems are described in parallel, counter flow, and recirculation, as well as the materials and processes to 

obtain a clean and cheaper solution for water desalination. 
The penultimate chapter is aimed at highlighting the chemical activation strategies of carbonaceous materials into activated 

carbon, especially for dyes removal in wastewater treatment. 
The closing chapter demonstrates the need for comprehensive analysis across spatial and temporal scales, using multiple 

landscape indices to provide insights on the pattern and dynamics of the seagrass landscapes. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 71 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
Publication Date: 04/15/2020 

259 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-488-5 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-489-2 $250.00 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 71 first reviews the processing and 

recycling of plastics all over the world. Due to the population growth and the economic 
progress of many nations, dependence on the production and consumption of plastic 

materials has increased. 

Following this, the authors aim to understand the current outlook of PM2.5 pollution and 
how the application of computer modelling can contribute to its monitoring and control. 

The pre-treatment of landfill leachate via ultra-sonication is explored in an effort to 

debilitate its inhibitory effect prior to bioremediation by microalgae. Accordingly, the by-
products generated from ultrasonic pre-treatment were assimilated by microalgae for 

growth. 

Material flow accounting approaches are used to calculate crop biomass and to study 

differences between crop biomass production and residues utilisation for energy purposes 

with an environmental impact in China and Slovakia. 

The authors explore how the pressure of the anthropic activities (pollution, species 
introduction, overfishing, coastal development) on the marine ecosystem has intensified 

in the past decade with effects that include global warming and ocean acidification. 

The penultimate study demonstrates the presence of MDR E. coli isolates presenting 
virulence pathotypes with the ability of biofilm formation in urban rivers located at Rio 

de Janeiro metropolitan area, Brazil. 

The closing chapter provides informaiton regarding the wetland plant Phragmites, particularly its medicinal properties and 
related research. Phragmites a large perennial grass mainly found in wetlands throughout the temperate and tropical regions 

of the globe. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 72 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
Publication Date: 05/20/2020 

215 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-000-8 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-001-5 $250.00 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 72 begins by examining thr global and regional patterns of climate change, 

the sensitivity of tree growth to climatic stress, and the effects of competition, which are important considerations during oak 
savanna restoration. 

Next, the authors discuss coniferous forests, which are predominant in the colder northern regions. Boreal forest ecosystems 

are characterised by thick humus layers, low decomposition rates and strong limitations by nutrients. 
One study explores the behavioural changes in the agonistic behaviours of Herring and Lesser black-backed gulls along a 

rural-to-urban gradient in Liverpool and the Sefton Coast. 

A subsequent study evaluates the water quality in maize crop fields using the following physicochemical parameters: 
turbidity, potential of Hydrogen, electrical conductivity, total dissolved solids, temperature, total hardness, nitrites, nitrates, 

iron, soluble reactive phosphate, total chlorine and chemical oxygen demand. 
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A hydrochemical study is carried out focusing the waters Águas de Santa Bárbara spa at São Paulo State, describing the 

analytical data obtained for its major constituents, trace elements and dissolved radon. 
Later, the authors evaluate the coating aspects to chitosan immobilization on solid matrices. An analysis is conducted in 

order to choose a suitable support to be studied. 

In addition, this compilation aims to delineate the various groundwater potential recharge sites in West Bengal. 
The penultimate chapter discusses natural disturbances, which are important drivers of variation in community structure and 

composition in most ecosystems. 

The concluding study presents techniques for monitoring environmental parameters in the process of rock blasting with the 
use of explosives in order to mitigate the dissipation of the waves in the massif according to governmental regulations. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 73 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
Publication Date: 07/17/2020 
242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-167-8 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-221-7 $250.00 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 73 first focuses on recent research, published mainly in the last two decades, 

is selected to provide a reasonably concise presentation of some of the latest findings, or emergent research topics, that are 
being addressed with modern technological approaches. 

A subsequent study aims to determine the combination and composition of tree species in private teak systems planted in 

three different types of land. The smallholder teak system is one form of land used by the farmers Gunungkidul. 
Following this, the authors provide an overview of the method of establishing cardamom-based agroforestry private forests 

in Ciamis, West Java. Data collection started with a survey identifying cropping patterns. 

Representatives of the family Cyprinidae in Bulgaria are studied, reviewing the available literature. 51 Cyprinid species 
occur in Bulgaria, most of them are freshwater and inhabiting still or running waters. 

One paper draws on the idea of territorial governance from recent political geography scholarships to analyze the making of 

water supply systems. It revisits the literature on water politics, shedding light on the interplay between the production of 
ecology and the construction of scale. 

The concluding chapter summarizes the advances in the genetic improvement of poplar for bioethanol production. A 

characterization of the biological processes determining biomass accumulation and chemical quality is presented, at different 
levels, including from the identification of nucleotide polymorphisms to the biochemical characterization of wood. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 74 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-442-6 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-479-2 $250.00 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 74 offers insight into the management of Ramsar sites in Serbia, as well as 
into their status as tourist destinations, through a methodological framework proposed by the UNWTO. 

Recent events set in motion by a new federal government that is openly hostile to environmental conservation and cultural 

diversity are discussed, with regard to how permanence strategies of political actors in the Amazon have been undermined. 
The authors look at the management structures and processes related to green areas in Addis Ababa, with a particular focus 

on the level of cooperation between different stakeholders and the role of community organizations in 10 sub-cities within 

the Ethiopian capital. 
Results are presented which contribute to the understanding of the influence of organic matter and other parameters of water 

and sediments on the complexation, availability, transport, and cycling of chemical species in reservoirs of the Amazon 

region. 
Later, the toxic effects of water pollution on climate change, environment and human health are assessed, exploring the 

effects of industrial effluents on the environment and shedding light on future methods for industrial waste management. 

One study presents previously unknown information regarding the impact of turfgrass on microbial diversity in turfgrass 
soil, laying the foundation for further investigations on microbiota in turfgrass ecosystems. 

Environmentally Friendly Technologies: Advances in Research and Future Directions 

Seth B. Martin 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-400-6 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-478-5 $195.00 

In recent years, due to the growing consciousness of environmental issues in different chemical processes, green chemistry 
has become a focus of many researchers. As such, Environmentally Friendly Technologies: Advances in Research and Future 
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Directions discusses how green chemistry aims to design new, environmentally benign chemical processes and synthetic 

methodologies in order to reduce or eliminate the usage of hazardous and toxic chemicals. 
The results of some experimental studies concerning anodic electrochemical polishing of mild steel, stainless steels, 

aluminium, nickel, and nickel-copper alloy in choline chloride-based deep eutectic solvents are presented. 

The authors review various sustainable techniques for machining difficult to machine materials, along with the combination 
of these techniques which may be most efficient. 

Also reviewed in this compilation are the principles and advantages of a supercritical fluid system as a current green carrier 

medium, as well as scientific literature with commercial developments. 
In closing, the importance of pigments obtained from plants is emphasized, and plant-derived pigments are compared to 

synthetic pigments. The economic and environmental effects of the pigments are also systematically discussed. 

Landslides: Monitoring, Susceptibility and Management 

Dennis S. Krogh 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
Publication Date: 03/25/2020 

193 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-632-2 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-633-9 $95.00 

Landslides: Monitoring, Susceptibility and Management opens with a presentation of the application of geographic 
information system -based statistical modeling in the delineation of landslide susceptible zones for Rani Khola River basin 

of Sikkim Himalayas, India, by combining various landslide conditioning factors, namely: geological, topographical and 

hydrological parameters. 
Inaccessible areas prone to landsliding are delineated, as increasing awareness of the human, economic, and environment 

effects of these natural disasters is necessary to promote the safety of human life. 

The authors develop a broad-based landslide susceptibility assessment considering causal factors and different triggering 
conditions for hillslopes bordering the Monterrey Metropolitan Area. This approach has been computed on a cell-by-cell 

basis in a geographic information system. 

The concluding study attempts to present a distribution map of major rainfall-induced landslides in March to April 2019 in 
Iran, as well as review the local geological characteristics of major case studies.  

Metal Toxicity in Higher Plants 

Marco Landi (Department of Agriculture, Food and Environment, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy; 

Interdepartmental Research Center “Nutraceuticals), Sergiy A. Shemet and Volodymyr S. 

Fedenko 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 
268 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-789-4 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-790-0 $195.00 
Metals are important environmental pollutants and their toxicity is a problem of increasing 

significance for ecological, nutritional, and environmental reasons. These pollutants, 
ultimately derived from a growing number of diverse anthropogenic sources (industrial 

effluents and wastes, urban runoff, sewage treatment plants, boating activities, agricultural 

fungicide runoff, domestic garbage dumps, and mining operations), have progressively 
affected more and more different ecosystems. Even agricultural lands are progressively 

becoming enriched of metals due to long-term use of phosphatic fertilizers, sewage sludge 

application, dust from smelters, industrial waste and bad watering practices in agricultural 
lands. 

Among these metals, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo and Zn are pivotal micronutrients, while Ag, As, 

Cd, Cr, Hg, Pb, Sb and V and are non-essential for plants and have no known function as 

nutrients and seem to be more or less toxic to all plants and microorganisms. Sodium 

excess deserves particular attention. Several agricultural lands are indeed becoming 

familiar with the problem of salinization, due to the use of fresh water which contains a 
high level of NaCl or due to intensive fertilization, especially in arid and semi-arid 

environments characterized by poor rainfalls. Overall, the presence of both essential and 

non-essential metals in the atmosphere, soil and water, in excessive amounts, can cause 
serious problems to all organisms. Knowledge of plant-metal interactions is important for 

the safety of the environment, but also for reducing the risks associated with the introduction of trace metals into the food 

chain. Although intense research has been conducted during the last 30 years, many aspects remain to be clarified concerning 
the effect of metals in higher plants. 

Our goal for this book is to critically review existing literature related to the specific effects of different metals in plants, as 

well as to provide new evidence about plant-metal interactions in order to clarify mechanisms of metal uptake, translocation, 
and partitioning and the effect of metal toxicity. Consequences related to accumulation of metals in food products have been 
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described. Physiological and biochemical mechanisms adopted by plants to cope with metal excess and possible implications 

for phytoremediation of metal-contaminated soils are also discussed. Therefore, we believe that this book will provide a 
comprehensive overview regarding some aspects of metal toxicity in plants and it will be useful for scientist working in this 

field of research, but it will also be of practical interest to environmentalists, policy-makers, and resource managers working 

on the topic.  
We wish to thank all the authors who joined this book project by contributing their valuable work. Lastly, we extend our 

sincere thanks to Nova Science Publishers for their efficient support. 

The Mekong: History, Geology and Environmental Issues 

Simone Marseau 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
Expected Publication Date: 10/29/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-152-4 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-385-6 $82.00 
The Mekong: History, Geology and Environmental Issues first emphasizes how indigenous ecological views are affected by 

the rise of materialism, further investigating the discursive responses of the masses together with their fading ecology.  

The authors point out the potential threats of using MekD surface water of uncontrolled quality. Efficient economical water 

treatment technologies are identified for the provision of water of appropriate quality to rural households. 

Through the analysis of shrimp farmers’ production process, one study argues that due to an unstable production 
environment, farmers in the Mekong Delta have always displayed risk mitigation as a rational response to the production 

setting. 

The concluding study aims to estimate the environmental efficiency of transformed shrimp farming through interviews with 
90 farmers who recently shifted from sugarcane cultivation to mono-shrimp culture in Cu Lao Dung district, Soc Trang 

province. 

Threats to North Atlantic Right Whales and Killer Whales 

Celina V. Bak 

In series: Wildlife Protection, Destruction and Extinction 
Publication Date: 07/22/2020 

321 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-162-3 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-212-5 $230.00 

This book examines the many threats facing two of the most endangered marine mammals in the world, the North Atlantic 

right whale and killer whales.  

Toxic and Hazardous Substances 

Environmental Science of Heavy Metals 

Dorota Bartusik-Aebisher (Department of Biochemistry and General 

Chemistry, Faculty of Medicine, University of Rzeszów, Rzeszów, 

Poland) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and 

Safety 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 
204 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-831-9 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-832-6 $95.00 
This book provides a current review of the problem of heavy metal removal. 

Microorganisms and microbial activity in environments of water and soil are presented in 

Chapter 1. Chapter 2 covers current knowledge about photoactive materials based on 
porphyrins. This book reports the manner in which plants interact with heavy metals 

dependent mainly on the type of contamination, species of plant as well as conditions. The 

book presents biological strategies for the elimination of heavy metals from polluted 
habitats—phytoextraction, phytostabilization, phytodegradation, phytostimulation, phytovolatilization and phytofiltration. 

Also included are analytical methods to determine heavy metals in water such as atomic absorption spectrometry, 
electrochemical methods, colorimetric and chromatographic techniques. 
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Radionuclides: Properties, Behavior and Potential Health Effects 

Nataša Todorović and Jovana Nikolov (Nuclear Physic Group, 

Department of Physics, Faculty of Sciences, University of Novi Sad, 

Novi Sad, Serbia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/15/2020 
355 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-379-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-380-2 $230.00 
Our world has been radioactive ever since! Humans are primarily exposed to natural 

radiation from the Sun, cosmic rays, and naturally-occurring radionuclides found in the 

Earth’s crust. Besides the natural radioactivity, industries, which produce radioactive 
wastes during their normal operations or during their dismantling and decommissioning 

processes, do contaminate the environment through the release of radionuclides into the 

air, soil and water. Among them, nuclear power plants, NORM (Naturally Occurring 

Radioactive Materials) related industries, hospitals, radionuclide production facilities, 

uranium mining and other nuclear facilities, along with radioactive/nuclear disposal sites are a potential source of 

environmental contamination by emission/discharging of natural/artificial radionuclides through water, air and soil to the 
other environmental compartments like plants, animals and foods. In a word, everything that makes our existence! 

The book ''Radionuclides: Properties, Behavior and Potential Health Effects" is a comprehensive overview of some 

information on radiation in the environment and human exposure to radioactivity. This book highlights the sources, 
properties, behaviors, and biological and ecological effects of radioactivity from both natural and anthropogenic sources. 

The emphasis is on the environmental aspects of radionuclides and their eventual effects on biota, particularly humans. 

Waste Management 

An Introduction to Constructed Wetlands 

August N. Jespersen 

In series: Waste and Waste Management 
Publication Date: 06/19/2020 

183 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-010-7 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-011-4 $95.00 

An Introduction to Constructed Wetlands highlights the part of the constructed wetland system which plays a pivotal role in 
the sustainable treatment of wastewater, with a major focus on possible mechanisms for the removal of polychlorinated 

biphenyl. 

The authors provide a state-of-the-art and up-to-date review of the literature on constructed wetlands, emphasising their 
performance in treating oily effluents. 

In addition, the functions of constructed wetlands as nature-based solutions are reviewed, with emphasis on their vegetation 

and associated microorganisms. 
In closing, the major findings related to the identification of the microbial community composition in the constructed 

wetlands bed media by the application of pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA genes. 

Industrial Wastewater: Pollutants, Treatment and Disposal 

Magnus B. Simonsen 

In series: Waste and Waste Management 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 

342 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-252-1 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-289-7 $230.00 

Industrial Wastewater: Pollutants, Treatment and Disposal first explores the decolourization and biodegradation of three 

primary dyes employed in the textile industry, namely methyl red, methyl orange and methylene blue. 
An overview of the developments in membrane bioreactor technology for various types of wastewater treatment is provided, 

addressing the fundamentals, applications, and strategies from industrial and domestic interests. 

The authors focus on advances in the development of robust processes for alcoholic fermentation from sugar-sweetened 
beverage wastewaters. The impact of the preservatives, the initial sugars content and the initial inoculum size of both sugar 

consumption and ethanol yield are presented.  

Following this, the applications of nanofiltration in metal and acid recovery are explored, focusing on conventional processes 
like solvent extraction and ion exchange. 

The authors go on to elucidate the recent and significant advances in the field of nanomembranes and nanotechnology, 

addressing their applications in water/wastewater treatment and desalination. 
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The status of global scientific research in the field of arsenic groundwater remediation is reviewed in conjunction with present 

environmental research. 
The pollutants contained in industrial wastewater are examined in an effort to research treatment and disposal methods for 

remediation using agro-food wastes and by-products. 

This compilation also applies experimental design methodology in the optimization of photocatalytic degradation of dairy 
industry wastewater. 

The closing research centers on the degradation of phenol from wastewater using electrocoagulation as pretreatment and 

using advanced oxidation process. Various parameters such as the initial concentration of phenol and pH of the solution are 
studied. 

Landfill Leachate: Control, Treatment and Environmental Impact 

Gerardo Morrison 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
Publication Date: 10/31/2019 
124 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-523-4 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-524-1 $82.00 

In Landfill Leachate: Control, Treatment and Environmental Impact, the treatment of landfill leachate by ozonation process 

was investigated. For this purpose, the ozonation experiments were carried out at high pH on the effluent of pretreated with 
lime. The chemical oxygen demand removal efficiencies of 43% and 55% were obtained for pre-treated with lime and 

ozonation processes, respectively. 

Following this, the authors review the application of AnSBBR for the treatment of landfill leachate focusing on the selection 
of the biomass type, biomass acclimation strategy, treatment under different biodegradability conditions, kinetic studies, 

growth of biomass and its behavior on the inert support. 

Lastly, the results obtained in the oxidation of a concentrate from reverse osmosis of a sanitary landfill leachate are discussed. 
A combined treatment of electrocoagulation followed by electro-fenton was applied using iron consumable anodes and the 

influence of the applied current intensity, process duration, initial pH and stirring speed was assessed. 

Nuclear Waste: Management, Storage and Disposal 

Samuli Tikkanen 

In series: Waste and Waste Management 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

360 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-042-9 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-043-6 $230.00 

Congressional interest in nuclear waste is generally focused on managing commercial spent nuclear fuel (SNF), the waste 

produced from commercial nuclear power plants, and other high-level nuclear wastes (HLW), largely from Cold War–era 
nuclear weapons materials production. Chapter 1 examines the management of spent nuclear fuel, concerns related to the 

storage of nuclear waste, and the need for long-term solutions. Chapter 2 discusses a permanent geologic repository for 

disposal of commercial spent nuclear fuel and other high-level nuclear wastes. Chapter 3 is a draft of a bill to find a solution 
for the safe disposal of nuclear waste. The United States currently has no permanent disposal facility for spent nuclear fuel 

or other highly radioactive waste. The draft makes critical reforms to our Nation’s nuclear waste management policy. Chapter 

4 reports on The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) which calls for disposal of spent nuclear fuel in a deep geologic 
repository. Chapter 5 examines the extent to which the Office of Environmental Management’s (EM’s) management of the 

Integrated Waste Treatment Unit follows selected project management best practices; challenges EM faces in disposing of 

the sodium-bearing waste; and challenges EM faces in treating and disposing of the calcine waste. 

Wastewater Treatment: Processes, Uses and Importance 

Adriana Magdalena 

In series: Waste and Waste Management 
Publication Date: 10/25/2019 

240 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-370-4 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-371-1 $160.00 

Wastewater Treatment: Processes, Uses and Importance begins by providing information about wastewater treatment and its 
various application, especially in agriculture sectors. Some information about wastewater use and regulation in Saudi Arabia 

is also discussed. 

The main characteristics of the natural oxidizing pond system and the activated sludge procedure are described and their 
performance in the abatement of physico-chemical, bacteriological and virological pollution is discussed. 

Next, the authors describe and discuss the most common wastewater treatment processes and the importance of the activated 

sludge process in wastewater treatment, as well as introduce the idea of implementing microbial fuel cells into the procedural 
design of wastewater treatment for resource recovery. 
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This compilation also covers strategies aimed at minimizing the expense of water during every stage of energy and biofuel 

production, as well as forms of reuse and recycling that guarantee the utilization of wastewater in order to develop the circular 
economy in biogas and bioethanol plants. 

Characteristics of cultivated bio-granules including the number of granules, density, sludge volume index, settling velocity, 

and physical strength are studied and their performance in treating petroleum and other types of wastewater is investigated. 
Following this, the authors provide an overview of the achievements of studies in which anaerobic sequencing batch biofilm 

reactors have been used to co-digest agro-industrial wastes for the production of methane, with a focus on operational strategy 

and perspectives for energy estimations. 
The closing study discusses the characteristics of grey water and available methods for its recycling and reuse. Grey water is 

the wastewater from homes, excluding black water, which typically makes up 50 to 80% of wastewater. 

Water Supply 

Drinking Water: Chicago, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Michigan and Tribal Lands 

Erwin Jon Orosz 

In series: Water Resource Planning, Development and Management 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

272 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-284-3 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-285-0 $230.00 

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Environmental Health Mission Area (EHMA) is providing comprehensive science on 
sources, movement, and transformation of contaminants and pathogens in watershed and aquifer drinking-water supplies and 

in built water and wastewater infrastructure in the Greater Chicago Area. The focus of chapter 1 is on assessing point-of-use 

(tapwater) drinking-water exposure pathways for a broad range of potential environmental contaminants and exploring 
infrastructure-related factors that could alter or transform chemical constituents or microbial communities in drinking water 

(such as treatment plant technology, distribution system characteristics, private plumbing components, and point-of-use 

treatment) 
Pennsylvania has the second highest number of residential wells of any state in the Nation with approximately 2.4 million 

residents that depend on groundwater for their domestic water supply. The groundwater used for domestic water supply in 

Bradford County is obtained primarily from shallow bedrock and from unconsolidated (glacial) deposits that overlie the 
bedrock. As reported in chapter 2, data for 72 domestic wells were collected and analyzed for a wide range of constituents 

that could be evaluated in relation to drinking water health standards, geology, land use, and other environmental factors. 

The occurrence of arsenic and uranium in groundwater at concentrations that exceed drinking-water standards is a concern 

because of the potential adverse effects on human health. The Connecticut Department of Public Health reported that there 

are about 322,600 private wells in Connecticut. The State does not require that existing private wells be routinely tested for 

arsenic, uranium, or other contaminants. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) completed an assessment in 2016 on the 
distribution of concentrations of arsenic and uranium in groundwater from bedrock in Connecticut. Chapter 3 presents the 

major findings for arsenic and uranium concentrations from water samples collected from 2013 to 2015 from private wells. 

The circumstances and response to Flint’s drinking water contamination involved implementation and oversight lapses at the 
EPA, the state of Michigan, the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ), and the city of Flint. Chapter 4 

evaluates additional matters concerning the agency’s management controls when responding to the Flint contamination 

incident. 
Federal agencies have identified several billion dollars in existing and future tribal drinking water and wastewater 

infrastructure needs. Chapter 5 examines the extent to which selected federal agencies identified tribes’ drinking water and 

wastewater infrastructure needs and funded tribal water infrastructure projects, including tribes’ most severe sanitation 
deficiencies. 

Drinking Water: Legislation, Oversight and Contaminants 

Jens A. Kruse 

In series: Water Resource Planning, Development and Management 
Publication Date: 03/10/2020 
312 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-446-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-447-2 $230.00 
Congress has long deliberated on the condition of drinking water infrastructure and drinking water quality as well as the 

financial and technical challenges some public water systems face in ensuring the delivery of safe and adequate water 
supplies. Several events and circumstances—including source water contamination incidents; water infrastructure damage 

from natural disasters, such as hurricanes; detection of elevated lead levels in tap water in various cities and schools; and the 

nationwide need to repair or replace aging drinking water infrastructure—have increased national attention to these issues. 
America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018. Chapter 1 focuses on the drinking water provisions of Title II and Title IV of 

AWIA, which authorize appropriations for several drinking water and wastewater infrastructure programs for projects that 

promote compliance, address aging drinking water infrastructure and lead in school drinking water, and increase drinking 
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water infrastructure resilience to natural hazards. Chapter 2 summarizes the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and its major 

programs and regulatory requirements. 
The quality of water delivered by public water systems has been regulated at the federal level since enactment of the 1974 

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). Since then, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued regulations for 

more than 90 contaminants, and all states (except Wyoming) have assumed primary responsibility for administering the 
federal drinking water program and overseeing public water system compliance. Congress last broadly amended the law in 

1996. Among the key provisions, the 1996 amendments authorized a Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) 

program to help public water systems finance improvements needed to comply with federal drinking water regulations and 
to address the most serious risks to human health as reported in chapter 3.  

Drinking water contaminated with lead in Flint, Michigan, renewed awareness of the danger lead poses to the nation’s 

drinking water supply. Lead exposure through drinking water is caused primarily by the corrosion of plumbing materials, 
such as pipes, that carry water from a water system to pipes in homes. EPA set national standards to reduce lead in drinking 

water with the Lead and Copper Rule (LCR). Chapters 4-7 review the issue of elevated lead in drinking water. 
According to DOD, about 3 million people in the United States receive drinking water from DOD public water systems, 

which are to comply with EPA and state health-based regulations. EPA and DOD have detected elevated levels of two 

unregulated, DOD-identified emerging contaminants found in firefighting foam—PFOS and PFOA—in drinking water at or 
near installations. Perchlorate, an unregulated chemical used by DOD in rocket fuel, can also be found in drinking water. 

Chapters 8-11 review DOD management of these drinking water contaminants. 

Drinking Water: Quality Control, Distribution Systems and Treatment 

Cécile Marcil 

In series: Water Resource Planning, Development and Management 
Publication Date: 07/13/2020 

124 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-070-1 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-071-8 $82.00 

Drinking Water: Quality Control, Distribution Systems and Treatment focuses on some of the technologies involved in water 

treatment processes, such as adsorption, co-precipitation, flocculation, and coagulation. 
The authors emphasize the newest easy processes, inadequacies, and prospects of drinking water treatment. 

In one study, a simple effective intervention for biochanin A in influent water using ZSM-5, a nano-porous crystalline zeolite, 

is described. 
In closing, a Sphingomonas paucimobilis strain isolated from an Indian drinking water system was evaluated for its ability 

to co-aggregate and form mixed biofilms with Salmonella typhimurium, Shigella flexneri, and Escherichia coli O57:H7. 

Sustainable Water: Resources, Management and Challenges 

Veera Gnaneswar Gude, PhD (Civil & Environmental Engineering Department, Mississippi State, 

MS, USA), Venkataramana Gadhamshetty, PhD (Department of Civil and Environmental 

Engineering, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, USA) and 

Ramanitharan Kandiah, PhD (Department of Water Resources Management, International Center 

for Water Resources Management, Central State University, Wilberforce, OH, USA)  

In series: Water Resource Planning, Development and Management 
Publication Date: 05/06/2020 

267 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-335-2 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-336-9 $195.00 

Population growth, increasing living standards, and rapidly changing climate have 
resulted in an increasing demand for freshwater, accelerating the water degradation 

challenges. There is a compelling need to minimize water consumption and develop 

approaches to effectively manage existing water resources. On a positive note, water 

resource management strategies discussed in this book present innovative ways to 

conserve both quality and quantity. Chapter 1 discusses decentralized water management 

approaches for intervening the urban water cycle to minimize the environmental and 
socioeconomic impacts. This chapter concludes with a need to use a suite of tools based 

on decision support systems for managing urban water resources. Chapter 2 discusses the 

need for assessing suitability of various types of models for a specific scenario based on 
the required level of complexity. This chapter discusses in detail the underlying criteria 

behind model selection, validation, and uncertainty analysis.  

Urban watersheds can be more challenging compared to natural watersheds. The urban 
watersheds include parking lots, roads, and developed structures, all of which contribute 

to a myriad of anthropogenic pollutants through stormwater runoff. Computer-based 

models can be used to study water quality issues and to develop a plan to manage 
watershed level resources. Chapter 3 compares pros and cons of the state-of-the-art 
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watershed models used for managing water resources. Numerical simulations can be performed to compare the current and 

future water quality scenarios of a given watershed and to estimate the impact of potential water resource management 
strategies. Chapter 4 presents a case study of an urban region in Hanoi, Vietnam. Water evaluation and planning simulation 

tool was used to predict the trends and drivers of wastewater generation.  

Considering rapidly changing climate and associated weather impacts, it is critical to secure water resources in addition to 
dealing with the water quality issues. Chapter 5 suggests that climate change models and watershed and precipitation models 

should be jointly used in order to capture uncertainties in ecological functions, energy and food production and water supply 

sources. Chapter 6 presents a water use estimation and management tool that examines the effect of climate change and 
drought conditions on water supplies to ensure adequate buffalo forage. Sustaining both buffalo forage and water supplies 

during drought conditions requires preparedness and adaptation in response to unfavorable conditions. Finally, water reuse 

can alleviate the stress on available water resources. For example, effluents from wastewater treatment plants and desalination 
plants can be treated and reused for managing water crisis. Chapter 7 emphasizes that it is critical to optimize both economical 

and sustainability parameters during treatment of wastewater effluents and desalination concentrate. In certain cases, valuable 
metals can be recovered from the concentrate. 

Water Resources Management: Methods, Applications and 

Challenges 

Ana Milanović Pešić and Dejana Jakovljević (Research Associate, The 

Physical Geography Department, Geographical Institute "Jovan 

Cvijić", Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade, Serbia) 

In series: Water Resource Planning, Development and Management 
Expected Publication Date: 10/29/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-297-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-381-8 $230.00 
Water resources play an essential role in all aspects of human life and activities. All living 

organisms need water for survival. Due to increased demand for water, appropriate water 

resources management should be established. This book covers various aspects of water 
resources management, including their use for different purposes and impacts of natural 

factors and anthropogenic pressures on water resources. Climate changes affect water 

resources, causing floods and droughts. All human activities such as water supply, 
irrigation, navigation, hydropower, tourism and recreation use water resources. The 

natural and anthropogenic impacts cause a decline in water quantity and the degradation of water quality. Water resources 

are especially important in protected areas and management of them in these areas is a specific challenge. Adequate water 

resources management should address all water related issues, to establish an institutional and legal framework, as well as 

the cooperation of all relevant actors in this field at national and international level. Water reuse, such as wastewater 

management is also an important challenge. This book provides some models and methods which are used for water resources 
estimation, their vulnerability and exposure to natural and anthropogenic influences. Taking into account various aspects of 

water related topics, application of diverse models and methods in different geographical areas, the book Water Resources 

Management: Methods, Applications and Challenges could help policy and decision makers as well as other stakeholders in 
finding the solutions of some water related problems. 

LIFE SCIENCES 

Biology 

A Closer Look at Metalloproteinases 

Lena Goodwin 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

310 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-517-3 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-527-2 $195.00 

A Closer Look at Metalloproteinases first presents an analysis of the matrix metalloproteinases system in two common 

neurodegenerative disorders, namely age-related macular degeneration and Alzheimer’s disease. 
Next, this collection aims to evaluate the expression of matrix metalloproteinase-9 in nasopharyngeal carcinoma patients. 

The cross-sectional analytic study enrolled 106 patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma based on radiologic and 

histopathological examination. The patient never underwent radiotherapy, chemotherapy and/or a combination. Matrix 
metalloproteinase-9 was assessed using immunohistochemical staining of matrix metalloproteinase-9 in the anatomic 

pathology department. 
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The authors go on to discuss the matrix metalloproteinases family, their structural organization, functions and role in 

cardiovascular disease. 
Data about the role of matrix metalloproteinases in the pathogenesis of psoriasis is summarized. In psoriasis, matrix 

metalloproteinases facilitate structural remodeling of the epidermis that, in turn, results in the development of psoriatic 

plaques. 
Additionally, pregnancy is a very peculiar event in which the uterus undergoes intense morphophysiological modifications, 

especially related to vascular remodeling and angiogenesis, as well as trophoblast invasion, which occurs in early pregnancy 

period until reaching maternal spiral arteries and replacing the endothelium forming the endovascular-trophoblast. Such 
vascular modifications ensure the high-flow and low-pressure blood supply to the developing fetus, which in turn requires 

more and more space, causing the uterus to become enlarged and distended. In this context, an orchestrated regulation of 

matrix metalloproteinases and their endogenous inhibitors is essential for proper gestational development. 
In the penultimate chapter, tissue components, matrix metalloproteinases properties and functions, bone modelling, 

remodelling and resorption, repair and regeneration, and pathological bone resorption are discussed. 
The concluding chapter explores the way in which protein tyrosine phosphatases are important targets that are known to play 

a key role in the development of chronic degenerative diseases such as obesity, diabetes, and some neurological diseases. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 153 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
Publication Date: 11/12/2019 

224 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-487-9 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-488-6 $250.00 

This compilation opens with a review of the structure and life cycle of neuraminidase in 

influenza A, and also discusses the method of developing neuraminidase inhibitors 
derived from natural products and peptides. 

Following this, the authors describe the different uses of chlorhexidine in the medical 

field, focusing on dental use. Particularly, the authors discuss its: properties, chemistry, 
forms of presentation, substantivity and cytotoxicity; uses in dentistry: cariology, 

periodontology, oral surgery and endodontics. 

Additionally, the authors discuss rufinamide, a novel triazole derivative which differs 
from commercial antiepileptic drugs. It is used as an adjunctive medicine in children, 

adults and the elder population, and administered orally. 

One study discusses antiviral treatment for the avian influenza A virus using neuraminidase inhibitors such as oseltamivir 

and zanamivir. Although both inhibitors show therapeutic and prophylactic activities against the H5N1 strains, it is proposed 

that treatment should be further developed in order to increase the efficiency of the inhibitors against the strains. 

Angiogenesis or neovascularization is a global term which indicates the physiological process involving the sprouting of new 
blood vessels from the pre-existing ones. The development of new blood vessels from differentiating endothelial cells is 

called vasculogenesis. This collection addresses how these processes are vital for tissue development and wound healing in 

damaged tissues.  
The spectrum of spondyloarthritides with inflammatory bowel disease and enteropathic arthritis is examined in an effort to 

give the reader an insight into the risk factors, treatment and prognosis of this clinically challenging rheumatic disease. 

Later, the principles of optical coherence tomography-guided femtosecond laser cataract surgery are explored. The 
combination of femtosecond laser surgery and optical coherence tomography imaging simultaneously guides the 

development of next-generation femtosecond surgical lasers in cataract surgery and explores femtosecond-laser surgical 

strategies. 
The authors present a novel colorimetric method for the assay of XI using a reducing monosaccharide determination. The 

test solution was mixed with 20-fold volume of the 50 mM Na2SiO3, 600 mM Na2MoO4, and 0.95 M HCl aqueous solution 

(pH 4.5), in which a yellow molybdosilicate species was formed. 
The penultimate chapter introduces the origin, preparation, applications of Taiyi Shenzhen (Taiyi Moxa Stick Moxibustion), 

and reviews the relevant research in the past ten years. 

The concluding study focuses on the daily foraging of honeybees, which is one of the most well-organized social behaviors 
that exist among social insects. Honeybees are extensively used model animals in behavioral studies for understanding the 

time-space learning, landmark use and concept of learning. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 165 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 

282 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-185-2 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-294-1 $250.00 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 165 first presents promising information about the essential goal of effective 

and safe medication for target patients with the appropriate genotypes.  
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The authors explore the diverse causes of neonatal leukemoid reaction in premature infants proposed by Hill and Duncan in 

1941, such as intrauterine infection and maternal steroid administration. 
This compilation also explores hjypoxia-inducible factor-1, a key gene regulator for cellular adaptation to hypoxia which 

leads to a transcriptional response under physiological as well as pathological conditions.  

From a historical perspective, Wilms’ tumor treatment is assessed, focusing on the different approaches of the two main 
groups, the Children’s Oncology Group and the International Society of Paediatric Oncology. 

The genetics and genomics of Plasmodium, which include multiple parameters and factors affecting disease transmission, 

are assessed in an effort to enhance our knowledge about the disease. 
Following this, whole slide imaging or virtual microscopy is used for the quantitative evaluation of liver biopsy specimens 

of patients with chronic hepatitis. 

The closing study examines data which reveals changes in the functioning of the ceruloplasmin/transferrin system, decreasing 
the content of toxic ions of Fe2+ in the plasma of patients with Parkinson’s disease. These changes are a pathogenetically 

significant factor of Parkinson’s disease at all stages. 

Amylose: Properties, Structure and Functions 

Himjyoti Dutta (Department of Food Technology, Mizoram University, 

India) and Sanjib Kumar Paul (CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical 

Technology, India) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 02/25/2020 

402 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-932-4 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-940-9 $230.00 

Amylose is the linear polymeric fraction of starch which has its unique characteristics 
leading to its specific role in the application of starches and its own. Amylose forms a 

significant proportion of the macromolecular structure of starch. Written by a selected 

team of international authors, including academicians and researchers with special 
expertise on starch chemistry, technology and functions, the book ‘Amylose: Properties, 

Structure and Functions’ is a unique approach to the multifaceted trends of amylose 

chemistry, properties, functionality and applications. 
Under the collaborative editorial guidance of Dr Himjyoti Dutta and Dr Sanjib Kr Paul, who are experienced in researches 

on starch, starch-based composite materials and other biomaterials, the book provides an overview of all the scientific and 

technological approaches on amylose. Traditional and recent analytical methods for amylose purification and 

characterization have been thoroughly discussed in this book. The role of amylose in major starch sources suggesting specific 

usage in food and other complex edible and non-edible matrices have been covered. Recent findings on its peculiar properties, 

directing it to the ever growing world of functional biopolymers have been discussed. Amylose polymorphism and complex 
formation with non-starch components have been elaborated for optimum knowledge dissemination on its potential use as 

nano-scale material for food, drug, nutraceutical and pharmaceutical industries. 

The editorial team, with the collaboration of authors throughout the globe, executed the idea of bringing a reference book on 
amylose in the name of ‘Amylose: Properties, Structure and Functions’. The editors emphasized to include all the present 

day aspects of amylose to address the need of students, researchers and industry experts in a global perspective. 

Bovine Serum Albumin: Properties and Applications 

Martin A. Masuelli (Departamento de Química, Facultad de Química, Bioquímica y Farmacia, 

Universidad Nacional de San Luis, Investigador Adjunto-Instituto de Física Aplicada-CONICET, 

Director del Laboratorio de Investigación y Servicios de Química Física (LISEQF-UNSL), San 

Luis, Argentina) 

In series: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in the Post Genomic Era 
Publication Date: 01/07/2020 

220 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-787-0 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-788-7 $160.00 

Serum albumin is a large protein present in cow serum protein (BSA, Bovine Serum 

Albumin) rich in essential amino acids and compounds with disulfide bridges and thiol 
groups. This protein passes into breast milk from the bloodstream by diffusion, has 

antioxidant capacity and protects fats from oxidation. Albumin has the ability to inhibit 

tumor factors and bind to fat, mobilize them in the body to perform other functions such 
as obtaining energy or forming membranes. It is also able to block the conversion of 

angiotensin I into angiotensin II (vasoconstrictor) which gives it antihypertensive action. 

In addition, it has the ability to reduce cholesterol absorption, complex heavy metals and 
is an opioid agonist (acts on opioid receptors and promotes analgesia). 
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BSA is the most studied and produced protein worldwide in the last 80 years. This protein brings large dividends to the world 

economy with a very prominent and favorable annual growth at a cost of 100 USD per gram. This book brings new 
contributions to the science and industry of this biopolymer. The audience of this book is very wide from students, teachers 

and researchers (doctors, pharmacists, biochemists and industrialists of this sector). Therefore, this book has a great future 

and many readers to whom it is addressed. 

From Systems Biology to Systems Medicine 

James A. Marcum (Department of Philosophy, Baylor University, 

Waco, TX, USA) 

In series: Systems Biology - Theory, Techniques and Applications 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 

252 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-960-6 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-961-3 $160.00 

Throughout most of the twentieth century, the biomedical model dominated healthcare. 

However, the biomedical model had its critics, who proposed alternative models to replace 

it. Eventually, biomedicine became fragmented at its foundations with a variety of 

approaches to its nature and practice. Medicine’s current response to this fragmentation is 

to combine these disparate approaches into a single system—systems medicine. In the 
present book, I examine the shift, during the postgenomics era, from the biomedical model 

to systems medicine vis-à-vis systems biology, as well as the challenges facing systems 

medicine’s implementation in the twenty-first century. The main goal of the present book 
is to provide a disciplinary framework for examining the rise of systems medicine, especially in terms of the incorporation 

of systems biology into the biomedical model. To realize that goal, the following questions are addressed. What is a 

disciplinary framework? And, why is this framework important for understanding systems biology and medicine? Briefly, a 
disciplinary framework represents the relational structure among disparate disciplines that support and ground a discipline 

and its corpus. For traditional biology and medicine, that framework consists of various disciplines within the biological and 
biomedical sciences, including physiology, neuroscience, pathology, and epidemiology—to name a few. For the present 

purpose, systems biology within the last several decades is reshaping the disciplinary framework of the biological and 

biomedical sciences, which is also responsible for the emergence of systems medicine. In addition, the challenges facing 
systems medicine, especially its operationalization and implementation with respect to medical education and practice, as 

well as research, are also explored. 

Proteomics: Advances in Research and Applications 

Ricardo Parker  

In series: Systems Biology - Theory, Techniques and Applications 
Publication Date: 11/08/2019 

136 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-440-4 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-441-1 $82.00 

This compilation provides a brief overview of proteomic techniques used in acute 

leukemia, including the high-throughput reverse phase protein array, which will highlight 
the importance of measuring proteins. 

Following this, the authors discuss the molecular mechanism of oseltamivir and the 

advantages and disadvantages of using it. Proteomics- and transcriptomics-based 
alternatives to oseltamivir are described as well. 

Additionally, the most recent research studies aiming to identify biomarkers for the early 

prediction of spontaneous preterm labor using mass spectrometry-based proteomics are 
reviewed. 

In order to understand the mechanisms of efficient degradation of lignocellulosic 

biomass, a comprehensive analysis of carbohydrate-degrading and metabolic enzymes is 
required. As such, the authors summarize a proteome analysis of C. cellulovorans 

cultured with different carbon sources, and provide some insights as to how C. 

cellulovorans optimizes diverse enzymes depending on carbon sources. 
The concluding chapter focuses on comparative fluorescence gel electrophoresis, which 

was invented in 2009 and has since then become the prime method for reproducible 

coordinate assignment in two-dimensional protein polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 
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Sterols: Types, Classification and Structure 

Scott Jimenez 

In series: Life Sciences Research and Development 
Publication Date: 01/30/2020 

158 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-231-7 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-232-4 $82.00 

Sterols: Types, Classification and Structure describes the methodology used to determine sterol content in coral reef food 
webs, and how sterol data is used in trophic ecology studies. The authors briefly explain the basics of gas chromatography 

and mass spectrometry as necessary tools to confidently separate, identify, and quantify sterols.  

Sterols from different sponge families have been described, however, few studies have been conducted involving the sterols 
of the freshwater sponge compared to those of the marine environment. The number of sterols present varies with the species, 

and this characteristic make it possible to use this data as a chemosystematic marker. 

In olive oil, sterols constitute the majority of the unsaponifiable fraction. In recent years, there has been increased interest in 
the sterols of olive oil due to their health benefits and their importance to virgin olive oil quality. Thus, the authors discuss 

recent findings concerning the effect of cultivars on the sterolic profile of extra virgin olive oil. 

The subsequent study aims to contribute to the optimisation and valorisation of virgin olive oil quality in the world olive-

producing areas. This work was carried out on the study of virgin olive oil from two new olive varieties obtained through 

uncontrolled crossings. 
The sterolic fraction of argan oil is also compared to that of olive oil. The total phytosterol content ranged from 1700.80 

mg/kg in chemlali oil to 150.40mg/kg in argan oil. In contrast to chemlali oil in which β-sitosterol is predominant, the major 

sterols detected in argan oil is schottenol and spinasterol. 
Additionally, the standards of the European Union legislation for fats and oils can help to verify olive oil authenticity using 

the sterolic profile. As such, this collection critiques the existing regulatory methods and standards, highlights weaknesses 

and proposes possible solutions to safeguard the consumer and protect the olive oil market. 
In closing, the authors examine the analysis of phytosterols, a multistage procedure that includes extraction, 

isolation/purification as a group of related compounds and a chromatographic technique for separation, identification, and 

quantification. 

What Makes Us Humans 

Michel Tibayrenc, MD, PhD (Institut de recherche pour le 

développement (IRD; France)) and Francisco J. Ayala, PhD (Catedra 

Francisco Jose Ayala of Science, Technology, and Religion, University 

of Comillas, Madrid, Spain) 

In series: Human Evolution, Biological and Cultural Domains 
Publication Date: 01/07/2020 

313 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-853-2 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-854-9 $230.00 

The knowledge on human biology is blooming. Progresses in genomics, epigenetics, 

neurobiology, human evolution, population genetics, and prehistory is extremely fast 
presently. However, few bridges have been launched between these fields on one hand, 

and human sciences (ethics, politics, psychoanalysis, philosophy) on the other hand. Now 

knowledge on human nature and on what makes us specifically humans do need tight 
collaborations between biological and human sciences. 

One of the specific goals of the book is to sort out, in our knowledge on human nature, what is: (i) strongly supported; (ii) 

still speculative; (iii) still extremely tentative; (iv) obviously (sometimes purposely) misleading; (v) definitely to be rejected. 
Such a sorting out is sorely needed, since this theme is politically loaded and full of propaganda, storytelling and “fake news”. 

This kind of endeavor is urgent because there is now a strong tendency in the general public to lose confidence in science 

and to believe in alternate sources of knowledge with uncertain backgrounds (social networks, internet). 
This books uniquely offers a thorough discussion, based on biology as well as on human sciences, on major societal debates 

of the time, such as origin of humankind, human genetic diversity, biology of cognition, science in front of intolerant 
ideologies, science and religion, and science and creationism/intelligent design. Its specific feature is sorted by the present 

states of knowledge, what is robust, then still speculative, unintentionally or intentionally (“scientific fake news”) misleading, 

and obviously wrong. Thorough updating is based on more than 300 references from the specialized literature as well as 
from the general media. The book, which is written in an accessible language and is completed with a glossary of specialized 

terms, will be therefore profitable to specialists of the concerned fields, university professors, teachers, students, as well as 

the general public. 
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Bacteriology 

A Closer Look at Actinomycetes 

A. A. Mohamed Hatha (Professor, Fulbright Scholar, Dept. of Marine 

Biology, Microbiology & Biochemistry, School of Marine Sciences, 

Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin, Kerala, India) 

and P. Lakshmanaperumalsamy 

In series: Bacteriology Research Developments 
Publication Date: 04/06/2020 

312 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-046-7 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-047-4 $195.00 

Actinomycetes are a versatile group of Gram positive bacteria widely distributed in the 
terrestrial and aquatic environments. The specialty of the actinomycetes is that they have 

a mycelial appearance unlike most bacteria. This group of bacteria is well known for their 

ability to produce a range of bioactive molecules, including antibiotics and various kinds 
of enzymes. As they are known for their ability to produce various antibiotics, the 

actinomycetes are widely explored by various research groups in search of novel drug molecules. Since the cultivation and 

maintenance of actinobacteria are not that easy as in the case of other bacteria, they are rather underexplored. With the 
frequent emergence of multidrug resistant bacteria, which are outpacing the discovery of new antibiotics, there is a renewed 

interest in actinomycetes from special habitats such as extreme habitats in the marine environment, salt pans, geothermal 

springs, permanently frozen polar environments etc. Endophytic actinomycetes are also attracting the attention of current 
researchers in this field. This book titled “A Closer Look at Actinomycetes” is a compilation of articles which deals with 

interesting topics such as “actinomycetes as microbial drug factories”, endophytic fungi from special habitats of Pakistan as 

well as strategies for exploration of actinomycetes diversity and the taxonomy of actinomycetes should be of great interest 
to those who are interested in Actinomycetes research. People with interest in general microbiology will also find it an 

interesting read. 

Frontiers in Bacteriology Research 

Adam C. Toft 

In series: Bacteriology Research Developments 
Publication Date: 04/15/2020 

241 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-526-4 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-527-1 $160.00 

Frontiers in Bacteriology Research opens by discussing oxidoreductases, a large class of enzymes that catalyze several 

biological oxidation/reduction reactions by transferring electrons from electron donors to electron acceptors. 
The increasing rate of Clostridium difficile infections and associated control methods are also discussed. Clostridium difficile 

is an important pathogen that causes diarrhea associated with the use of antibiotics. 

Recent progress in research concerning the antibacterial activities of different carbon-based nanomaterials is presented. 
Graphene, graphene oxide, graphene and carbon quantum dots, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, and nanodiamonds are 

discussed. 

In closing, data reporting on the activity of lectins against resistant bacteria, alone or in conjunction with other drugs, is 
reviewed. 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa: A Review and Directions for Research 

Chee Fah Wong, PhD, and Hamidah Idris (Department of Biology, 

Faculty of Science and Mathematics, Universiti Pendidikan Sultan 

Idris, Perak, Malaysia) 

In series: Bacteriology Research Developments 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

284 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-100-7 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-102-1 $195.00 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is characterized by its metabolic versatility and found 

ubiquitously in soil and aquatic habitats and persists survival on various surfaces of plants, 
animals and humans. Diversity in Pseudomonas characteristics have led to recent 

technological advances and lay out important avenues of research focused on the role of 

Pseudomonas and the molecular mechanisms of their beneficial actions.  
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This book brings together respected P. aeruginosa experts from around the world to provide a timely, extensive and updated 

review of Pseudomonas research. It covers various aspects in applications of Pseudomonas in molecular engineering of 
genetic tools for Pseudomonas protein expression, medical and environmental fields including biofilm development, quorum 

sensing, heavy metal bioremediation and photodynamic therapy as well as the industrially-important lipoxygenase 

biocatalysis properties. This book is essential reading for scientists working with Pseudomonas and serves as a ready 
reference and text book for graduate students, young field microbiologists and research scientists in academia, research 

institutes and industry. 

Biochemistry 

A Comprehensive Guide to Chemiluminescence 

Luís Pinto da Silva (Centro de Investigação em Química, Departamento de Química e 

Bioquímica, Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

398 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-170-0 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-171-7 $230.00 

Chemiluminescence is a fascinating and mesmerizing phenomenon, which consists on the 
generation of light as the result of a chemical reaction. This process has been gaining 

attention in the last decades, being now a standard tool in analytical, bioimaging, 

biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. This book provides a detailed overview of 
the basic mechanisms and principles of the most relevant chemiluminescent systems, as 

well as describing the most recent advances and applications. Written by experts, this is a 

reference text suitable both for researchers focused on chemiluminescence and for those 
wanting to start working on this field. In Chapter One, the progress and evolution of the 

chemiluminescent studies in imidazopyrazinone-based compounds are reviewed, with 

emphasis on their potential as diagnosis tools. Chapter Two addresses the spectral changes 
associated with firefly bioluminescence by focusing on the tautomeric equilibria of the 

light emitter. Chapter Three reviews, for the first time, the liquid-phase 

chemiluminescence of fullerene and derivatives. Chapter Four is devoted to studies of 
chemiluminescence with the participation of lanthanide ions. Chapter Five summarizes 

the mechanism behind the chemiluminescence of acridinium esters, while discussing their 

current applications. Chapter Six explains the potential of phenothiazine derivatives as 
enhancers in analytic chemiluminescent assays. Chapter Seven collects the available 

information of both well-known and lesser-known examples of squid bioluminescence. 

Chapter Eight discusses the enhancement of chemiluminescent emission by using metal-nanoparticles near a luminescent 
molecule, which is known as metal-enhanced chemiluminescence. In Chapter Nine it is explained how model molecules can 

make the study of complex bioluminescence reaction mechanisms accessible, as well as allowing for chemiluminescence on 

macroscopic molecular crystals. Chapter Ten describes experimental and computational approaches used for enhancing the 
thermostability of firefly luciferase. Chapter Eleven demonstrates the usefulness of theoretical studies for better 

understanding chemiluminescent reactions. Chapter Twelve describes the fundamental theoretical aspects of state-of-the-art 
multiconfigurational methods and shows illustrative examples of their application to the study of chemiluminescence. 

Finally, Chapter Thirteen discusses chemiluminescent experiments that are simple, inexpensive and can be performed by 

students. 

Advanced Glycation End-Products: Sources and Effects 

Patrik Bast 

In series: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in the Post Genomic Era 
Publication Date: 03/25/2020 

144 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-547-9 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-555-4 $82.00 

Advanced Glycation End-Products: Sources and Effects attempts to describe the role of advanced glycation end-products, 
particularly dietary advanced glycation end-products, in the pathological expansion of adipose tissue as well as their 

implications in the development of obesity associated complications. 

The effects of advanced glycation end-products on vasculature and their pathological implications are also described, 
focusing on the epigenetic mechanisms (particularly that of miRNA) modulating their effects. 

The authors summarize the information available on the impact of hyperglycemia on the influencing factors of non-enzymatic 

glycosylation, the formation of advanced glycation end-products, and the role of advanced glycation end-products and their 
specific receptors in diabetes.  
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The role of advanced glycation end-products to diabetic complications is examined in conjunction with the protective role 

of the endogenous secretory receptor for advanced glycation end-products (esRAGE) and the therapeutic interveentions that 
would mimic esRAGE activity. 

In closing, poly-L-lysine modified with advanced glycation end-products is prepared and used as an antigen to generate a 

single-chain fragment variable monoclonal antibody (scFv mAb) through phage display technology. 

Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme: Functions and Role in Disease 

Anaberta Cardador-Martínez (Escuela de ingeniería y Ciencias, Tecnologico de Monterrey 

Campus, Querétaro, Querétaro, México) and Cristian Jiménez-Martínez (Departamento de 

Ingeniería Bioquímica, Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biologicas-IPN, Mexico) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 04/06/2020 
436 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-249-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-264-5 $230.00 

Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) is a well-known zinc-metallopeptidase that 

converts angiotensin I to the potent vasoconstrictor angiotensin II and degrades 

bradykinin, a powerful vasodilator, both for the regulation of vascular tone and cardiac 
functions. Other natural substrates of ACE were identified broadening the functions of 

this enzyme within different physiological contexts such as neuronal metabolism, 

hematopoiesis, digestion, and reproduction. In this context, ACE has an essential role in 
diseases, for instance, hypertension, Alzheimer’s disease, oxidative stress, sperm 

maturation and fertility, intraocular pressure, bone metabolism, fibrillary 

glomerulonephritis, among others.  
This book describes the role of ACE as a part of the Renin-Angiotensin-System, on 

different metabolic processes related to some diseases, such as the examples already 

mentioned. Moreover, ACE is related to adipose tissue.  
The modulation of ACE can modulate hypertension and diseases related to this enzyme. 

Captopril is the first successful ACE inhibitor in the treatment of hypertension; however, 

it has adverse effects such as dry cough, dizziness, lightheadedness or loss of taste and 
others. The search for alternatives to Captopril has increased research on bioactive 

peptides. Then, several book chapters describe how ACE can be modulated by bioactive 

peptides, which are short amino acid sequences previously encrypted in whole proteins 

and liberated through the digestion process. 

Animal and vegetal proteins can be used as a source of bioactive peptides. Milk, milk-derived food products and lionfish are 

examples of animal proteins, while several legumes such as beans and peanuts are vegetable sources of bioactive peptides. 

Dipeptides and Tripeptides: Advances in Applications and Research 

Tristan L. Thygesen 

In series: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in the Post Genomic Era 
Publication Date: 06/19/2020 
157 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-908-8 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-909-5 $82.00 
Histidine dipeptides and their derivatives have a significant role in a variety of physiological and pathological processes. 

Thus, the authors discuss the available analytical methods for the determination of various bioactive histidine dipeptides and 

their derivatives, their advantages and disadvantages, as well as their specific applications. 
The authors propose that the investigation of the structure of peptides is of fundamental importance as afirst step to 

understanding their role in the mechanisms of the formation and biochemical functions of proteins. 

The biological activities of selected natural di- and tripeptides are discussed, as well as their applications in the food industry. 

Currently, research is continuing to identify new sources of bioactive peptides, as well as methods of their preparation, 

bioavailability, biological activity and mechanisms of action. 

The closing review summarizes the literature data and the results of experiments on the effect of small regulatory peptides 
(which are fragments of many natural compounds such as collagen and neurohormones) on the state of aggregation of blood 

cells. 
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Hydroxyl Radicals: Properties, Functions and Impact 

Sidney Pierce 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 11/15/2019 

108 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-681-1 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-702-3 $82.00 

In Hydroxyl Radicals: Properties, Functions and Impact, to understand the reaction of OH in detail at the surface of a 
photocatalyst, an electrochemical analysis of the irradiated semiconductors was attempted via the fluorescence probe method. 

For the single crystal rutile TiO2 electrodes, the facet dependence on the OH formation could be observed along with oxygen 

evolution by the photooxidation of water. 
In the subsequent study, the authors present the kinetics and mechanism of the gas-phase reaction of CH3CH2OCH2CH2Cl 

(2-chloroethyl ethyl ether, 2ClEEE) with OH radical using quantum chemical methods. Optimization and frequency 

calculations of all the species involved in the reactions were carried out at BHandHLYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory. 
The closing chapter is focused on the effect of hydroxyl radical and the regulation mechanism. Host immune systems generate 

reactive oxygen species) in order to defend microbial pathogens. Reactive oxygen species induce oxidative stress and 

encompass nonradical oxidants, such as hydrogen peroxide and singlet oxygen, as well as oxygen free radicals, such as 

superoxide anion radical and hydroxyl radical. 

Proteases: Functions, Mechanisms and Uses 

Nelson Pérez Guerra (Department of Analytical and Food Chemistry, 

Food Science and Technology Faculty, University of Vigo, Ourense, 

Spain) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 10/01/2019 

322 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-854-0 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53615-855-7 $230.00 

Proteases or proteinases have a wide application in different industrial processes including 

cheese production, meat tenderization, production of protein hydrolysates, silver recovery 
and silk; in many other fields including biotechnological, baking, textiles, pharmaceutical 

and leather industries and also, as an additive to detergents and in bioremediation 

procedures. These enzymes are present in plants, animals and microorganisms (protozoa, 
bacteria, fungus and some types of algae and viruses). 

Considering the wide applications of these enzymes, it is necessary to know their 

functions, origin (plants, animals, bacteria and fungus), classification and characteristics, action mechanisms, their specific 
target substrates and products obtained in the reactions that these enzymes catalyze, as well as their optimal temperature and 

pH of activity and stability.  

The book provides an overview of the latest knowledge about the functions and action mechanisms of protease enzymes and 
their applications in different industrial fields. It addresses four important aspects: the main characteristics of proteases of 

different origins, the design of emerging technologies for production of novel proteases with enhanced specificity, stability 
and catalytic activity for a wide industrial application, utilization of proteases to produce functional foods and the use of 

protease inhibitors to control or block the activity of these enzymes for preventing diseases in humans and animals. It was 

felt necessary to include a chapter based on the use of bioinformatics resources (databases, tools, visualization and data 
analysis) to provide a better understanding of proteases and their functions at the molecular level. 

Although production and application of bacterial and fungal proteases have long been reported, little is known about the 

proteases produced by insects (mainly those economic and medically important species), organisms inhabiting marine 
environments and protozoa, their action mechanisms, properties and physiology. This knowledge is important for designing 

new strategies for herbivory insect control to avoid the transmission or development of pathogens in their corresponding 

entity hosts (in case of insect digestive proteases), or designing specific antiparasitic drugs to block the action of proteases 

and avoid colonization and imminent parasitism (in case of protozoa proteases). In addition, the knowledge about the integrity 

and function of marine proteases under extreme reaction conditions could facilitate their application in a wider processing 

conditions than the terrestrial proteases. 

The Essential Guide to Vitamin D 

Jana Andělová 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 11/15/2019 

202 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-600-2 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-601-9 $95.00 
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The Essential Guide to Vitamin D first discusses vitamin D receptor, a member of the superfamily of nuclear steroid/thyroid 

hormone receptors that can be found in both the cytoplasm and nucleus. It acts mainly as a ligand-dependent DNA-binding 
transcriptional factor mediating the actions of the biological active form of vitamin D (VD), the metabolite 1α,25[OH]2D3. 

Vitamin D has a complex role in the human body. Beside the classical effects in bone mineralization, a significant amount 

of data regarding the role of this vitamin in cell differentiation, defense mechanism, allergy, inflammation, metabolism and 
hormonal regulation continue to accumulate. As such, the relevance of these effects for lung disorders is under investigation. 

Vitamin D is a hormone with pleiotropic effects; it controls calcium homeostasis, immune response, and hemodynamic wall 

stress. In the last decade, numerous studies have focused on the role of vitamin D levels in cardiovascular disease. In 
particular, it has been shown that insufficient Vitamin D levels are frequently observed among patients with cardiovascular 

disease. 

Additionally, calcitriol, which is also called 1, 25-dihydroxy vitamin D3, is involved in several physiological processes 
maintaining balanced bone turnover and a healthy bone microenvironment. The beneficial effects of vitamin D on bone 

biomechanical features are not exclusively attributable to the reduction in non-mineralized bone matrix, but to the osteocyte 
number and their connectivity, too. 

Studies have reported that Vitamin D is essential for recovery of hospitalized patients as they are at increased risk of 

developing/worsening vitamin D deficiency due to lack of availability of sources of the vitamin. Various cognitive disorders 
have also been associated with hypovitaminosis D.  

Vitamin D has also been proposed as a risk-modifying factor for many chronic diseases, including multiple sclerosis, 

schizophrenia, cognitive issues, hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, cancer, psoriasis, and other autoimmune diseases.  
Vitamin D deficiency is the main cause of osteoporosis and osteomalacia in adults and rickets in children. The low serum of 

this vitamin is common in patients suffering from cardiovascular, autoimmune, cancer, psoriasis, depression and 

atherosclerosis disorder. The highly sensitive nature of vitamin D to environmental factors including light, heat, and oxygen, 
as well as hydrophobicity and acid labile nature, are the major drawbacks that need to be addressed for development of an 

efficient formulation for vitamin D. 

Triglycerides: An Overview 

Felix J. Juhl 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
Publication Date: 07/03/2020 

136 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-134-0 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-169-2 $82.00 

In this compilation, the authors provide an overview of the various thermochemical routes for the conversion of triglycerides 

to biofuels, which mainly includes transesterification, thermal and catalytic cracking, and hydrodeoxygenation. 

Severe hypertriglyceridemia, defined as serum triglyceride levels more than 1000 mg/dL, is discussed in detail. This 

condition is a rare occurrence, but up to one fifth of this group with severe hypertriglyceridemia may develop acute 

hypertryglyceridemic pancreatitis. 
Available data is reviewed in an effort to evaluate the usefulness of the triglyceride-to-glucose index, and determine whether 

triglycerides directly contribute to the development of metabolic glucose disorders. 

Biotechnology 

Applied Algal Biotechnology 

Muthu Arumugam, PhD (Microbial Processes and Technology Division, National Institute for 

Interdisciplinary Science and Technology (NIIST), CSIR, Industrial Estate (PO), Trivandrum, 

Kerala, India), S. Kathiresan, PhD (Assistant Professor, Department of Molecular Biology, 

School of Biological Sciences, Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai, 

Tamilnadu) and S. Nagaraj, PhD (Assistant Professor, Centre for 

Advanced Studies in Botany, University of Madras, Guindy Campus, 

Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India) 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
Publication Date: 05/20/2020 

399 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-524-0 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-525-7 $230.00 

In view of tremendous development in the area of Biotechnology, Algal Biotechnology is 
a fascinating field that has attracted many researchers in the past two decades. Considering 

its potential and future applications for human wellbeing, studies related to basics and 

applied aspects of commercially important microalgae need to be focused. Keeping this 
in mind, comprehensive details starting form culture collection to metabolite production 

in microalgae need to be addressed and hence, our book “Applied Algal Biotechnology” 
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will definitely provide valuable information and exciting results-based techniques that will easily guide young researchers, 

PhD scholars and also UG and PG students. 
In the present research scenario, every plant sciences laboratories has a separate unit for microalgal biotechnology to better 

understand the basic concepts that make microalgae an alternate model system that can compete with Arabidopsis thaliana. 

The strategies starting from isolation, identification, medium preparation, culturing condition, metabolite production, novel 
gene isolation and its expression pattern under the influence of different biotic and abiotic stress condition, genetic 

transformation in homologous/heterologous host etc., are very much essential for the fruitful execution of research. 

High Throughput Screening: Methods, Techniques and Applications 

Mark Wigglesworth (Director Hit Discovery, Global HTS, AstraZeneca, R&D, Innovative 

Medicines, Discovery Sciences, Mereside, Alderley Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire, United 

Kingdom), David Murray (Associate Director, Hit Discovery, 

Discovery Sciences, IMED Biotech Unit, AstraZeneca, Alderley Park, 

UK), Geoffrey Holdgate (Associate Director, Hit Discovery, Discovery 

Sciences, IMED Biotech Unit, AstraZeneca, Alderley Park, UK) and 

Carolyn J. Blackett (Associate Director, Hit Discovery, Discovery 

Sciences, IMED Biotech Unit, AstraZeneca, Alderley Park, UK) 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
Publication Date: 02/25/2020 

362 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-248-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-253-9 $230.00 

High Throughput Screening (HTS) is one of several hit identification approaches that are 
part of a developing and evolving toolbox for the discovery of pharmaceutical start points. 

HTS remains one of the most successful approaches, and therefore an important 

foundation of drug discovery. In High Throughput Screening: Methods, Techniques and 
Applications, leading industrial and academic experts in screening and drug discovery explain key technologies and methods 

while demonstrating how they can be applied to successful hit identification. Describing both traditional and emerging 

methods in detail, this book provides an overview of these methods to the reader that will serve both those new to the field 
and expert scientists alike. High Throughput Screening: Methods, Techniques and Applications provides readers with an 

outline of key elements in the areas of assay development, detailed descriptions of a range of both biochemical and cell-

based screening methodologies and strategies, as well as highlighting important steps in data analysis. By describing the 
basic principles of methods commonly used in HTS, High Throughput Screening: Methods, Techniques and Applications 

provides an illuminating introduction to HTS, capturing established good practice within the field, thereby imparting both 

the industrial and academic researcher with the knowledge required to work effectively in both today’s and the hit 
identification laboratories of the future. 

Microbes, Environment and Human Welfare 

Tilak Saha (Assistant Professor (Senior), Department of Zoology, 

University of North Bengal, Siliguri, India) and Bipransh Kumar 

Tiwary (Assistant Professor, Department of Microbiology, North 

Bengal St. Xavier's College, Rajganj, West Bengal, India) 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 
392 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-945-3 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-946-0 $230.00 

The book entitled “Microbes, Environment and Human Welfare” is divided into fifteen 

chapters that cover various aspects of microorganism-based biotechnology, including 

recent methodologies such as advanced molecular techniques, as well developments in 
classical microbiological techniques. The authors also explain how the latest and classical 

techniques are being used in modern-day microbial biotechnology. All chapters were 

written by experts from prominent universities, research laboratories, and institutes 
around the globe. Above all, they focus on recent advances in microbial technology that promote the welfare of living beings 

and the environment. 

Microbes in human welfare from different angles starting from source of antibiotics to fermented food to production of 
biofuel have been discussed with environmental relevance. Separate chapters discussing the use of microbes for remedy of 

environmental problems help the book to stand with the moto of sustainable development and protection of nature. Global 

problem in clinical microbiology is discussed with plausible novel remedial approaches. Further, it explains how and why 
microbes play an important role in preserving the welfare of living beings and the environment. Many bacteria play a 
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significant part in cleaning our environment by detoxifying various xenobiotic compounds, while several microbes produce 

secondary metabolites that are useful to human beings. 

Research Advances in Plant Biotechnology 

Yaroslav B. Blume (Institute of Food Biotechnology and Genomics, 

National Academy of Science of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

388 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-432-9 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-433-6 $230.00 

In Research Advances in Plant Biotechnology the potential of high technological 

approaches in plant genetic engineering as well as their practical applications are 
considered. The efficiency of plant genetic transformation remains a challenge due to 

limitations of intracellular transportation of genes and other biomolecules through the cell 

wall, damaging of cells/tissues, gene disruption, and high-cost of application of the 

transformation methods. From stable interest to the development of new techniques for 

gene delivery into plant cells, key achievements of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and fullerene 

derivatives to serve as vehicles for the delivery of genetic material into plant cells and 
plastids are discussed. Besides CNTs and fullerenes, the mineral nanoparticles (mesoporous silica NPs, metal oxide, calcium 

phosphate), and cationic polymers have been proposed also for plant transformation. In the monograph, the results of practical 

development of efficient gene transfer techniques based on using these nanomaterials and applicable for plants are presented, 
too. Then the multiple strategies of site-specific recombinases application in plant genetic engineering with outlining of 

prospective directions of growth for this molecular tool are detailed. Currently, the CRISPR/Cas system is a powerful method 

for editing the genome of various organisms. The achievements and prospects of CRISPR/Cas usage for genome editing of 
fungi are considered in a separate chapter. 

Because salinity is one of major problems for modern agriculture around the world and creation of salt tolerant cultivars via 
conventional breeding cannot keep the pace with continuously rising food demand, one contribution to the book critically 

evaluates the possible roles or capacities of genes from different functional groups to improve plant salt tolerance via genetic 

engineering. Another chapter presents the results of systematic studies of the effects of new ecologically friendly 
polycomponent biostimulants of microbiological origin (developed in Ukraine on the basis of either 2,6-dimethylpyridine-

N-oxide, or metabolic products of root endophyte fungus from the roots of ginseng, or metabolites of several strains of soil 

Streptomyces) on improving commercially useful traits in important agricultural crops, including improved growth, 

productivity and increased resistance to pathogenic fungi, parasitic nematodes and insects. Special attention is paid to the 

analysis of molecular-genetic mechanisms of the effect of microbial biostimulants at organismal, cellular, and molecular 

levels. The results of these studies proved that the mechanism of bioprotective effect of microbial biostimulants involves the 
delivery of RNA interference (RNAi) into plant cells, i.e. induction of synthesis of endogenous small regulatory si/miRNAs 

with immuno-protective, antipathogenic and antiparasitic properties. 

In the final chapter, the legal approaches to the regulation of plants produced through new breeding techniques such as gene 
editing are considered. 

Solid-State Cultivation of Grifola frondosa and Ganoderma lucidum: Technology, Research 

and Possibilities for Waste Utilization in Tropical Weathers 

Sandra Montoya, Óscar J. Sánchez, and Diego F. Arias (Bioprocess and Argo-Industry Plant, 

Universidad de Caldas, Manizales, Colombia) 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

298 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-481-7 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-482-4 $195.00 

The worldwide market of medicinal mushrooms is constantly increasing considering the 
improvement of the level of life of population and the concerns for a healthy quality of 

life. The consumption of Macromycetes fungi as delicatessen food or nutraceuticals is 

increasing due to their gourmet features, nutritional characteristics and medicinal 
properties. The fruiting bodies of several fungal species contain different types of 

compounds that are valuable in the medical and cosmetic industry and have applications 
in other industrial sectors. However, the cultivation of Macromycetes is not fully 

disseminated at world level and just a few species are grown on a commercial scale (about 

10 species). In particular, the demand of the Macromycetes Grifola frondosa (Maitake) 
and Ganoderma lucidum (Reishi) in their different trade presentations is increasing 

because of their medicinal features and their applications in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Thus, research and development regarding the improvement of the cultivation parameters 
for these two fungal species have a paramount importance in order to reach a higher 
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coverage in their industrialization. G. frondosa is a less-known and newer species in the mushroom industry. Its cultivation 

presents different levels of complexity and there are a few commercial facilities for its production. Likewise, G. lucidum, 
although more known than Maitake, exhibits significant complexity levels during its cultivation as well. In the present book, 

a comprehensive compilation of the developments achieved for improving the cultivation parameters of these two species in 

tropical weathers aimed at implementing them at industrial scale is provided. The book presents extensive research outcomes 
obtained by the authors not only at small scale, but also at pilot and industrial scales. The main markets for these two species 

are presented as well as the most promising residual feedstocks to be used for production of Reishi and Maitake fruiting 

bodies in the context of countries with tropical weather. The conventional procedures for solid-state cultivation at different 
production scales is analyzed and specific conditions for such production in tropical weathers are also discussed. In addition, 

a description of the potential biologically active compounds that could be extracted from these two fungal species is provided 

as well as main lignocellulylitic enzymes obtained from these mushrooms. This book is intended to researchers, graduate 
students, technologists, and entrepreneurs as well as private firms working in the medicinal mushroom industry. 

Botany 

A Comprehensive Field Guide to Medicinal Plant Biodiversity of Myanmar and Mauritius 

Mayaram Uniyal (Director, CCRAS, Ministry of AYUSH, Govt. Of India), D. K. Semwal, PhD 

(Department of Phytochemistry, Faculty of Biomedical Sciences, Uttarakhand Ayurved University, 

India) and Ruchi B. Semwal, PhD (Department of Chemistry, Pt.L.M.S. Govt. Postgraduate 

College, Rishikesh, India) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 03/10/2020 

312 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-425-0 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-426-7 $230.00 

The present book titled “A Comprehensive Field Guide to Medicinal Plant Biodiversity 
of Myanmar and Mauritius” is based on the preliminary survey of medicinal plants of 

Myanmar and Mauritius under the Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation (ITEC) 

Programme of Govt. of India. The present study and survey tours reveal the identification 
of more than six hundred medicinal plants found in the forest areas, nearby population 

areas and also in the botanical gardens. In addition to the compilation of the plants species, 

the information about their medicinal values and other important uses has also been 

obtained from locals. The information gathered during the survey included Ayurvedic 

plants found in these areas, possibility of propagation of the plants in the gardens, 

indigenous remedies and the traditional claims, guidelines for pharmaceutical assessment, 
product information for drug standardization, classification and preparation of drugs, 

manufacturing of drugs in Pharmacies and Drugs and Cosmetics Act, etc. The present text 

book is divided into five chapters, in which the first chapter is based on the background 
of Myanmar including its people, tradition, agriculture, and other useful information. The 

second chapter covered general information about Mauritius Island with major emphasis on the traditional medicinal system 

of the country and its trade. The details of about 500 plants are given in chapters 3-5. Chapter 3 covers medicinal plants 
found in Myanmar but not in Mauritius whereas Chapter 4 is comprised of the medicinal plants of Mauritius, which are not 

found in Myanmar. All the common plants, which are often found in both the countries, have been described in Chapter 5. 

The vernacular name, taxonomy, occurrence, phytochemistry, traditional and biological importance of each plant is described 
in a concise way. In addition, photographs of selected plants are also given in a separate section. This text book can be used 

as a field guide during the survey of medicinal plants. We hope that this information in the form of a book will certainly be 

beneficial to readers, especially to students of plant science and other relevant subjects. 

Allium: Ecology, Distribution and Cultivation 

Caleb Wettenhall 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 

282 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-079-4 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-132-6 $195.00 

Allium: Ecology, Distribution and Cultivation begins by examining how the cultivation of garlic (Allium sativum L.) has 
social and economic importance in various regions of Venezuela, particularly focusing on the research carried out on this 

species from 2003-2015. 

The authors provide reviews of their studies on Allium cepa, including: the morphometric analysis of root apex cells; methods 
of injection for the Allium-test; the blockade of onion root growth by methotrexate; the results of NMR spectroscopy for the 

analysis of metabolites in the meristem zone. 
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Additionally, this compilation gathers the existing scientific evidence on the antimicrobial activity of Allium-derived 

compounds to establish whether it is possible that these molecules may be useful in the treatment of human infections 
The authors also present the results of multi-year monitoring of the occurrence of pesticide residues in onion and garlic by 

liquid and gas chromatography coupled with tandem mass spectrometryas well as their interpretation in terms of compliance 

with the maximum residue limits established by the European Union in the Directive EC/396/2005. 
Lastly, a comprehensive overview of tissue culture regeneration methods and their uses for the improvement of Allium 

species is presented and discussed.  

Artemisia: Classification, Cultivation and Uses 

Jack M. Roe 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 07/21/2020 

122 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-078-7 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-101-2 $82.00 

Artemisia: Classification, Cultivation and Uses reviews the fundamental traits that make A. monosperma a keystone species 

in sandy ecosystems, as well as the current experiences in A. monosperma management. 

Following this, the authors investigate the biological interactions of flavonoids and artemisinin and its derivatives, possibly 

leading to synergistic effects and consequently enhanced effectiveness in the treatment of cancer. 
The concluding study outlines the main dependencies obtained from plant development, morphogenesis, physiological status 

and the profile of essential oils and non-volatile phenolics accumulated. 

Asteraceae: Characteristics, Distribution and Ecology 

Millicent Tessier 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 12/10/2019 

198 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-632-3 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-645-3 $95.00 

In Asteraceae: Characteristics, Distribution and Ecology, the authors first review different factors that affect the chemical 

composition of essential oils such as chemotype, ecotype, phenology, organ type and extraction method. 
Cichorium sp., Cynara sp., Helianthus sp., Taraxacum sp. and Lactuca sp are widely used by the general population in the 

forms of teas and infusions, as well as in direct contact with wounds. In order to potentiate the action of these plants and 

direct these compounds to their place of action, this collection reviews some strategies that have been developed to direct 
these compounds to their place of action. 

Next, the authors present information established from available scientific literature discussing the ethnopharmacological, 

biologicaland phytochemical activities of some important endemic medicinal species from Asteraceae family growing in 
Algerian Sahara namely: Anvillea radiata Coss, Brocchia cinerea, Bubonium graveolens, Launaea arborescens and Warionia 

saharae. 

The concluding chapter focuses on the endemic and rare species of the Asteraceae family in the southern Iberian Peninsula. 
Its global floristic contingent includes a large number of genera and species that are distributed throughout a wide range of 

environments from sea level to Mediterranean high mountains on all substrate types. 

Betula: Ecology and Uses 

Carl T. Bertelsen 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 04/24/2020 

182 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-802-9 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-803-6 $82.00 

The genus Betula, generally known as birch, belongs to the family Betulaceae. There are about 83 recognized species of 

Betula, all of which are essential ecological components of northern temperate and boreal woodlands in many parts of the 
world. 

The species of this genus have a good tolerance to freezing temperature and water deficit, as well as high sensitivity to UV-

B exposure. 
The chemical composition of Betula pubescens Ehrh. and Betula pendula Roth. buds is assessed, providing data on their 

biological activities. 

Betula species show antiarthritic, anticancer, antidiabetic, anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, antioxidant, antiviral, 
gastroprotective, hepatoprotective and immunomodulatory activities, and the authors propose that it is important to consider 

the biopharmaceutical properties of the secondary metabolites for further development. 
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Brassica napus: Cultivation and Uses 

Karoline Møller 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Expected Publication Date: 10/08/2020 

134 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-191-3 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-272-9 $82.00 

This compilation begins by exploring canola (oilseed rape or rapeseed), the most important oilseed crop in temperate and 
cold regions and the second most important oilseed crop in the world after soybean.  

The authors review androgenesis (anther/microspore culture) and its efficiency in Brassica napus. One of the most 

reproducible approaches for doubled haploid production is isolated microspore culture in rapeseed. Brassica has a high 
capability of microspore embryogenesis, so it can be a good candidate for basic and advanced researches. 

Following this, the use of Brassica napus and microorganisms in the bioremediation of contaminated soils is reviewed, as 

well as the role of Brassica napus in heavy metal phytoremediation and its relation to contaminants. 

Cucurbita: Biology, Distribution and Habitat 

Elias D. Kerrick 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 07/03/2020 
145 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-924-8 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-985-9 $82.00 
Mexico is the center of origin, domestication, and diversification of four cultivated species of cucurbits: Cucurbita pepo L., 

C. ficifolia Bouché, C. moschata (Duch. ex Lam.) Duch. Ex Poir. and C. argyrosperma Huber. Cucurbita: Biology, 

Distribution and Habitat examines these cucurbits which exhibit high intraspecific diversity. 
The authors also explore DNA barcoding, a well-established technique to identify and establish evolutionary links and gaps 

in plants, as well as map their medicinal properties. 

Studies show that Cucurbita ficifolia has antihyperglycaemic, antilipidemic, antioxidant, anti-tumor, hepatoprotective, anti-
inflammatory, antimicrobial and anthelmintic properties and has beneficial effects on cancers, cardiovascular disease, 

diabetes and obesity. As such, the different effects of Cucurbita ficifolia on non-communicable diseases are discussed. 

The pumpkin, a common vegetable found in climatic regions around the world, belongs to the family Cucurbitaceae. The 
closing chapter discusses the uses of pumpkin flour in the food industry. 

Cytokinins: Biosynthesis and Uses 

Sonja Kortesmäki 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 01/23/2020 
174 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-049-8 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-050-4 $82.00 
Cytokinins: Biosynthesis and Uses discusses ornamental pot plant productivity, which is negatively affected by the pot root 

restriction during both the nursery and post-transplant stages. Root restriction is a physical stress imposed on the root system 

when plants are grown in small containers, which leads to a pronounced decrease in root and shoot growth at both the 
transplant and pot stages. 

Next, the authors summarize most information available on the main environmental and hormonal factors that affect New 

Guinea Impatiens plant growth under commercial conditions and shows the high potentiality of exogenous cytokinin 
application in both the vegetative propagation industry and pot culture of ornamental plants. 

The closing chapter addresses how understanding plant responses to hormonal manipulation and the physiological 

mechanisms involved in transplantation will allow for reaching higher commercial yields in different vegetables. 

Encyclopedia of Plant Science (12 Volume Set) 

Gerardo Hansen  

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

3986 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-756-6 $1,850.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-757-3 $1,850.00 

This twelve volume set covers a wide range of topics, including: medical marijuana, bioactive packaging, weed management 
and biocontrol agents 
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Germination: Types, Process and Effects 

Rosalva Mora-Escobedo, PhD (National Polytechnic Institute, 

National School of Biological Sciences, Prol. Carpio y Plan de Ayala, 

Tomás, México), Cristina Martinez (Spanish National Research 

Council (CSIC), Madrid, Spain) and Rosalía Reynoso (Autonomous 

University of Querétaro, Mexico) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 10/01/2019 
368 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-973-8 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53615-980-6 $230.00 
Germination: Types, Process and Effects is a book that brings together the contribution of 

new and relevant information from many experts in the fields of food and biological 
sciences, nutrition, and food engineering, to provide the reader with the latest information 

of fundamental and applied research in the role of edible seeds and discuss the benefits of 

consuming them. In this book, you will find relevant information regarding origin and taxonomy of seeds, global markets, 
physicochemical composition and the effect of edible seeds germination on chronic degenerative diseases, such as obesity, 

diabetes, cancer, cardiovascular disease, inflammation and arthritis. This book will be of great interest to food scientist, 

biologists, nutritionists, and food engineers who are particularly interested in the process, changes and contribution of seed 
germination to food security. 

Lactuca: Cultivation and Uses 

Jan Krüger 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 04/24/2020 
185 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-729-9 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-737-4 $95.00 
The Lactuca genus, which is characterized by a variety of forms including annual, biennial and perennial, glabrous or 

pubescent herbs with abundant latex, belongs to the Asteraceae family. Lactuca is an essential source of phytochemicals and 

is used in traditional medicine. 

The authors discuss Lactuca sativa’s anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antidiabetic, antimicrobial, analgesic, sedative and 

neuroprotective effects. 

The antibacterial effects of Lactuca sativa extracts are evaluated using the microwell dilution method against a wide range 
of clinical isolated bacteria, and the antioxidant effects are tested using ferric-reducing antioxidant power and catalase activity 

assay. 

The genetic transformation of lettuce is examined in conjunction with the applications of this transformation in plant 
biotechnology. 

The potential for Ulva lactuca to be used as a bioindicator of contamination is studied, as well as its capability to be employed 

for the removal of pollutants. 
The authors explore the hypothesis that if a sufficient amount of free vitamin B12 can be incorporated into lettuce leaves 

grown under hydroponic conditions, lettuce could become an excellent source of vitamin B12 for vegetarians and elderly 

people. 

Nigella sativa: Properties, Uses and Effects 

Sanjin Berghuis 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

203 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-538-7 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-539-4 $95.00 

Nigella sativa: Properties, Uses and Effects outlines current knowledge on the nutritive value of Nigella sativa (black cumin). 
N. sativa has many therapeutic effects and is considered one of the most important medicinal plants in the world because of 

its antioxidant, anticoccidial, anthelminthic and antimicrobial properties. 

Based on the use of N. sativa in traditional medicine as a treatment for some diseases, researchers have investigated its effects 
on asthma, hypertension, diabetes, and inflammation. 

Much of the biological properties of N. sativa including antihypertensive nephroprotection, antipyretic, antimicrobial, and 

antineoplastic has been attributed to presence of thymoquinone. As such, the authors accounts for therapeutic potential of 
thymoquinone. 
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Additionally, a field experiment was conducted to determine the influence of plant density and fertilization on seed and 

biomass yield and quality of N. sativa in order to define alternatives to local forage and feed sources for animals feeding in 
the Mediterranean region. 

Plant Growth Regulators (PGRs): Types, Uses and Safety 

Qiang-Sheng Wu and De-Jian Zhang (College of Horticulture and 

Gardening, Yangtze University, Jingzhou City, Hubei Province, 

P.R.China) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 02/13/2020 

164 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-256-0 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-257-7 $82.00 

Plant growth regulators consist of organic molecules produced synthetically and used to 

modulate plant growth. There are several classes of plant growth regulators, including 

auxin, gibberellin, abscisic acid, cytokinins, salicylic, jasmonic acid and ethylene, as well 

as more recently investigated brassinosteroids, strigolactones, polyamine, etc.  

These plant growth regulators have either promoting or inhibitory effects on plant growth 
and development by means of modification in plant secondary metabolism and gene 

regulation. Some of plant growth regulators may have safe issues in fields. More attention 

should be paid in the application of plant growth regulators. Researchers also try to find other regulators to do more field 
experiments, in order to reduce the amount of organic chemicals (e.g., traditional plant growth regulators) used. This book 

discusses the function, types, uses and safety of plant growth regulators. The effects of plant growth regulators on 

horticultural plants are specially introduced in this book. Fly ash and soil mycorrhizal fungi-released glomalin also get a lot 
of attention in this book. 

Plant Ontogeny: Studies, Analyses and Evolutionary Implications 

Diego Demarco (Department of Botany, Institute of Biosciences, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 
291 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-453-3 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-457-1 $195.00 
This book delves into the many facets of the study of plant development and demonstrates the importance of ontogenetic 

studies in analyzing the structure, function, and evolution of glands, structures, and organs. The nine chapters that make up 

this book represent the state of the art of the scientific knowledge on the subject and bring unpublished contributions and 
important reviews of the most diverse developmental issues of plants compiled for the first time in a single book. Chapter 1 

describes an unprecedented way secretory ducts form as the result of cavity coalescence in Malvaceae. Chapter 2 describes 

a case of homeoheterotopic alteration between nectaries and colleters in Passifloraceae and analyzes the evolution of leaf 
glands in the family. Chapter 3 emphasizes the importance of anatomical, histochemical 

and ontogenetic studies in distinguishing colleters and nectaries in leaves of Sapium 
(Euphorbiaceae) and highlights the importance of ontogenetic studies for the observation 

of new colleters since many of them are deciduous. Chapter 4 reviews leaf development 

in vascular plants using traditional morphological and anatomical knowledge combined 
with the most recent data obtained in molecular studies. Chapter 5 reviews the 

morphogenesis and evolution of haustoria in mistletoes and evaluates the likely reasons 

that led to the change from root parasitism to aerial parasitism in Santalales. Chapter 6 
demonstrates the importance of the meristematic activity and bud formation for the 

structure of inflorescences in Acanthaceae, revealing the causes of their architectural 

diversity in genera such as Lepidagathis. Chapter 7 reveals the ontogenetic causes that 

resulted in varying degrees of flower reduction, separation of sexes, and their relationship 

with pollination in urticalean rosids. Chapter 8 uses the ontogenetic study of flowers to 

analyze the diversity of polyads in Leguminosae and their importance in the taxonomy of 
the family and the dispersal mode of pollen. Chapter 9 investigates the mode of formation 

of the pseudomonomerous gynoecia using Anacardiaceae as a model and discusses the 

evolution of this morphological reduction of gynoecium in other lineages of angiosperms. 
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Prunus: Classification, Cultivation and Toxicity 

William Schneider 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 04/15/2020 

203 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-755-8 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-756-5 $95.00 

Prunus: Classification, Cultivation and Toxicity opens with a study wherein functional components of prunes such as 
caffeoylquinic acid isomers and quinic acid are quantified by means of high-performance liquid chromatographyanalysis.  

Prunus avium L is examined, particularly focusing on their profile of bioactive compounds, the health benefits associated 

with their consumption, as well as their potential therapeutic properties. 
Also examined in this collection is Prunus serotina Ehrh., a tree species native to North America, appreciated for its valuable 

wood and ornamental leaves and flowers.  

The classification, toxicity, and techniques used to propagate and disseminate the endangered Prunus africana are assessed 
in an effort to improve its medicinal utilization and sustainable conservation. 

Quercus: Classification, Ecology and Uses 

Bent J. Steffensen 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 07/30/2020 

366 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-026-8 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-037-4 $230.00 

Quercus: Classification, Ecology and Uses introduces a literature review of research conducted on Quercus analysed by 

species, country and topic, and the main biological processes related to the oak’s response to global change are reviewed. 
An extensive review on the uses of acorn oils, flours, extracts, and beverages is presented. The nutritional composition and 

bioactive compounds naturally present in acorn are described, as well as the effects of their bioactivities on human health. 

Some research on pollination characteristics and acorn production in determined species of this taxon is examined, 
highlighting aerobiological data as an important aspect to be considered in reproduction studies. 

Additionally, deciduous species of the Quercus L. genus are studied during their introduction in the botanical garden of 

Southern Federal University in Russia. The ecological parameters of 17 species were evaluated, including winter hardiness, 
drought resistance, phenology, genetic data, and resistance to diseases and pests.  

The authors aim to determine whether Q. crassipes and Q. castanea can be recognized as foundation species, denoting that 

both species are dominant oaks of Mexican temperate forests. 
Next, this compilation discusses the most widely explored phytochemical group in oak leaves, polyphenols, of which 

condensed and hydrolysable tannins have been reported in high concentrations in different Quercus species. 

The authors consider the habitat and species diversity of oak forests in Bulgaria. The flora of studied oak forests, their 
structure and functionality, production, chemistry, intensity of biological turnover, and caloric content of phytomass fractions 

are presented in detail. 

An extensive study is conducted to access the population status of Quercus leucotrichophora seedlings in a part of Garhwal 
Himalaya Oak forest through the establishment of permanent plots in different altitudes. 

Recent Advances in Plant Science 

Filiz Vardar (Marmara University, Faculty of Science and Arts, Department of Biology, Kadıkoy, 

Istanbul, Turkey), Yıldız Aydın (Marmara University, Faculty of Science and Art, Department of 

Biology, Istanbul, Turkey) and Ahu Altınkut Uncuoğlu (Department of Bioengineering, Faculty of 

Engineering, Marmara University, Istanbul, Turkey) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 02/25/2020 

434 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-265-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-266-9 $230.00 

This book compiles original and review advances from a number of different focuses and 
latest developments in the important field of plant biology/science from around the world. 

The publication will be a beneficial and valuable resource for many people and groups 
related to plant growth and development as well as teachers, researchers, commercial 

growers and advanced students of plant biological science. The proposed publication can 

be used in some interesting and unusual places such as biofuels, edible vaccine, 
phytoremediation and cosmetics. 
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Rubus: An Overview 

Davet Chabot 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 03/05/2020 

152 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-376-5 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-377-2 $82.00 

Rubus blackberries are grown worldwide and are known for their excellent nutritional and bioactive characteristics, 
particularly due to their high content of nutrients such as sugars, dietary fibre, minerals, and phenolic compounds. Rubus: 

An Overview summarizes the available data on nutrients, bioactive compounds, and health-promoting properties of the most 

studied Rubus blackberries. 
Similarly, the authors review the role of the phenolic compounds in Rubus blackberries in the prevention and treatment of 

neurodegenerative disorders. Experimental studies suggest that anthocyanins of these fruits can improve cognition and 

human health.  
The main pathogens and phytoparasites that cause damage in raspberries, thus causing important economic losses in the crop, 

are also received.  

The concluding chapter suggests that increasing the role of genomics and genome editing technologies in Rubus presents 

new opportunities to develop more focused molecular tools for gene discovery and deployment. 

Salvia: Chemistry and Effects 

J. Rodolfo Rendón Villalobos (Research – Professor, Dept. of Technological Development, 

Instituto Politecnico Nacional, Mexico) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 04/30/2020 

300 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-819-7 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-820-3 $195.00 

This book aims to present some research papers on obtaining and using Salvia compounds in the search for health promotion 
and valuable products with improved quality. The chapters are illustrated and contain accessible information for an audience 

interested in learning about the chemical composition of the Salvia genus, their therapeutic effects, adverse effects and 
nutritional properties. 

Chapter 1, Salvia: Phenotypic properties, compounds, medicinal utilizing, genotoxic and 

adverse effects, prepared by Aydin et al., discusses the chemical composition of the genus, 
their therapeutic effects and adverse effects as a guide for future studies in order to 

investigate and reveal the effects of Saliva spp. by reviewing the phenotypic properties, 

chemical composition and effects of Salvia genus. 
In Chapter 2, Antimicrobial activity from essential oils obtained from plants of the genus 

Salvia, Sánchez-Mendoza et al. present the results of the last nine years and provide an 

overview of the published data on essential oils obtained from 32 Salvia species with 
antimicrobial activity. 

In Chapter 3, Chia (Salvia hispanica L.) as an essential fatty acid and fiber content source, 

Schettino-Bermúdez et al. show a review of studies on the nutritional and therapeutic 
potential of chia seed in the inclusion in animal diets, as well as in the preparation of food 

for human consumption. 

Chapter 4, Sustainable green extraction of bioactive compound from Salvia, prepared by 
Jakovljević et al., discusses the importance of finding an adequate solvent and method for 

extraction of desired bioactive components while maintaining the environmentally 

friendly nature of the process. 
In Chapter 5, Salvia divinorum: Beyond its therapeutic uses, Silva et al. perform a critical 

review about Salvia divinorum and its components, modes of consumption, effects, interactions, therapeutic uses, their 

determination in biological specimens and laboratory difficulties as well as toxicological aspects. 
Chapter 6, Salvia spp as an additive in diets for rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus), Hernández et al. present a review of scientific 

articles to demonstrate the benefits of Salvia spp. as an additive to rabbit diets. 

Chapter 7, Superficial properties of proteins from Salvia hispanica L., prepared by López et al., describes the methodology 
carried out to study foams and emulsions including the mathematical models used for their characterization. 

Chapter 8, Biological properties of salvia species: an overview, prepared by Tiezzi et al., presents an overview of recent 

findings on salvia compounds and their biological properties. 
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Solanum: An Overview 

Victor Azevedo Souza 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 

217 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-190-6 $160.00 

e-book:: 978-1-53618-278-1 $160.00 

The Solanum genus is the largest and most representative from the Solanaceae family, which includes approximately 2000 
species distributed throughout the world in tropical and subtropical regions. The genus is recognized for its applications in 

traditional medicine since ancient times due to its phytochemical content and nutritional composition. 

This compilation extensively examines important aspects of Solanum elaeagnifolium and S. nigrum including their growth 
dynamics, distribution, impact, and the management techniques that are currently available for the control of these two 

troublesome weeds. 

The authors summarize the genetic approaches that have been applied to improve different agronomic traits of potato 
varieties, as well as the potential applications of genome editing. The sustainable production of potato is hampered by 

different factors, including abiotic and biotic stresses, which reduces crop yield. 

The evolutionary dynamics and structural variations between numerous organelle genomes within the genus Solanum are 

compared and analyzed. In addition, the organelle genome size and gene content were determined and compared across 

Solanum, and within the broader Solanaceae family. 
The closing study evaluates the allelopathic activities of Solanum lycocarpum leaf ethanol extract and its fractions on Lactuca 

sativa and Allium cepa seeds. S. lycocarpum is a tree species of the Solanaceae family and is popularly known as “lobeira”. 

Sunflowers: Cultivation, Uses and Ecological Significance 

Érico de Sá Petit Lobão (Pau Brasil Foundation, as a Scientific 

Director, Itabuna-BA, Brazil) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 02/27/2020 
158 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-195-2 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-196-9 $82.00 
Sunflower: Cultivation, Uses and Ecological Significance is a work that brings together 

renowned researchers from four different countries with experience and scientific 

competence in the research of Hellianthus annus L. The book consists of six chapters that 

present information referenced in years of research on various topics such as: a short 

sunflower review; an organic fertilization revision; the stages of sunflower development; 

the sunflower under water stress conditions; the sunflower genetic variability; and the 
development of composite materials. In each section of this eBook the authors have 

provided a little feedback on their extensive work from years of research devoted to the 

knowledge, domestication and improvement of the use of the species. There are a huge 
range of sunflower varieties currently being used by modern civilization for different purposes and applications. It is an 

extremely versatile species that can deliver extraordinary results in different sectors, whether as a highly healthy food in the 

food industry or as a strategic oilseed for the bioenergy and biofuels segment. It would be impossible to gather all the 
available information in a single work, however, this small work aims to contribute to the global collection about the species 

and guide future works that are still needed for the best use of this incredible plant that is the sunflower. 

The Essential Guide to Plant Oils 

Bente M. Holst 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 07/03/2020 

139 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-008-4 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-009-1 $82.00 

This collection opens with a review of the plant sources, extraction methods, physicochemical characterization and 

commercial applications of edible and non-edible vegetable oils. 
The authors describe the extraction of essential oil through ultrasound to increase the productivity of favorable essential oils. 

The operation of ultrasound-assisted extraction along is also described. 
In one study, the antimicrobial activity of the essential oil derived from Campomanesia aurea O. Berg leaves is evaluated, 

and its antibiotic modulating potential is assessed. 

In a subsequent study, the authors investigate the chemical composition of compounds from E. intermedium leaf essential 
oil, in addition to its modulatory and antibacterial action. 

Additionally, the biological aspects attributed to the medicinal benefits of sandalwood oil and alpha-santalol are presented 

along with relevant clinical evidence. 
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The Lamiaceae Family: An Overview 

Alexander Adler 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 04/15/2020 

348 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-078-8 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-118-1 $230.00 

The Lamiaceae Family: An Overview provides information on the ethnobotanical, chemical diversity, pharmacological 
activities and commercial importance of over 100 Himalayan Lamiaceae species belonging to Nepeta, Ocimum, Mentha, 

Elsholtzia, Ajuga, Origanum, Thymus, Hyssopus, Calamintha, Plectranthus, Coleus, Perilla, Pogostemon, Salvia, Stachys, 

Teucrium and Scutellaria.  
Next, the authors provide systematic and thorough information on the phenolic composition of two Origanum species extracts 

obtained using different solvents and/or methods shown to possess antioxidant properties that might be correlated to their 

traditionally established usage. 
In order to protect essential oils from degradation, to improve their stability and bioavailability, different methods of their 

encapsulation in various colloidal systems such as microcapsules, microspheres, nanoemulsions and liposomes are 

introduced. In addition, literature data revealed that the incorporation of synthetic as well as herbal drugs into phospholipids 

carriers such as liposomes tended to improve their efficacy. 

Following this, in vitro-grown plantlets of Lavandula officinalis were subjected to green-synthesized silver nanoparticles at 
1, 2 and 4 mg/L concentrations. Growth parameters such as elongation, shoot and root formation and biomass accumulations 

are investigated to understand the effects of silver nanoparticles on micropropagation. 

Additionally, the variation of major secondary metabolites in water extracts of 13 different Lamiaceae herbs are investigated. 
After raising for 8 weeks in the greenhouse, the herbs were harvested and cryopreserved using liquid nitrogen. Afterward, 

sample extracts (20% w/v) were prepared from the leaf using ultrapure water and analyzed using UPLC-MS/MS. 

The authors presents some evidence about homoploid hybridization of Origanum genus put forward by Ietswaart. If habitat, 
ecological and geographic isolations occur between the hybrids and their parents, these hybrids can be speciated via 

homoploid hybridization in the future. 

In conclusion, an overview of aromatic species belonging to the family Lamiaceae is presented, and the chemical composition 
of the volatile fraction of these existing species in Ecuador is also reported. 

Theobroma cacao: Production, Cultivation and Uses 

Miki Løvstrøm 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-464-8 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-489-1 $82.00 

The opening study in this compilation compares variations of the fatty acid profile from cocoa butter as a function of the 
harvest periods, extraction methods and roasting treatments. The cocoa butter extraction is performed using Soxhlet solvent 

extraction according to AOAC, 2000 and mechanical pressing following the procedure reported by Bernardini, 1981. 

Following this, the aroma compounds from fermented, dried and roasted beans from fine-flavored Criollo cocoas of 
Venezuela are studied. These compounds are associated with nice odoriferous notes. 

The authors also examine Cuban cacao, the closest relation to the original introduction in Cuba which is endangered by its 

progressive replacement by commercial clones. 
Additionally, the authors study some structural and physicochemical changes of cocoa beans fermented in plastic baskets 

covered with Musaceae leaves for five days in Barlovento, Miranda state, Venezuela. 

The origin of fine-flavored cocoa is discussed based on its requirements for optimal production of highly aromatic fruits as 
a function of growth requirements such as humid terrain, warm climate, recurrent rain and characteristic fauna and flora. 

The closing study focuses on control methods for cacao frosty pod rot, an aggressive disease responsible for great losses and 

the deterioration of raw material in Colombia for over two centuries. 

Cell Biology 

A Closer Look at Fibroblasts 

Justin O’Shane  

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

152 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-977-5 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-978-2 $95.00 

A Closer Look at Fibroblasts first summarizes the molecular mechanisms of fibroblasts induced by photobiomodulation, 

reviewing current therapeutic approaches. Photobiomodulation, previously called low intensity laser irradiation, is a safe and 
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efficient mechanism used to stimulate a positive response through absorbed light or light emitting diodes, and to reduce pain 

and inflammation promoting healing of the wound area. 
Following this, the authors demonstrate the importance of fibroblasts in the process of development and progression of 

ovarian cancer, helping to establish new therapeutic management targeted towards cancer-associated fibroblasts.  

In the penultimate study, the effects of the combination of andiroba, copaíba and guarana in the form of biphasic oil and 
emulsion is examined in the context of wound healing. 

The concluding study focuses on the implications of the previously mentioned guarana in the context of skin aging and the 

oxy-inflammatory metabolism. 

A Closer Look at Hormones 

Alexander Knyazev (Dean of Chemistry Faculty, Faculty of 

Chemistry,Lobachevsky State University of Nizhni Novgorod, Nizhni 

Novgorod, Russia) 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

348 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-254-6 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-255-3 $195.00 
“A Closer Look at Hormones” provides the essential information necessary for students 

and scientists in the life and health sciences and chemistry of biologically active 

substances. The book adopts a readable, friendly style that helps introduce the reader to 
this fascinating and exciting world of hormones. 

This book is devoted to highlight the recent progress on the extraction, analysis, physico-

chemical properties and the use of hormones. Much attention is paid in several chapters 
to steroid hormones, which play an important role in human biochemistry. Information on 

phytohormones and hormones in mushrooms is also original. The book presents revolutionary results in clinical trials of 

hormones, comparative genomic analysis, and the use of these substances as a tool for biosynthesis. The logic of the whole 
book is subordinated to the scheme "presence in living organisms – identification and analysis – properties – application and 

safety" of hormones. 

It also includes some of the vital pieces of work being conducted across the world on various topics related to the study of 
biologically active substances. Through it, we attempt to further enlighten the readers about the new concepts in this field. 

Altogether, presented in an organized, concise, and simple-to-use format, “A Closer Look at Hormones” allows quick access 

to the most frequently used data. 

A Closer Look at Membrane Proteins 

Tristan B. Møller 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Expected Publication Date: 11/27/2020 

163 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-149-4 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-538-6 $95.00 
A Closer Look at Membrane Proteins opens with a description of the insulin-like growth factor system, with focus on the 

insulin-like growth factor receptors and functions associated with them. The data on membrane proteins, their N–glycome 

and oxidation status id related to the authors’ findings on the receptors in different physiological and pathological conditions, 
such as normal and abnormal tissue growth and development.  

Next, a review of the current methods used to prepare and study membrane proteins is presented, with focus on large scale 

simulations and special emphasis on scalable parallel methods.  
In closing, commandments surrounding integral membrane protein expression and purification, integral membrane protein 

biochemistry, integral membrane protein functionality studies and integral membrane protein high-resolution structures are 

described. 

An Essential Guide to Immunohistochemistry 

Kruno Delić 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 11/26/2019 

279 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-739-9 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-740-5 $195.00 

Immunohistochemistry has become one of the most reliable techniques to study the expression of different molecules 
throughout very specific regions, especially in neuroscience. In this compilation, the authors begin by explaining how to 

perform excellent immunohistochemistry to obtain high quality images, and more importantly, how to automatically analyze 

these images. 
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In immunohistochemistry, it is also essential to be able to guarantee analytical reproducibility. By involving experienced 

observers, data consistency may be improved by increasing interobserver concordance. 
Immunohistochemistry has value in melanoma diagnostics, allowing for the distinguishing of malignant melanocytes from 

benignant ones. This technique also has prognostic relevance in detecting tumor infiltrating lymphocytes and microvascular 

metastases, discerning the lymphatics from the blood vessels. 

Brain Mitochondria: Distribution and Function 

Silvia Lores-Arnaiz (Universidad de Buenos Aires, Facultad de Farmacia y Bioquímica, 

Fisicoquímica, Buenos Aires, Argentina CONICET-Universidad de Buenos Aires, Instituto de 

Bioquímica y Medicina Molecular (IBIMOL), Buenos Aires, Argentina) and Juanita Bustamante 

(Universidad Abierta Interamericana, Centro de Altos Estudios en Ciencias de la Salud, Buenos 

Aires, Argentina) 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-650-7 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-698-9 $195.00 

“Brain mitochondria: Distribution and Function” offers an overview of significant 

findings regarding physiological, toxicological and pathological aspects of brain 
mitochondria properties and their relevant role in cellular bioenergetics. 

Essential physiological processes such as cell respiration and ATP synthesis, the 

maintenance of calcium homeostasis, reactive oxygen species generation and apoptotic 
cell signaling performed by mitochondria are described in the different chapters of this 

volume. In particular, the importance of specific calcium signaling at synaptic level and 

its relationship with mitochondrial bioenergetics are extensively described. 
Being that high energy demands are required at synaptic level for neurotransmission, 

mitochondrial distribution becomes relevant for essential neuronal processes. Differential 

bioenergetic characteristics of neuronal, astrocytic and glial mitochondria are discussed. 
Interestingly, new insights on the interaction between neurotensinergic and nitrergic 

systems are detailed, based on experimental evidences of the effect of neurotensin receptors blockade on nitric oxide 

production and mitochondrial function. 
The chapters describing metal neurotoxicity provide a comprehensive view of the effects of different metals on brain 

mitochondrial function and their consequences for human health. The impact of iron and copper overload on brain oxidative 

redox balance and mitochondrial function is fully detailed, focusing on the role of metal-induced neuronal damage on the 
incidence and progression of neurodegenerative diseases.  

In addition, a complete revision of the mechanisms underlying heavy metal-mediated damage to brain mitochondria is 

presented. Neurotoxic effects of arsenic, thallium, lead, cadmium and mercury have been associated with cell bioenergetics 
impairment, exacerbated production of oxygen free radicals, and induction of intrinsic pathway of apoptosis.  

Mitochondrial function can also be impaired by treatment with different drugs acting at CNS level. The understanding of the 

effects of pharmacological agents, abuse drugs, herbicides and insecticides at mitochondrial level can contribute to elucidate 
the molecular mechanisms involved in neurodegeneration. In this context, the neuroprotective effect of different compounds 

targeting mitochondrial integrity and function is discussed.  

Furthermore, mitochondrial alterations, oxygen radicals generation and nitric oxide production are characterized in relation 
to CNS pathology and hypoxia conditions. Mitochondrial complex I inactivation, oxidative stress and impairment of 

mitochondrial nitric oxide synthesis are characteristic features of the mitochondrial dysfunction observed in Parkinson’s 

disease and other CNS pathologies.  
In addition, exposure to hypoxic conditions can affect nitric oxide generation and mitochondrial physiology, with different 

responses depending on the brain area.  

As a whole, the understanding of the alterations in mitochondrial distribution and function in the brain associated with 
neurotoxicity and neurodegeneration may contribute to the knowledge of the role of mitochondria in maintaining the balance 

between health and disease. 

Cadherins: Types, Structure and Functions 

Jonathan McWilliam 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 07/21/2020 

181 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-077-0 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-096-1 $95.00 

Cadherins are adhesion molecules which mediate homophilic Ca2+-dependent intercellular adhesion. They play a crucial 

role in tissue morphogenesis during embryonic development and in the maintenance of tissue architecture in adults. 
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In this compilation, the authors review and discuss the structure of the cadherin-mediated junctions in seminiferous tubules 

and their functions in male fertility. 
Additionally, role of E-cadh in uterine and mammary gland homeostasis is reviewed, and the disruptive patterns of E-cadh 

expression in neoplastic conditions of the uterus and mammary glands in humans and domestic dogs and cats are described. 

Encyclopedia of Cell Biology: New Research (9 Volume Set) 

Caroline Montgomery 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

2181 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-758-0 $1,450.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-759-7 $1,450.00 

This nine volume set covers a wide range of topics, including:· guided tissue regeneration, programmed cell death,  

enthodelial lipase and cell fusion 

Extracellular Vesicles: Mechanisms and Role in Health and Disease 

Juanita F. Lafon 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 10/31/2019 
136 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-466-4 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-467-1 $82.00 
Extracellular vesicles are small vesicles (or membrane-bound organelles) that can be found in blood and other biofluids and 

their internal content and surface reflect their origin and potential function. <i>Extracellular Vesicles: Mechanisms and Role 

in Health and Disease</i> begins with a summary of the most recent findings about the potential role of extracellular vesicles 
in human health and diseases and discusses future directions. 

The authors discuss how intercellular communication at the developing feto-maternal interface is of cardinal interest. The 

implantation itself is at least partially-dependent on extracellular vesicles’ mediated processes. Furthermore, the altered local 
and systemic immunomodulatory state seems to be significantly influenced by proteomic and nucleic acid cargo found in 

extracellular vesicles. 

Lastly, recent studies in the development of metastatic potential are studied by focusing on the role of oxidative stress under 
the control of reprogrammed onco-metabolism using the LNCaP-C4-2B prostate cancer progression model system. 

Introduction to Flow Cytometry 

Jakub Werner 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 12/27/2019 
336 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-604-0 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-605-7 $230.00 
Introduction to Flow Cytometry first discusses the general principles of flow cytometry. This technique continues to be 

developed and is used in many medical applications. 

The authors discuss the condition of cell suspension which is entrained in the center of stream of liquid.  
Additionally, the most common usage and selected applications of flow cytometry in clinical practice is presented. 

In recent years, thanks to the use of new generation dyes, the cytometry has a much higher sensitivity and specificity and 

allows for the simultaneous registration of more parameters, which leads to a huge amount of information from a single 
experiment. 

Selected techniques of flow cytometry dedicated to measuring DNA content are reviewed. Flow cytometry is used to estimate 

DNA content in individual cells in large cell populations. 

Flow cytometry measures changes in the quality and quantity of specific cells. As such, flow cytometer-associated software 

for analysis of large data sets is examined. 

Parameters and probes used in this technique are also discussed. 
Next, the authors discuss the application of flow cytometry in the study of cells in normal blood and bone marrow. 

The application of flow cytometry to acute leukaemia diagnosis is explored. This diagnostic method is prerequisite for 

individual treatment strategies and for the evaluation of treatment response. 
Following this, the application of flow cytometry to disorders of plasma celldiagnosis is discussed. 

This compilation similarly explores the evolution of the crossmatch assay and the important factors to take into consideration 

while performing, as well as interpreting results of this fundamental assay for the fate of the transplanted organ. 
The penultimate chapter mainly focuses on comparing cytometric bead array to ELISA, which is considered the “gold 

standard” for soluble molecules determination. 

In closing, the authors discuss modern applications of flow cytometry, including the analysis of tumor cells, tumor infiltrating 
leukocytes, untouched isolation of tumor cells, exosome isolation and analysis, circulating tumor cells, and GMP-engineered 

T cells. 
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Leydig Cells: Structure, Functions and Clinical Aspects 

Bruno Solomon 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

110 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-282-9 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-283-6 $82.00 

The main function of the Leydig cells is to synthesize testosterone, but growing evidence supports the idea that Leydig cells 
are important in regulating the testicular immune environment. As such, Leydig Cells: Structure, Functions and Clinical 

Aspects discusses Leydig cells serving as immunological sentinels in the testis. 

Next, the authors explore the commercially available immortalized Leydig cell lines (TM3, R2C, MA-10 and MLTC-1) 
derived from rat or mouse and the results of studies using these cells.  

Additionally, the effects of the most commonly used environmental contaminants on Leydig cell function are discussed in 

the context of the impaired of steroidogenic pathway. 
The results of several studies are presented which demonstrate that lycopene supplementation improves and maintaines the 

normal level of testosterone by improving the expression of StAR protein and steroidogenic enzymes in the Leydig cells of 

polychlorinated biphenyl exposed rats.  

Membrane Potential: An Overview 

Milan Marušić 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 12/10/2019 
122 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-743-6 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-744-3 $82.00 
Membrane Potential: An Overview provides trends for the development of novel membranes as separators with applicable 

properties. The authors offer a comprehensive review of the various types of polymeric materials used as separators either 

as an electrolyte or not, in different kinds of batteries.  
The mathematical formulations of both membrane and fluid parts are reviewed, and general governing equations of the 

membrane are presented. Also, general formulations of the fluid region and interface conditions between the membrane and 

fluid sides are presented. 
The concluding chapter focuses on the estimation of the plasma membrane potential in yeast by the fluorescence changes of 

various indicators. The most used of these indicators have been DiSC3(3) and DiSC3(5). 

Ecology 

Recent Advances in Ecological Restoration 

Kristian de Vlieger 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
Publication Date: 12/10/2019 
178 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-554-8 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-555-5 $95.00 
In Rio Grande do Sul, Southern Brazil, there are hundreds of Eucalyptus forest farms for pulp production distributed in 

several municipalities. In these pulpwood production farms, a major forestry restoration project is underway for Permanent 

Preservation Areas, which have peculiarities that may favor or hinder restoration. In this compilation, in order to search for 
alternatives for the restoration of these Permanent Preservation Areas, the planting of seedlings of native species in nuclei is 

implemented and evaluated as an alternative technique to traditional reforestation with total area plantation. 

Suitable techniques for forest restoration in mined areas are also explored, with the goal of attaining environmental 

sustainability for the bauxite mining in the region. Thus, by monitoring of mined and restored areas, 146 native species of 

the Atlantic Forest were found, 61 in the planting of seedlings, 97 in the inventories for evaluation of these plantings and 92 

in natural regeneration. 
The authors set out to elucidate the underlying processes modeled by diversity and community composition with respect to 

aboveground biomass during succession in an Amazon forest in order to devise better passive restoration plans. 45 20m × 

50m (1000 m2) plots were sampled across three sites in secondary forests, having different stand ages after shifting 
cultivation, and an old-growth forest located in the Northern Amazon forest, Venezuela. 

One study discusses how, due to the environmental heterogeneity conditions, active restoration measures are fundamental in 

degraded areas where natural regeneration is limited, mainly due to the absence of fragments in the landscape. Finally, it is 
emphasized that passive restoration is playing an important role in the ecosystem services recovery at local-scale. 

In the penultimate study, the authors compare the floristic composition and structure of the natural regeneration stratum of a 

23-year-old restored forest with an adjacent dense ombrophilous forest. For this purpose, 60 plots with dimensions of 3x3 m 
(9m²) were equally and systematically distributed in these two areas. All shrub-tree individuals with height ≥30 cm and 
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circumference at breast height <15 cm in these plots were included and their heights and diameter at ground level were 

measured. 
Lastly, the dynamics of soil use and coverage in a region under the influence of mining activities are explored. This region 

is located in Minas Gerais state, more specifically in the municipalities of São Sebastião da Vargem Alegre and Miraí, both 

located in Zona da Mata Mineira. 

Evolution 

From Molecules to Organisms 

Alexander Poletaev, MD, PhD (Head Of Research, R&D Department, Medical Research Ctr. 

“Immunculus”, Scientific and Practical Center of Children’s Psycho-Neurology Moscow, Russia), 

Carmelo Rizzo, MD (Professor at University Unicusano Rome, President International Academy 

of Clinical Nutrition (A.I.Nu.C.) Italy) and Mohammad Ebrahimi, PhD (The Research Center for 

New Technologies in Life Science Engineering, Tehran University, Tehran, Iran) 

In series: Human Evolution, Biological and Cultural Domains 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 

251 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-551-6 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-552-3 $160.00 

What is a Life? How did it appear? What principles underlie its functioning? Similar 
questions have accompanied man since birth. People of all ages have tried to answer these 

questions on the basis of the maturity of the available knowledge and techniques. This is 

why the theory of evolution preserves, even in modern science, a central role, embracing 
all the spheres of biology, physics and medicine. The modern concept of evolution is 

extremely simple; nevertheless, many scientists still show great difficulties in 

incorporating and integrating this concept into their work. One of the main errors is the 
assumption that the different species developed along an "evolutionary scale", from 

bacteria to animals, more or less complex, up to man, which would therefore represent the 
apex of evolution. 

Most people, who wish to and are living a long life remaining active and cheerful until 

old age, are increasingly seeking doctors’ help. What is health? Some believe that it is the 
absence of diseases and physical defects. For some, it is a state of physical, mental and 

social well-being. However, despite the different definitions of this concept, everyone 

agrees that health is a leading factor in determining the quality of our lives. Health is 
influenced by many factors. Some of them improve health others worsen it (risk factors). 

Some experts have compiled a list of the main factors affecting health and given an 

indicative assessment of the degree of importance of each of them. This includes lifestyle, 
environmental influences, quality of medical care and heredity. A physician who regularly observes a given individual has 

to face challenges that modern medicine hasn’t sufficiently researched and developed, assess the individual risk of developing 

a disease, identify early markers of change leading to disease development and individually select the corrective actions. It 
should be noted that one of the most important conditions for long-term preservation of health is the development of methods 

from the earliest possible diagnosis of diseases at the preclinical stage.  

This book combines the experience of clinical and laboratory research as well as some basic philosophy ideas of a group of 
scientists who, starting from an individual point of view, were able to synthesize and make available to other colleagues a 

new way of view of human organism and explaining the events that can trigger pathological conditions, including cancer, 

autism, diabetes and other chronical diseases. 

Fungal Biology 

Aspergillus niger: Pathogenicity, Cultivation and Uses 

Eva Baughan 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 07/30/2020 

207 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-080-0 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-102-9 $160.00 

Aspergillus niger: Pathogenicity, Cultivation and Uses summarizes the results of numerous research experiments on the 

biomineralization of rocks and minerals carried out with the participation of the fungus Aspergillus niger. 
This compilation reviews recent advances in biocompounds and products with the most relevant biological and biocatalytic 

activities produced by Aspergillus niger. The challenges and future perspectives of biotechnological process extensions using 

Aspergillus niger will also be discussed. 
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The closing study focuses on how Aspergillus niger may be utilized as a bioadsorbent for the detoxification and decolorizing 

of wastewater. In industrial and pharmaceutical applications, it can similarly be utilized in the creation of some costly and 
helpful biopolymers, such as chitin, chitosan, and nourishment enhancements like chitin-glucan and glucosamine. 

Identification of the Larger Fungi 

Roy Watling 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 
318 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-969-0 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-970-6 $230.00 
Identification of the Larger Fungi is ecologically biased in order to emphasize a rather neglected aspect of the higher fungi. 

The book is arranged in three parts: the agarics are dealt with first, the non-agarics next, both with particular reference to 

their major habitat preferences, and lastly a catalogue of those more specialised habitats which are frequently encountered. 
All parts are supported at the end by lists in tabular form of those species expected to be found in any one habitat. Keys to 

the major groups, families and genera, are included to widen the scope of the book and place the examples chosen and 

illustrated in the text in their position in classification. 

Research Advances in the Fungal World: Culture, Isolation, 

Identification, Classification, Characterization, Properties and 

Kinetics 

Pankaj Kumar Chaurasia (Assistant Professor, PG Department of 

Chemistry, L.S. College, Muzaffarpur Bihar (India) (Constituent unit 

of BRA Bihar University)) and Shashi Lata Bharati (Assistant 

Professor, Department of Chemistry, North Eastern Regional Institute 

of Science and Technology, Nirjuli, Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh 

(India)) 

In series: Life Sciences Research and Development 
Publication Date: 03/03/2020 

442 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-197-6 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-198-3 $230.00 

Fungi are the renowned eukaryotic organisms. They are heterotrophs like animals, plants and most of the bacteria and studied 

under the separate branch of science ‘Mycology’. They are abundantly found worldwide as yeasts, moulds, mushrooms etc. 
Due to the discovery of the different types of fungi, their working styles, habitats, their growing style, culture, sources and 

optimum locality, fungi have been classified separately from the other eukaryotes like animal and plants. In modern time, 

there are a number of diseases known which have been caused by fungi but many more significant and useful functions of 
them are also known and well discovered. Their various positive roles in medicines, remediation, food industries, agriculture, 

paper and pulp industries, chemical industries, biological researches etc. make them highly significant objectives for 

researchers and scientists. They also secrete a number of biologically valuable enzymes which further enhance their utility 
in the field of biotechnology. Their worldwide distributions make them easily available for the research.  

A number of researches in the field of fungal biotechnology are currently running in order to explore their momentous 

properties related to their nutraceutical and pharmaceutical values. In this regard, the deep study of their detailed properties, 
sources, culture, secretion of enzymes, isolation techniques, characterization, kinetics etc. are highly required. Handy nature, 

very easy language, scientific writing style and advanced research materials of this book make this interesting and highly 

helpful for the readers and researchers of the field of life sciences, biochemistry and biotechnology to conduct their research. 
Students of undergraduate and post graduate courses of life sciences/biochemistry/biotechnology will also highly benefit 

from this book. This book has recent, descriptive as well as up to date information on the recent developments in the world 

of fungi in the form 17 chapters (divided in two sections: section A and section B) prepared by admirable scientific 
collaborations. Each chapter has been written by worldwide eminent experts of their scientific research fields. This book 

covered several valuable and promising topics:  

(i) Diversity, distribution and classification of fungi. 
(ii) Isolation, identification and characterization of fungi. 

(iii) Study of the fungal culture, growth, production, optimization etc. 

(iv) Rhizospheric fungi, endophytic fungi, lichens, pathogens and secondary metabolites. 
(v) Fungal properties and applications, biologically potential mushrooms, nutraceutical applications, pharmaceutical 

applications and bioconversions of wastes materials etc. 
(vi) Secretion of the different enzymes from fungi 

(vii) Fungal enzymes, their purification, characterization, kinetics, properties and applications in the field of 

biotechnology. 
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Genetics and Genomics 

A Comprehensive Guide to Genetic Counseling 

Benjamin A. Kepert 

In series: Genetics - Research and Issues 
Publication Date: 01/30/2020 

172 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-975-1 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-976-8 $95.00 

In this compilation, the authors describe the psychological consequences and effects of predictive cancer genetic testing in 
both breast and ovarian cancer. Predictive genetic tests are being offered to an increasing number of women as the availability 

and public awareness of genetic testing increases. 

Next, A Comprehensive Guide to Genetic Counseling assesses the parental psychosocial implications, such as emotions and 
coping, regarding the earlier diagnosis of Usher syndrome via genetic testing compared to parents of children who were 

diagnosed later via ophthalmologic findings 

The closing chapter reports on a comprehensive analysis of the studies performed on genetic counseling, particularly those 

pertaining to the Israeli Arab society. Furthermore, an overview of the various socio-demographic, economic, cultural and 

religious aspects is provided. 

Advances in Genetics Research. Volume 19 

Kevin V. Urbano 

In series: Advances in Genetics Research 
Publication Date: 02/18/2020 

249 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-437-3 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-438-0 $250.00 

Advances in Genetics Research. Volume 19 extensively reviews a few important aspects of genetic diversity, including: the 

importance of genetic diversity in livestock and agriculture, the assessment of different procedures to get a precise measure 
of genetic diversity, factors affecting genetic diversity, and strategies to prevent such losses. 

Continuing, this compilation discusses genomic instability, which has been observed in several inherited pathological 
conditions. Mutations causing the disorder, as well as genomic instability, were present in genes associated to different 

biochemical functions such as: calcium influx or ionic permeation. 

The authors discuss short sequence repeats or microsatellite markers, which have been utilized extensively in livestock 
because they can be easily amplified and possess large amounts of allelic variation at each locus. 

The authors also explore a new commercially available test that can identify fetal chromosomal abnormalities by analyzing 

fetal nucleic acids circulating in a maternal blood sample. This test can be done before 10 weeks and can replace traditional 
first-trimester non-invasive screening.  

The causes underlying inbreeding depression and heterosis are analyzed, allowing for new insights into these phenomena as 

the result of a diploid genome structure, creating the states of homozygosity and heterozygosity. The relation of inbreeding 
depression and heterosis to the major biological processes is demonstrated. 

The closing study discusses default sex from different points of view, proposing a conception “germ cell-supported female 

default” in vertebrate gonadal somatic cells, as well as the idea that most vertebrate sex-determining genes emerged as 
destruction factors against the female default. 

Gene Delivery: Methods and Applications 

Vanessa Zimmer 

In series: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in the Post Genomic Era 
Publication Date: 10/21/2019 
207 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-268-4 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-295-0 $95.00 
Gene Delivery: Methods and Applications provides a comprehensive overview on viral and non-viral methods used to 

genetically engineer human mesenchymal stromal cells. In addition, an update on ongoing and completed clinical studies 

with engineered mesenchymal stromal cells will be provided, as well as a snapshot of the advances and technical challenges 
yet to be addressed. 

Next, a variety of gene delivery systems including physical transfection techniques, virus-based delivery vectors, chemically 

engineered delivery systems and bio-inspired vehicles are reviewed and their strengths, shortcomings and biomedical 
applications are discussed. 

Selfish DNA called transposons capable of cutting out and pasting into the host genome are active throughout the 

phylogenetic kingdoms. Researchers have repurposed natural transposons for use in delivering a gene-of-interest, enabling 
for the study of a large and growing list of preclinical gene therapy applications. As such, the authors discuss the past 

achievements and future challenges of this early-stage technology. 
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The closing chapter introduces cell-penetrating peptides as an efficient tool for DNA transfection. HR9, a designed cell-

penetrating peptides, containing nona-arginine flanked by cysteine and penta-histidine displayed a high penetrating ability 
in mammalian cells. 

Marine Biology 

A Closer Look at Marine Debris 

Taj Patteson 

In series: Marine and Freshwater Biology 
Publication Date: 06/03/2020 

322 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-972-9 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-973-6 $230.00 

Marine debris is a persistent problem in many coastal areas of the United States. There are a variety of potential economic 
losses associated with marine debris, including effects on commercial fisheries, effects on waterfront property values, costs 

incurred by local governments and volunteer organizations to remove and dispose of marine debris, and more general 

“existence” values reflecting the public’s preference for a clean environment. This book discusses marine debris and steps 
to mitigate its effects. 

Crayfish: Evolution, Habitat and Conservation Strategies 

Felipe Bezerra Ribeiro (Programa de Pós-Graduação em Biologia 

Animal, Departamento de Zoologia, Instituto de Biociências, 

Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Rio 

Grande do Sul, Brazil) 

In series: Fish, Fishing and Fisheries 
Publication Date: 01/07/2020 
268 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-941-6 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-942-3 $195.00 
Crayfish are one of the most iconic freshwater crustacean groups of the world. The wide 

range of biological adaptations of the freshwater crayfish to the limnetic ecosystems is 

surprising, as is there is high potential of some taxa to become invasive species. There is 
a constant growing interest in develop research with freshwater crayfish. They can be an 

important food source in several countries, the aquarium pet trade and cultural importance, 

in addition to the presence of several imperiled species. This book brings important 
reviews of some aspects of diversity, biological features, evolution, habitat characteristics, behavior and conservation 

strategies of freshwater crayfish, including native taxa, especially endemic from South America, New Guinea and North 

America, and non-indigenous species. In South American, new species have been discovered in recent years and are classified 
in threat categories, indicating the need of more studies regarding taxonomy and conservation. For New Guinean species, 

data about their exploitation by humans and further perspectives about the improvement of conservation practices are 

presented. In relation to the North American crayfish, this book brings information about some aspects of biology and 
behavior of the burrowing species Procambarus acanthophorus. A global assessment and future perspectives for all alien 

crayfish species are also presented in this book. Regarding the partenogenetic marbled crayfish, Procambarus virginalis, the 

book brings an extensive review covering aspects of detection history, biology, ecology, evolution, systematics and 
utilization of this species in the world. In additon, an overview of integrative taxonomy studies and cryptic diversity in 

crayfish is also presented. 

Dinoflagellates: Classification, Evolution, Physiology and 

Ecological Significance 

D. V. Subba Rao (Adjunct Research Professor, Center for Global 

Health, Dept. Medicine, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 

USA) 

In series: Marine and Freshwater Biology 
Expected Publication Date: 08/09/2020 

755 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-888-3 $340.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-889-0 $340.00 
Dinoflagellates are fascinating protists, mostly unicellular, distributed in environments 

ranging from the polar to tropical seas, hypersaline, coastal, estuarine and oceanic waters. 

There are about 2,377 dinoflagellate species recognized. They exhibit a great diversity of 
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shape, size, biochemical composition and physiological characteristics. Generally free floating, dinoflagellates are 

photosynthetic, a few species such as the Symbodinium are symbiotic, living in corals, while a few are parasitic. 
This volume presents a discussion on dinoflagellate phylogeny based on recent developments in molecular biology. It 

provides insights into the similarity of pigment composition with other microalgae. A comprehensive coverage of their 

carbon assimilation rates is presented, which appear to be low compared to other microalgae. Besides photosynthetic 
assimilation, an interesting aspect of acquiring carbon is through mixotrophy which appears to be wide spread amongst 

dinoflagellates and a thorough discussion is presented.  

Key features of this book include recent methods of culturing dinoflagellates, which can serve as analogues of their blooms 
in understanding their physiology, biochemistry and production of phycotoxins. This book, based on massive data collected 

over decades of research, provides an informative overview on the spatial and temporal distribution and dispersal of 

dinoflagellates by ocean currents, ballast water introductions and climate changes. 
About 70 species of dinoflagellates are implicated in the production of ephemeral harmful algal blooms (HABs), which are 

on the increase globally. Based on several case studies, a comprehensive coverage of the phycotoxins produced by HAB 
species (PSP, DSP, ASP, Ciguatera, NSP) is presented. The adverse effects of phycotoxins on human health, and the loss of 

revenues ($50 million in the USA) due to fish kills are evaluated. Latest advances in the methodology of genomics are 

presented with a view to highlight their importance and to understand their linkage with phycotoxin production. A discussion 
of remediation measures to manage HABs is presented, which would be highly useful in aquaculture operations.  

This book provides a large number of illustrations, microphotographs and color photographs. It is ideal for any audience 

requiring an in-depth exposure to current issues, ideas and methods used in dinoflagellate studies. The topics discussed serve 
as a useful reference to researchers, scientists, environmental managers, undergraduate and graduate students. 

Microbiology 

Beta-Lactamases: An Overview 

Thomas E. Stead 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
Publication Date: 01/09/2020 

190 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-818-1 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-819-8 $95.00 

In this compilation, the authors describe the occurrence and characteristics of ESBL/AmpC-producing Enterobacteriaceae in 
poultry, cattle and pigs, pointing to risk factors that lead to their spread and highlighting possible mitigation strategies that 

could be applied to reduce their prevalence in food-producing animals. 

One review focuses on the wide array of antimicrobial resistance mechanisms that have been described in A. baumannii. The 
most concerning ones being the β-lactamases with carbapenemase activity, i.e, Ambler class-D serine oxacillinases and 

Ambler class-B metallo-β-lactamases. 

The closing study will walk readers through the discovery and golden age of β-lactam, its mechanism of action as broad-
spectrum antibiotic, the expansion of beta-lactam derivatives and β-lactamase inhibitors to antibiotic resistance in β-lactams. 

Encyclopedia of Microbiology (11 Volume Set) 

Eva Maldonado  

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
Publication Date: 10/22/2019 
3785 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-695-9 $1,775.00 

e-book: 978-1-53615-696-6 $1,775.00 
This 11 volume set covers a wide range of topics, including:· Klebsiella pneumoniae, 

endophytic bacteria, infra-red spectroscopy, probiotics soil heterogeneity and organic 

pollutants 

Lipid Bilayers: Properties, Behavior and Interactions 

Mohammad Ashrafuzzaman (Department of Biochemistry, King Saud 

University, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
Publication Date: 11/05/2019 

242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-392-6 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-393-3 $160.00 

The book ‘Lipid Bilayers: Properties, Behavior and Interactions’ provides a broad 

overview of an important biological system ‘cell membrane’. The cell is the powerhouse 
where processes of life are controlled. Cell membranes consist of lipid bilayers that make 

biological boundaries. The bilayer participates in determining most of the cell-based 
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uptakes of materials, exchanging of information between both sides and ensuring helping vital biological processes to 

continue. We have focused specifically on an understanding of various aspects of lipid membrane bilayers. The book is 
focused on a detailed description of the diverse mechanisms and phenomena associated with membranes. Lipid bilayers exist 

in various parts of the cell, namely, across the plasma membrane, mitochondrial membrane, and nuclear membrane. While 

exploring lipid bilayers we shall, therefore, need to consider structures and functions of various sections of biological cells. 
Besides spectroscopic observations and electrical measurements of membrane bilayers, we address here the phenomena of 

coexistence and independent existence of different membrane components using various theoretical and experimental 

methodologies popularly used in biology, physics, mathematics, chemistry, biomedical engineering, and general medical 
sciences. The focus has been made on explaining diverse mechanisms that play crucial roles in molecular level in the 

construction of lipid bilayers and maintaining the relevant biological functions. This book will be helpful for readers who 

want to understand biological processes by applying both simple observations and fundamental scientific analysis. It provides 
a deep understanding of the causes and effects of molecular processes inside lipid bilayer membranes. 

A group of eminent scientists from around the globe contributed chapters focusing on different aspects. Each chapter may 
be found to present an individual topic and elaborate on a specific problem. But the chapters altogether have covered most 

of the basic aspects relevant to the title of the book. The book will be a vital reference for scientific understanding of lipid 

bilayers. 

Microbial Catalysts. Volume 2 

Shadia M. Abdel-Aziz, PhD (Microbial Chemistry Dept, Genetic 

Engineering and Biotechnology Research Division, National Research 

Centre, Giza, Egypt), Neelam Garg, PhD (Dept of Microbiology, 

Faculty of Life Sciences, Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra, 

Haryana, India), Abhinav Aeron, PhD (Dept of Biosciences, College, 

Muzaffarnagar, Uttar Pradesh, India), Chaitanya Kumar Jha, PhD 

(Assistant Professor, Dept of Microbiology, Gujarat Arts and Science 

College, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India), S. Chandra Nayak, PhD (Dept 

of Studies in Biotechnology, University of Mysore, Karnataka, India), 

and Vivek Kumar Bajpai, PhD (Dept of Energy and Materials 

Engineering, Dongguk University-Seoul, Seoul, Republic of Korea) 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

390 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-088-8 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-089-5 $230.00 

This book comprises a total of 14 chapters contributed by experts from different countries worldwide. It is a comprehensive 

collection of articles to illustrate an overview of microbial catalysts that include enzymes widely contribute to many fields 
infood and industrial products. Microorganisms have served and continue to serve as one of the largest and most useful 

sources of many enzymes used in foods and the food industry. Microbial catalysts are environmentally friendly and consume 
lower energy. A particular aim of this book is focused on applied and industrial microbiology, agricultural microbiology, 

and food microbiology. All sections discuss microbial catalysts viz., enzymes with respect to their function and its benefit to 

human kind especially, and to biotechnology as a subject of which enzymology is an integral part. The book also deals with 
structure and function of some microbial enzymes. Microbial catalysts are generally preferred than plant and animal as 

sources of industrial enzymes because their production cost is low. In addition, enzymes are more predictable and 

controllable, and more so because of the easy availability of raw materials with constant composition for their cultivation. 

Microbial Communication and Microbiota-Host Interactivity: 

Neurophysiological, Biotechnological, and Biopolitical 

Implications 

Alexander V. Oleskin (General Ecology Department, School of 

Biology, Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia) and Boris A. 

Shenderov (Laboratory of Bacteriology and Parasitology, Center for 

Strategic Planning, Russian Ministry of Health, Moscow, Russia; 

Research Laboratory for Design and Implementation of Personalized 

Nutrition-Related Products and Diets, K.G. Razumovsky University of 

Technology and Management, Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 
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389 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-506-6 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-507-3 $230.00 

In light of recent data, microorganisms are construed in the present monograph as living organisms that are capable of 

communication and advanced social organization, which conspicuously manifests itself in the formation of extracellular 
matrix-enclosed biofilms. Microbial communication signals, including quorum sensing pheromones, are of paramount 

importance both for interactions among microbial cells and the dialogue between them and the host organism. The 

monograph sums up the facts that demonstrate the complexity of the human organism-inhabiting microbial consortium 
comprising a wide variety of biofilm-forming eukaryotic, bacterial and archean cells. The microbiota is involved in 

maintaining microecological, metabolic, epigenetic, neuro-endocrine and immune homeostasis that normally stabilizes the 

brain-gut-microbiota axis. Microbially produced neuroactive chemicals include peptides, amino acids, amines, short-chain 
fatty acids, purines and gaseous substances that are used as nutrients, effectors, cofactors and signals by the host organism. 

In the present-day world, the human organism has to deal with a large number of environmental stress factors that overpower 
the organism’s protective system and disrupt the functioning of symbiotic microbiota predominantly located in the gastro-

intestinal (GI) tract. Homeostasis disruption may impede communication between microbial cells and the human organism 

and cause physical or mental health problems. The operation of the brain-gut-microbiota axis can be improved by useful 
microorganisms (probiotics) including psychobiotics that directly impact the human brain and behavior. In the authors’ 

opinion, the lifelong epigenetic developmental program of the organism can be ameliorated and genetic and epigenetic 

disruptions in the human metagenome (comprising all nuclear, mitochondrial and microbial genes) can be prevented by 
supplementing the diet with traditional, organic and individualized functional food items that relieve the effects of various 

detrimental stress factors and agents. A reasonably designed lifestyle based on gut microbiota optimization will undoubtedly 

help human individuals live a decent healthy life and attain active longevity. Current research on the population organization, 
social behavior and intercellular communication of microorganisms is expected to promote the interdisciplinary dialogue 

between microbiology, cytology and ethology. In addition, the results of this research are of significant potential importance 

for medicine and biotechnology. 

Neuroscience 

A Closer Look at Neurotoxicity 

Gokul Krishna (Department of Child Health, University of Arizona 

College of Medicine, Phoenix, AZ, USA) 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
Publication Date: 12/20/2019 

152 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-591-3 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-593-7 $82.00 

This book details neurotoxicology research about the neurotoxic effects of substances on 
the young, adult or aging nervous system. Chapters (both review and original research 

papers) about the epidemiological reports, animal research, in vitro adverse effects of toxic 

agents on neurodevelopment and mature nervous systems are included. Neurotoxicity 
contributes to pathogenesis of neurodevelopmental, neurobehavioral, and 

neurodegenerative disorders. The chapters provide a basic foundation on the significant 
outcome effects on current knowledge in neurotoxicity research. 

Brain-Based Treatment: A New Approach or a Well-Forgotten Old One? Neuropsychology 

and Psychotherapy 

Vanya Matanova, PhD, DSc (Sofia University, Department of 

Psychology, Head of Master Program of Clinical Psychology, Head of 

Institute for Mental Health and Development, Sofia, Bulgaria), Martin 

Kolev, PhD (Mentalization-Based Therapist for Adolescents and their 

Families, Mentalization-Based Supervisor for MBT-A, Cognitive 

Behavioral Counsellor, Psychosynthesis Psychotherapy Practitioner), 

Pia Tohme, PhD (Mentalization-Based Therapist for Adolescents and 

their Families, Mentalization-Based Therapist for Children and their 

Families, Psychology Instructor, Lebanese American University, 

Beirut, Lebanon) and Zlatomira Kostova, PhD (Psychology Instructor, 

Cognitive-Behavioral Counsellor) 

In series: Mental Illnesses and Treatments 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 
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197 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-951-5 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-952-2 $160.00 

What is the influence of psychotherapy over the brain functioning? Is it possible for us to determine in which type of 

psychotherapy the most significant changes in the brain functioning are observed? If the influence of psychotherapy over the 
brain is a fact, does this fundamentally change the training in psychology, psychiatry and psychotherapy and the inclusion 

of knowledge from the basic sciences? 

Psychotherapy can be considered as a type of training that stimulates the patient to learn how to change their behaviour, 
thinking and regulation of emotions. Psychotherapy is much more than an opportunity to talk to someone with good listening 

skills. Understanding the relationship between psychotherapy and brain functions is stimulating news and changes the 

traditional thinking about the place of psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy, the relations between them in the process of 
overcoming mental problems and diseases. Psychotherapy is assumed to be a form of learning which suggests that the uptake 

of information in the process of psychotherapy leads to a change in the expression of genes, thus changing the strength of 
synaptic connections. The gene sequence does not change under the influence of the environment, but the ability of genes to 

direct the synthesis of individual proteins depends on environmental factors and is regulated by their influence (Candel,1998). 

This explains the phenotypic differences between monozygotic twins and discordance of diseases, such as schizophrenia. 
Any mental condition is a brain state and any mental disorder is a disorder in the work of the brain. The effect of treatment 

of mental disorders is associated with an effect on structural and functional changes in the brain (Candel,1998). 

Neuroimaging gives an objective diagnostics of mental disorders, revealing the reasons for their occurrence and therefore 
allows for the development of more effective methods of treatment and psychotherapy. 

The Dissipative Mind: The Human Being as a Triadic Dissipative Structure 

Salvatore Chirumbolo (Clinical Biologist. Senjor Researcher, Scientific Secretary and Member of 

the Directory Board Council for Nutritional and Environmental Medicine (CONEM), Mo i Rana, 

Norway Department of Neurosciences, Biomedicine and Movement Sciences, University of 

Verona, Italy), Antonio Vella (Manager Biologist Unit of Immunology, Azienda Ospedaliera 

Universitaria Integrata-Policlinico, University Hospital, Verona, Italy) and Giovanni Vella 

(Psychologist and Psychotherapist, Technobios srl Benevento, Benevento, Italy) 

In series: Life Sciences Research and Development 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 
339 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-793-1 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-794-8 $230.00 
Since the Nobel Laureate Ilya Prigogine’s dissipative structures and the outstanding work 

by Maturana and Varela, an exhaustive idea of what human mind is has lost its fascinating 

value and did not fund an epistemology anymore, falling down in the abrupt concept of a 
machinery or a mechanism. A failure, somehow, in interpreting what is life and the human 

being, arose from the dismiss of a sound epistemology or a basilar philosophic foundation 

of biology, which yet found an interesting contribution with Maturana’s and Varela’s 
scientific efforts. In this book, we attempted to build a new epistemological model of life 

and the human mind taking into account the intriguing model of Prigogine’s dissipative 

structure. Our model addresses, for the first time, three modalities of dissipation, besides 
dissipation in the thermodynamic field, introducing a Shannon’s dissipation and a 

relational dissipation, able to give suggestive insights why life arose, mind developed and 

humans engage relationships. A new hypothesis on the origin of mind is presented. The 
book is exposed as an encouraging occasion to deepen our biological fundamental rules, 

giving amazing suggestion on our personal and social behaviours. Finally, it suggests a 

new psychotherapeutic approach to address important concerns about relation and affective life.  

Special Topics 

Bird Biographies 

Alice E. Ball 

In series: Birds - Evolution, Behavior and Ecology 
Publication Date: 10/10/2019 

298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-460-2 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-461-9 $195.00 

The purpose of this book is to give, not only a portrait and a description of the birds, but a summing up of the beneficial and 

injurious habits of each, gained from the highest authorities obtainable. The book is intended for those who long to know 
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birds intimately and intelligently, and wish to belong to the great army of bird-students who are “doing their bit” to preserve 

the bird-life of our country. 

Innovations in Life Science Research 

Rajeshwar P. Sinha (Laboratory of Photobiology and Molecular Microbiology, Centre of 

Advanced Study in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India Centre of Advanced Study 

in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India), Shashi Pandey-Rai (Centre of Advanced 

Study in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India) and Nandita Ghoshal (Centre of 

Advanced Study in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, India) 

In series: Life Sciences Research and Development 
Publication Date: 10/01/2019 
420 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-868-7 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53615-869-4 $230.00 

At any given moment, a number of innovations in life science research occurs. There has 

always been an ever-increasing demand for the interdisciplinary research in life science 
to solve the problems of mankind. It is a challenging task to bring the fruits of laboratory 

level research to the commercial level for the welfare of humans. This book is an attempt 

to keep abreast with the recent innovations made in various fields of life science research. 
The book encompasses topics ranging from prokaryotic microscopic organisms to 

eukaryotic higher plants, distributed in fifteen chapters for the benefit of graduate and 

postgraduate students as well as young researchers, scientists and professionals. The book 
deals with topics pertaining to natural sunscreens, secondary metabolites, genome editing, 

molecular markers, stress biology, crop improvement, herbal medicines, plant diseases, 

genetic engineering, biotechnology and aspects related to ecology. 
This book imparts the latest innovations and knowledge in the specific fields of life 

sciences. In addition, it also provides details of newer and state-of-the art technology/tools 

employed in achieving the potential of microbes and higher plants to make products that 
can be readily available for the welfare of humans. An insight for future perspectives has also been provided that makes this 

book highly useful and a must-read for students, researchers and professionals working in the field of microbiology, botany, 

biotechnology, agriculture, molecular biology, photobiology, ecology and other streams of life sciences. 

Zoology 

Advances in Animal Science and Zoology. Volume 14 

Owen P. Jenkins 

In series: Advances in Animal Science and Zoology 
Publication Date: 11/12/2019 

240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-489-3 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-490-9 $250.00 

Advances in Animal Science and Zoology. Volume 14 first explores progress in drone-based research methods applied to 

animal ecology, in terms of applications to the field study of large birds of prey. Drone-based research methods have evolved 
out of the larger technology field of geomatics and are entwined with developments in GPS and biotelemetry, which enable 

accurate location recording, image capture and specimen behavioral assessment. 

Next, the authors discuss how our understanding of the reproductive physiology of male honey bees has advanced due to 
improved breeding techniques in apiculture, especially artificial insemination. 

A bioindicator is an organism sensitive to environmental changes and, therefore, its absence or scarcity indicates that there 

is some factor that is modifying the normal conditions of the environment. In one study, the authors explore the way in which 
amphibians are excellent bioindicators. 

Mitochondria-rich cells are integral component of the heterocellular amphibian skin epithelium and common to all species, 

participating in Cl- conductance and H+ secretion. As such, a graphic cell model is used to describe the Cl- conductance 
pathway based on the available data. The molecular basis of this complex pathway remains to be explored. 

Four species of closely-related Iguanian lizards coexist along the length of the pampean coastal sand dunes of Argentina in 

assemblages with different combinations that vary from two to four species, according to the locality. The authors examine 
community organization and species coexistence of these assemblages at two scales: local and regional. 

The lizard endemic in the Coachella Valley, a region including cities aiming to benefit from a burgeoning second home-golf 

resort market, is explored. The entire range of the Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard (Uma inornata), was restricted to a 
33,500 ha sand dune system that occupied the center of the valley. By 1980 over 95% of that sand dune system was developed 

or fragmented into parcels too small support lizard populations. 

The penultimate chapter reviews a number of factors that impinge on shoal-mate choice in fish, including body coloration 
and pattern, body size, shoal size, sex, behavior, and background coloration. 
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The objective of the concluding work is to compare the size of the right and left bulls of the Tursiops truncates, as well as 

between males and females. Six morphometric measurements of eight organisms were obtained and a student t was applied 
for comparison with a significance of p <0.05. 

Advances in Animal Science and Zoology. Volume 15 

Owen P. Jenkins  

In series: Advances in Animal Science and Zoology 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 
285 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-254-5 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-283-5 $250.00 
Advances in Animal Science and Zoology. Volume 15 begins by presenting the main advances of artificial insemination and 

timed artificial insemination, highlighting the technical parameters, advantages, and influencing factors in an effort to discuss 

practical and current strategies for the improvement of the herd via artificial insemination programs. 
Following this, the authors provide current knowledge on the influence of insecticide resistance in Culex quinquefasciatus 

in India, as well as the governing molecular mechanisms including gene interactions and gene regulation. The potential 

impact of the latest findings on aspects of research in the field, associated issues and probable solutions is also addressed. 

A study on eusocial Hymenoptera, a large order of insect, is included. The factors that determine castes are addressed, and 

the varying methods of initiation of reproduction by workers in primitive and advanced eusocial species are outlined. 
This compilation goes on to discuss Mycoplasma synoviae, an important poultry pathogen that causes airsacculitis, synovitis, 

and eggshell apex abnormalities. M. synoviae infections cause significant economic losses to the poultry industry due to the 

culling of birds, increased carcass condemnation and decreased egg production. 
The authors review the most relevant scientific contributions to the understanding of brain mechanisms related to working 

memory using macaques as a study model. The neurophysiological mechanisms of working memory in the macaque have 

been thoroughly explored, which has given rise to unprecedented advances in the understanding of the neurophysiological 
mechanisms that underlie this type of memory in other mammals, including humans. 

The conclusion centers on the utmost task of a biologist: knowing the taxonomic status of the organism on which the study 

is focused. A taxonomist fulfills this task by distinguishing the salient characteristics of the organism concerned, giving it an 
appropriate name and placing it to taxonomic hierarchies. 

Encyclopedia of Animal Science (15 Volume Set) 

Douglas Drake and Tracey Klein  

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
Publication Date: 01/22/2020 
5122 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-691-1 $2,250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53615-692-8 $2,250.00 
This 15 volume set covers a wide range of topics, including:· marine mammals, zoonoses, toxins, climate change, evolution 

and animal anatomy. 

Encyclopedia of Avian Science (4 Volume Set) 

Jeffrey A. Lawton and William V. John 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

1568 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-798-6 $670.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-799-3 $670.00 

This four volume set covers a wide range of topics, including:· seabird conservation, malaria parasites, flamingos, poultry 

farms, game birds and aflatoxin. 

Salamanders: Habitat, Behavior and Evolution 

Rashid Gerasimov 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
Publication Date: 10/25/2019 

154 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-470-1 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-471-8 $82.00 

In Waterton Lakes National Park, located in southwest Alberta, Canada, under-road crossing structures were installed in 
2008 to protect a population of long-toed salamander (<i>Ambystoma macrodactylum</i>) at Linnet Lake from mortality 

during breeding migrations that intersected with the park’s entrance road. This compilation first investigates orientation and 

movement patterns of marked individuals at Linnet Lake in 2013 and 2014, and at a smaller, shallower wetland Stable Pond 
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in 2014 to document in detail how long-toed salamanders used the terrestrial landscape around breeding sites during adult 

migration and juvenile dispersal. 
Following this, the authors use generalized linear models to model salamander occurrence and abundance in the Beaver Hills 

region of north-central Alberta as a function of land cover type and pocket gopher density.  

The authors go on to address whether any ecological barriers exist in the distribution range of the two newt species <i>N. 
strauchii</i> and<i> N. crocatus</i>. According to the findings of this study, an identity test was found to be significantly 

different from the null distribution, whereas a background test was not significantly different from the null distribution. 

The concluding chapter summarizes the processes by which light is converted into neural signals by rods and cones and then 
transmitted to downstream neurons in the retina, with a focus on salamander photoreceptors. The different types of 

photoreceptor cells and other light-sensitive cells in salamanders and their role in vision are also discussed. 

The Zoological Guide to Crustacea 

Noelle Lachance 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
Publication Date: 10/25/2019 

182 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-366-7 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-367-4 $95.00 

The Zoological Guide to Crustacea opens by providing an update on the cave crustacean decapods from Mexico, because in 
the last thirty years several species have been described. Mexico has diverse cave environments according to cave origin, 

such as: karstic caves, volcano caves with freshwater habitats and anchialine caves with marine and brackish habitats. 

The following study focuses on a total of 2,700 Artemia franciscana collected at the Al Wathba Reserve between December 
2017 and May 2018, which were examined for the presence of larval helminths by direct microscopy of glycerin mounted 

specimens. Of these, 341 (= 12.6%) specimens contained different species of the Hymenopepididae and Progynotaeniidae 

families. 
The penultimate study investigates whether the non-marine ostracod Heterocypris incongruens can detect and react to 

chemical compounds derived from a predator and from injured conspecifics. 

The closing study demonstrates the diversity of larval phases and their importance to lobster populations and fisheries, and 
provides a summary of larval developmental patterns and behaviors and their potential impacts on larval dispersal and lobster 

demographic connectivity. 

Veterinary Herbal Pharmacopoeia 

Sun-Chong Wang (Department of Biomedical Sciences and 

Engineering, National Central University, Taiwan) 

In series: Veterinary Science and Medicine 
Publication Date: 07/22/2020 
344 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-947-7 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-948-4 $230.00 
Dogs eat grass, and so do cats. Every pet owner must have noticed the grass-eating 

behavior of their pets. Since wild dogs and cats eat grass too, most experts believe it to be 

an example of evolved traits of dogs and cats to relieve their upset gastro-intestines. Based 
on the observation, experts go on to suggest pet owners grow in their gardens medicinal 

herbs, other than botanicals that could be toxic to their pets. The herbal recipes, with doses, 

introduced in the book are intended for the most prevalent health problems of dogs and 
cats; the herbs that make up the recipes are: 1) available, as dietary supplements in the 

U.S., in the market by cGMP-certified manufacturers; and 2) in a dosage form of granules 

that is easy for pets to ingest. The book therefore not only meets experts’ recommendations but also fulfils veterinarians’ 
demand of an herbal pharmacopoeia for the widest conditions of their patients. 

Unlike other similar titles, the book is data-driven, quantitative, collective, comprehensive and practical: Although the herbs 

in the book have been used in traditional Chinese herbal medicine, owing to the data-driven approach of the book, no prior 
knowledge of Chinese or western herbal medicines is required to comprehend the book. The second feature of the book is 

that every indicated health condition of an herb comes with a score. The higher the score, the more frequently herbal clinicians 

have prescribed the herb (or herb pair) for the diagnosed condition in humans and thus the more likely that the herb (herb 
pair) is effective in mitigating the condition. The book is therefore quantitative, in contrast to other books which are 

qualitative. The third feature of the book is that the mapping from herbs and herb pairs to health conditions results from the 

collective experiences and expertise of the five thousand herbal clinicians in Taiwan, rather than the experience or expertise 
of a single doctor as in most other books. Without the deep learning/artificial intelligence techniques employed by the author 

on millions of (human) health insurance data, the aforementioned features are impossible. The final unique feature of the 

book is that recipes for the 94 most common conditions in dogs and 81 most common conditions in cats are given in later 
parts of the book, serving as reinforcing examples after going through the first part. The book is therefore both comprehensive 

and practical for not only holistic but also conventional veterinary professionals. 
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MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS 

Algebra 

Hot Topics in Linear Algebra 

Ivan Kyrchei (Pidstryhach Institute for Applied Problems of Mechanics and Mathematics, NAS of 

Ukraine, Lviv, Ukraine) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 06/24/2020 

307 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-770-1 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-771-8 $195.00 

Linear algebra is the branch of mathematics concerning vector spaces and linear mappings 

between such spaces. Systems of linear equations with several unknowns are naturally 
represented using the formalism of matrices and vectors. So we arrive at the matrix 

algebra, etc. Linear algebra is central to almost all areas of mathematics. Many ideas and 

methods of linear algebra were generalized to abstract algebra. Functional analysis studies 
the infinite-dimensional version of the theory of vector spaces. Combined with calculus, 

linear algebra facilitates the solution of linear systems of differential equations. Linear 

algebra is also used in most sciences and engineering areas because it allows for the 
modeling of many natural phenomena, and efficiently computes with such models. 

''Hot Topics in Linear Algebra'' presents original studies in some areas of the leading edge 

of linear algebra. Each article has been carefully selected in an attempt to present 
substantial research results across a broad spectrum. Topics discussed herein include 

recent advances in analysis of various dynamical systems based on the Gradient Neural 

Network; Cramer's rules for quaternion generalized Sylvester-type matrix equations by 
using noncommutative row-column determinants; matrix algorithms for finding the generalized bisymmetric solution pair of 

general coupled Sylvester-type matrix equations; explicit solution formulas of some systems of mixed generalized Sylvester-

type quaternion matrix equations; new approaches to studying the properties of Hessenberg matrices by using triangular 
tables and their functions; researching of polynomial matrices over a field with respect to semi-scalar equivalence; 

mathematical modeling problems in chemistry with applying mixing problems, which the associated MP-matrices; and some 

visual apps, designed in Scilab, for the learning of different topics of linear algebra. 

Applied Mathematics 

A Closer Look at Boundary Value Problems 

Mustafa Avci, PhD (Professor, Science Department, Grande Prairie Regional College, AB, 

Canada) 

In series: Theoretical and Applied Mathematics 
Publication Date: 07/01/2020 

290 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-857-9 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-861-6 $195.00 

Many problems encountered in applied mathematics or mathematical physics can be 
modeled by using differential equations under different boundary conditions. In this 

regard, linear and nonlinear partial differential equations are often used because of their 

strong capacity to describe and formulate many real-world problems governed by 

dynamical phenomena. 

There are many different methods to solve linear and nonlinear problems arising from 

different studies in various disciplines. However, due to lack of general existence 
theorems for establishing solutions, scientists have to seek alternative approaches and 

methods. In this context, the present work demonstrates different methods and approaches 

to obtain solutions to some class of differential equations given under different boundary 
conditions.  

The present book, where contemporary developments in the area of boundary value 

problems is shared, can be beneficial to advanced undergraduates, graduate students and 
researchers who are interested in the area of differential equations. 
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A Closer Look of Nonlinear Reaction-Diffusion Equations 

L. Rajendran (Department of Mathematics, Academy of Maritime 

Education and Training(AMET), Deemed to be University, Tamil 

Nadu, India), R. Swaminathan (Principal and Head, Department of 

Mathematics, Vidhyaa Giri College of Arts and Science, Tamil Nadu, 

India) and M. Chitra Devi (Research Assistant, Department of 

Mathematics, Anna University, University College of Engineering, 

Dindigul, India) 

In series: Theoretical and Applied Mathematics 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 

pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-257-6 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-356-6 $160.00 

By using mathematical models to describe the physical, biological or chemical 

phenomena, one of the most common results is either a differential equation or a system of differential equations, together 
with the correct boundary and initial conditions. The determination and interpretation of their solution are at the base of 

applied mathematics. Hence the analytical and numerical study of the differential equation is very much essential for all 

theoretical and experimental researchers, and this book helps to develop skills in this area. 
Recently non-linear differential equations were widely used to model many of the interesting and relevant phenomena found 

in many fields of science and technology on a mathematical basis. This problem is to inspire them in various fields such as 

economics, medical biology, plasma physics, particle physics, differential geometry, engineering, signal processing, 
electrochemistry and materials science. 

This book contains seven chapters and practical applications to the problems of the real world. The first chapter is specifically 

for those with limited mathematical background. Chapter one presents the introduction of non-linear reaction-diffusion 
systems, various boundary conditions and examples. Real-life application of non-linear reaction-diffusion in different fields 

with some important non-linear equations is also discussed. In Chapter 2, mathematical preliminaries and various advanced 

methods of solving non-linear differential equations such as Homotopy perturbation method, variational iteration method, 
exponential function method etc. are described with examples. 

Steady and non-steady state reaction-diffusion equations in the plane sheet (chapter 3), cylinder (chapter 4) and spherical 

(chapter 5) are analyzed. The analytical results published by various researchers in referred journals during 2007-2020 have 
been addressed in these chapters 4 to 6, and this leads to conclusions and recommendations on what approaches to use on 

non-linear reaction-diffusion equations. 

Convection-diffusion problems arise very often in applied sciences and engineering. Non-linear convection-diffusion 
equations and corresponding analytical solutions in various fields of chemical sciences are discussed in chapter6. Numerical 

methods are used to provide approximate results for the non-linear problems, and their importance is felt when it is impossible 

or difficult to solve a given problem analytically. Chapter 7 identifies some of the numerical methods for finding solutions 
to non-linear differential equations. 

An Introduction to Capstone in Applied Analysis: A Fundamental Guide for Students and 

Instructors 

Narayan Thapa (Cameron University, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Lawton, OK, USA) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 04/30/2020 

191 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-458-8 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-459-5 $160.00 

Inverse problems are one of the oldest, most important mathematical problems in science 

and engineering. However, the field of inverse problems has undergone rapid 

development in the last two decades due to the massive increase in computing power and 

the development of powerful numerical techniques such as finite difference method, finite 

element method, finite volume method and spectral method. 
Because of their applications in medical imaging, underground prospecting, 

nondestructive testing, astronomical imaging, image processing, remote sensing, and data 
mining, the Business, Industry and Government (BIG) sectors are very interested in 

applied inverse problems. 

Despite its great importance and demand, there is no project oriented applied and 
computational inverse problem book that can be adapted as a text for senior 

undergraduates as their capstone experience and pathway to research in applied analysis. 

The goal of this book is to fill this gap and provide opportunity to students, professors and 
researchers in biosciences, applied sciences, applied-computational mathematics, 

engineering, mathematical programming, mathematical economics, mathematical biology 

and optimization via applied and computational inverse problem projects. 
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This book is sequenced as three major parts. The part of the book that includes chapters 1, 2 and 3 highlights major concepts 

including results in applied analysis. The second part of the book that includes chapters 4 and 5 displays the key numerical 
methods and programming in MATLAB. The final part of the book that includes chapters 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 showcases 

several inverse-problem-related projects done with students. 

Mathematical Modeling of Real World Problems: 

Interdisciplinary Studies in Applied Mathematics 

Zafer Aslan (Istanbul Aydın University, Computer Sciences, Istanbul, 

Turkey), Funda Dökmen (Kocaeli University, Food and Agricultural 

Vocational School, Kocaeli, Turkey), Enrico Feoli (University of 

Trieste, Department of Life Sciences, Trieste, Italy) and Abul H. 

Siddiqi (Sharda University, Greater Noida, NCR, India) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 11/08/2019 

324 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-267-7 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-269-1 $230.00 
Data mining provides avenues for proper understanding of real world problems. For 

researchers interested in data mining and new applications, this book is a multidisciplinary 

'handbook' in data processes, engineering and medical applications. The authors from the 
different parts of the world discuss major issues of importance for integrated mathematical implementation and developing 

experiences. From the general spectrum, the individual spectra can be allowing for separate detection and monitoring of the 

problem by decomposing the space and time series into signal and noise components. It provides an up-front review of 
mathematical modeling of real world problems and interdisciplinary studies in applied mathematics that are not only for 

scientists, engineers, planners or, social scientists but because also everyone can read and understand the real world problems 

from environment to medicine and their interaction to mathematical implementation. Mathematical studies of the book are 
aimed to analyze and visualize real world problems in engineering and environmental studies like drought survey, 

precipitation and erosivity, cloud clarification, estimation of convection scheme and non-linear time series of air pollution, 
water management, water quality and river pollution and also in medical sciences like, ECG analyses, neurosurgery, 

computational neuroscience, brain disasters, Parkinson diseases, support vector machine, logic and mathematics. Authors 

recommend it to researchers with an interest in interaction of social, environmental, agricultural and medical scientists, 
engineers and planners who are applying wavelets and applied mathematics in their research. The book was edited by Prof. 

Dr. Zafer ASLAN - Istanbul Aydın University, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Funda DÖKMEN - Kocaeli University, Prof. Dr. Abul Hasan 

SIDDIQI - Sharda University and Prof. Dr. Enrico FEOLI - University of Trieste. 

Understanding Banach Spaces 

Daniel González Sánchez (Escuela de Ciencias Físicas y Matemáticas, 

Universidad de Las Américas, Quito, Ecuador) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 
478 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-745-0 $270.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-746-7 $270.00 

This book focuses on the study of several properties of Banach spaces applied to diverse 

problems in functional and numerical analysis. Many problems in science, engineering 
and other disciplines can be expressed in the form of equations, inequalities or systems of 

equations using mathematical modelling. In particular, a large number of these problems 

can be solved using these spaces. A great multitude of examples showing the theoretical 

application developed appears throughout the work. Researchers and practitioners will 

find this book very useful as a source book, utilize its methods and also use it as a 

classroom text for a senior undergraduate or graduate course. It is certainly an excellent 
must read book. 
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Calculus 

Focus on Calculus 

Svetlin G. Georgiev (Sorbonne University, Paris, France; Faculty of 

Mathematics and Informatics, Department of Differential Equations, 

Sofia University, Sofia, Bulgaria) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 03/10/2020 

266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-337-6 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-338-3 $195.00 

This book is devoted to some recent aspects of calculus. The book contains seven chapters. 

Chapter 1 introduces the conception for conformable delta (Hilger) derivative and some 
of its properties. Results in this chapter include basic conformable delta derivative, the 

conformable exponential function, conformable trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, 

conformable delta integral and integral rules and Taylor's formula. They are considered 
first order conformable dynamic equations on time scales. Chapter 2 is devoted to some 

classes second order quadratic difference equations. They are given criteria for existence 

of a unique equilibrium point that is stable and unstable, existence of prime period-two solutions. Chapter 3 is aimed to 
develop two calculi over the specific algebraic operations, preserving the preceding relativistic addition formula and having 

all ordinary properties. Chapter 4 is devoted to principles of hypercomplex random function calculus. Generalized Gaussian-

type hypercomplex valued measures are studied. Random functions controlled by these measures are investigated. Solutions 
of hyperbolic PDEs over hypercomplex numbers such as the octonion algebra and Cayley-Dickson algebras are scrutinized. 

Chapter 5 covers the interesting historical aspects of the spreadsheets and their distinct advantages. It is described how the 

ubiquitous Microsoft Excel spreadsheets can be used to implement well-known numerical methods such as Simpson's Rule 
and Trapezoidal Rules. Appropriate examples are presented in substantial detail. The aim of Chapter 6 is to show some 

didactic tools that can be suggested by professors so that students can recall those issues saved in the deepest part of their 
minds. In Chapter 7, based on fractional differences, a fractional calculus is developed which complies with most of the 

properties that is to say non-differentiability, non-commutativity of derivative and long-range memory. 

The book is addressed to a wide audience of specialists such as mathematicians, physicists, engineers and biologists. 

Mathematics for Agricultural and Life Sciences: Principles of 

Calculus with Solved Problems 

Claudio Caprara (Associate Professor, Department of Agricultural 

and Food Sciences, University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 07/30/2020 

402 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-027-5 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-028-2 $230.00 

One of the difficulties that arise in teaching mathematics is related to the identification of 

the target and the most appropriate teaching methods for the people who are part of it. 
This aspect, true for all disciplines, applies to mathematics in particular. In fact, for 

example, an axiomatic approach is certainly suitable for Mathematical, Physical and 

Engineering Sciences, while students of many applied sciences, such as Agricultural and 
Life Sciences, need to focus on calculation tools and methodologies useful for their 

professional development rather than in dealing with the theoretical foundations of 

mathematics. 
The peculiarity of this book is not so much in setting classical approach "Theorem: Hypothesis, Thesis" with relative proofs, 

but in adopting a more pragmatic approach that renounce classical demonstrations, while maintaining a formal coherence in 

the topics dealt with. 
In this perspective, considering the approach required by the target to which it is addressed, the objective of this book is to 

provide methods to studying the variation of a phenomenon and its cumulative effects and consequently the study of the 
functions and the calculation of integrals respectively. 

One of the qualifying features is given by a series of completely resolved problems, occupying two-thirds of the volume, in 

which each mathematical step is detailed to understand "step by step" how to obtain the solution. 
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Data Analysis 

Statistical Modelling of Complex Correlated and Clustered Data Household Surveys in 

Africa 

Ngianga-Bakwin Kandala, PhD (Faculty of Engineering and Environment, Northumbria 

University, UK), and Lawrence Kazembe, PhD (Head of Department, Statistics and Population 

Studies, Faculty of Science, University of Namibia) 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
Publication Date: 10/01/2019 

363 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53615-981-3 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53615-982-0 $230.00 

In order to assist a hospital in managing its resources and patients, modelling the length of stay is highly important. Recent 
health scholarship and practice has largely remained empirical, dwelling on primary data. This is critically important, first, 

because health planners generally rely on data to establish trends and patterns of disease burden at national or regional level. 

Secondly, epidemiologists depend on data to investigate possible risk factors of the disease. Yet the use of routine or 
secondary data has, in recent years, proved increasingly significant in such endeavours. Various units within the health 

systems collected such data primarily as part of the process for surveillance, monitoring 

and evaluation. Such data is sometimes periodically supplemented by population-based 
sample survey datasets. Thirdly, coupled with statistical tools, public health professionals 

are able to analyze health data and breathe life into what may turn out to be meaningless 

data. 
The main focus of this book is to present and showcase advanced modelling of routine or 

secondary survey data. Studies demonstrate that statistical literacy and knowledge are 

needed to understand health research outputs. The advent of user-friendly statistical 
packages combined with computing power and widespread availability of public health 

data resulted in more reported epidemiological studies in literature. However, analysis of 

secondary data, has some unique challenges. These are most widely reported health 
literature, so far has failed to recognize resulting in inappropriate analysis, and erroneous 

conclusions. 

This book presents the application of advanced statistical techniques to real examples 
emanating from routine or secondary survey data. These are essentially datasets in which 

the two editors have been involved, demonstrating how to tackle these challenges. Some 

of these challenges are: the complex sampling design of the surveys, the hierarchical 
nature of the data, the dependence of data at the sampled cluster and missing data among 

many more challenges. Using data from the Health Management Information System (HMIS), and Demographic and Health 

Survey (DHS), we provide various approaches and techniques of dealing with data complexity, how to handle correlated or 
clustered data. Each chapter presents an example code, which can be used to analyze similar data in R, Stata or SPSS. To 

make the book more concise, we have provided the codes on the book’s website. 
The book considers four main topics in the field of health sciences research: (i) structural equation modeling; (ii) spatial and 

spatio-temporal modeling; (iii) correlated or clustered copula modeling; and (iv) survival analysis. 

The book has potential to impact methodologists, including students undertaking Master’s or Doctoral level programmes as 
well as other researchers seeking some related reference on quantitative analysis in public health or health sciences or other 

areas where data of similar nature would be applicable. Further the book can be a resource to public health professionals 

interested in quantitative approaches to answer questions of epidemiological nature. Each chapter starts with a motivating 
background, review of statistical methods, analysis and results, ending discussion and possible recommendations. 

Functional Analysis 

Asymptotic Behavior: An Overview 

Steve P. Riley  

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 01/30/2020 
148 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-222-5 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-223-2 $82.00 
Asymptotic Behavior: An Overview is designed to provide the reader with an exposition of some aspects of the oscillation 

theory of first order delay partial dynamic equations on time scales. Oscillation theory of differential equations, originated 

from the monumental paper of C. Sturm published in 1836, has now been recognized as an important branch of mathematical 
analysis from both theoretical and practical viewpoints. 
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Asymptotic behavior in the deep Euclidean region of momenta for four-dimensional models of quantum field theory is 

studied through the system of Schwinger-Dyson equations. This system is truncated by a sequence of n-particle 
approximations in which n → ∞ goes into the complete system of Schwinger-Dyson equations.  

Lastly, the authors discuss the exact analytical solution of the Schrödinger equation corresponding to the hydrogen atom 

confined by four spherical potentials: infinite potential, parabolic potential, constant potential, and dielectric continuum. 

Paths in Complex Analysis 

Giampiero Esposito (INFN, Naples, Italy) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 01/09/2020 

140 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-057-3 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-058-0 $82.00 

Several scientists learn only a first course in complex analysis, and hence they are not 
familiar with several important properties: every polygenic function defines a congruence 

of clocks; the basic properties of algebraic functions and abelian integrals; how mankind 

arrived at a rigorous definition of Riemann surfaces; the concepts of dianalytic structures 

and Klein surfaces; the Weierstrass elliptic functions; the automorphic functions 

discovered by Poincare’ and their links with the theory of Fuchsian groups; the geometric 
structure of fractional linear transformations; Kleinian groups; the Heisenberg group and 

geometry of the complex ball; complex powers of elliptic operators and the theory of 

spectral zeta-functions; an assessment of the Poincare’ and Dieudonne’ definitions of the 
concept of asymptotic expansion. The book is unique both for the selection of topics and 

for the readable access that it offers to the otherwise too large landscape of modern complex analysis. 

General Mathematics 

Advances in Mathematics Research. Volume 27 

Albert R. Baswell 

In series: Advances in Mathematics Research 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

221 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-246-1 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-247-8 $250.00 

Advances in Mathematics Research. Volume 27 first aims to approach the dynamical systems analysis from a new standpoint; 

feedback linearization, a method with a lot of applications. For both linear and non-linear dynamic systems, this method 
offers an interesting perspective from the qualitative approach stance. 

The authors examine the implementation of gas-assisted electrical discharge machining of D3 die steel. One of the 

fundamental disadvantages of the traditional EDM machining process is poor material removal rate. 
Numerical results for a wide range of Reynolds numbers are presented, including moderate and high Reynolds numbers, and 

two different numerical schemes to solve this kind of problem are described. 

For the analysis and interpretation of probabilistic engineering calculations, including those concerning the estimation of the 
safety of structures, symmetrical normal distribution is often used. In one study, the authors propose that such a distribution 

may be a linear combination of normal distribution and Gumbel distribution. 

This compilation goes on to present the problems that arise from the M|G|∞ queue system busy period and busy cycle, an 
idle period followed by a busy period. The renewal function is calculated, as well as the “peakedness” and the “modified 

peakedness” for the M|G|∞ busy period and busy cycle time length. 

Based on earlier research and using new mathematical methods, the authors present a theory using functional integrals for 
obtaining probability distributions of phase invariants in which N (the number of atoms in the asymmetric unit) doesn't appear 

anymore. 

Also proposed is a numerically realizable explicit formula for the solution to the Cauchy problem for a linear elliptic equation. 
In closing, a mathematical model assessing the effect of tobacco smoking on the dynamics of tuberculosis transmission is 

formulated and analyzed. In the absence and presence of smokers, theoretical results indicate the possibility of the 

phenomenon of backward bifurcation where a stable disease-free equilibrium co-exists with a stable endemic equilibrium 
when the associated reproduction threshold is less than unity. However, the analysis of the associated reproduction thresholds 

of the model with smokers shows that tobacco smoking has a detrimental effect on tuberculosis dynamics. 
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Geometry and Topology 

Understanding Quaternions 

Peng Du (School of Marine Science and Technology, Northwestern Polytechnical University, 

Xi’an, China), Haibao Hu (School of Marine Science and Technology, Northwestern 

Polytechnical University, Xi’an, China), Dong Ding (Roberval Laboratory, University of 

Technology of Compiègne, France) and Zhuoyue Li (School of Marine Science and Technology, 

Northwestern Polytechnical University, China) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Expected Publication Date: 11/27/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-343-6 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-553-9 $95.00 

Quaternions are members of a noncommutative division algebra first invented by William Rowan Hamilton. They form an 

interesting algebra where each object contains 4 scalar variables, instead of Euler angles, which is useful to overcome the 

gimbal lock phenomenon when treating the rotation of objects.  

This book is about the mathematical basics and applications of quaternions. The first four chapters mainly concerns the 

mathematical theories, while the latter three chapters are related with three application aspects. It is expected to provide 
useful clues for researchers and engineers in the related area. In detail, this book is organized as follows: 

In Chapter 1, mathematical basics including the quaternion algebra and operations with quaternions, as well as the 

relationships of quaternions with other mathematical parameters and representations are demonstrated. In Chapter 2, how 
quaternions are formulated in Clifford Algebra, how it is used in explaining rotation group in symplectic vector space and 

parallel transformation in holonomic dynamics are presented. In Chapter 3, the wave equation for a spin 3/2 particle, 

described by 16-component vector-bispinor, is investigated in spherical coordinates. In Chapter 4, hyperbolic Lobachevsky 
and spherical Riemann models, parameterized coordinates with spherical and cylindric symmetry are studied. In Chapter 5, 

ship hydrodynamics with allowance of trim and sinkage is investigated and validated with experiments. In Chapter 6, the 

ballast flying phenomenon based on Discrete Discontinuous Analysis is presented. In Chapter 7, a numerical study is 
proposed to analyze the effect of the caisson sliding subjected to a hydrodynamic loading in the stability of the rear side of 

the rubble mound breakwater. 

Logic 

An Essential Guide to Fuzzy Systems 

Michael Gr. Voskoglou, PhD (Professor Emeritus of Mathematical 

Sciences, Graduate Technological Educational Institute of Western 

Greece, School of Technological Applications, Patras, Greece) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

388 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-128-1 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-129-8 $230.00 

The recent development of the fuzzy set theory has given scientists the opportunity to 
model under conditions which are vague or not precisely defined, thus succeeding to solve 

mathematically problems whose statements are expressed in our natural language. Since 

Zadeh introduced the concept of fuzzy set in 1965, many efforts have been made by 
specialists for improving its effectiveness to deal with uncertain, ambiguous and vague 

situations. As a result a series of extensions and generalizations of the ordinary fuzzy set 

followed and several theories have been proposed as alternatives to the fuzzy set theory. 

The spectre of applications of those theories has been rapidly expanded during the last years covering physical sciences, 

economics and management, expert systems like financial planners, diagnostic, meteorological, information-retrieval, 

control systems, etc, industry, robotics, decision making, programming, medicine, biology, humanities, education and almost 
all the other sectors of the human activity, including human reasoning itself. 

The target of the present book is to become an essential guide to fuzzy sets and systems and to related theories. The whole 

book consists of ten chapters and a shorter commentary. It starts from the history and an introduction to fuzzy sets and logic 
and from a brief exposition of related theories. The management of the uncertainty in fuzzy environment as well as the 

evaluation of fuzzy data, frequently appearing nowadays in science and technology, are also studied. Assessment methods 

are presented using tools such as triangular fuzzy numbers, fuzzy relation equations and the grey system theory. An 
introduction to the theory of fuzzy graphs, a review of the hybrids of neural networks and fuzzy logic and an introduction to 

single valued neutrosophic numbers and the granular calculus of single valued neutrosophic functions are also contained 

among the topics of the book. More specialized topics include the controllability of non linear fuzzy fractional differential 
systems, the use of fuzzy probability and fuzzy possibility theory for integrating the voltage sag type detection of electrical 
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networks, the presentation of an algorithm to highlight the importance of using statistical methods in pattern recognition, the 

study of the known from Physics Goursat problem for a fuzzy hyperbolic equation under the fractional Caputo g-derivative 
for fuzzy-valued multivariable functions an a hybrid fuzzy potential field method for the navigation of Sumo robots. 

It is hoped that all the above information can provide a framework to the readers of the book that enable them to proceed to 

a deeper study of fuzzy systems and the related to them theories. 

An Introduction to Fuzzy Sets 

Valdemar F. Andersen 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 07/03/2020 

140 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-012-1 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-013-8 $82.00 

An Introduction to Fuzzy Sets provides a comparison of the quality of life in urban, intermediate and rural NUTS III regions 
in Portugal, with the main goal of identifying and analysing the necessary and conditions for a high quality of life in those 

different regions. 

The authors assess the necessary and sufficient conditions for higher Human Development Index levels, aiming to determine 

whether the same pattern could be used to explain the happiness index. 

In order to represent the applications of fuzzy set theory as well as neuro-fuzzy in industry, a literature review of these topics 
is carried out. As some researchers have efficiently utilized fuzzy logic and neuro-fuzzy, in-depth discussions are provided 

for stimulating future investigations. 

Following this, using the L. Zadeh theory of fuzzy sets, the authors consider all types of uncertainties in oil fields and oil 
production to make a decision as to what model is best in such a fuzzy environment.  

Additionally, several challenges are explored, such as: the fuzzy random finite difference numerical method, possibilistic 

uncertainty modeling, and the development of a fuzzy Wilks’ theorem to model the hybrid structure of randomness and 
fuzziness modeling. 

In closing, a standard fuzzy arithmetic method is used for solving fuzzy equations, as well as for the optimization of fuzzy 

objectives. The fuzzy variable of the equation is fuzzified using a fuzzy set. 

Boolean Logic, Expressions and Theories: An Overview 

Victoria C. Carlsen 

In series: Theoretical and Applied Mathematics 
Publication Date: 01/30/2020 

131 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-985-0 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-031-3 $82.00 

The Boolean function network is a systematical approach proposed for the inference of gene regulatory networks and related 
Boolean functions. This procedure utilizes two steps to integrate the hidden Markov model, likelihood ratio test and Boolean 

functions for discovering direct pairwise relations between genes from time-course transcriptome data. In this compilation, 

the authors justify the need for this novel approach and describe the inference procedure. 
Next, an extended Boolean logic is introduced, denoted by LLT, called “star-finite” or “hyperfinite” logic. LLT is closely 

related to infinitary logics, which have been investigated extensively. 

Lastly, generalized Boolean functions are introduced, and an overview with regard to constructions 
of Golay complementary sequences from generalized Boolean functions is given. 

Mathematical Analysis 

Perturbation Methods in Matrix Analysis and Control 

Mihail M. Konstantinov (Department of Mathematics, University of 

Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Sofia, Bulgaria) and 

Petko H. Petkov (Department of Systems and Control, Technical 

University of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
Publication Date: 04/06/2020 
281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-470-0 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-471-7 $195.00 
The book presents a unified approach to the perturbation analysis in Matrix Analysis and 

Control, based on the method of splitting operators and Lyapunov majorant functions. 

Combined with the Schauder or Banach fixed point principles, this approach allows to 
obtain rigorous non-local perturbation bounds for a set of important objects in Linear 
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Algebra and Control Theory. Among them are the Schur system of a matrix, the QR decomposition of a matrix, the orthogonal 

canonical forms of time-invariant linear systems, the state and output feedback gains in pole assignment design, the 
generalized Schur system of a pair of matrices, the Hamiltonian-Schur and block Hamiltonian-Schur forms of Hamiltonian 

matrices, and others. In this way, the approach proposed can be used as a unified tool in deriving asymptotic and nonlocal 

perturbation bounds in matrix analysis and control theory. 
An important technique of the method considered is the construction of an operator equation, which is equivalent to the 

perturbed problem. It is based on the splitting of a certain linear matrix operator and its argument into strictly lower, diagonal 

and strictly upper parts, respectively. This allows to unify the perturbation analysis of matrix problems, involving unitary 
matrices, in which the resulting matrix is upper triangular. 

Some other issues such as perturbation analysis of problems with non-unique solution and construction of improved 

asymptotic perturbation bounds are also considered. 
The book is intended as a reference in the area of matrix computations and control theory. It will be of interest to researchers 

in the area of matrix analysis, linear control theory and applied mathematics. The book may also be useful for graduate 
students in the area of applied mathematics. 

Mathematical Modeling 

Contemporary Algorithms for Solving Problems in Economics and 

Other Disciplines 

Ioannis K. Argyros (Cameron University, Department of Mathematical 

Sciences, Lawton, OK, USA) and Samundra Regmi (Cameron 

University, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Lawton, Oklahoma, 

USA) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 07/17/2020 
325 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-128-9 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-129-6 $195.00 
Numerous problems from diverse disciplines can be converted using mathematical 

modeling to an equation defined on suitable abstract spaces usually involving the n-

dimensional Euclidean space or Hilbert space or Banach Space or even more general 
spaces. The solution of these equations is sought in closed form. But this is possible only 

in special cases. That is why researchers and practitioners use algorithms which seems to be the only alternative.  

Due to the explosion of technology, scientific and parallel computing, faster and faster computers become available. This 
development simply means that new optimized algorithms should be developed to take advantage of these improvements. 

There is exactly where we come in with our book containing such algorithms with application especially in problems from 

Economics but also from other areas such as Mathematical: Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Scientific, Parallel Computing, 
and also Engineering.  

The book can be used by senior undergraduate students, graduate students, researchers and practitioners in the 

aforementioned area in the class room or as a reference material. Readers should know the fundamentals of numerical 
functional analysis, economic theory, and Newtonian physics. Some knowledge of computers and contemporary 

programming shall be very helpful to the readers. 

Mathematical Modeling for the Solution of Equations and Systems of Equations with 

Applications. Volume III 

Ioannis K. Argyros (Cameron University, Department of Mathematical 

Sciences, Lawton, OK, US) and Santhosh George (Department of 

Mathematical and Computational Sciences, NIT Karnakata, India) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 
456 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-942-4 $270.00 

e-book: 978-1-53615-943-1 $270.00 
These books are intended for undergraduate, graduate researchers and practitioners in 

computational sciences, and as reference books for an advanced computational methods 

course. We have included new results for iterative procedures in abstract spaces general 
enough for handling inverse problems in various situations related to real life problems 

through mathematical modeling. These books contain a plethora of updated bibliography 

and provide comparison between various investigations made in recent years in the field 
of computational mathematics in the wide sense. 
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Iterative processes are the tools used to generate sequences approximating solutions of equations describing the real life 

problems stated above and others originating from biosciences, engineering, mathematical economics, mathematical biology, 
mathematical chemistry, mathematical physics medicine, mathematical programming, and other disciplines. 

These books also provide, recent advancements on the study of iterative procedures, and can be used as a source from which 

one can obtain the proper method to use in order to solve a problem. The books require a fundamental background in 
mathematical statistics, linear algebra and numerical analysis. It may be used as a self-study reference or as a supplementary 

text for an advanced course in biosciences, engineering and computational sciences. 

Mathematical Modeling for the Solution of Equations and Systems 

of Equations with Applications. Volume IV 

Ioannis K. Argyros (Cameron University, Department of Mathematical 

Sciences, Lawton, OK, US) and Santhosh George (Department of 

Mathematical and Computational Sciences, NIT Karnakata, India) 

In series: Theoretical and Applied Mathematics 
Publication Date: 05/06/2020 

633 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-474-8 $295.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-475-5 $295.00 
The exponential growth of technology forces all disciplines to adjust accordingly, so they 

can meet the demands of a very dynamic world that heavily depends upon it. Therefore, 

mathematics cannot be an exception. In fact, mathematics should be the first to adjust and 
in fact it is. In this volume, which is a continuation of the previous three under the same 

title, we present state-of-the-art iterative methods for solving equations related to concrete 

problems from diverse areas such as applied mathematics, mathematical: biology, 
chemistry, economics, physics and also engineering to mention a few. Most of these methods are new and a few are old but 

still very popular.  

One major problem with iterative methods is that the convergence domain is small in general. We have introduced a technique 
that finds a smaller set than before containing the iterates leading to tighter Lipschitz functions than before. This way and 

under the same computational effort, we derive: weaker sufficient convergence criteria (leading to a wider choice of initial 

points); tighter error bounds on the distances involved (i.e., fewer iterates are needed to obtain a desired predetermined 
accuracy), and a more precise information on the location of the solution. These advantages are considered major 

achievements in computational disciplines. The volume requires knowledge of linear algebra, numerical functional analysis 

and familiarity with contemporary computing programing. It can be used by researchers, practitioners, senior undergraduate 

and graduate students as a source material or as a required textbook in the classroom. 

Optimization 

A Closer Look at Loss Function 

Tatjana Sibalija (Belgrade Metropolitan University, Belgrade, Serbia) 

In series: Applied Statistical Science 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 
248 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-540-1 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-552-4 $160.00 

The quality loss function, introduced by Japanese engineer, statistician and scientist Dr. Genichi Taguchi in the 1980s, is still 

one of the most interesting topics in applied industrial statistics and quality engineering 
and management, which presented a paradigm shift in quality loss and product, process 

and/or system quality conception. Taguchi emphasized a proactive approach toward 

quality in terms of embedding quality requirements into the design of product, process 

and/or system, which highly influenced today’s quality approaches such as the ‘quality-

by-design’ concept strongly demanded in the era of the fourth industrial revolution that 

we are currently facing.  
This book contributes to a further development, extension and application of the Taguchi’s 

quality loss concept, aiming to overcome limitations of the traditional quadratic quality 

loss function and to address complex demands and circumstances in a dynamic and 
globalized contemporary industrial sector. It presents essential issues and heterogeneous 

complementary aspects of the quality loss function, including the theoretical background 

and advances as well as different application studies.  
The opening chapter is dedicated to the quality loss functions used in quality engineering, 

presenting an in-depth theoretical background of the traditional loss function, the bounded 

loss function concept, i.e. the reflected normal loss function, and the family of inverted 
loss functions, and proposing the recently developed loss function types.  
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The second chapter is focused on the Taguchi’s and inverted quality loss functions, univariate and multivariate types, and 

their advances and implications in tackling real, heterogeneous industrial problems in statistical quality and process control.  
The third chapter considers an application of the quality loss and quality cost concepts at a system level, by introducing the 

quality policy model of an organization, developed and implemented in a middle-sized manufacturing company in the 

automotive industry.  
The fourth chapter deals with the comparison and alignment of the Taguchi's orthogonal arrays and the traditional full 

factorial approach for experimental design, including also the method for analysis of experimental results, depicted by two 

use cases from different industrial sectors.  
The last chapter proposes an advanced quality loss-based method for discrete process parameter optimization that tackles 

processes characterized by multiple correlated responses. The benefits of its implementation are illustrated on heterogeneous 

process optimization problems, and comparison with several frequently used optimization methods clearly demonstrates its 
superiority, effectiveness and applicability in real industrial conditions.  

Therefore, this book offers a unique combination of two aspects relevant for scientists and statisticians, and engineers and 
managers, respectively: (i) strong scientific background on the quality loss function, its modifications and extensions, and 

novel, advanced developments; (ii) hands on approach for application of the quality loss function-based methods designed 

for product, process and/or system quality improvement in different stages, from the experimental design, via analysis of 
experimental results and process parameter optimization, toward an organizational quality policy implementation. 

Monte Carlo Methods: History and Applications 

Thomas B. Hall 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 05/01/2020 
207 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-723-7 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-724-4 $95.00 
In this compilation, the authors first consider applying the Monte Carlo method to the general form of the heat equation that 

is used for analyzing conduction heat transfer. The Monte Carlo method is then extended to some convection heat transfer 

applications by representing the probabilistic interpretation of the energy equation to obtain the temperature profile. 
Following this, Monte Carlo Methods: History and Applications discusses the Monte Carlo methods needed for the 

estimation of the mean glandular dose in both digital mammography and digital breast tomosynthesis. Various breast 

anatomies are considered. 
The gradual development of the Monte Carlo method for solving problems of mathematical chemistry is considered. A 

comparison of various quantitative structure–property/activity relationships based on the Monte Carlo method is also 

presented. 

Lastly, the Monte Carlo technique is used to characterize the statistical distributions of received measurements in an electric 

energy power system, as well as to quantify the correlations among these variables. To check the numerical accuracy of the 

results, the point estimate algorithm is employed.  

Optimization and Robotic Applications 

Turgut Ozseven (Department of Computer Engineering, Tokat Gaziosmanpasa University, Tokat, 

Turkey) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 12/16/2019 

236 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-525-8 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-526-5 $160.00 

Optimization is the process of obtaining the most appropriate solution by providing certain 

constraints for the given purpose or purposes. Mathematically, optimization can be briefly 
defined as minimizing or maximizing a function. In short, optimization is to look for the 

best. The best found is called “optimum. Optimization is used to accelerate decision-

making processes and to solve real-life problems in an effective, accurate and real-time 
manner. In addition to the economic benefits, optimization is also used as an effective 

method to include the preferences and constraints of customers, employers and employees 

in the decision process and to improve the quality of the resources in the system. The 
purpose of optimization is to achieve the best result, the best goal. Improvements can be 

made to the current situation or situations to achieve the best result.  

One of the major shortcomings in optimization and robotic is the transformation of 
theoretical knowledge into practice. The purpose of the book is to introduce students, 

teachers, researchers, and practitioners to new advances in this area. The book content 

includes theoretical and practical studies prepared with the academic contributions of 
scientists working in different fields. It was decided to publish each chapter in the book 

after being examined by the scientific board. As an editor, my duty is to ensure breadth, 

while the chapter authors treat the delegated chapters with depth. 
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The book is designed for practitioners or researchers of all levels of expertise from novice to expert. Each of the book's 

individual topics could be considered as a compact, self-contained mini-book right under its title. The approach is to provide 
a framework and a set of techniques for evaluating and improving optimization and robotic. It presents a specific set of 

solutions, mostly obtained from real world projects and experimental studies, for routine applications. It further highlights 

promising emerging techniques for research and exploration opportunities. 
The development team of this book wants to thank their colleagues who made contributions to this book by providing 

continuous encouragements and thorough reviews of the chapters of the book. 

Probability and Mathematical Statistics 

Understanding Probability Models 

Carlos Narciso Bouza-Herrera (Facultad de Matemática y Computación. Universidad de La 

Habana, San Lázaro y L. Vedado. La Habana, Cuba) 

In series: Theoretical and Applied Mathematics 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 

219 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-995-9 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-996-6 $160.00 

This book intends to highlight how the Theory of Probability supports, not only statistical 

modeling but how it allows describing different real life phenomena. It gives clues for 
understanding the philosophic roots of probability and how they are present in different 

areas of knowledge.  

The readers may use the book as a source for understanding the philosophical 
development of probability concepts and of the intents to obtain mathematical models. 

The chapters deal with the understanding of how probability models are usable for 

determining: 
• A Probabilistic model of the best flight value for the design on paper of a helicopter  

• How to model the improvement of the behavior of water heating systems and of the 

reliability of systems 
• Models for determining the probability of non responses in inquiries and to evaluate the 

missing data. 

• The modeling of various problems related with the behavior of ordering models of use 
in decision rules and of general properties of Order Statistics. 

• A unified study of the probabilistic aspects of two Metaheuristics: Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search. 

• How to obtain the identification of econometric techniques for dealing efficiently with the study of economic growth models 
under endogeneity. 

This book will be of interest for biometricians, statisticians, economists, engineers dealing with control and reliability, as 

well for informaticians. 

Special Topics 

A Closer Look at the Diffusion Equation 

Jordan Hristov, PhD (Professor of Chemical Engineering, Department of Chemical Engineering, 

University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy, Sofia, Bulgaria) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-330-6 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-488-4 $95.00 

Diffusion is a principle transport mechanism emerging widely at different scale, from nano to micro and macro levels. This 

is a contributed book of seventh chapters encompassing local and no-local diffusion phenomena modelled with integer-order 

(local) and non-local operators. This book collates research results developed by scientists from different countries but with 
common research interest in modelling of diffusion problems. The results reported encompass diffusion problems related to 

efficient numerical modelling, hypersonic flows, approximate analytical solutions of solvent diffusion in polymers and 

wetting of soils. Some chapters are devoted to fractional diffusion problem with operators with singular and non-singular 
memory kernels.  

The book content cannot present the entire rich area of problems related to modelling of diffusion phenomena but allow 

seeing some new trends and approaches in the modelling technologies. In this context, the fractional models with singular 
and non-singular kernels the numerical methods and the development of the integration techniques related to the integral-

balance approach form fresh fluxes of ideas to this classical engineering area of research. 

The book is oriented to researchers; master and PhD students involved in diffusion problems with a variety of application 
and could serves as a rich reference source and a collection of texts provoking new ideas. 
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Advances in Mathematics Research. Volume 28 

Albert R. Baswell 

In series: Advances in Mathematics Research 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-251-4 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-287-3 $250.00 

This compilation first outlines a stochastic multicriteria modelling-to-generate-alternatives approach for waste management 

planning that can generate maximally different sets using a modified version of the computationally efficient Firefly 
Algorithm.  

The authors present reduced-order models to pattern formations occurring in the activator-inhibitor FitzHugh-Nagumo 

equation, parametrized Allen-Cahn equation, non-linear Schrödinger equation, Ginzburg-Landau equation and Swift-
Hohenberg equation. 

The subsequent chapter deals with the singularly perturbed semilinear convection-diffusion problem, serving as an 

introduction to the model problems which arise frequently in counterflow flames modeling, modeling in mathematical 
biology, semi-conductor device simulations based on the so-called drift diffusion modeling, fluid dynamics and heat 

conduction. 

The authors present a linear integer programming approach to construct efficient incomplete block designs forgiven v, b and 

k. The proposed approach is illustrated by constructing an A-efficient incomplete block design, and the strengths and 

weaknesses of this algorithm are also discussed. 
One included work is devoted to the issue of the Green functions that are related to some three-point boundary and eigenvalue 

problems. A detailed definition is given for the Green functions provided that the considered three-point boundary value 

problems are governed by a class of ordinary differential equations which are associated with homogeneous boundary and 
continuity conditions. 

A review on the methods of mathematical modeling used to calculate irreversible loss of capacity in polymer lithium-ion 

batteries is provided. 
In closing, the authors consider the corpus of mathematical theorems that admit formulations in natural language and offer 

some explanations of the existence of several types of theorems. 

Chaos for Linear Operators and Abstract Differential Equations 

Marko Kostić (Faculty of Technical Sciences, Novi Sad, Serbia) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

370 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-895-2 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-896-9 $230.00 

The theory of linear topological dynamics is a rapidly growing field of research over the 

last three decades or so. This book presents a survey of recent results of the author 
obtained in this field during the period 2016-2019. 

Without any doubt, this is the first research monograph concerning the topological 

dynamics of multivalued operators and binary relations, especially, multivalued linear 
woperators, simple graphs, digraphs and tournaments (we feel duty bound to say that 

multivalued topological dynamics is still a very undeveloped field of investigation, full of 

open problems and possible for further expansion). Asiede from that, the main purpose of 
this monograph is to consider topologically dynamical properties of linear single-valued 

operators in Frechet spaces and abstract fractional differential equations in Frechet spaces, 

which could be degenerate or non-degenerate in time variable. In this monograph, we use only two types of fractional 
derivatives, namely the Caputo time-fractional derivatives and Weyl time-fractional derivatives. However, most results on 

dynamics of differential equations are given to the abstract differential equations with integer order derivatives, especially 

those of first and second order in time. 
The monograph is consistsed of two chapters; the first chapter is further broken down into nine sections, while the second 

chapter is broken down into seven sections. It is not of introductory character to linear topological dynamics and it is not 

written in a traditional manner. As in all my previously published monographs, the numbering of definitions, theorems, 
propositions, remarks, lemmas, corollaries, definitions, etc., are by chapter and section; the bibliography is by author in 

alphabetic order.  

Concerning target audience, wWe deeply believe that the book could be of invaluable help to experts in linear topological 
dynamics, researchers in abstract partial differential equations but and also to PhD students and advanced graduate students 

in mathematics as well. A potential reader should be familiar with backgrounds including elementary functional analysis, 

measure and integration theory as well as the basic theory of abstract (degenerate) Volterra integro-differential equations. At 
some places, the knowledge of graph theory is preferable but not demandedable. This monograph is not intended to be a 

comprehensive review of current trends; albeit includes several recent results from the field of linear topological dynamics 

and has more than 450 titles, our reference list is far from being exhaustively complete. 
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Evolutionary Processes and Applications 

Gaston Mandata N'Guérékata (University Distinguished Professor 

of Mathematics, The World Academy of Sciences (TWAS) Research 

Professor, School of Computer, Mathematical and Natural Sciences, 

Morgan State University Baltimore, MD, USA) 

In series: Advances in Evolution Equations 
Publication Date: 02/07/2020 

234 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-350-6 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-351-3 $160.00 

This book presents and discusses new developments in the study of evolutionary 
processes. Topics discussed include evolution of magneto-acoustic waves in isothermal 

atmosphere, quantum dynamical semigroups, traveling waves in discrete models of 

biological population, motion of electrorheological fluids, Stacklberg control of a 
backward linear heat equation, Leray weak solutions of Navier-Stokes equation 

involving one directional derivative, and initial value boundary problem of an evolutionary p(x)-Laplacian equation. 

Neutrosophic Theories in Communication, Management and Information Technology 

Florentin Smarandache, PhD (Department of Mathematics and Sciences, University of New 

Mexico, New Mexico, USA) and Broumi Said (Laboratory of Information Processing, Faculty of 

Science Ben M’Sik, University Hassan II Casablanca, Morocco) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 05/20/2020 

379 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-485-4 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-486-1 $230.00 

Contributing to the fast growing new field of neutrosophy, this book provides a significant 
collection of unedited articles covering the latest ongoing research area. Neutrosopy is 

above all a new view on modelling, tailored to effectively address the uncertainties 

inherent of the real world. In short, Neutrosophy supersedes in logics the binary approach 
of true or false by introducing a third state: neutral, which can be also interpreted as 

indeterminate, uncertain, inconsistent …. Development of neutrosophy since its 

conception by Smarandache in 1988 exponentially grows by conceptual extensions of 
logics, measure, sets, graphs, as well as practical applications in namely all fields. It can 

be think as generalization of fuzzy logic and its variants like intuitionistic fuzzy logic. 

Registered in wide collection of books on this promising field, here we deliver to 
researchers, lecturers and postgraduate students pursuing research on neutrosophic a set 

of eighteen unreleased articles on state of the art theoretical developments, applications and understanding of neutrosophy. 

This volume complements the reference works of the founder and extend the already numerous books of this editor on the 
subject. This book starts by describing a major application of neutrosophy: product acceptance determination using a 

similarity measure index by applying neutrosophic statistics. In one the latest leading mathematics branch: Graph theory, we 

provide an article on neutrosophic extension of graphs that we can call a neutrosophic graph. A reflection is given on the true 
nature of neutrosophy by exploring its link with learning such as by Artificial Neural Networks, including Deep Learning. 

Again, in Mathematics a discussion is made on the solving of systems of linear equations in neutrosophic representation. We 

also go to the opposite of theory, down to the practical details of implementation for topology using the C# language. 
Neutrosophic probability is another big new research field. Here, we present a study on the advantages of using neutrosophic 

variables. 

Other discipline such as algebra, topology, decision making as well as problem as in logistics and transport are concerned by 
the remaining articles. Last but not least, we would like to finally mention a major paper to conclude this short presentation 

of our book titled «When Neutrosophic Theory Meets Three-Way Decisions». 

Recent Studies in Differential Equations 

Henry Forster 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Expected Publication Date: 11/06/2020 

oftcover: 978-1-53618-389-4 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-429-7 $82.00 
This compilation introduces and studies the class of (asymptotically) Stepanov almost automorphic functions with variable 

exponents, presenting a few relevant applications of abstract Volterra 

integro-differential inclusions in Banach spaces. 
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The authors study the existence and regularity of solutions for some nonlinear second order differential equations, showing 

the existence of mild solutions and giving sufficient conditions ensuring the existence of strict solutions. 
Sufficient conditions for the oscillation of solutions of neutral impulsive differential equations are also presented. 

In the penultimate study, the oscillatory behaviour of the solutions of a class of nonlinear first-order neutral differential 

equations with several delays of one form are studied. 
In addition, some sufficient conditions for the oscillation of solutions to the first and second-order neutral delay difference 

equation are presented.  

Understanding the Schrödinger Equation: Some [Non]Linear Perspectives 

Valentino A. Simpao (Mathematical Consultant Services, Greenville, KY, USA; Research Adjunct 

Professor, Physics Department, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY, USA) and 

Hunter C. Little (Creative Writing M.F.A. Program, Western Kentucky University, Bowling 

Green, KY, USA) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
Publication Date: 06/24/2020 

312 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-662-9 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-663-6 $230.00 

The current offering from Nova Science Publishers titled Understanding the Schrödinger 

Equation: Some [Non]Linear Perspectives is a collection of selectively invited 
manuscripts from some of the world’s leading workers in quantum dynamics; particularly 

as concerning Schrödinger’s wavefunction formalism. The work is dedicated to providing 

an “illustrative sketch” of a few of the numerous and sundry aspects of the Schrödinger 
equation; ranging from a new pedagogical teaching approach, to technical applications 

and foundational considerations. Towards this end, the work is generally of a theoretical 

nature; expounding various physical aspects of both linear and nonlinear Schrödinger 
systems and their attendant mathematical developments. 

Expressly, the book contains 

A chapter meant to give a new pedagogical paradigm for teaching an understanding of 
quantum mechanics, via the Schrödinger equation as an extension of probability theory…. 

A chapter addressing the Schrödinger equation written in the second quantization 

formalism, derived from first principles; towards a deeper understanding of classical-
quantum correspondence…. 

A chapter discussing the connection between the Schrödinger equation and one of the 

most intuitive research fields in classical mechanics: the theory of nonlinear water 
waves…. 

A chapter which investigates wave solutions of the generalized nonlinear time-dependent Schrödinger-like equation 

describing a cosmogonical body formation…. 
A chapter addressing the nonlinear Schrödinger equation: a mathematical model with its wide-ranging applications and 

analytical results…. 

A chapter investigating analytical self-similar and traveling-wave solutions of the Madelung equations obtained from the 
Schrödinger equation…. 

A chapter which puts forth a novel paradigm of infinite dimensional quantum phase space extension of the Schrödinger 

equation…. 
A chapter which discusses a metaplectic Bohmian formalism from classical (Hamilton’s equations) to quantum physics 

(Schrödinger’s equation): the Metatron…. 

The book is written in a lucid style, nicely marrying physical intuition with mathematical insight. As such, it should be of 
interest to workers in Schrodinger theory and related areas, and generally, to those who seek a deeper understanding of some 

of the linear and nonlinear perspectives of the Schrödinger equation. 
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PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 

Atomic and Molecular Physics 

Research Advances in Dynamic Light Scattering 

Jaison Jeevanandam (Department of Chemical Engineering, Curtin 

University, Perth, Australia) and Michael K. Danquah (University of 

Tennessee, Chattanooga, TN, USA) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 02/25/2020 
330 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-260-7 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-261-4 $230.00 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is an important concept that has found applications in the 

characterization of the biophysical properties of materials for a wide range of applications. 

DLS studies are extensively employed in material science and engineering to evaluate 
particle size distribution and surface charge for applications in nanomaterial synthesis, 

biomolecular analysis, pharmaceutical development and environmental applications. The 

aim of this book is to provide an overview of research advances relating to the principle 
and applications of DLS in various fields.  

The book is divided into two parts – Part 1 discusses the uses of DLS in material science and engineering applications and 

Part 2 focuses on applications of DLS in biological sciences. Chapter 1—DLS Studies: Recent Trends in Characterization—
aims to provide an overview of the working principle, mathematical models and different types of DLS analysis methods. In 

addition, recent trends in DLS studies and applications in various fields are also discussed. Chapter 2—Application of DLS 

Technique in Nanomaterial Characterization—discusses the uses of DLS for nanomaterial characterization in terms of the 
size, size distribution and zeta potential of particles. Chapter 3—Potentialities of DLS with SAXS Studies to Analyze 

Heterogenous Nanocatalyst— compares two techniques (DLS and SAXS) and provides evidence that nanocatalyst can be 

characterized more effectively by modifying DLS with SAXS. In Chapter 4—DLS Studies on Self-Assembling Copolymer 
Nanostructures—the authors demonstrate the application of DLS in characterizing self-assembling and stimuli-responsive 

di-block copolymers in aqueous media and their association with low molecular weight drugs. Chapter 5— Slow and 

Ultraslow Relaxations in Molecular and Ionic Liquids-based Unary and Binary Systems—discusses slow and ultraslow 

dynamics, probed by DLS measurements, in common organic molecular liquids, ionic liquids (ILs), aqueous solutions of 

salts and molecular solids and liquid-liquid binary mixtures.  

In part 2, Chapter 6—Applications of DLS Studies in Phytochemical Analysis— discusses the application of dynamic light 
scattering for particle size determination using natural phytochemicals derived from plants. Chapter 7—Applications of DLS 

in Pharmaceutical Industry— is a comprehensive review of DLS analysis in pharmaceutical research, development and 

production. Chapter 8—DLS Studies of the Protein-Surfactant System—discusses the relationship between viscosity and 
DLS measurement using the growth behavior of SDS micelle. The authors of‘Chapter 9—Applications of DLS Studies in 

Microbial Surface Charge Analysis—provides an overview of the wider applications of DLS studies in evaluating the surface 

charge of microbes via zeta potential analysis. Additionally, the mechanisms of microbial surface charge in elevating their 
growth rate is also discussed. The final chapter—Overview and Future Perspective of DLS Studies—is a brief summary of 

the application of DLS analysis in various fields and the relevant considerations for DLS analysis in particle characterization. 

In addition, hybrid instrumentation and DLS coupling with other techniques are discussed.  
We hope that this book will help to enlighten undergraduates and graduates research students as well as early and seasoned 

researchers on advances in DLS techniques and emerging applications. 

Classical and Fluid Mechanics 

An Introduction to Surface Tension 

Jürgen Klein 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-378-8 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-476-1 $95.00 

The term “surface tension” reflects the nature of intermolecular forces in neighboring liquid and vapor phases. Surface 

tension decreases with increasing temperature, and drops to zero value at critical temperature. To a small extent, it is 
influenced by pressure and the interface curvature. 

An Introduction to Surface Tension discusses the possibility of a significant use of surfactants, polymers, alkali and microbes 

for surface tension alteration based on work done in the last decades, with new insight on the chemical aspects, especially 
for gas recovery from shale by altering surface tension. 
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In closing, the authors propose a model based on the concept that surfactant and polymer molecules rotate during the process 

reaching the equilibrium surface state, which is different from the conventional adsorption theory. 

Bubble Nucleation and Dynamics 

Ho-Young Kwak (Chung-Ang University, Dongjak-gu, Seoul, Korea)  

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

406 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-997-3 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-998-0 $230.00 

For pnenomena involving bubble nucleation, the molecular cluster model is used to 
predict the tensile strength and superheat limit of liquids and the amount of decompression 

for gaseous bubble nucleation in supersaturated solutions. The book investigates various 

gaseous bubble nucleation events including the bubble formation in gas-water solutions, 
CO bubble formation in iron melts, the formation of microcellular foams in polymers, the 

nucleation of nano-sized H2O bubbles in rhyolite melts, and bubble nucleation in shear 

flow fields. The book also investigates vaporous bubble nucleation events such as bubble 

formation on a cavity-free surface and inside a solid nanopore in 3M NaCl solution, 

superheat limit of liquids, and bubble nucleation near the absolute zero temperature by 
quantum tunneling in liquid helium. For bubble dynamics phenomena, a set of 

homologous solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for evolving spherical bubbles are 

used to treat gaseous bubble growth in organic solutions, polymer solutions, and in viscous 
rhyolitic melts. The growth and collapse of laser-induced vapor bubbles in liquid, and on 

solid particles is discussed as an example of homologous motion of the spherical object. 

Sonoluminescence phenomena in water and in sulfuric acid solutions, the pressure and 
shock wave propagation in bubbly mixtures, the gravitational collapse of Newtonian stars, 

and the core collapse of supernovas are also treated using these homologous solutions. 

The motion of a fire-ball generated by a TNT explosion underwater is obtained using a 
zero gravitational constant in the equation of motion for Newtonian stars. 

Condensed Matter 

A Closer Look at Magnetic Anisotropy 

Georges Fremont 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/15/2020 
156 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-566-0 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-567-7 $82.00 
A Closer Look at Magnetic Anisotropy reports on results related to the impact of magnetic anisotropy on the properties of a 

new type of nanocomposite consisting of ferromagnetic nanoparticles embedded in carbon nanotubes. The authors 

demonstrate that when each nanotube contains only one ferromagnetic nanoparticle, the magneto-elastic anisotropy leads to 
the formation of densely packed arrays of magnetically isolated nanoparticles. 

Following this, the aspects of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of FeCoZr-CaF2 nanocomposite films induced by shape 

anisotropy of metallic nanoparticles are explored, as well as the methods of anisotropy enhancement by the films treatment. 
Several examples of the prospective technical applications of magnetic liquids are presented. Three examples are discussed 

in more detail in the final chapter: controlled torsion dampers for applications in transportation, ferrofluid controlled 

capacitors for applications in sensor technology, and peristaltic pumps that take advantage of magneto-elastic properties. 

Liquid and Single Crystals: Properties, Manufacturing and Uses 

Jai Goosen 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
Publication Date: 11/19/2019 

266 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-541-8 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-586-9 $160.00 
Novel electrolytic systems composed from polymer polyethylene oxide are studied in the opening chapter of Liquid and 

Single Crystals: Properties, Manufacturing and Uses. Being of importance for electrochemical and other applications, the 

complex electrical impedance spectra and current-voltage characteristics of sodium ion-conductive PEO/E8LC/NaIO4 
electrolyte films are analyzed and interrelated to their structural properties and thermal behaviors. 

Next, the authors discuss the recent development of various synthetic approaches and possibilities for chemical tuning of 

phosphates crystal growth by application of molten salts flux-growth technique. 
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The X-ray single crystal analysis of self-assembled small peptides and peptide mimetics is examined, and the recent advances 

and future perspectives in this area are discussed. 
The authors go on to present a broad overview on the use of the molecular dynamics tool in the simulation of properties for 

emerging nanostructured materials, with special emphasis on the characterization of their mechanical properties.  

Heat treatment suitable for the specimen (KCl:Sr2+ single crystal) deformation tests, such as compression and tension, is 
presented, examined on the basis of the variation of initial dislocation density, the dielectric loss peak due to the divalent 

impurity-vavancy dipole, and yield stress with a quenching temperature. 

In conclusion, organic solar cells, which have lateral junctions, fabricated by organic single crystals and organic crystalline 
films, including the single crystal organic solar cells using lateral electron transport, the lateral alternating donor/acceptor 

multilayered junctions, and the doped organic single crystal solar cells, are demonstrated. 

General and Introductory Physics 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 301 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
Publication Date: 10/31/2019 

251 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-472-5 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-473-2 $250.00 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 301 opens with a discussion on how symplectic difference schemes are of great interest 
because they possess a number of fundamental properties of Hamiltonian differential equations. In particular, they inherit 

integral invariants such as momentum, angular momentum, and integrals, which are determined by the symplectic structure 

of the phase space, including the phase-space volume.  
Following this, the authors describe the dependence of amplified spontaneous emission on the length through the geometrical 

gain coefficient. In addition, its accuracy in various media with excitation lengths of 200 and 84 cm for N2 and KrF lasers, 

respectively, is described, and even in small 2-mm-long polymer or few-centimeter-long Ar x-ray lasers. 
Later, a simple two-dimensional nonstationary problem is formulated for describing the dispersion of a pollutant in a limited 

area. Its solutions, as well as solutions of an adjoint problem, are used to obtain dual estimates of the pollutant concentration 

at a point. 
One study focuses on the dynamics of charged particles subjected to the Lorentz force inside particle accelerators and the 

correct derivation of their equations of motion and, ultimately, of their trajectories. As we will see, the reason for the increased 

challenge is the presence of accelerated motion. 

Many geometrical optics models have been proposed to describe the propagation of paraxial Gaussian beam. However, those 

paraxial ray-optics models are inapplicable in the paraxial condition. As such, the penultimate chapter introduces a skew line 

ray-based model to represent the propagation properties of nonparaxial Gaussian beam under the oblate spheroidal 
coordinates. The free-space evolution of light beam’s complex wavefront, including amplitude and phase, is derived via this 

model. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 302 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
Publication Date: 02/25/2020 

269 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-180-8 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-181-5 $250.00 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 302 considers the explanation of (bio)corrosion and (bio)leaching on the base of changes 

of electric potentials. (Bio)corrosion and (bio)leaching are terms related to the reaction of dissolution of the metals. While 
(bio)leaching is desirable, (bio)corrosion is an undesirable phenomenon. 

Liquid film flows coating a solid surface have received much attention in recent decades due to their vast industrial 

applications, such as surface protection, lubrication and cooling. The authors suggest several future research directions, 
including flow control and optimization and machine learning. 

Additionally, theoretical and experimental studies on the generation of ultra-bright internal second harmonics are presented. 

A model based on one-dimensional nonlinear Maxwell curl equations without taking into consideration the slowly-varying 
envelope approximation has been developed. 

In quantum mechanics and particle physics, Spin is considered as an intrinsic form of the quantum angular momentum of a 
point particle. As such, the authors aim to demonstrate that in accordance with the creative original idea of Kronig, Uhlenbek 

and Goudsmit, we can associate Spin with an intrinsic form of two angular momenta of the quantum Spherical Top.  

The soft physical effects of various forms of shock waves are assessed in the context of molecular ensembles in liquids and 
polymers for the selective control of the energy state of its individual structural components. 

In order to describe Hadron dynamics properly, the embedding of 4-dimensional space to 5-dimensional space is tried in 

lattice simulations, and in the light front holographic quantumchromo dynamics approach in which symmetric light-front 
dynamics without ghost are embedded in AdS5. 
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This compilation also examines gluons, vector gauge bosons that mediate strong interactions of quarks in quantum 

chromodynamics. 
In closing, to solve nonlinear diffusion problems on a sphere, apart from the pole-bordering method, two implicit, balanced 

and unconditionally stable finite-difference schemes of the second and fourth approximation orders in spatial variables are 

proposed. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 303 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
Publication Date: 04/30/2020 

272 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-623-0 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-624-7 $250.00 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 303 begins by examining hyperacute vision 
experiments based on the eye of a house fly which use solid state electronics to obtain a 

10 fold improvement over digital camera technology. This contradicts neuroscience 

models of hyperacuity based on cortical processing because the house fly does not have a 

cortex. 

Following this, the protocol of the seventh dialogue with Uranus inhabitants, including the 
invitation procedure, is presented and logically analyzed, along with the method for 

generating gravitational radiation by a neutrino graser. 

The authors consider the features of the formation of quasi-standing waves in resonators 
in the presence of factors not previously considered, including: the motion of media filling 

the resonators, the influence of the magnetization fields on resonators with gyrotropic 

media and the motion of the boundaries of resonators. 
Next, a general and pure wave theory of image formation for all types of stellar 

interferometers, including hypertelescopes, is developed in the frame of Fresnel’s paraxial 

approximations of diffraction. 
Additionally, the gravitational mass spectroscopy method is used to study the long-range 

reaction of ovalbumin to the gravitational noise of the Sun and the center of our galaxy. 

Some aspects of spectrophotometry are discussed, including fast spectrophotometry with 
a low-resolution imaging spectrograph and the spectral variability of individual stars. 

Lastly, the authors present the basic elements of Chern-Simon theory and review some recent aspects of developments in 

Chern-Simon gauge field theory as a topological quantum field theory on a threemanifold. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 304 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-440-2 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-491-4 $250.00 

In this compilation, the authors describe a volume source of negative hydrogen ions on the basis of Penning ionization gauge 

with a metal hydride cathode, which plays the role of a cathode and the solid-state generator of working gas. 
Next, a study is carried out in two cases of constant and variable charges of dust grains. Consideration of the dust charge 

variation requires the evaluation of charging currents.  

The possibilities of ultra short pulsed laser deposition for modified scratch-resistant surfaces in industrial and optical 
applications are demonstrated and reviewed. 

Additionally, results of investigations on new types of silicon p-n junction diodes are presented. As temperature sensors, 

these types of silicon don’t have the disadvantages inherent to usual commercial devices when they are employed at low 
temperatures and in the presence of magnetic fields. 

In the subsequent study, it is found that all bodies are characterized by a neutrino halo which is formed by an equilibrium 

interaction between the surrounding neutrinos and the neutrino field of the atomic nuclei from the object. 
The authors match an exterior solution of a spherically symmetric wormhole to the general interior vacuumsolution with 

specific values of the arbitrary function at the junction interface, thus determining the surface stresses on the thin shell. 

In closing, the Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin and anti-Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin symmetries of gauge theories are 
recapitulated. This symmetry plays an important role in proving the unitarity and renormalizability of these theories. 
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Geophysics 

Energetic Particles and Auroras in Magnetosphere/Ionosphere 

Lev I. Dorman (Founder/Head, Israel Cosmic Ray & Space Weather 

Center & Israeli-Italian Emilio Segre' Observatory on Mt. Hermon, 

Tel Aviv University, Golan Research Institute & Israel Space Agency; 

Founder/Chief Scientist, Cosmic Ray Dept, IZMIRAN, Russia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 
540 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-904-2 $310.00 

e-book: 978-1-53615-905-9 $310.00 
The importance and actuality of the Geomagnetosphere’s research are based on following 

three factors: 

1. The Geomagnetosphere is the nearest giant natural Laboratory, where is possible by a 
lot of satellites and ground measurements investigate in details many different plasmas 

and energetic processes in space, caused finally by interaction of high kinetic energy solar 

wind plasmas and its perturbations (Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections - ICMEs, 
Interplanetary Shock Waves – ISWs, Interplanetary Interaction Regions – IIR) with frozen in Interplanetary Magnetic Fields 

– IMF with the rotated main geomagnetic field. This interaction leads to dynamic transformation magnetic fields in 

Geomagnetosphere, generation and trapping high energy particles (which can be called as Magnetospheric Cosmic Rays – 
MCR), generation of many types instabilities and electromagnetic radiations. These processes are in principle similar to 

processes in magnetospheres of other planets and their moons, in the atmosphere of the Sun and other stars, in interplanetary 

and in interstellar space, in many different astrophysical objects, i.e. this research is important basis for fundamental Space 
and Astrophysical science. 

2. In the modern time the Technology, Economics, Navigation, TV, Internet, Radio-Connections, Military aspects, and the 

life of people on our planet are strong connected with the work of many satellites, moving inside the Geomagnetosphere. 
Different processes and MCR in the Geomagnetosphere influenced on the satellites work and often lead to satellite 

malfunctions up to full destroying work of their electronics – satellites became ‘dead’. The described research can be 

considered as basis for developing methods of forecasting dangerous situation for satellites on different orbits and to decrease 
the risk of satellite malfunctions and loosing, i.e. this research has important practical application. 

3. The interaction of ICME, ISW, and IIR with Geomagnetosphere leads to generation big magnetic storms accompanied 

with Forbushdecreases and precursory effects in Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) intensity. These magnetic storms are dangerous 
not only for satellites, but also on the Earth’s surface for technology, radio-connections, car accidents, people health (e.g., 

increasing frequency of infarct myocardial and brain strokes). Investigations of causes of magnetic storms can help to develop 

methods of their forecasting and decreasing the level of magnetic storms hazards. Therefore, the other practical application 
of this research is connected with the problem of space weather and space climate influence on the technology, radio-

connections, navigation, transportation, and people health on the Earth in dependence of altitude and geomagnetic latitude.  
The present book “Energetic Particles in Geomagnetosphere/Ionosphere” contains the following Chapters: 

Chapter 1. Experimental Evidences on Energetic Particles in the Earth’s Environment 

Chapter 2. Theories/Models/Simulations of Energetic Particles Acceleration and Propagation in the Geomagnetosphere 
Chapter 3. Energetic Particles in Geomagnetosphere and Ionosphere: Related Phenomena 

Chapter 4. Auroras and Magnetospheric/Ionospheric Acceleration Processes 

Chapter 5. Magnetospheric/Ionospheric Acceleration and Propagation Processesat High-Latitudes and in Polar Regions 
We hope that this review-book will be interesting and useful for researches, engineers, students of corresponding specialties, 

and all people interested in developing of modern technologies in space and in problems of Geomagnetosphere, Ionosphere, 

Upper and Low Atmosphere, Space Weather and Space Climate, and how they influence 
on the Earth’s Civilization. 

Laser 

Laser Therapies: Types, Uses and Safety 

Vikrant Rai, MD, PhD (Department of Biomedical Sciences, Creighton 

University School of Medicine, Omaha, NE, USA) 

In series: New Developments in Medical Research 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

292 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-829-7 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-830-3 $195.00 

This compilation titled “Laser Therapy: Types, Uses, and Safety” focuses on varied 
aspects of laser (photobiomodulation, PBM) therapy ranging from types of lasers, 
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parameters of optical radiation determining its biological activity and therapeutic action, basic and modern techniques, 

mitochondrial effects of laser for therapeutics to the clinical use of PBM in treating various medical conditions and its use in 
surgery. The authors discuss parameters of optical radiation of low intensity determining its biological activity and 

therapeutic action, basic techniques and modern technologies, and mitochondrial effects of laser therapy. This book provides 

the most up-to-date information on recent clinical and research trials and clinical uses as well as catalogs the optimal 
therapeutic settings for a myriad of disease states. The book describes the use of PBM in dentistry, tissue repair and 

regeneration, treatment of fibromyalgia, muscle fatigue, injury, regeneration and repair, hearing loss, osteoarthritis, 

neurosurgery, gynecological diseases, snakebite envenomation, acute and chronic respiratory diseases, hypertension, 
relieving symptoms of exercise-induced muscle damage, venous ulcer healing, treatment of inflammation, and its synergism 

with physical exercise in treatment of obesity. Further, the role of laser therapy in drug development and in enhancing drug 

delivery has been discussed. Lastly, we have discussed the evolving role of optogenetics using laser lights in elucidating the 
molecular mechanism in various pathologies. The authors have critically discussed the uses and side-effects of laser therapy 

and have highlighted the future directions and approaches to get the best outcome. Altogether, this book will serve as a 
helpful guide on how PBM could play a role in providing daily care to the patients and enlighten upcoming students and 

researchers. 

Magnetism 

An Essential Guide to Maxwell's Equations 

Casey Erickson 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 11/22/2019 

233 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-680-4 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-699-6 $160.00 

An Essential Guide to Maxwell's Equations first reviews the Ranada field line solutions of Maxwell's equations in a vacuum, 

describing a topologically non-trivial electromagnetic field, as well as their relation with the knot theory. Also, the authors 
present a generalization of these solutions to the non-linear electrodynamics recently published in the literature. 

Next, this compilation reviews the gravitating electromagnetic field in the 1+3 formalism on a general hyperbolic space-time 

manifold, discussing the recent results regarding the existence of local field line solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell equations. 
Lastly, the authors consider the existence of a weak solution to a class of an evolutionary Maxwell-Stokes type problem 

containing a p-curlcurl system in a multi-connected domain. 

Mathematical and Computational Physics 

The Wave Equation: An Overview 

Lionel S. Price  

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 01/30/2020 

198 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-280-5 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-281-2 $95.00 

In The Wave Equation: An Overview, a quantum gravity theory based on unification of all quantum fields into a single field 
is presented. 

The authors aim to assess whether the equations of motion or the conservation equations are more fundamental. The 

application of this resolution to the Transmission Line Matrix modeling method for numerically solving the wave equation 
is also addressed. 

Flux density is proportional to the density of momentum. As such, the general procedure is described wherein this concept 

is applied to other Hermitian operators. 

An alternative metric is presented in this compilation which satisfies Einstein’s field equations. This metric does not depend 

on weak field approximation, however it replaces Schwarzschild metric under certain conditions and provides an elegant 

solution for the rotation curves of galaxies as well as the energy levels of hydrogen atom. 
An optical wave equation for scattered light in materials with macroscopic spatial inhomegeneites is presented and analysed. 

The equation is applicable to variety of linear and nonlinear optical interactions in media with intrinsic, induced or engineered 

inhomegeneites. 
Lastly, the authors explore a black hole solution to the Jackiw-Teitelboim field equations for two-dimensional gravity. It 

turns out that the wave frequency is also connected to a suitable black hole metric, dilaton field, and cosmological constant. 
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Understanding Density Matrices 

Nadia V. Danielsen 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/10/2019 

268 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-245-5 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-252-3 $195.00 

In Understanding Density Matrices, the modulus and phase degrees-of-freedom of molecular states are examined, the 
relevant continuity relations are identified, and corresponding contributions to the resultant gradient information are 

summarized. The geometric and physical factors in contributions to the overall gradient information content in a quantum 

state are also identified. 
Following this, a formalism is presented for the one- and two-body density matrices in coordinate space 

and their Fourier transforms in momentum space of a non-relativistic, self-bound, finite-size 

quantum system. The formalism based upon the so-called Cartesian representation in quantum mechanics 
is applied to atomic nuclei with a focus on nucleon momentum 

distributions which reveal important information on short-range correlations. 

Next, the authors investigate the problem of preparing a target initial state for a two-level system from a system-environment 

equilibrium or correlated state by an external field. By using the time evolutions of the population difference, the state 

trajectory in the Bloch sphere representation, and the trace distance between two reduced system states of the open quantum 
system, the effect of initial system-environment correlations on the preparation of a system state is studied. 

The authors also study the role of the density matrix in a cryptographic problem called quantum bit commitment, and show 

how it can be used as a clue for finding secure quantum bit commitment protocols.  
In subsequent chapter, optical bistability in ladder-plus-Y double quantum dot structure in a unidirectional ring-cavity was 

modeled using the density matrix theory in parallel with the momentum matrix elements of each transition, which was used 

to specify Rabi frequencies. 
Additionally, the phase transition temperatures of the two-dimensional lattice gas of the basal and prism planes of the wurtzite 

crystal structure were explored using the density-matrix renormalization-group method.  

In the closing chapter, the mathematical methods of the description of the evolution of states 
of quantum many-particle systems by means of the possible modifications of the density 

operator are considered. 

Nuclear and High Energy Physics 

Nuclear Issues in the 21st Century: Invisible Radiation Effects on 

Life 

Eiichiro Ochiai (Retired Professor of Chemistry, Juniata College, PA, 

USA; Vancouver, Canada) 

In series: Nuclear Materials and Disaster Research 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

396 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-949-2 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-950-8 $230.00 

We are in the second century of “Nuclear Age”. It started in early 20th century with a 

brilliant development of human knowledge about the basis of the existence in this 
universe: atom, nucleus, and elementary particles. The second stage of nuclear age was 

the applications of such knowledge. First “nuclear fission reaction” was applied to a 

military purpose, that is, to create an enormously powerful weapon: the atomic bomb. 
Then a huge amount of heat produced by nuclear fission reaction was applied to produce 

electricity, the so-called peaceful use of atom. During the second half of 20th century, the 

“nuclear industry” grew and established its power over human civilization. Now we are in the third phase of the nuclear age. 
The evilness of the military application of the “nuclear” energy is well recognized and its abolishment is desired by all, as 

we are now facing the danger of our annihilation, due to political reasons. 

The other aspect of the “nuclear” use is the so-called “peaceful” one:, nuclear power production of electricity. The nuclear 
industry is promoting, and the majority of people still believe in, the peaceful use of nuclear power. The third phase of the 

“nuclear age” started as soon as the nuclear industry was created, but has become more and more obvious in recent decades, 

mostly due to the severe accidents of nuclear power plants (NPP), such as Three Mile Island NPP in USA (1979), Chernobyl 
NPP in USSR (today’s Ukraine, 1986) and Fukushima NPP in Japan (2011).  

The basic problem is “radiation” produced by the nuclear industry. Its effects on human health (and other organisms) are 

subtle but devastating. This book is designed to tell what serious health problems due to radiation have been observed all 
over the world, why radiation is so seriously dangerous, and how people including scientists, the industry and the government 

controlled by the industry are behaving toward radiation issues. 

The basic tenet coming out of this treatment is “Radiation (of high energy) is Incompatible with Life”. The reason is: “We 
are living chemically, and the power of the nuclear is million times stronger than chemical power”. So we cannot resist the 
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power of radiation from the nuclear. So we cannot live together with radiation (of high energy). This leads us to the 

conclusion: NO NUKES ON THIS PLANET. 

Particle Physics 

Modern Muon Physics: Selected Issues 

Igor I. Strakovsky (The George Washington University, Washington, 

DC, USA), Vitaly N. Baturin (Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, 

USA), Jess H. Brewer (University of British Columbia, Vancouver, 

BC, Canada), Dmitri Denisov (Brookhaven National Laboratory, 

Upton, NY, USA), Feodor Karpeshin (Mendeleev Research Institute of 

Metrology, Saint-Petersburg, Russia), Nicolai Popov (Ludwig-

Maximilians-Universitaet Muenchen, Eichenau, Germany) and 

Vladimir D. Shiltsev (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, 

Batavia, IL, USA) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 03/03/2020 

294 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-085-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-086-3 $230.00 

Muon plays an increasingly important role in particle, nuclear, and atomic physics, and in applied research. The muon with 
the muon neutrino and strange and charm quarks create second generation of the Standard Model particles. Unique properties 

of muons, including its electric charge, mass, and lack of interaction via strong force made this particle a unique tool for 

discoveries of new elementary particles, including the Higgs boson, over last half a century. The prompt (by cascade 
transitions) and delayed (by weak muon capture) fission of heavy nuclei in muonic atoms became an important aspect of 

research. Use of muons as a probe particle to study various solid state samples recently developed in a separate branch of 

science. Muons can be used in the cold fusion for efficient energy production in the future. The studies of the processes 
beyond the Standard Model, the proton radius puzzle, the rare decays of the muon and its conversion into an electron and 

muonium into antimuonium, and hints of a difference in the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon from predicted by the 

Standard Model, have become hot research topics. Muons are proposed to be used in accelerators providing ultra high 

intensity neutrino beams which will be used for studies of neutrinos, including their oscillations, which could shed a light on 

matter-antimatter universe asymmetry as well as for "Higgs factories" where a large number of Higgs bosons can be produced 

for in depth understanding of this recently discovered particle.  
This book describes various aspects of modern physics involving muons. 

Quantum Theory 

Completion and Unification of Quantum Mechanics with Einstein's GR Ideas PART III: 

Advances, Revisions and Conclusions 

Zoran Majkic (ISRTS, Roma, Italy) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
Publication Date: 04/15/2020 

455 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-200-3 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-201-0 $230.00 

Quantum mechanics, based on the Schrödinger equation (and its relativistic Dirac’s 

extension) is a statistical theory, here denominated as Statistical Quantum Mechanics 
(SQM), to differentiate it from the new part of the quantum theory, provided in PART I 

and II, denominated Individual-particles Quantum Mechanics (IQM). Both of them are 

necessary components of the quantum theory, as are the Classical Mechanics for 
Individual objects (ICM), based on the Newton equations, Hamiltonian-Jacobi equations 

or the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion of individual objects, and the Statistical 
Classical Mechanics (SCM) based on the Liouville equations. The SQM tells us the 

various possible outcomes of experiments and the corresponding probabilities if we would 

do a large number of identical experiments on individual quantum systems. The SQM 
systems are not all identical but this is the same type of fluctuation that occurs in classical statistical descriptions in SCM. 

At first sight the situation may not appear very different therefore from the description provided by classical statistical 

mechanics. In that case however, we have an underlying description (ICM) that provides a complete (i.e. non-statistical) 
description of the world, which in general is far too complex, however, to be of use. 
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The last PART III of this trilogy is dedicated to the completion of the whole theoretical mechanics, both classical and quantum 

inside a 9-D time-space manifold of the Universe. Only in this final third volume, this IQM theory, dedicated in the first two 
volumes only to the elementary particles, is extended also to the non-elementary particles (like hadrons, nucleus, atoms, 

molecules, and all every-day objects in our common life, up to the biggest non-elementary particles, like the planets, stars, 

etc.) in our unique Universe. 
So, each object in our Universe, from the smallest (elementary) to the biggest, can be mathematically expressed by the same 

mathematical 9-D complex field expression, in a unifying way at which the physical determinism holds for the individual 

objects at all micro-macro scales in our Universe. 

Introduction to Micromechanics (Second Edition) 

Khanh Chau Le (Institute of Mechanics, Ruhr University Bochum, 

Bochum, Germany) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
Publication Date: 12/16/2019 

322 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-558-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-559-3 $230.00 

This is a clearly written introduction to micromechanics for graduate students of 

mechanical engineering and material science. The textbook contains the rigorous 
theoretical basis for mechanics of materials as well as a large number of examples, 

numerical simulations of practical importance, and exercises in phase transition, fracture 

mechanics, dislocations, homogenization, and plasticity. 

Relativistic Quantum Mechanics and Field Theory of Arbitrary 

Spin 

Volodimir Simulik (National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Institute of Electron Physics, 

Uzhgorod, Ukraine) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

360 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-987-4 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-988-1 $230.00 

Foundations of the relativistic quantum mechanics and field theory of arbitrary spin are 
presented. New relativistic wave equations without redundant components for the particle-

antiparticle doublets of arbitrary spin are considered. The comparison with known 

arbitrary spin equations of Bhabha, Bargman-Wigner and with Pauli-Fierz, Rarita-
Schwinger equations (for the spin s=3/2) demonstrates the advantages of the presented 

approach. The special procedure of synthesis of higher spin relativistic wave equations is 

suggested. New equations are considered on three levels of (i) relativistic canonical 
quantum mechanics, (ii) canonical Foldy-Wouthuysen type field theory, and (iii) 

manifestly covariant field theory. The derivation of field equations based on the start from 

the relativistic canonical quantum mechanics is given. The corresponding transition 
operator, which is the extended Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation, is suggested and 

described. This model of relativistic quantum mechanics is described here on the level of 

von Neumann’s consideration of non-relativistic case. The Lagrange approach for the 
spinor field in the Foldy-Wouthuysen representation is analyzed. 

The proof of the Fermi-Bose duality property of a few main equations of field theory, 

which before were known to have only single Fermi (or single Bose) property, is given. 
Hidden Bose properties (symmetry, solutions, and conservation laws) of the Dirac 

equation are proved. Both cases of non-zero and zero mass are considered. New useful 

mathematical objects, which are the pure matrix representations of the 64-dimensional Clifford and 28-dimensional SO(8) 
algebras over the field of real numbers, are put into consideration. The application of such algebras to the Dirac and Dirac-

like equations properties analysis is demonstrated. Fermi and Bose SO(4) symmetries of the relativistic hydrogen atom are 

found. 
New symmetries and solutions of the Maxwell equations are considered. The Maxwell equations in the form, having maximal 

symmetry, are suggested and described. The application of such field-strength equations to the atomic microworld 
phenomena is demonstrated. On the basis of such Maxwell system the relativistic hydrogen atom spectrum and quantum 

properties of this atom are described. The Sommerfeld-Dirac fine structure formula, Plank constant and the Bohr postulates 

are derived in the frameworks of classical electrodynamics. The limits and boarders of classical physics applications in 
inneratomic microworld are discussed. In order to determine the place of our approach among other investigations the 26 

variants of the Dirac equation derivation are considered. 
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Understanding Time Evolution 

Asger S. Thorsen 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 06/10/2020 

140 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-874-6 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-907-1 $82.00 

Understanding Time Evolution first considers that the evolution of quantum operators is canonical with the total Hamiltonian, 
and that the generator of the temporal evolution of the classical variables is the mean value of this Hamiltonian, evaluated 

with a purely quantum Density Matrix. 

The authors introduce the general MaxEnt Density Matrix for systems where quantum and classical degrees of freedom 
interact. This methodology can describe the interaction between microscopic and macroscopic degrees of freedom. 

Next, the objectivity of the mathematical description of electric charge transport is explored. It is shown that the description 

of electric charge transport using fractional order derivatives is non objective. 
Similarly, the closing study explores the mathematical description of mechanical movement. 

Radiation 

A Closer Look at Gamma Rays 

V. P. Singh, PhD (Department of Physics, Karnatak University, Dharwad, India) and Kulwinder 

Singh Mann, PhD (Associate Professor, Department of Physics, D.A.V College Bathinda, India) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 03/03/2020 
266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-993-5 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-994-2 $195.00 
In this book, authors present current research, studies and technologies to look deeper into 

gamma rays. The chapters discussed in this book are useful for shielding and dosimetric 

application for gamma rays in science and engineering. This book focuses on knowledge 
about production, absorption and measurement of gamma rays, geological objects and 

gamma radiation, interaction parameters for shielding and dosimetric interest, induced 

gamma rays, shielding materials, back scattering and various applications. 

The book demonstrates the theoretical, experimental and simulation for interaction of 

gamma rays with different types of materials. A thorough description of gamma rays 

interaction, application of interaction parameters, shielding assessment and dosimetric 
applications are seen throughout the chapters. Summarized highlights are depicted in each 

chapter for further utilization of knowledge. This book is an excellent learning tool for the 

radiation physics scientific community. It can also be used as a self-learning book to 
understand gamma rays. This book is a collection of investigations for students, 

researchers and scientists working in the field of radiation physics. 

Authors of respective chapters are solely responsible for plagiarism of content in their chapters, and regarding the permissions 
for the previously published work (text and diagrams).  

The journey of writing the book could only be completed with the strong support of editor’s organizations, family members 

and authors. Authors have participated by sharing research work in the form of chapters. A collection of suitable chapters 
forms the present book.   

Solid State Physics 

Electron Gas: An Overview 

Tata Antonia 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 
226 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-428-2 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-442-8 $160.00 

In Electron Gas: An Overview, the results of theoretical studies of the thermodynamic, kinetic, and high-frequency properties 

of the electron gas on the surface of a nanotube in a magnetic field in the presence of a longitudinal superlattice are presented. 
Following this, an interpretation of the basic transport characteristics of metals, superconductors in the normal state, and very 

strongly doped semiconductors with degenerate electron gas is presented. An application of the effective density of randomly 

moving electrons allows for an explanation of the conductivity of metals, and the electron transport characteristics such as 
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the average diffusion coefficient, the average mobility, the mean free path, and the electron scattering mechanisms in a wide 

temperature range. 
Finally, the authors demonstrate high-performance InGaN-based light-emitting diodes with tunneling-junction-induced 2-D 

electron gas at an AlGaN/GaN heterostructure, which is inserted in the middle of the P++-GaN contact layer of a conventional 

LED structure. 

Special Topics 

A Closer Look at Dark Energy 

Davood Sadatian (Department of Physics, Faculty of Basic Sciences, 

University of Neyshabur, Neyshabur, Iran) 

In series: Advances in Astronomy and Astrophysics 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

214 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-348-3 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-349-0 $160.00 

The universe is in a period of accelerated expansion; and the observational evidence such 
as supernova of Ia type, Cosmic Microwave Background radiation (CMB) and Baryon 

Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) confirm this accelerating expansion [1-3]. Despite the great 

number of observational evidence, the responsible mechanism for this accelerating 
expansion is still unknown, and thus several models have been proposed for this 

phenomenon[4-18]. 

The simplest proposed model in the general relativity is a cosmic model with a dominant 
component that is considered as a fluid with negative pressure and constant density[8] 

(means Dark Energy component) . In this book, we consider effects of Dark Energy content on the universe.  

Accordingly, structure of discussions in the present book was on four chapters as follows: chapter 1 : Dark Energy, 
Motivation and Candidates, chapter 2 : The Equivalence Principle Applicability Boundaries,Measurability, Gravity and Dark 

Energy Problem, chapter 3 : The Behaviors of a Candidate for Dark Energy from ur-Higgs Boson , and chapter 4 : Non-

equilibrium Evolution of Quantum Fields During Inflation and Late Accelerating Expansion . 
However, I hope this collection of context will be useful for readers to understand more accurately the dark energy idea. 

Acoustic Waves: Properties and Measurement 

Lucas S. Lorenzen 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date:  pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-405-1 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-425-9 $95.00 

Acoustic signal analysis is commonly used for non-invasive pipeline condition assessment and diagnosis. Considering that 
pipeline systems are made of different materials ranging from steel to polymers, the analysis method is also contingent on 

the vibroacoustic properties of the pipe wall material. 

In this compilation, an adaptive, locally defined time marching technique is presented to analyze wave propagation models. 
The methodology is based on two time integration parameters, namely α and γ.  

Additionally, the authors present recent improvements in acoustic impedance methods to describe the transduction and 

propagation of guided elasticwaves in MEMS devices electrostatically actuated through thin air–gaps. 
The closing study focuses on the way in which the Lorentz force acting on a continuous medium from the side of the magnetic 

field has a significant effect on the behavior of magnetoacoustic waves. 

Current Issues in Space Exploration 

Averie Sawyer 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
Publication Date: 04/30/2020 

307 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-761-9 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-762-6 $230.00 

NASA is undertaking a trio of closely related programs to continue human space exploration beyond low-Earth orbit. All 

three programs (SLS, Orion, and supporting ground systems) are working toward a launch readiness date of June 2020 for 
the first mission as reported in chapters 1 and 2. 

Chapter 3 reports on the development of a structural health monitoring (SHM) system for Space Launch System (SLS) 

vehicles based on acoustic emission (AE) or AE-like signals. Such a system will enhance SLS reliability by identifying the 
damage locations and type of damage when the damage is initiated. This SHM system would also lead to reduced 

maintenance costs by enabling ground support equipment to inspect only SLS elements or parts that are likely to be damaged. 
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Preserving key U.S. national security and economic interests depends on the continued and widespread use of space-based 

systems. Satellites are as essential to military and intelligence operations as fighters, warships, and combat vehicles. Major 
portions of the global economy now rely on space systems; they facilitate modern banking, communications, agriculture, 

transportation, as well as a host of other commercial and civil activities as discussed in chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 provides background on the International Space Station (ISS), its governing international agreements, its planned 
service life, the ongoing commercialization of U.S. ISS access, and current commercial use of the ISS.  

Chapter 6 provides information on the James Webb Space Telescope, the cost cap, and the independent review. 

Congress may choose to approve, reject, or modify the FY2020 President’s budget request for National Security Space 
(NSS), which includes $14.1 billion for space launches, satellites, and other activities as reviewed in chapter 7.  

Congress has encouraged the growth of commercial space activities by requiring federal agencies to use private launch 

services and establishing offices to oversee commercial activity. As discussed in chapter 8 expanded commercial space 
activity has brought increasing attention to the use of U.S. airspace. 

From Elementary Particles to the Limits of the Infinite Cosmos 

Vaggelis Talios (National Technical University of Athens (N.T.U.A), 

Athens, Greece) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 05/07/2020 

205 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-456-4 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-720-6 $95.00 

The book describes our up-to-date knowledge of the Universe and suggests a new theory, 
the “Theory of the Chain Reaction”, which explains the creation and the functioning of 

the material part of our Universe and the whole Cosmos. The first five chapters described 

herein cover the evolution of human knowledge about the Universe, the Universe as it is 
known today, the elementary particles and the fundamental forces, the theory of the big 

bang and the other existing cosmological theories about the creation. 
After the above, the author presents the “Theory of the Chain Reaction”, a revolutionary 

theory that explains in an original and innovative way the creation and the evolution of 

our Cosmos. Next the reader will find the answers, according to the “Theory of the Chain Reaction”, to some questions that 
still remain unanswered today about the creation such as where have the huge amounts of energy that exist in the universe 

been found? Does antimatter exist and, if so, where is it? Etc. 

The last chapter is a brief summary of the theory of the unification of the fundamental forces and physical theories. This 

chapter, in any case, is an introduction to the subject of the unifications and was written for readers who want to know more 

about this issue. 

Hilbert Spaces: Properties and Applications 

Le Bin Ho (Department of Physics, Kindai University, Osaka, Japan) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 01/09/2020 

196 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-633-0 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-643-9 $95.00 

This collective book presents selected topics in the modern research of Hilbert space. 

Throughout this book, various mathematical properties of the Hilbert space and extended 
Hilbert space are given, accompanied by reliable solutions and exciting applications to 

scientific and engineering problems. It first provides some general viewpoints on convex 

sets, projections, and orthogonality in Hilbert spaces and then focuses on the mild 
solutions, the stability, and the controllability of various classes of differential equations 

in Hilbert spaces and applications. It also is devoted to a discussion of the extended Hilbert 

space, including the hypercomplex Hilbert space, the Bargmann-Hilbert space, and the 
enlarged Hilbert space where various mathematical and physical applications are given. 

A reduced Hilbert space for model Hamiltonians is also given. Together, the book presents 

to readers a picture of the modern theory of Hilbert space in its complexness and 
usefulness. The book is accessible for graduate students and could be served as a reference 

for scholars. 
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Laws of Physical Time 

Dillon Ross Grable, PhD (University of Virginia’s College at Wise, 

Wise, Virginia, USA) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 12/16/2019 

206 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-479-4 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-611-8 $160.00 

Physics leaves big questions unanswered. For example, why does time seem to move only 

from the past toward the future? In fact, there is no good definition of past, present, and 
future. Experiments show there is no universal "flowing river of time." Is time "the fourth 

dimension?" Is there a "place" we can visit called "the past?" Is there no unifying theory 

to join the theories of quantum mechanics and relativity? The nature of time is critical in 
answering these questions. 

Physics is not wrong – simply incomplete. More facts have been learned about our 

universe in the last thirty years than have been learned in all of previous history. Mostly 

what has been learned is how little we actually know. The nature of time is a good example. This book describes experiments 

that have proved that gravity, velocity, and acceleration slow time. Analysis shows that (1) perception of distance and time 

depends on relative velocity, (2) time can slow and stop, (3) time gets really strange near black holes, (4) photons traveling 
toward each other at the speed of light see the other moving only at the speed of light, due to time effects; and there are other 

strange effects. The truth is that most time experiment results have no real explanation. In physics there is no good definition 

for time and no logic foundation for a definition of time – until this book. 
Enter the new science and technology of time. Here the relatively new sciences of computer technology and communication 

theory have an important contribution to make. At the heart of the science we find the computer logic of state machines and 

the physical structure of information as a physical entity. In this world, "state change" is the pivot around which the world 
turns. We learn that logic is essential for understanding how time works. We discover how state change is essential for the 

very existence of time! Logic symbols provide a framework for thought about time. We even find a basis for some of the 
definitions physics has been searching for. We find an information-based state- transition-based definition of time. There is 

a way to define past, present, and future. 

In this book we find very compelling motivation for some interesting conclusions. For example, time is essentially the result 
of state transitions. If nothing happens, there is no evidence of time passing. We find that energy exchange motivates time. 

There is no experience of time without sequence of events. 

Could the new science and technology of time be the next leap forward in physics? Many current science writers seem to 
think so. 

Relativizing Newton 

Ramzi Suleiman (University of Haifa, & Triangle Research and Development Center (TRDC), 

Israel) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 12/06/2019 

250 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-635-4 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-636-1 $195.00 

“Relativizing Newton” is a first step towards a simple and beautiful theory of everything. The theory, termed “Information 
Relativity” (IR) takes a novel approach to physics that overlooks all post-Newtonian physics. It stands on the shoulders of 

Newtonian dynamics, but modifies it by accounting for the time-travel of information from one reference-frame to another, 

a fact which somehow was ignored by Galileo Galilee and Isaac Newton, and which 
remained ill-treated by all post-Newtonian theories, including Einstein’s relativity and 

quantum theories. Except for the aforementioned correction of classical physics, IR has 

no axiomatic presumptions, nor arbitrary free parameters. 

Astonishingly, accounting for the aforementioned delays in information results in a set of 

simple and beautiful transformations, which explain and predict a great deal of physical 

phenomena. Most importantly, IR’s transformations reveal the mysteries of dark matter, 
dark energy, and gravity. They also provide a unifying platform for the physics of the too-

big (astrophysics and cosmology), and the too-small (small particles dynamics and 

quantum mechanics). 
The phenomena explained and predicted successfully by IR include the “time-dilation” of 

decaying muons, the neutrino velocities measured by OPERA and other collaborations, 

particle diffraction in the double-slit experiment, Sagnac Effects, the quantization of orbits 
in Bohr’s hydrogen atom, entanglement, quantum criticality, confinement, asymptotic 

freedom, solar light bending, gravitational redshift, the Pioneer anomaly, dark matter in 

galaxies, and the Schwarzschild’s black hole. 
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Space Magnetic Traps in the Universe and in Magnetosphere 

Lev I. Dorman (Israel Cosmic Ray &amp; Space Weather Center and Israeli-Italian Emilio Segre' 

Observatory on Mt. Hermon, Tel Aviv University, Golan Research Institute, and Israel Space 

Agency, ISRAEL) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
Expected Publication Date: 11/06/2020 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-322-1 $315.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-419-8 $315.00 

The importance and actuality of investigation Space Magnetic Traps in the Universe and 
in Magnetosphere are based on following four factors: 

1. Space Magnetic Traps in the Universe for Cosmic Ray particles (Astroparticles, Run 

Away Particles) on different studies of the Universe’s evolution and in different objects 
(galaxies of different types, quasars, nucleus of galaxies, Sun and stars, Heliosphere and 

Stellar Spheres, solar and stellar winds, magnetospheres of planets, and so on) are very 

interested and important in the frame of fundamental science (Astrophysics, Plasma 

Physics and Magneto-Hydrodynamics, Nuclear and Elementary Particle Physics, 

Geophysics). This problem is interested also for applications (e.g., problem of controlled 

thermo-nuclear reactions in magneto-plasmas traps as main source for energy in near 
future for the Earth’s Civilization). 

2. The Magnetosphere is the nearest giant natural laboratory where with satellites and 

ground measurements is possible to investigate different plasmas and energetic processes 
in space caused by interaction of high kinetic energy solar wind plasmas with frozen in Interplanetary Magnetic Fields-IMF 

and its perturbations (Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections-ICMEs, Interplanetary Shock Waves-ISWs, Interplanetary 

Interaction Regions-IIRs, and so on) with the rotated main geomagnetic field. This interaction leads to a dynamic 
transformation of magnetic fields in the Magnetosphere, formation Space Magnetic Traps (Radiation Belts), generation and 

trapping of high energy particles (which can be called Magnetospheric Cosmic Rays-MCR), and generation of different types 

of instabilities and electromagnetic radiations. These processes are similar to processes in magnetospheres of other planets 
and their moons, in the atmosphere of the Sun and other stars, in interplanetary and in interstellar space, and in many different 

astrophysical objects in the Universe. This research presents an important basis for fundamental space in frame of 

Astrophysics, Plasma Physics and Magneto-Hydrodynamics, Nuclear and Elementary Particle Physics, Geophysics. 
3. In modern time, technology, economics, navigation, TV, internet, radio-connections, military aspects, and the life of people 

on our planet are strongly connected by the work of many satellites moving inside the Magnetosphere. Different processes 

and MCR in the magnetosphere influence how the satellites work and often lead to satellite malfunctions, sometimes 

completely destroying their electronics and satellites become ‘dead’. The described research can be considered as a basis for 

developing methods of forecasting dangerous situations for satellites on different orbits and to decrease the risk of satellite 

malfunctions and of losing them. It means that this research has important practical applications. 
4. The interaction of ICME, ISW, and IIR with the Magnetosphere leads to the generation of big magnetic storms 

accompanied by Cosmic Ray Forbush-decrease and precursory effects in Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) intensity. These 

magnetic storms are dangerous, not only for satellites, but also for Earth’s surface regarding technology, radio-connections, 
car accidents, and human health (e.g., increasing frequency of infarct myocardial and brain strokes). Investigation of causes 

of magnetic storms can help to develop methods of their forecasting and decrease the level of magnetic storm hazards. 
Therefore, the other practical application of this research is connected with the problem of space weather and space climate 

influence on the technology, radio-connections, navigation, transportation, and human health on the Earth in dependence of 

altitude and geomagnetic latitude. 

Structure of Matter 

Marian Apostol (Professor of Theoretical Physics, Institute of Atomic Physics, Institute of Physics 

and Nuclear Engineering, Magurele, Romania) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
Publication Date: 11/05/2019 
251 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-625-5 $160.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-626-2 $160.00 

The Theory of Quanta has a large area of applicability. Any motion, at the fundamental 

level, is quantum-mechanical, or includes quantum-mechanical motion. Quantum 
Mechanics encompasses motion forms from atoms, to atomic nuclei, molecules, chemical 

binding, electric and magnetic fields, electromagnetic radiation, and transport phenomena. 

The book includes such quantum-mechanical theories, both in their standard form and 
original versions, with emphasis on their physical contents. 

1) Ch. 1, The Atom, besides standard subjects, presents a new, original 

formulation of the Thomas-Fermi theory, which allows the possibility to arrive 
at new results like giant dipole oscillations in heavy atoms, atom ionization 

and chemical bonding. 
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2) Ch. 2, Molecules, puts emphasis on molecular spectra, including a semi-classical treatment of rotation spectra. 

The Jahn-Teller effect, with its various implications in many other areas, is discussed in detail. 
3) Ch.3, The Atomic Nucleus, includes an original treatment of the nuclear dynamics, based on the mean-field idea. 

In particular, the Weizsacker mass formula is derived, nuclear instabilities are discussed and the statistical 

approach is presented. 
4) Chs. 5-7 include an original presentation of the Electric and Magnetic Fields effects on atoms. The tunneling, 

both in static and oscillating electric fields, is presented, with application to atomic ionization, as well as the 

proton emission and the effect of high-intensity electric fields on alpha decay. The new subject of scattering of 
charges by laser pulses is presented in detail. 

5) An interesting, new subject of transitions under change of parameters, including the dynamical Berry phase is 

given in Ch. 8, Change of Parameters. 
6) Ch. 9, Stimulated Magnetic Resonance, presents a new phenomenon of magnetic resonance, generated by 

stimulated emission. 
7) Ch. 10, Quantized Conductance, presents a new, original way of deriving the quanta of conductance in ballistic 

transport, or in magnetic field. 

8) Ch. 11, Coherence, gives an extended account of the coherent interaction of the electromagnetic radiation with 
polarizable matter, with implication on the superradiance transition and possible new phenomena occurring in 

water. 

9) Ch. 12, Chemical Bonding, is a description of the original theory of chemical bonding, based on the linearized 
Thomas-Fermi theory, with its basic application to formation of the metallic clusters. 

10) Ch. 13, Quantum Theory of Radiation, is an exposition of the Dirac theory of radiation, and the interaction of the 

radiation with matter, following Fermi’s famous article, a subject seldom presented in usual textbooks, in spite of 
its fundamental relevance. 

11) The book ends with a thorough discussion of the place of the Quantum Mechanics in the realm of the Physical 

Science disciplines, emphasizing the fundamentally new, and very fruitful, quantum-mechanical vision.  

Teensy Weensy Universe: Quantum Mechanical Model of the Universe as We Know It 

Peter Gara (Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary, Budapest, Műegyetem) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
Publication Date: 12/20/2019 

170 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-516-6 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-563-0 $95.00 

Works on quantum mechanics (astronomy, cosmology etc.) often mention that “the laws 

of quantum mechanics” don’t apply in the “macro world”. It all depends on what you 

mean by "macro world". How many atoms constitute the limit, just a couple of them, or a 

glass of milk, a sizeable house, a city, a continent? Instead, let’s dream big, the whole 
Planet, maybe our Solar system, our Galaxy, or the Universe as we know it… In this book, 

we don’t mean to “extend” quantum mechanics. As physical models go: given a world 

view we find the boundary conditions, set up a mathematical model corresponding to it, 
and compare it to the reality… Instead of the “extension” of quantum mechanics we 

simply take it as it is. Let’s examine what kinds of systems correspond to their laws and 

under which conditions. 
The fundamental statements underlying the book are the following: In Solar System-like 

structures, the individual constituents possess some charge (besides having mass, spin, 

magnetic moment, just like the particles of atomic structures). This statement allows for 
the quantum-mechanical modelling and interpretation of Solar System-like structures. All 

else can be derived from the above statement. The gravitational field and electric field 

exist independently of each other. The validity of the basic relationships between 
relativistic quantum mechanics is true for atomic scale systems, as well as for galactic 

scale systems. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
“The Time has no immanent i.e. self-induced scale.” 

“The Space has no immanent, i.e. self-induced scale.” 

(the majority of physicists, philosophers) 
“…relativistic quantum theory does not include the theory of gravitational field, unless it is limited to the weak field…” 

(Zelmanov) 

I can’t answer the ‘Big Questions’ or solve the ‘World Equation’ (I don’t even think there is such a thing). I have suggested 
a few answers in the book. My motto could go like this: There were four shoemaker’s shops in a street. One of the shop 

windows announced ‘The best shoes in the world’, the second ‘The best shoes in the country’, the third ‘The best shoes in 

the city’, while the last shoemaker in his tiny workshop ventured to offer only ‘The best shoes in the street’. There are several 
houses in my street. We aren’t too many living in my house. I claim that the present book contains “the best theory in our 

house”. 
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Understanding Plane Waves 

William A. Cooper 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

232 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-779-5 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-822-8 $160.00 

As a critical theoretical advance, Understanding Plane Waves discusses the acoustic Goos-Hänchen effect. The important 
applications of this effect are discussed, including plane wave propagating inside transversely isotropic elastic-solids, 

reflection/refraction at interface between two anisotropic rocks, and acoustical applications to petroleum logging and seismic 

exploration. 
Next, the authors explore a newly developed acoustic-measurement system with emphasis on measurement process and 

recent improvements that make an acoustic-measurement more accurate. 

Three approaches which are used to analyze the evolution of the plane longitudinal and transverse waves that are propagated 
in a nonlinear hyperelastic medium are discussed: the method of successive approximations, the method of slowly varying 

amplitudes and the method of restriction on the displacement gradient. 

Lastly, the subject of relativistic quantum particles interacting with classical plane wave fields is examined from the 

standpoint of space-time symmetries which have been found to be encoded in the solutions of relativistic equations. 

Theoretical Physics 

Theory of Quanta 

Marian Apostol (Professor of Theoretical Physics, Institute of Atomic 

Physics, Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Magurele, 

Romania) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/15/2019 

252 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-651-4 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-652-1 $160.00 

Quantum Mechanics is a fundamental scientific discipline. At the same time, it is viewed 

as being very difficult. This book attempts to present the Theory of Quanta as a scientific 

discipline which has emerged naturally from experiment, making use of general concepts 

of the Classical Mechanics and enlarging their nature and applicability. According to the 
historical development, the first natural way of introducing the quantum-mechanical 

concepts is the matricial theory, followed by the very useful approach of the undulatory 

theory. The core of the Theory of Quanta is the quasi-classical theory, described at large in the book. The book does not 
circumvent the so-called philosophical problems of the Quantum Mechanics.  

 

1) Ch. 1, Beginnings, includes all the experimental, preliminary indications of the necessity of a new theory. The 
usual textbooks say little about this aspect. In particular, Double Slit and Particle and Waves sections are 

completely new.  

2) Ch. 2, Classical Mechanics, is seldom included in the usual textbooks. In addition, it is formulated here on the 
basis of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, though rarely used, it is the direct way of passing from the Classical 

Mechanics to the Theory of Quanta. The Lenz vector in the central field is emphasized, the only way to deduce 

the hydrogen atom by using the Matricial Theory, a fundamental result. 
3) Ch. 3, Quantum Mechanics, is the exposition of the matricial method. This is the core of the Theory of Quanta, 

which exhibits the basic ingredients. The Matricial theory is not included today in textbooks, which prefer the 

Wave Mechanics (Schrodinger equation). It is shown here the direct way to Schrodinger equation from the 

Matricial Theory. This chapter is written from the little-known book by Born and Jordan, Matricial Mechanics 

(cited there).  

4) Chs. 4 to 8 are standard, technical subjects, with many novelties: Coulomb degeneracy, adiabatic hypothesis, 
second quantization and many-body theories (the latter is never included in textbooks). 

5) Ch. 9, Quasi-Classical Quantum Mechanics, is completely new. In particular, the Tunneling, the Chemical 

Reactivity, Adiabatic Transitions, Reflexion above Barrier (with many applications, to ionization, for instance) 
are described in detail. Also, in this chapter the “philosophical” problems of the Theory of Quanta are discussed. 

The Quasi-Classical Mechanics is the most interesting subject in the Theory of Quanta.  

6) Ch. 10, Scattering, includes a completely new formulation. Usually, the scattering theory is presented in a very 
fastidious way. There is a much simpler way, leading directly to results, which is present in this chapter. The clue 

to the scattering theory is the solution of the Helmholtz equation, usually overlooked.  

7) Finally, Ch. 11 includes the much discussed problem of Measurement. The most advanced result in this direction 
belongs to Pauli (in his book on Quantum Mechanics). The result is still unsatisfactory. A more direct description 
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of the measurement is given here, based on the very quantum-mechanical principles. The results are perfectly 

convincing, and, of course, new. 
8) It is indeed hard to believe that something new can be said about the Theory of Quanta. A great impediment in 

understanding the Quantum Mechanics is because there are too many books published on the subject. The subject 

was distorted in all imaginable ways, every author trying to be original. I hope that I have succeeded to be as close 
as possible to the original meaning of the subject, without being too original.  

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING  

Aviation 

Safety and Design of the Boeing 737 Max: Were the Crashes Avoidable? 

Malthe E. Ravn 

In series: Aircraft and Avionics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 05/06/2020 

318 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-902-6 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-903-3 $230.00 

Recent foreign air disasters involving Boeing 737 Max airplanes have raised international concern about the safety of that 

aircraft and passenger airline safety in general. On October 29, 2018, Lion Air flight 610 crashed shortly after departure from 
Jakarta, Indonesia, killing all 189 on board. On March 10, 2019, Ethiopian Airlines flight 302 crashed shortly after departure 

from Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, reportedly resulting in 157 fatalities. 346 people died on two MAX aircraft within a 5-month 

period. The book looks at the overall safety, design and development of the Boeing 737 Max. 

The Status of the Boeing 737 Max and Flight Control System Review 

John I. Corneau 

In series: Aircraft and Avionics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 05/20/2020 
358 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-839-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-840-1 $230.00 
Chapters 1 and 2 explore the Lion Air Flight 610 and Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 accidents, the resulting international 

grounding of the Boeing 737 MAX aircraft, and actions needed to ensure the safety of the aircraft before returning them to 

revenue service.  
Because of apparent similarities in factors that may have contributed to the Lion Air Flight 610 and Ethiopian Airlines Flight 

302 accidents, the FAA Associate Administrator for Aviation Safety established a Joint Authorities Technical Review 

(JATR) to review the type certification of the flight control system on the B737 MAX. Chapter 3 discusses the 
recommendations pertaining to that review.  

Electrical Engineering 

Maximum Power Point Tracking: Background, Implementation and Classification 

Maurice Hébert 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 

189 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-164-7 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-279-8 $95.00 
Maximum Power Point Tracking: Background, Implementation and Classification presents state-of-art of existing 

conventional maximum power point techniques, along with shading mitigation techniques, and compares them on various 

parameters. 
Photovoltaic systems include storage batteries when there is surplus power to provide electricity on demand. A suitable 

charge controller is needed for interfacing the solar photovoltaic module(s) with the battery bank. As such, attention has been 

made to attribute more features to the controller which will enhance the efficiency and controllability, and to monitor the 
health of the battery being charged. 

The authors review the considerations for maximum power point tracking in large utility scale photovoltaic systems and 

small-scale residential photovoltaic systems. A set of characteristics is proposed and criteria is defined to evaluate the 
suitability of a technique. 
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In the penultimate study, power storage systems in ~100 W level are developed, which consist of direct current-alternating 

current converters, spherical Si solar cells, a maximum power point tracking controller, and lithium-ion batteries. Two types 
of inverters were used: SiC metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) and conventional Si MOSFETs. 

In closing, the authors propose a simplified control stratagem to offer optimal power output power from a variable speed grid 

connected wind energy conversion system. 

Methods of Research and Optimization of the Mineral Raw Material Grinding Process 

Marinka K. Baghdasaryan (Vice-Rector of the National Polytechnic University of Armeni, 

Professor, Doctor of Science Department of Electrical Machines and Apparatuses, Yerevan, 

Armenia) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
Publication Date: 11/26/2019 
338 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-948-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-265-3 $230.00 

In the monograph, a number of problems of scientific and technical importance are 

introduced and discussed, which are of great interest, and can find widespread application 

in the circles of engineers and researchers, as well as graduate and post-graduate students 
engaged in investigation, optimization and management of electromechanical systems.  

The theoretical and practical results presented in the work have applied significance for 

investigating, optimizing, revealing the regularities of changing the operation modes, 
establishing the technological factors and power dependencies, controlling the operating 

state of the elastic transmission links of the electromechanical system, and, based on them, 

developing a control system for the diagnosis tool of the system’s operating state and 
increasing the power consumption efficiency.  

The methods introduced in the monograph differ from those developed by other well-

known authors in that the author has succeeded in revealing the relationship of technological and energetic parameters. 
Taking into consideration the variety of the technological load, mechanisms and schemes, the author has proposed and 

implemented new complex approaches to making optimal decisions on the problem, considering them in the solution of 

diverse problems aimed at increasing the efficiency of the ore-grinding technological process.  
In Chapter 1 of the monograph, the principles of increasing the control efficiency of the ore-grinding technological process 

by assessing the power-saving possibilities for the consumed energy have been considered.  

In Chapter 2, the operation modes of the ore mill have been investigated, for which models for investigating the change in 

the moment of the active load and the mill–motor electromechanical system have been developed. A system of criteria for 

studying the changes in the grinding degree, time, and the number of mills used has been obtained, and the condition for the 

stability of the gravity center of the mill active load, as well as the frequency areas of interest for assessing the state of the 
system have been revealed.  

Chapter 3 is devoted to the development of the imitation model for investigating the dynamic processes of the electrical drive 

systems ensuring the ore mill operation, which reveals the regularities of changes in the electromagnetic torque and dynamic 
load at different characteristics of changes in the resistive torque created by the mill, and at different values of hardness of 

the drive unit. 
In Chapter 4, the possibilities of identifying and preventing abnormal operating modes of synchronous electrical drive of the 

ore-grinding mill are considered. 

In Chapter 5, the optimization problem is formulated through the analysis of the grinding control strategy and energy-saving 
requirements. The necessity of forming a loss matrix to determine the optimization criteria and controlled parameters is 

substantiated.  

In Chapter 6, the automated diagnosis and control systems are proposed that provide wide control possibilities, and, in the 
last chapter, method of rationing the specific consumption of electricity by the 

technological process of grinding is presented. 

Phase-Locked Loops: Structure, Functions and Applications 

Shambhu N. Sharma, PhD (Head, Electrical Engineering Department 

and Former Associate Dean Academic, National Institute of 

Technology, Surat, India) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
Expected Publication Date: 11/13/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-338-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-490-7 $230.00 
The historic account of the Phase-Locked Loops can be traced back from the idea of 

designing an electromechanical system with the objective of controlling the oscillation of 

the pendulum of the bell Great George. The method is to contrast the phase of pendulum 
and the incoming telegraph signal phase using the electromechanical system. That 
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generates the correction signal varying the pendulum oscillation. The idea was conceived as well as implemented by David 

Robertson, Professor of Electrical Engineering at the University of Bristol. The term Phase-Locked Loop was coined to this 
technique by later Researchers in 1932. Professor David Robertson is credited to the Phase-Locked Loop for pioneering the 

technique. In general setting, the Phase-Locked Loops are for synchronization purposes. The phase locked loops perspective 

hinges on the analysis, functions and applications.  

Transmission Line Design Manual 

Enrique Rosales-Asensio, PhD (Department of Electric, Electronic 

and Control Engineering, Universidad Nacional de Educación a 

Distancia, Madrid, Spain),Antonio Colmenar-Santos, PhD (Industrial 

Engineering Higher Technical School, Spanish University for Distance 

Education (UNED), Madrid, Spain) and José-Carmelo Rosales 

(Electrical Safety Specialist, FREMAP) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
Publication Date: 07/01/2020 

359 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-855-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-856-2 $230.00 

This book covers structural and foundation systems used in high-voltage transmission 
lines, conductors, insulators, hardware and component assembly. Furthermore, this text 

provides the essential fundamentals of transmission line design. It is a good blend of 

fundamental theory with practical design guidelines for overhead transmission lines, providing the basic groundwork for 
students as well as practicing power engineers, with material generally not found in one convenient book. Featuring design 

problems with solutions for students, the book is aimed at students, practicing engineers, researchers and academics. It 

contains beneficial information for those involved in the design and maintenance of transmission line structures and 
foundations. For those in academia, it will be an adequate text-book/design guide for graduate-level courses on the topic. 

Engineers and managers at utilities and electrical corporations will find the book to be a useful reference at work. This book 
presents the current state of electrical technology applied to the calculation and design of high voltage power lines, both 

aerial and underground, by means of an original approach based on the simple exposure of theoretical bases that allow the 

reader to apply them in the subsequent resolution of numerous real engineering examples. The examples in each chapter are 
developed in detail and have been selected in order to address the diversity of electrical and mechanical calculations required 

by the design of high voltage power lines. The book consists of chapters dedicated to the electrical design of lines, mechanical 

calculation of conductors, supports and foundations, design of grounding facilities and calculation of underground lines. 
There is no other book that gathers, in such a detailed way and with a focus eminently practical, all aspects related to the 

design of high voltage lines. 

Electronics 

Recent Advancement in Electronic Devices, Circuit and Materials 

Suman Lata Tripathi and Sanjeet Kumar Sinha (Lovely Professional University, Phagwara 

Punjab, India) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 
310 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-556-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-557-9 $230.00 
This book deals with some emerging semiconductor devices and their applications in 

terms of electronic circuits. The basic concept plays a key role in development of any new 

electronic devices and circuits. The implementation of complex integrated circuits 
becomes easier with understanding of basic concepts of solid state devices and its circuit 

behavior. The book covers the latest trends in development of advanced electronic devices 

and applications for undergraduate, graduate and post graduate level courses. It combines 
the right blend of theory and practice to present a simplified and methodical way to 

develop researchers' understanding of the clarity between theoretical, practical and 

simulated results in the analysis of solid state devices, circuit characteristics and other 
important issues based on their applications. The book also covers the broad applications 

of electronic devices in biomedical and low power portable smart IOT systems. 

This book is well organized into 13 chapters. Chapters 1 to 4 cover design of low power 
FET devices compatible to technology scaling trends meeting required performance 

enhancement in terms of power, delay and speed. Chapter 5 and 6 are focused on analog 

application of CMOS technology. Chapter 7 describes power MOSFET design with 
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advance materials for lowest possible on-resistance resulting into enhance performance. Chapter 8 deals with biomedical 

application of advance electronic devices introducing new materials and structure. Chapter 9 introduces a neuromorphic 
model and real-time simulation for the study of biological neuron model in the human body on circuit level. Chapter 10 and 

11 presents the applications of sensors growing over a wide range of sensing targets along with advance sensing technology 

for human-computer interaction. Chapter 12 and 13 describe optoelectronic devices like photodetectors, optical sensors and 
solar cells etc. 

Energy 

A Comprehensive Guide to Energy Production and Development 

Shannon Alvarado 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 12/27/2019 

212 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-728-3 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-749-8 $95.00 

In A Comprehensive Guide to Energy Production and Development, a comprehensive analysis of existing examples in 

international practice regarding methods for massive implementation of renewable energy technology is provided. 
Following this, the authors assess alternative pathways for a future European energy system through the active involvement 

of relevant stakeholders according to their performance in key areas, such as the regulatory framework, market maturity, 

economic factors and stakeholder awareness towards a sustainable energy system, by using a multicriteria decision aid 
method. 

Recent developments in the field of electricity generation and distribution in Germany are presented, and decentralized forms 

of electricity generation and distribution are analyzed.  
As the consumption of power is increasing day by day, the power generation requirement is also increasing. As such, the 

authors discuss how renewable systems may be very useful in remote areas. 

The concluding paper studies the failure modes of wind turbine gearboxes and their causes. Factors affecting the gearbox 
reliability in both design and manufacturing processes are then analyzed. 

Advances in Energy Research. Volume 31 

Morena J. Acosta 

In series: Advances in Energy Research 
Publication Date: 10/01/2019 
228 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-271-4 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-272-1 $250.00 
In the past, fossil fuels have been considered a reliable source of energy by many countries. 

Despite the current measures to reduce the use of fossil fuels for electricity generation, the 

use of this type of energy source will continue for the foreseeable future. Advances in 
Energy Research. Volume 31 examines how, if this situation does not change in the future, 

then all types of fossil fuels, particularly oil, will be exhausted before the end of the current 

century.  
The use of microholes may potentially enhance the applications of fossil fuels in various 

energy fields, especially in thermal power plants. Therefore, the morphology variation of 

micropunch and microhole during the punching with WC/Co micropunches is investigated 
in this compilation through scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive spectrometer 

and confocal laser studies. 

Following this, the authors provide a review on experimental and modeling studies 
performed with direct fuel cells, starting with the fundamentals and main drawbacks of 

these systems, followed by an exhaustive review on the different studies performed 

regarding the effects of operating conditions and design parameters. 
In the penultimate chapter, a new method for determining the cohesion potential energy in 

solids is described, and fundamental factors such as internal energy, entropy, temperature 

and time are examined, in particular the connection of entropy and time to potential energy. The method concerns molecular 
solids and rests upon measurable thermodynamic quantities: heat of sublimation, heat capacity, and entropy as derived from 

the latter. 
The closing chapter provides an overview of three methods (retarded osmosis method, forward osmosis-electrokinetic 

method, and diffusio-osmotic method) for sustainable power generation from the salinity gradient energy by using osmosis-

based processes. 
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Advances in Energy Research. Volume 32 

Morena J. Acosta 

In series: Advances in Energy Research 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

266 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-088-7 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-089-4 $250.00 

Advances in Energy Research. Volume 32 opens with a comprehensive review of technologies for the reutilisation of waste 
cryogenic energy from the liquefied natural gas regasification process at terminals and on marine vessels. 

The authors discuss the primary renewable energy source in Cuba; biomass. Although sugarcane biomass has the most 

significant energy potential, some other biomass energy sources are also relevant at the local level and are convenient from 
an environmental standpoint. 

Invisibility cloaks of various types have been researched extensively in recent years with one of the first being the electrostatic 

cloak, so-named because it effectively screens an internal volume from, and offers no disturbance to, an external static electric 
field. As such, this compilation explores this phenomenon and whether the cloaked object (or the cloak itself) could be 

detected by various means. 

The concluding study explores how, in order to reduce the consumption of oil for electricity generation by 20% in Cuba, the 

country should build a total of 13 wind farms with a capacity of 633 MW.  

Advances in Energy Research. Volume 33 

Morena J. Acosta 

In series: Advances in Energy Research 
Expected Publication Date: 10/15/2020 

274 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-136-4 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-285-9 $250.00 

Advances in Energy Research. Volume 33 begins with a focus on gas hydrates, also known as methane hydrates, which are 

formed due to high hydraulic pressures present under the cold seabed over long periods of time.  
Following this, an exploratory method using semi-structured interviews was undertaken to investigate the barriers and drivers 

for implementing energy efficiency measures in South Africa’s cement finishing mill. 

To address the large energy consumption of microalgae dewatering and to increase revenues from microalgae, a novel process 
for the prior sustainable extraction of carotenoids from wet microalgae biomass is proposed. 

The authors describe the evolution of smart grids in some developing countries, highlighting the challenges and trends for 

the next years. For this purpose, reference cases corresponding to different developing countries of Africa and America are 
used. 

Additionally, the basics of high efficiency cogeneration and the mathematical model used to calculate the amount of 

electricity in cogeneration are discussed. 
In one study, the impedance of the diffusion and reaction processes in an electrochemical cell is modelled by means of 

transmission line equivalent electric circuits. 

To discuss the applications of common techniques to control the efficiency and costs of underground ventilation, detailed 
information on current practices is collected through discussions with miners to identify relevant problems. 

The authors go on to explore barriers and enablers which impact the durability of solar street lighting systems in rural India 

to create a renewable energy eco-system in rural poor communities. 
Later, it is proposed that statistical control charts can assist in controlling energy consumption in universities, and the rate of 

energy consumption flow is used to diagnose high-energy consumption. 

The closing research is an analysis of problems found during the operation of the biogas power system at Baiturrahman 
boarding school, West Java, Indonesia, and recommendations to enhance the system performance are provided. 

An Introduction to Propellants 

Chen Yu (School of Materials Science and Engineering, Beijing 

Institute of Technology, Beijing , China) and Zhang Wei (Professor, 

Xi’an Modern Chemistry Research Institute) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 07/22/2020 

298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-054-1 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-055-8 $195.00 

Solid propellant is the most important energy source for rocket, missile and other weapons 

to launch, and is the key material to realize the firing range and damage effect of weapons. 
In order to meet the requirements of weapon application, the overall requirements for the 

energy performance, combustion performance, mechanical performance, storage 

performance, safety performance and process performance of solid propellant are put 
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forward. Therefore, there are many challenges to fully meet the requirements of solid propellant and apply it to weapons. In 

recent years, with the development of material science, computational science and experimental technology, there are many 
reports about the composition, structure, performance research and prediction of solid propellants. 

This book reviews the research progress in solid propellant binder, energy performance prediction and thermodynamic 

calculation, combustion gas flow and combustion performance regulation, material storage performance research and safety 
performance simulation, and discusses the key development direction. The summary and prospect of this paper are expected 

to provide guidance, reference and inspiration for relevant researchers to carry out the research of solid propellant. 

This book is suitable for researchers, technicians and students who are engaged in solid propellant, weapons, chemistry and 
other work to read, for reference in specific research work.  

Due to the limited level of editors and short time, some problems are inevitable. We regret for some problems. 

Artificial Photosynthesis: From Materials to Devices 

Zhiqun Lin (School of Materials Science and Engineering, Georgia 

Institute of Technology, Professor, Atlanta, GA, USA), Yupeng Yuan 

(School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Anhui University, 

Associate Professor, Hefei, China) and Meidan Ye (Department of 

Physics, Xiamen University, Xiamen, China) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/06/2020 
334 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-035-1 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-036-8 $230.00 
Since the first report on solar fuels production by Fujishima and Honda in 1972, 

photoelectrochemical/electrochemical production of fuels, such as H2, carbonhydrates, 

etc., has significantly advanced over the past few decades with the remarkable 
development in new catalytic materials, fundamental knowledge, and new applications. 

In particular, the efficiency for solar fuels production steadily increases, for example, solar 

H2 production efficiency has reached 1.1% in term of the solar-to-hydrogen energy conversion efficiency. These progresses 
render solar fuels as promising candidates for use in modern technology. In the book Artificial Photosynthesis: From 

Materials to Devices, experts in the photoelectrochemical/electrochemical field discuss new catalytic materials as well as 

their photophysical properties and applications for artificial photosynthesis. 
This book covers the topical research in artificial photosynthesis from conventional particulate catalysts and porous/2D 

materials to the cutting-edge use of these materials in device fabrication for photoelectrochemistry and electrochemistry, as 

well as theoretical studies. In terms of applications, this book centers on CO2 photoreduction to valuable carbohydrates and 
water dissociation into high energy density H2. Throughout the book, examples and illustrations of applications are chosen 

to help the readers comprehend the achievements and trends in this rapidly evolving field.  

This book also provides the state-of-the-art research techniques in artificial photosynthesis. This book is informative and 
helpful for researchers, graduates, and advanced undergraduates interested in the CO2 reduction and water splitting and will 

assist them to quickly appreciate the research progresses in this field. 

Biomass Gasification: Fundamentals, Experiments, and Simulation 

Yaning Zhang (Associate Professor, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, China) and Bingxi Li 

(School of Energy Science and Engineering, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, China) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 

335 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-462-5 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-463-2 $230.00 
Biomass gasification has received tremendous research attention all over the world 

because (a) biomass is abundant, diverse, renewable, and environmentally friendly, (b) 

the produced biogas/syngas is clean, versatile, efficient, and easily controllable, and (c) 
the system used is generally simple. This book aims to present up-to-date research on 

biomass gasification. The content of this book is divided to three parts or sections: the 

fundamentals of biomass gasification as presented in chapters 1 to 4, experimenting of 
biomass gasification as presented in chapters 5 and 6, and simulation of biomass 

gasification as presented in chapters 7 to 8. 

In chapter 1 (An introduction to biomass), biomass is introduced, and these mainly include 
biomass resources, biomass and energy, biomass and environment, benefits of biomass, 

etc. 

In chapter 2 (Biomass properties), the properties of biomass are introduced, and these 
include structural compositions (cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, starch, extractives, 

proteins, etc.), physical properties (moisture content, particle size, bulk density, porosity, 
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etc.), chemical properties (elemental compositions, chemical compositions, heating value, etc.) and the other properties 

(thermal conductivity, ignition temperature, specific heat, etc.). 
In chapter 3 (Biomass gasification technologies), biomass gasification technologies are classified and introduced according 

to the gasification agents used (air, oxygen, steam, hydrogen, supercritical water, carbon dioxide and the combination of the 

above gases), and some factors that have significant impacts on gasification technologies (or performances) are also 
discussed. Then the emerging gasification technologies (microwave gasification, solar gasification and plasma gasification) 

using new heat sources are also detailed, and the effects of heat source on biomass gasification are also discussed.  

In chapter 4 (Biomass gasifiers), the main gasifier structures are introduced, and these include fixed bed gasifiers (updraft 
and downdraft), fluidized bed gasifiers (bubbling fluidized bed, circulating fluidized bed and dual fluidized bed), entrained 

flow gasifiers (Koppers-Totzek (K-T) gasifier, shell gasifier and Gas Schwarze Pumpe (GSP) gasifier and Colin gasifier). 

The other gasifier structures are also presented, and these include solar gasifier, microwave gasifier and plasma gasifier, etc. 
In chapter 5 (High-temperature gasification of biomass), the effects of physical and chemical properties of biomass on high-

temperature gasification are analyzed, and these mainly include high-temperature pyrolysis of biomass, thermal cracking of 
biomass tar, and high-temperature gasification of biomass char. 

In chapter 6 (Supercritical water gasification of biomass), the properties of SCW (supercritical water) are detailed and the 

effects of different operating parameters on CE (carbon conversion efficiency) and GE (gasification efficiency) are 
summarized. The operating parameters include feedstock characteristics, biomass concentration, gasification temperature, 

reactor pressure, residence time and catalyst types and concentration. 

In chapter 7 (Simulation of biomass gasification using thermodynamic equilibrium model), the two thermodynamic 
equilibrium models of stoichiometric thermodynamic equilibrium models and non-stoichiometric equilibrium models (using 

Gibbs free energy minimization approach) are initially introduced, and the simulation results obtained from biomass 

gasification using thermodynamic equilibrium models based on Aspen Plus are then presented. 
In chapter 8 (Simulation of biomass gasification using intrinsic reaction rate submodel), the numerical simulation of biomass 

gasification using the intrinsic reaction rate submodel was introduced. The kinetic model for char-gas reaction as well as the 

intrinsic kinetic data for various biomass materials are detailed. A CFD (computational fluid dynamic) model based on the 
intrinsic kinetics is developed for biomass entrained flow gasification, and the effects of operating conditions including 

gasification temperature, equivalence ratio, CO2/biomass mass ratio and average particle size on the gasification 

performances in a lab-scale entrained flow reactor are investigated. Multi-objective optimization of biomass gasification 
based on response surface method is then studied to improve the gasification performances. 

Hopefully, the content of this book can supply a helpful guide to the up-to-date research on the fundamentals, experimental, 

and simulation of biomass gasification. 

Design of Energy-Efficient Buildings 

Sassan Mohasseb (SMTEAM GmbH -General, Meile /ZH Schweiz, 

Zurich, Switzerland) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 06/10/2020 

182 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-862-3 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-863-0 $95.00 

Nowadays, the energy crisis is one of the controversial issues around the world. Regarding 

the fact that the largest energy end use in the world belongs to the construction and 
residential sector, it seems necessary to analyze the energy flow in the buildings. The most 

sustainable energy design technique is to conserve energy as much as possible. There are 

various methods to reduce the use of conventional energy from fossil fuels to meet the 
energy requirement for the building. Various strategies including photovoltaic-thermal 

systems and insulation systems with the aim of minimizing building energy in different 

climate conditions (Cold-weather/Hot weather) were presented and assessed in the first 
chapter.  

A comprehensive work was carried out to investigate the effect of adding nanoparticles as concrete additives on both pore 

structure and thermophysical properties of the concrete at different ages. Besides, the behavioral models using Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) programming were developed to describe the time-dependent behavioral characteristics of nanoparticle 

blended concrete samples in various compressive and tensile stress states. 

Chapter 3 deals with the traditional energy saving techniques to highlight the potential of learning from traditional 
architecture and adopting their experiences to fulfill modern expectations. In this regard, Iranian classical architecture, 

particularly at hot arid climate, is taken into account. On the other hand, geothermal energy as one of the most significant 

alternative sources of thermal and electrical energy have been discussed. 
To address the growing demand of power generation and its related challenges of the existing electrical power grid, Smart 

Grid (SG) systems comes as a solution that lays in taking the world forward to reach energy independence and 

environmentally sustainable economic growth. The final chapter provides various information about the smart grid systems 
and the efficiency of such systems is analyzed through a detailed case study.  
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Exergy of Biomass 

Yaning Zhang, Bingxi Li and Haochun Zhang (Harbin Institute of 

Technology, Harbin, China) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 06/24/2020 

277 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-603-2 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-604-9 $195.00 

Determination of the exergy of biomass is the first step to evaluate and study the fuel 

characteristics, transfer processes and utilization systems of biomass from exergy aspect. 
This book aims to present up-to-date research on the exergy of biomass. 

Chapter 1 (Resources and Advantages of Biomass) mainly introduces the definition and 

classification of biomass as well as the resources and advantages of biomass. 
Chapter 2 (Equations for Estimating the Exergy of Biomass) mainly presents the various 

equations proposed or developed to estimate the exergy of biomass and these include the 

simple, complicated and developed equations. 

Chapter 3 (Analysis of the Exergy of Biomass) mainly defines the basic knowledge for the exergy characteristics (moisture 

related exergy, ash related exergy, S related exergy, LHV related exergy and total exergy) and distribution (percentages of 

moisture related exergy, ash related exergy, S related exergy and LHV related exergy) of biomass. 
Chapter 4 (Exergy of Woody Biomass) mainly presents the basic properties of woody biomass (i.e., moisture content, ash 

content, ash compositions, elemental compositions and heating values) as well as the exergy characteristics and distribution 

of woody biomass. HHV related relationship, LHV related relationship and ash related relationships are also proposed to 
estimate the exergy of woody biomass. 

Chapter 5 (Exergy of Rice Husk) mainly presents the basic properties of rice husk (i.e., moisture content, ash content, ash 

compositions, elemental compositions and heating values) as well as the exergy characteristics and distribution of rice husk. 
HHV related relationship and LHV related relationship are then proposed to estimate the exergy of rice husk. 

Chapter 6 (Exergy of Rice Straw) mainly presents the basic properties of rice straw (i.e., moisture content, ash content, ash 
compositions, elemental compositions and heating values) as well as the exergy characteristics and distribution of rice straw. 

HHV related relationship and LHV related relationship are then proposed to estimate the exergy of rice straw. 

Chapter 7 (Exergy of Cereal Straw) mainly presents the basic properties of cereal straw (i.e., moisture content, ash content, 
ash compositions, elemental compositions, and heating values) as well as the exergy characteristics and distribution of cereal 

straw. HHV related relationship and LHV related relationship are then proposed to estimate the exergy of cereal straw. 

Hopefully, the content of this book can supply a good guide to the up-to-date research on the exergy of biomass. 

Innovation Energy: Trends and Perspectives or Challenges of Energy Innovation 

Adrian Dumitru Tantau (The Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania),Alina Mihaela 

Dima (The Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania) and Maria Alexandra Maassen 

(The Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 06/03/2020 

284 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-290-4 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-291-1 $195.00 

The book ''Innovation Energy: Trends and Perspectives or Challenges of Energy Innovation'' is a source of information for 
researchers and experts mainly, as well as any party interested of gaining knowledge in this field. The volume brings a new 

and updated perspective on the current innovations in the energy field regarding technological and strategic approaches.  

The book is a result of the Second Open Meeting of the Balkan UNESCO Chairs 2017, 
organised by the UNESCO Chair for Business Administration (Chaire UNESCO pour la 

formation et la recherche appliquée au développement de l’entreprise dans les pays en 

conversion économique) within the Faculty of Business Administration, the Bucharest 
University of Economic Studies and Romania in partnership with the Romanian National 

Commission for UNESCO (CNR UNESCO). This event brought together the Balkan 
UNESCO Chairs on the topic of topic of “Education for Entrepreneurship, Innovation and 

Sustainability in the Knowledge Economy” on the 26-27th October 2017 at the Bucharest 

University of Economic Studies. 
The book comprises the research of experts and scholars in the field of energy and 

business from various countries, especially from Europe.  

The research areas covered by the chapters include topics referring to: the developments 
of the innovative process in the electrical energy field in Romania, initiatives for 

promoting new investments in the energy sector, new sources of energy for diminishing 

hazardous waste, infrastructure protection as a security factor, promoting electricity from 
renewable energy sources, floating wind turbines, multipurpose hydropower projects 
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under climate change, innovations in landscape of nuclear power, innovations in energy trading, energy policy, patents and 

its application process in the energy field. 
This book seeks to bridge an important research gap by questioning and studying the progress of different types of innovations 

in the energy field and their impact on developing and advanced economies globally. It aims to explore and present trends, 

dynamics and implications of the innovations and progress in energy technologies and sustainable business, economic and 
political strategies and the most recent developments in the green energy field. 

Furthermore, it explores opportunities and threats in the way of innovative challenges in these economies through a wealth 

of insights by researchers in the field with the objective of emphasizing possible strategies to global sustainability. 

Lithium-Ion Batteries: Properties, Advantages and Limitations 

Chappell Morneau 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 01/30/2020 

166 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-845-7 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-846-4 $95.00 

Lithium-Ion Batteries: Properties, Advantages and Limitations summarizes research progress in anode and cathode binders 

of lithium ion batteries in the past 20 years. So far, the binders reported in the literature involve polymers, natural extracts, 

conductive binders and self-healing binders.  
Additionally, the authors provide a comprehensive review of state-of-the-art progress in graphite-silicon anodes, from novel 

structure design to electrode fabrication, from half-coin-cell testing to pouch-full-cell evaluation, and from fundamental 

mechanistic studies to applied research. 
High-performance polymeric separators, which serve as an important component in lithium-ion batteries, are also attracting 

increased attention. The requirements for the separators, their types, preparation methods and latest developments are 

summarized. 
Following this, recent advancements in ab initio screening of electrode materials for lithium-ion batteries by the construction 

of activity-stability Volcano plots are summarized. The underlying approach may also be applied in the investigation of 

catalytic reactions. 
In closing, the authors examine the diffusion equation in curvilinear coordinates by using the method of characteristics. This 

method is commonly applied to solve first order partial differential equations. 

Membrane Distillation: Materials and Processes 

Young Moo Lee (Department of Energy Engineering, College of Engineering, Hanyang 

University, Seoul, Korea) and Enrico Drioli(Department of Energy Engineering, College of 

Engineering, Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea; Institute on Membrane Technology, National 

Research Council of Ital, ITM-CNR, c/o University of Calabria, Italy) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 05/06/2020 
347 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-448-9 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-501-1 $230.00 
Desalination is imperative to mitigate the global water scarcity as it produces drinking 

water from unpotable water. Currently, reverse osmosis membrane processes are widely 

used and account for 60% of desalination plants globally as they have lower energy 
requirements than other techniques, such as thermal desalination. Another promising 

alternative to desalination is membrane distillation (MD), which has been highlighted as 

one of the most promising and cost-effective desalination technologies over the last five 
decades. MD is a thermally driven desalination process that uses microporous and 

hydrophobic membranes through which only vapor can pass. Because non-volatile ions 

cannot pass through the membrane, MD theoretically achieves 100% salt rejection. In 
addition, MD is superior to other techniques as it is conducted at relatively low 

temperature and pressure, and is less sensitive to the feed concentration. MD is a 

desalination process that uses the vapor pressure difference between the feed and permeate 
as the driving force through the membranes.  

Over 2,800 scientific publications appeared in Web of Science as of September 2019 (over 
400 just in 2019) describing the current state of development and potential future 

applications of MD. Although these publications provide excellent knowledge regarding 

MD, they are rather fragmented, and it is difficult to gain a complete overview of the basic 
principles and functions of membranes for MD configurations and their application to real 

plants. In this book, we introduce MD from the invention of this technique to the recent developments in membranes and 

processes. The membrane materials and configurations of MD processes are systematically discussed, along with an 
introduction to real pilot plants that have been installed and tested in the field, and an economic analysis of MD. The objective 

of this book is to provide a short, but reasonably comprehensive, introduction to MD to graduate students and persons with 
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an engineering or natural science background, to gain a basic understanding of MD, and the associated materials, 

configurations, and applications, without studying a large number of different reference books. 

Solar Energy Systems: Progress and Future Directions 

Michaela Rybová 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/10/2019 

148 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53616-142-7 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-143-4 $82.00 

Solar Energy Systems: Progress and Future Directions presents some new concepts and 
ideas regarding future steps in the development and progress of solar thermal energy. 

Preliminary results for advanced control of solar plants are presented using effective 

defocusing mechanisms. 
The authors discuss the sizing ratio of grid-connected photovoltaic systems and the 

relationship of this parameter with the maximum available power. Additionally, the 

optimum value of the sizing ratio of a grid-connected photovoltaic system is defined as 

one that maximizes the yearly energy efficiency in the photovoltaic installation 

considered. 
The concluding study makes a comparative econometric analysis on the relationship 

between the solar energy consumption that is produced by solar energy systems and the economic growth for the group of 

G-7 & G-20 countries. The econometric analysis includes panel data techniques with a chosen appropriate production 
function. 

The Future of Energy: Challenges, Perspectives, and Solutions 

Thomas Valone, PhD (President, Integrity Research Institute, Beltsville MD, US) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 
397 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-186-9 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-348-1 $230.00 
The anthology entitled, “The Future of Energy: Challenges, Perspectives, and Solutions” 

includes a wide range of topics related to the probable and also possible future 

developments of energy technologies. The collection of papers offers a series of 
unprecedented perspectives on energy science, unavailable elsewhere. The authors have 

considered developments in renewable energy, novel energy discoveries, environmental 

climate futures, possible technological advances, temporal distortion, and gravitational 
electromagnetism. Specific energy inventors reporting breakthrough results have also 

been showcased in individual chapters, including Searl, Manelas, Kozyrev, and Storms. 

The future of energy is presented with possible scenarios such as with microgrids, solar 
systems, fusion-fission reactors, smart cities, energy storage, electric vehicles, low energy 

nuclear reactors, electromagnetic devices, proton and electron conversion, theoretical 

antigravity, and time manipulation. Several interesting models have been considered to 
provoke and stretch the reader’s imagination and awareness of the study of the future.  

This collection of works provides a broad range of conceptual understanding of energy 

conversion that is both conventional and unconventional. Each chapter includes a 
significant use of graphs and charts, as well as explanatory equations where necessary, 

with plenty of vital references and links to substantiate any new scientific concepts and 

assist further research. More than one new phenomena of electrical power production have 
been discovered and the results documented in detail within the pages of this anthology. While the time schedule and specific 

cause of global warming is detailed, the plan for advanced energy applications is also explored.  

The collection of works provides a unique perspective on the evolving landscape of future energy which is provocative and 
enlightening. The reader will find it enriches and enlivens the discussion of what is to come. 
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Electrical Engineering 

Nonactive Current Components Compensation of Low-Voltage 

Power Supply Systems 

Mykhaylo V. Zagirnyak, Mariia S. Maliakova, and Andrii P. Kalinov 

(Kremenchuk Mykhailo Ostrohradskyi National University, 

Kremenchuk, Ukraine) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 
288 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-781-7 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-782-4 $195.00 
The monograph has solved an actual scientific problem, improving the efficiency of 

electricity networks by developing methods of compensation current non-active 

components under harmonic distortions and unbalance of mains supply voltage. The 

research of the compensation system working processes in time- and frequency-domain 

allows to reach the positive effect for the developed method. The necessity of the 
analytical methods for analysis of nonlinear elements of electrical systems in the frequency-domain development have been 

grounded. The expediency and efficiency of the usage of small parameter method, which is realized in frequency-domain 

using instantaneous admittance components, have been grounded. It is shown that application of a small parameter method 
with its realization in frequency domain enables significant simplification of the process of the analysis of electric circuits 

with semiconductor converters in an analytical form and facilitation of calculation automation. Based on this, the algorithm 

for calculation of the passive filter parameters have been proposed. This allows to reach the desired voltage total harmonic 
distortion coefficient. The analysis of energy consumption and conversion in electrical systems with semiconductor 

converters based on the instantaneous power components analysis allowed to make important conclusions. Based on the 

analysis in analytical form in the frequency domain by numerical analysis and mathematical modeling of compensation, non-
active components of current improvement methods were proposed as compensation non-active components under the non-

sinusoidal and supply voltage unbalance and proved the effectiveness of its implementation. 

Renewable Energy 

Applied Soft Computing Techniques for Renewable Energy 

Amit Kumar Thakur (Lovely Professional University, Phagwara, 

Punjab, India), Rajesh Singh (Lovely Professional University, 

Jalandhar, Punjab, India), Ajay Kumar Kaviti (VNRJIET, Hyderabad, 

India), Anita Gehlot (Lovely Professional University, Jalandhar, 

Punjab, India) and J.V Muruga Lal Jeyan (Lovely Professional 

University, Jalandhar, Punjab, India) 

In series: Renewable Energy: Research, Development and Policies 
Publication Date: 07/17/2020 
278 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-180-7 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-209-5 $195.00 
This book provides a better understanding of Fuzzy set theory, Fuzzy logic and Neural 

Networks and various other techniques seem very well suited for modeling and controlling 

a real system. Energy is of major importance to civilization, because it is driving force 

which binds human race. The estimation of energy in the form of renewable and sustainable is one of the important aspects 

to understand the how resources are harnessed and to predict what might happen under various possible future conditions. 

Using available modelling techniques to generate the best algorithms, the objective is to determine the best solution in terms 
of comparing the performances of the solutions through different parameters for a specific case.  

Consumption of Fossil fuels at a rapid pace has generated an alarming situation and with the subsequent increase in the 

number of vehicle the pollution level has reached well beyond human’s control. This is frightening enough to observe the 
fact that the pollution level has surpassed all records and the need of the hour is to find an alternate fuel which can really be 

of great assistance in reducing the exhaust emission and augment the performance parameters of engine. Major researches 

are carried out on various engines to draw closer towards a realistic solution. Experiments performed on various engines are 
considered to be time consuming and the expenses met to perform these experiments are too costly, so the need of soft 

computing techniques involved in this area.  

Soft computing can be better described as the process to find the solution to an inexact problem. Soft computing has showed 
lot of potential in giving the researchers the exact solution may be in case of validating or predicting the performance and 

emission parameters. Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference system (ANFIS), Fuzzy Expert 
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System (FES), Response Surface Methodology (RSM) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) are the various soft computing 

techniques widely used.  
This book focuses on to carry out the comprehensive review and various other experimental works of various researchers 

who have carried out the work on these various soft computing techniques on various engines with various alternative fuels 

On the basis of modelling techniques, time is saved to a great extent and the capital investment involved is comparably very 
low. Various modelling technniques are being readily used to predict the performance parameters for various engines and 

modelling techniques have become the readily available tool to compare and validate the experimental work being carried 

out by researchers to get accurate matching with the experimental data.The benefit of this issue will be at large in connecting 
with varieties of work done in the field of Biomass which includes wood and wood waste, municipal solid waste. Landfill 

gas and biogas. Ethanol, Biodiesel, Hydropower, Geothermal, Wind, Solar.Thus soft computing techniques are fast and 

reliable hence, they can be a substitute for conventional experiments. 

Bioeconomic and Policy Aspects of Future Sustainable Biofuel Production 

Shyamal Roy (Assistant Professor, Chemical Engineering Department, Jadavpur University, 

Kolkata, West Bengal, India) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 10/03/2019 

120 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-136-6 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-137-3 $82.00 

This book states developments in the bioenergy market and related policies. Recent 

bioenergy developments, often induced by policies, lead to a greater connection between 
energy and agricultural markets and influenced relative food and feed prices and land-use 

changes. An analytical framework is explained that places bioenergy within the 

bioeconomy. The impacts of supply push and demand pull polices are discussed, and the 
reasons for policy interventions are explained. The effectiveness of policy intervention is 

likely to increase if they are directly linked to a target such as the reduction of emissions 
or the stimulation of economic growth. Because the bioeconomy is an immature or infant 

industry, policies that temporarily encourage its development might be analyzed. 

Technological change and full biomass utilization for food, feed, energy, materials and 
chemicals may lead to a competitive bio-economy sector. Regulation can possibly deal 

with indirect effects of bioenergy such as social (land grabbing) and environmental effects 

(land, water, biodiversity). Given the importance of private sector investments in the 

development of biotechnologies, excessive regulation might create a disincentive to 

innovation 

Biofuels: Advances in Research and Applications 

George R. Carey 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/08/2020 

168 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-721-3 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-722-0 $95.00 

Biofuels: Advances in Research and Applications first explores previously studied supercritical processes for the production 

of biodiesel. Two of the main drawbacks of said processes are discussed: the high energy requirements and the hazards due 
to the conditions under which the processes are operated. 

The authors present a review of the experimental excess enthalpy of mixtures of dibutyl ether or butanol, with representative 

hydrocarbons. The most relevant functional groups of gasoline hydrocarbon types are considered: heptane, iso-octane, 1-
hexene, cyclohexane, methylcyclohexane, benzene, and toluene. 

Continuing, this compilation briefly explores the production of biofuel from different edible and non-edible feedstock, 

mentioning the various types of homogeneous and heterogeneous acid or base catalysts applied for reactions. The benefits 
and drawbacks of biodiesel as compared to diesel fuel are also described. 

Several yeasts are examined for their capability to produce xylanolytic enzymes that degrade xylan, the major polysaccharide 

in the hemicellulose structure. The production of hydrolytic enzymes for the enzymatic hydrolysis process is reported by 
optimizing lignocellulose degradation and increasing the yield of simple sugars. 
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Energy Harvesting Technologies for Powering WPAN and IoT 

Devices for Industry 4.0 Up-Gradation 

Rajesh Singh, Anita Gehlot, M.A Inayathullaah and Anuj Jain (Lovely 

Professional University, Jalandhar, Punjab, India) 

In series: Renewable Energy: Research, Development and Policies 
Publication Date: 04/06/2020 

253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-943-0 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-944-7 $160.00 

Energy harvesting is the procedure for deriving, capturing and storing energy from 
external sources. Power is a very important part of any system, and for Internet of Things 

and WPAN, managing power is the biggest challenge.  

This book aims to explore the methods and systems to generate energy and use it 
efficiently for IoT applications to upgrade the Industries. 

The book comprises of ten chapters. Chapter 1 describes the low power renewable power 

supply through thermo electric generators. The main aim of this chapter is to familiarize 
the energy harvesting among the various sources of renewable energy (Solar light, Vibration, Heat, RFID, Wind and Hybrid 

energy) and to provide electrical output in the range of 1 μW to few Watts for low power devices (Wireless Networks/ IoTs). 

Chapter 2 describes the concept of distributed generation as a part of the smart grid that is proposed at IKG Punjab Technical 
University. The proposed smart micro grid includes the Distributed Generation based on renewable resources like solar PV 

and biogas as an individual and hybrid energy system. Chapter 3 proposed the energy harvesting types for end sensor nodes 

for pipeline monitoring in remote areas and addressed challenges for future advanced energy harvesting for sensor nodes. 
Chapter 4 described the fundamental concept, latest developments and applications addressing the related theoretical and 

practical aspects on wireless communication.  

In Chapter 5 different renewable energy harvesting technique has been discussed. Solar power optimization has been done 
to make more efficient harvesting techniques. Chapter 6 gives a review on energy harvesting and storage. In Chapter 7 the 

design and development of energy harvesting system is reviewed. Chapter 8 proposed an idea to implement a street light 

management system which can work on self power generation method based on piezoelectric techniques and communication 
module for analysing and transferring of data to the cloud or the web server for real time application. Chapter 9 proposed an 

architecture where in the bins XBee network is used to connect nearby control unit of local municipal authority and from the 

control authority, LoRa network is used to communicate to long range and also these bins are assisted with solar panel for 
providing the power supply to devices that are existed in the architecture. Chapter 10 presented the study to optimize the 

process parameters for biofuel production by transesterification of algal oil using KOH as catalyst. 

New Trends for Biomass Energy Development: From Wood to Circular Economy 

Leonel Nunes (DEGEIT – Department of Economics, Management, Industrial Engineering and 

Tourism, University of Aveiro, Campus Universitário de Santiago, Aveiro, Portugal), Carina 

Pimentel (DEGEIT, University of Aveiro, Portugal), Susana Garrido Azevedo (CEFAGE-UBI 

Unit Researches, University of Beira Interior, Management and Economics Department, Polo IV, 

Covilhã, Portugal) and João Carlos O. Matias (University of Aveiro, Dept. of Economics, 

Management, Industrial Engineering and Tourism (DEGEIT), Campus Universitario de Santiago, 

Aveiro, Portugal) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 03/10/2020 

274 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-189-1 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-190-7 $195.00 
Nowadays, biomass presents itself as a very viable alternative for the production of 

energy, both electrical and thermal, quickly recovering its role, both in the universe of 

domestic and industrial use. With growing concerns about climate change, it is becoming 
increasingly urgent to use environmentally harmful forms of energy production that 

contribute to the decarbonization of the economy. Biomass is capable of making a 

significant contribution to achieving this overall objective, since its use proves to be 
neutral from the point of view of the emission of carbon dioxide. However, the simple 

production of energy from biomass presents and encompasses a large number of variables, 

which justify its study for a better understanding. The aim that the editors intend to achieve 
with this book is to take an inclusive approach to all components that cover the use of 

biomass for energy production. At present, this form of energy production has been 

studied and used in an increasingly intensive way. However, in all the studies and research 
that can be found, what is verified is a traditional approach, based on an economy of a 

linear type, purely technical, both in terms of use and in terms of logistics. This book aims 
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to address the issue of energy production from biomass in a circular economy perspective, in all its aspects, namely in all 

components of the supply chain, production organization, new technologies of use and reuse and revaluation of biomass 
forms from a circular economy perspective. 

Waste Heat: Sources and Uses 

Michèle Picard 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 
214 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-355-0 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-356-7 $160.00 
Waste Heat: Sources and Uses introduces the main waste heat sources that come from the industrial, electric, commercial, 

residential and transportation sectors of society. The wide applications of waste heat through heat pumps are then detailed, 

mainly including gas heating, hot water production, and steam production (for sterilization, distillation, rectification, etc.). 
A summary of the main findings and trends in the area of ejector-enhanced efficiency of waste heat recovery cycles and 

systems using low boiling point working fluids. Following a brief overview of the ejector, selected configurations of interest 

are presented and discussed in a variety of applications. 

The purpose of the following chapter is to provide a concise overview of waste heat availability and energy capturing 

potential, and the different technologies available for its recovery as well as their advantages and challenges. 
In closing, the different types of waste heat recovery technologies that are used in cement plants to produce electricity are 

reviewed, and the potential for electricity production from heat exhaust gases of three cement plants by using waste heat 

recovery technology is discussed.  

Environmental Engineering 

Advances in Hydrogeochemistry Research 

S. Saeid Eslamian (Professor of Hydrology and Water Resources, Academic Member Campus, 

Isfahan University of Technology, Isfahan, Iran) and Faezeh Eslamian (Department of 

BioResources Engineering, Faculty of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences McGill University, 

Montreal, Canada) 

In series: Water Resource Planning, Development and Management 
Publication Date: 05/12/2020 

395 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-829-6 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-830-2 $230.00 

Hydrogeochemistry is of great application in reconstructing the previous groundwater 

circulation under ice sheets due to meltwater recharging the subsurface having a 
geochemical signature that could be discriminated from the other sources of water 

produced under warmer climates. Many hydrogeological factors could affect the 

geochemical composition of groundwater. These include the climate conditions, the 
lithology of the substrate and its hydraulic conductivity, the weathering, the length of the 

flow path, the penetration depth, the groundwater flow velocity and the residence time of 
groundwater. 

In recent years, hydrogeochemistry advances in analytical technology have allowed 

hydrogeochemical surveys to become a very powerful exploration technique. The new 
research works in this area are very broad and extensive. In this mini book, it is impossible 

to bring all of these novel techniques. The current Advances in Hydrogeochimistry 

Research book is limited to some diverse examples in different regions of the earth. As an 

introduction, chemical interaction between surface water and groundwater has been 

explained and discussed. A hydrogeochemical perspective of the wetland systems is then 

drawn. It has been combined with the biological remediation. Contaminant fate and 
transport in both groundwater and soil are also studied using different image analysis 

techniques. A case study in an Arab region of the world is comprehensively undertaken 

and the impact of groundwater pollution and quality on regional economics has been investigated. The concepts, 
classifications and applications of the groundwater modeling for solute transport simulation have been defined in the 

saturated porous media of the earth. An African analysis was done on assessing the microbiological quality of potable 

groundwater from the selected protected and unprotected wells in Zimbabwe. 36Cl for dating groundwater was contributed 
on the Guarani Aquifer System, located beneath the surface of Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay and is the second 

largest known aquifer system in the world and is attributed as an important source of freshwater. For semi-arid and arid zones 

of Iran, geospatial techniques in hydrogeochemistry have been used by intersecting the layers and statistical analysis. Then, 
a hydrochemical analysis of the bottled mineral waters has been comparatively studied. In another part of Africa, a semiarid 

part of North Eastern Nigeria, physicochemical characteristics of groundwater are widely determined. It has been also shown 
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that the hydraulic fracking associated with the coalbed methane production has a great impact on water resources. Finally, 

various case studies have been done on the environmental state of freshwater, natural resources and mine waters in the some 
parts of Serbia, Spain and Central Asia. In addition, the implications on regional water resources management have been 

indicated. 

This book is intended primarily as a textbook at the graduate/research level and as a guide for field engineers, enabling them 
to remain current with scientific developments. As a simple prerequisite, the readers should have basic background 

knowledge in groundwater engineering and a general understanding of environmental and geological processes. 

An Interdisciplinary Approach towards Academic Education on 

Sustainable Building Design 

Vanja Skalicky Klemenčič, PhD (University of Maribor, Faculty of 

Civil Engineering, Transportation Engineering and Architecture, 

Maribor, Slovenia), Vesna Žegarac Leskovar, PhD (University of 

Maribor, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Transportation Engineering 

and Architecture, Maribor, Slovenia) and Maja Žigart (University of 

Maribor, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Transportation Engineering 

and Architecture, Maribor, Slovenia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

202 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-302-4 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-303-1 $95.00 

The built environment is witnessing a worldwide concern followed by intensive consideration of its environmental impacts 

on the one hand and influence on public health and wellbeing on the other. Respecting both priorities mentioned above, the 
trends in current design tend to be in line with multiple dimensions of sustainability. Next to its occurrence in scientific 

research and practice, the topic of sustainable design is ever more emerging within the courses at universities, whereby the 

educational approaches can be beneficial if interrelated to different scientific or expert disciplines. As universities are 
recognized as complex organizations inevitably evolving over a long period of time period and responding to changes in 

society and environment, attempts to improve the efficiency of academic teaching have been intensively introduced also in 

the study programs of the University of Maribor, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Transportation Engineering and Architecture 
(UM FGPA) through implementation of various activities related to development of innovative approaches towards 

education on sustainable design of built environment. 

The publication presents the interdisciplinary approach to the academic education on sustainable building design through 
integration of different activities. In addition to basic educational courses, the transfer of latest research findings, 

implementation of practical student workshops, development projects and various activities aiming at integration of different 

knowledge transfers makes the level of academic teaching more active and efficient. The book consists of six chapters. The 
first chapter describes the general aspect of the integrative approach to education on sustainable built environment through 

the experience of the interdisciplinary course. Chapter 2 introduces a comprehensive set of urban design criteria for creating 

residential neighbourhoods and emphasizes the role of high-quality open space and green areas, which significantly 
contributes to liveability. Chapter 3 deals with sustainable transport in connection with the living environment, and 

emphasises the interdisciplinary approach. Chapter 4 presents the inclusion of energy-efficient building design with the 

integrated use of new digital technologies, such as building information and energy modelling. Chapter 5 describes the main 
types of timber structural systems and presents a sustainable design perspective of contemporary prefabricated timber-glass 

buildings with further development of multi-storey prefabricated timber buildings with enlarged glazing areas. The last 

chapter is prepared as a graphic summary of interdisciplinary workshop projects which demonstrate the complexity of design 
and the respect for diverse interdisciplinary principles of sustainable planning. 

Lasers and Photonics 

Nd:YAG Lasers: Technology and Applications 

Larry P. Thomason 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 12/27/2019 

130 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-820-4 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-821-1 $82.00 

The opening chapter of Nd:YAG Lasers: Technology and Applications aims at reviewing the mechanism of the use of 

Nd:YAG lasers in vascular lesions, specific indications for its use and treatment efficacy for these specific lesions. 
Recently, Nd:YAG lasers have also become popular in the treatment of non-vascular lesions. As such, the authors discuss 

the more recent indications of Nd:YAG lasers. 
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Next, studies on the behavior of superduplex steel UNS S 32750 when submitted to autogenous welding with Nd:YAG 

pulsed laser, autogenous welding with Nd:YAG pulsed laser with subsequent refusion processes with Nd:YAG pulsed laser 
and hybrid welding combining Nd:YAG pulsed laser and GTAW are explored in two situations. 

The concluding chapter focuses on the applications of Nd:YAG lasers, including in the synthesis of nanocomposites and 

carbon quantum dots, generating micro- and nano-size emulsions. 

Manufacturing 

Industry 4.0: Principles, Effects and Challenges 

Yilmaz Uygun (Head of Logistics Engineering and Technologies 

Group, Study Program Chair MSc Supply Chain Management, Jacobs 

University Bremen, Bremen, Germany) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
Expected Publication Date: 11/06/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-331-3 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-423-5 $195.00 

Industry 4.0 will disrupt and change how we produce, do business, and live our lives. 
Related to manufacturing, the way products are produced will change radically not only 

within a company but also across companies. So, like any other revolution, the fourth 

industrial revolution will also produce winners and losers. Occupations, companies, and 
industries will die whereas new ones will emerge. So, companies need to adapt properly 

to those new technologies in order not to be pushed out of business. 

This book makes a contribution to understand the developments related to Industry 4.0. 
Experienced and well-established authors came together to shed light on different but 

complementary topics to offer a holistic view on Industry 4.0. Here, the Industry 4.0 ecosystem, implications of Industry 4.0 

on human workforce, technical challenges and application examples are addressed. 

The Fundamentals of Brick Manufacturing 

Md. Faruque Hossain, PhD (American International University-Bangladesh, Kuril, Dhaka, 

Bangladesh) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

147 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-224-9 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-225-6 $82.00 

Over the recent years, the brick industry of the state has been facing competition from 

several other building materials. These include cement and cement blocks. In most 
developing countries, brick makers make only a unique type and color of brick, leaving 

the user very little choice. As a result, substitute products enter the market which have the 

same function but are cheaper, more regular and pleasing in look. These substitutes satisfy 
the consumers more than bricks do. Although in general, the output of bricks is quite 

elastic, in the sense that increased construction activities are closely followed by an 
increase in brick production, the brick industry does have certain challenges posed by 

competition from substitutes. It is evident from the fore going discussion that bricks face 

stiff competition from alternative building materials. Therefore, in order to remain 
competitive, the clay brick industry will have to contain cost, increase module size, reduce 

mortar usage and improve ease of layering in order to retain and increase market share in 

the building and construction industry. Bricks in general are preferred, even if they are of 

low quality, because of their inherent and perceived characteristics of strength and 

moisture resistance. The industry will therefore have to emphasize if positive 

characteristics and options in order to compete with the alternative building materials 
which have a similar function. The brick industry, being ancillary to the construction 

industry, is intimately connected with the growth of the latter. Any attempts for market 

assessment should therefore focus on estimation of demand, supply and price position in the construction industry.  
There is little doubt that in the foreseeable future there will be an increasing demand for housing, particularly in cities and 

urban areas. To provide shelter for all, all construction sectors, including traditional sectors should be involved in providing 

affordable housing for the urban as well as the rural poor people. If these poorer sections of the population are to be assisted 
to build durable as well as affordable housing, the focus of attention will have to be placed on the provision of suitable and 

affordable building materials. Unfortunately it appears that in developing countries, the major thrust in the building materials 

industry has been placed on the more modern building materials. However, in most countries there is a need for cheap and 
good quality local building materials such as bricks, wood, bamboo etc. These are the materials most people of these countries 

can afford. If locally produced materials using local resources are utilized, which are often renewable, the cost will be low 
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and income will be generated at the local level. Therefore, the development of the local building materials industry must 

receive close attention and utmost care. The objective of the local building materials industries should be not only to make 
available the materials traditionally used by the low income sections of the community but also to modify production 

processes and construction techniques to enable construction of houses which are structurally more durable and functionally 

more adequate. However, this books deals with brick manufacturing and its history details to provide updated information to 
the readers. Therefore, throughout the book, different authors present very interesting works related to the brick 

manufacturing in home and abroad. There is no doubt buyers will benefit by getting an excellent piece of this book. 

Materials Science 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 40 

Maryann C. Wythers 

In series: Advances in Materials Science Research 
Publication Date: 02/18/2020 

258 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-145-7 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-144-0 $250.00 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 40 first summarizes the recently published literature regarding modern 
applications of lignocellulosic materials. Lignocellulosic materials were conventionally treated as wastes for disposal, but 

are gaining recognition for their role in the supply of renewable resources. 

The authors discuss in detail the material attributes of pullulan and their correlation with the quality attributes of finished 
formulation, including: assay, dissolution, related substances and content uniformity. 

Additionally, this compilation presents the development of a dip-coating instrument and its applications in the thin film 

deposition of colloidal nanocrystals. The instrument was based on an Arduino microcontroller, a stepper motor and a 
mechanical structure using a belt and pulley connection from motor to substrate holder. 

Silicone oil emulsions stabilized by various emulsifiers, such as surfactants, polymers, and solid particles (with and without 

pre-adsorbed surfactants or polymers) are also reviewed. Emulsion stability, interfacial properties, and rheological properties 
as a function of the emulsifier concentration in the complete emulsification of silicone oil are discussed. 

Next, the wet-chemical method was used to prepare various ZnO coated carbon nanotube nanocomposites, ZnO coated 

carbon black, ZnO coated graphene oxide, and ZnO nanoparticles in higher pH mediums. This approach was used to detect 
and quantify the xanthine in real samples. 

The concluding chapter highlights the results of studies on structure transformations in amorphous Fe-based alloys induced 

by laser irradiation, the kinetics and mechanisms of structure phase transitions, and the irradiation influence on magnetic and 

mechanical properties of the alloy. 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 41 

Maryann C. Wythers 

In series: Advances in Materials Science Research 
Publication Date: 06/24/2020 
244 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-785-5 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-786-2 $250.00 
This compilation reports on the use of chemical modification as a complementary methodology in the study of various 

organic compounds by matrix-activated laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry, particularly focusing on results 

obtained since the last decade of the 20th century. 
The influence of a three-phase contact line on extrinsic-substrate-induced nucleation is discussed in detail, and various 

geometric configurations corresponding to certain scenarios are also identified. 

The authors explore the synthesis and phase transitions in hexaferrites of Y-type, and emphasis is placed on the magnetic 
phase transition leading to the observation of magneto-electric effects. 

Features of the structure, properties and synthesis of various modifications of vanadium dioxide are discussed, and the effects 

of doping with hydrogen by means of plasma-immersion ion implantation are explored. 
Additionally, the structural, electronic, magnetic and optical properties of BiFeO3 and its doped sister compounds are studied 

experimentally using density functional theory calculations. 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 42 

Maryann C. Wythers 

In series: Advances in Materials Science Research 
Expected Publication Date: 11/27/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-441-9 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-545-4 $250.00 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 42 first evaluates the physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of 

poly(1,1-difluoroethylene) or poly(vinylidene fluoride) and some of its copolymers and composites.  
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The quantitative study of the p-type doping of a-Si:H thin films carried out by combining in situ Kelvin probe and UV-visible 

spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements is explored. 
The authors go on to discuss how graphene-based materials have shown great usefulness because they can be chemically 

combined with other materials to obtain new interesting materials with new chemical and physical properties 

In the subsequent study, electron transport properties of proposed field-effect transistors constructed by some low-
dimensional nanomaterials are reported by the density functional theory simulation combined with a non-equilibrium Green 

function method. 

Following this, the methods used to synthesize structured catalytic supports by coating in spherical geometry are reviewed 
in conjunction with other coating methods on spheres with applications in photocatalysis. 

Additionally, a power storage system using spherical silicon solar cells, a maximum power point tracking charge controller, 

a lithium-ion battery and a direct current-alternating current inverter using silicon carbide devices is constructed and studied. 
The electrochemical behaviour of 316L stainless steel in the hypochlorite sodium bleaching process is also studied and 

findings are described. 
In the concluding study, on the basis of the the strain-rate cycling tests associated with the ultrasonic oscillation, p p was 

obtained as the effective stress due to the impurities which lie on the mobile dislocation. 

Boron Carbide: Structure, Processing, Properties and Applications 

Kolan Madhav Reddy, PhD (School of Materials Science and Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong 

University, Shanghai, China) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

322 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-121-1 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-122-8 $195.00 

Boron carbide is a superhard and lightweight ceramic material. As a result of these 
characteristics, it used as a protective component in bulletproof vests, tank armour and 

also has many other industrial applications (e.g., tooling, abrasives). Research on boron 
carbide remains active given a long-standing challenge to understand its complex failure 

behavior in extreme environments owing to its unique microstructure and mechanical 

properties, where many current efforts are underway to improve its behavior through 
microstructure alteration via additives that form secondary phases, chemical doping, and 

altering the chemical composition of the boron-to-carbon ratio in the crystal structure. 

This book covers some of the key challenges involving boron carbide that are currently 

being studied by many materials scientists and ceramists. The authors who are active in 

this research field have prepared the chapters for this book and specific topics covered 

highlight the state-of-the art research in structure, processing, properties and applications. 
The organization of the book is designed to provide an easy understanding for students 

and professionals interested in advanced material for novel applications. 

Layer-By-Layer Deposition: Development and Applications 

Eve A. Milne 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Publication Date: 02/11/2020 

300 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-983-6 $195.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-087-0 $195.00 

Layer-by-layer self-assembly is the most widely used strategy for the production of functional surfaces with tailored 

structures and chemical, biological, optical and electrical properties. Layer-by-layer approaches allow for the loading of 
bioactive molecules for tissue scaffolds, cardiovascular devices, implants, wound healing dressing, bone grafts, biosensors, 

drug delivery, and release systems. 

Layer-By-Layer Deposition: Development and Applications also examines the physico-chemical bases underlying the 
fabrication of materials by the layer-by-layer method. Understanding the forces involved in the control of the assembly 

process is essential for the fabrication of materials with controlled properties, and structures. 

Following this, the main principles and latest strategies of functionalized films, diamond core-shell structures, and 
graphene/graphene oxide nanocomposites by layer-by-layer self-assembly technology are extensively reviewed in detail, and 

these composites have been applied in the fields of biology, catalysis, and dye degradation. 

The authors study the layer-by-layer growth of quasiperiodic structures that are mathematical models of quasicrystals. This 
study is based on the concept of model sets proposed by Moody and generalizing the well-known “cut-and-project” method.  

This compilation also reviews the current state of the art uses of the layer-by-layer strategy for providing natural and synthetic 

textile materials with flame retardant properties, reviewing and discussing the current advances. 
The penultimate study focuses on how nisin peptides can be entrapped and released, creating an antibacterial food-contacting 

textile membrane. Biocatalytic membranes can be fabricated using entrapped enzymes.  
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Lastly, the different issues of multilayer emulsions with flaxseed and chia seed oil as omega-3 sources will be discussed, 

including their formation, composition, stability, characterization, and application. 

Low-Density Polyethylene: Properties and Applications 

Johan Geisler 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Expected Publication Date: 10/08/2020 

155 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53618-192-0 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-273-6 $82.00 

Low-Density Polyethylene: Properties and Applications examines the rheology of low-density Pply(ethylene)-based systems. 
Processing this commodity, alone or in combination with different micro/nano-fillers, requires a deep knowledge of its 

rheological behavior in order to set up the process parameters. 

Following this, the comprehensive research progress on low-density polyethylene is reviewed, and the mechanisms of low-
density polyethylene biodegradation are summarized. Additionally, the effect of microorganisms on low-density 

polyethylene and products of this degradation with their level of toxicity is discussed. 

Later, the authors focus on the different types of low-density polyethylene, microorganism-mediated degradation, changes 

in the physiological properties of low-density polyethylene post degradation and its applications in other fields. 

The detailed knowledge of preferential sorption is studied in an effort to reveal new information regarding low-density 
polyethylene properties. Consequently, the usage of low-density polyethylene in membrane separations is promoted. 

Nonwoven Fabric: Manufacturing and Applications 

Rembrandt Elise 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Publication Date: 05/01/2020 
213 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-587-5 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-607-0 $95.00 
Nonwoven industry plays an important role in economy and society. Nonwoven Fabric: Manufacturing and Applications 

addresses important data on both natural and synthetic fibres that are used in the industry to develop products for different 

purposes. 
Though synthetic fibres are extensively used in the nonwoven industry for the manufacture of various products, natural fibres 

are steadily occupying the market due to some of their obvious merits. In this respect, a review of the various manufacturing 

techniques for nonwoven fabric derived from natural fibres such as cotton, jute, flax and hemp is given in this book.  
Next, the authors assess the structure, property, evaluation and applications of jute and jute blended needle-punched 

nonwoven fabric, in an effort to aid those who work with natural lingo-cellulosic fibre-based needle punched nonwovens. 

In addition, flax/low melting point polyester needle punched nonwoven fabrics were manufactured and characterized for 
thermal insulation applications. The test results show a decrease in thermal resistance value with an increase in low melt PET 

% and needle penetration depth.  

Six types of recycled nonwovens samples were developed using thermal bonding and aero dynamic methods, and these 
samples are characterized by their physical properties such as areal density, bulk density, thickness, porosity, air permeability 

and thermal resistance. 

The authors assess the way in which the increased use of fire retardant materials in industries has put considerable pressure 
on the scientific community to develop new polymer materials, chemicals, and fiber combinations for such applications. 

This compilation concludes with an overview of the history, common raw materials, manufacturing processes, properties, 

functions and applications of nonwoven geotextiles. The potential use of recycled nonwoven geotextiles towards a more 
sustainable construction is also discussed. 

Phase Change Materials: Technology and Applications 

Ismaël van der Winden 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 
185 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-536-3 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-537-0 $95.00 
In this compilation, after considering solid-liquid transition, techniques required to obtain phase change materials are 

discussed. Various material combinations based on chemical and physical methods are also discussed, which are adopted to 

form solid-solid phase change. 
Following this, a non-parity-time-symmetric three-layer structure is introduced, consisting of a gain medium layer 

sandwiched between two phase-change medium layers for switching the direction of reflectionless light propagation. 

The concluding chapter discusses the effectiveness of phase change materials in building roofs for the reduction of energy 
consumption and the improvement of indoor comfort conditions. 
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Proceedings of the 2018 International Conference on "Physics, Mechanics of New Materials 

and Their Applications" 

Ivan A. Parinov (Vorovich Mechanics and Applied Mathematics Research Institute, Southern 

Federal University, Rostov-on-Don, Russia), Shun-Hsyung Chang, PhD (Department of 

Microelectronic Engineering, National Kaohsuing University of Science and Technology, 

Kaohsuing, Taiwan), and Yun-Hae Kim, PhD (Ex-Acting President of Korea Maritime and Ocean 

University, Director of Idea Factory Center, Yeongdo-gu, Busan, South Korea) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Publication Date: 10/01/2019 

480 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53615-862-5 $230.00 
e-book: 978-1-53615-863-2 $230.00 

The developed original principles and approaches for advanced materials and composites 

(ferro-piezoelectrics, nanostructures, functional materials and polymeric structures etc.) 

defines the main achievements and directions of modern natural and technical sciences, 

technologies, techniques and industry. Direct improvement of the materials and devices 

characteristics are based on numerous chemical, physical and mechanical studies, modern 
numerical approaches and methods of mathematical modeling and physical experiment.  

These PHENMA 2018 proceedings are devoted to development and solution of different 

actual problems into framework of the above-mentioned scientific directions. The 
proposed book presents interesting original results in theoretical, computational and 

experimental methods, which allow manufacturing nano-materials and composites (for 

example, ferro-piezoelectrical and environmentally-friendly), and other materials in 
different scale levels with before given and improved properties. The materials could be 

obtained due to reprocessing natural materials, wasters, fruits and plants. These 

proceedings also discuss results of mathematical modeling and experimental studies of 
advanced devices (piezoelectric transducers, energy-harvesters, different sensors, medical 

devices etc.). The presented studies are based on the new generation nano-materials, ferro-
piezoelectrics and other structure-sensitive materials with special properties. The book 

treats promising modern nano- and microstructure techniques for manufacture of different 

novel materials (for example, nanostructures) and devices, which are very important for educational purposes and industry, 
unification and development of various expertises, designs and analyzes.  

The book presents new results of internationally recognized scientific teams in different areas of materials science, condensed 

matter physics, physical and mechanical theory and experiment, processing techniques and engineering of advanced materials 
and composites, numerical methods and numerous applications. These results are devoted to R&D of advanced piezo-

ferroelectrics, nanostructures, other promising materials and composites with specific properties, based on the developed 

processing techniques and modern approaches of chemistry, physics, mechanics and materials science, and also wide 
spectrum of applications including industry and marketing. The book presents a wide spectrum of results, obtained on the 

base of original mathematical models, physical experiments, computer modeling, and nano- and piezoelectric applications. 

This collection presents 50 selected reports of the 2018 International Conference on “Physics, Mechanics of New Materials 
and Their Applications” (PHENMA 2018, August 9-11, 2018, Busan, South Korea), http://phenma2018.math.sfedu.ru.  

The book is addressed to students, post-graduate students, scientists and engineers, investigating and developing a new 

generation of nano-materials and nano-composites, piezo-ferroelectrics, other advanced materials with structure-sensitive 
properties, and also different devices, manufactured on their base and used in numerous applications in various areas of 

science, technique and technology. The book presents new research methods and scientific results in the condensed matter 

physics, materials science, physical and mechanical experiment, processing techniques and engineering of nanomaterials, 
piezoelectrics and other advanced materials and composites, numerical methods, and also different applications and 

developed devices. 

Polymers 

Polydimethylsiloxane: Structure and Applications 

Philip N. Carlsen 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 
238 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-590-5 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-611-7 $160.00 
Polydimethylsiloxane is a non-conducting, silicone-based elastomer that is of widespread interest due to its flexibility and 

ease of micromolding for the rapid prototyping of microdevices and systems. Polydimethylsiloxane: Structure and 

Applications discusses the results of electric investigations of onion-like carbon (OLC)/polydimethysiloxane composites 
addressing very wide frequency and temperature ranges. 
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Several kinds of devices for the observation of the behaviour of biological cells are discussed: micro-ridges, micro-grooves, 

micro-markers, and micro-slits, and the methodology to make each morphology by polydimethylsiloxane is described. 
The authors reviews the main applications of polydimethylsiloxane in urinary tract devices and the associated complications. 

As new solutions are needed to reduce bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation on polydimethylsiloxane -based devices, a 

testing platform is described to evaluate surface performance in both urinary catheters and ureteral stents.  
Also examined are the properties which make polydimethylsiloxane an excellent candidate for understanding complex 

biological behaviors, including its transparency for applying optical methods, biocompatibility and nontoxicity, high 

conformity with cells and other biostructures, gas permeability for the transfer of nutrients and oxygen, and flexibility. 
In the subsequent study, a hybrid material of titanium dioxide and polydimethylsiloxane is obtained and characterized using 

a sol-gel and electrospraying method. These results indicate that the hybrid material may be viable as an adsorbent, and that 

the optimization of the process could reduce both cost and analysis time. 
In order to further the applications of polydimethylsiloxane, the closing study describes the steps in the fabrication of its 

plasmonic structure, and also examines the switching effect of the sample. 

Materials Technology 

Clothing and Textiles 

Coir (Cocos nucifera): A Sustainable Industrial Fibre 

Surajit Sengupta (ICAR-National Institute of Natural Fibre 

Engineering & Technology, (Erstwhile ICAR-NIRJAFT), Kolkata, 

India) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
Publication Date: 07/21/2020 

137 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-059-6 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-060-2 $82.00 

This monograph is intended to present an overview- most of which is based on ideas and 

conclusions presented in published literature, the rest representing our own concepts 
developed through extensive research. Here, the reader will discover the rational 

relationships between basic mechanisms, and experimental data, and theoretical 

expressions which were developed over several years by scientists for coir fibre 
characterisation and utilisation in particular. It will help to those who deal with coir fibre 

in both industry and academia specially to teachers, students and technologists. It contains 

the perspective of coir, its textile related structure and properties with a comparison between few other allied lingo-cellulosic 
fibres. 

Coir fibre are coarser for textile applications and possesses highly variable properties. So segregation of fibres from the bulk 

considering properties may give suitable fibre for spinning, composite making and other applications. The optimum value 
addition of coir can be realized, when a fully systematic supply chain of quality fibre with proper gradation system can be 

developed.  
The fibre shows high flexural rigidity and lower inter-fibre frictional resistance for which it is difficult to spin finer yarn and 

indicates its suitability for coarse textile applications. Coir fibre is circular and multi-fibrillar. Moisture regain is moderate. 

Thermal and component analyses reveal the presence of similar amount of lignin and celluloses in the fibre. SEM image 
reveals that surface of the fibre is waxy, irregular, and having micro-imperfections. Microbial resistance makes the coir 

suitable for using it in different engineering and geotechnical applications in conjunction with soil and water. The property-

based advantages of coir are resistant to fungi and rot, excellent insulation against temperature, not easily combustible, flame-
retardant, resistant to moisture and dampness, tough and durable, highly resilient, totally static free, easy to clean etc. It is 

not suitable for technical uses due to low strength, high extensibility and very low modulus. Sometimes high bulk and low 

coefficient of friction act as the disadvantages. The age old manual spinning technology should be replaced by mechanised 

system. 

The fibres can be highly suitable to form compressed mat for various products of geotextile, agro-textiles, and sound and 

heat insulators with improved softness and fineness property. Being an ecofriendly, natural product from renewable sources, 
coir products serve mankind in several ways as a substitute for many synthetic products which are extensively used but are 

harmful to nature. Coir wood substitute will help to protect valuable forests. 
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Nanotechnology and MEMS 

Advances in Nanotechnology. Volume 23 

Zacharie Bartul and Jérôme Trenor 

In series: Advances in Nanotechnology 
Publication Date: 11/12/2019 

289 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-682-8 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-683-5 $250.00 

This compilation opens with a discussion on the state of the art of the most representative mesostructured materials based on 

silicon dioxide used in diverse applications, and focusing on the synthesis, functionalization, and characterization of such 
materials. 

Following this, the authors present examples of success in using polymeric nanoparticles, as well as methods for their 

formation and physicochemical analysis required prior to perform safety and efficacy biological tests. 
Various mechanisms of silver nanoparticles contribute to their cytotoxicity, including generation of reactive oxygen species, 

DNA damage, and activation of signaling events leading to inflammation, apoptosis, and necrosis. As such, the authors 

propose that future efforts be focused on the development of less toxic silver nanoparticles. 
Continuing, graphene and its by-products are defined and the mechanism of electromagnetic waves absorption via graphene-

based substrates and nanocomposites is presented. Various kinds of graphene-based electromagnetic shields are examined 

and their performances compared. 
Physicochemical characterizations of the nanoemulsions are performed, including analysis over a period time to monitor the 

maintenance of these characteristics during storage. 

Next, a series of topics regarding electromagnetic wave shielding theory, sample fabrication methods, and characterization 
of the shielding materials are presented and experimental programs reported in the literature are reviewed. 

In conclusion, the authors present results of investigations concerned with the impact of rhodamine-B deposition on the 

surface of porous silicon on the chemical composition and optical properties of this system.  

Cellulose Nanocrystals: Advances in Research and Applications 

Orlene Croteau 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 12/03/2019 

170 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-747-4 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-748-1 $95.00 

In this collection, the authors begin by presenting recent progress and preparation of cellulose nanocrystals. Additionally, 
different applications of cellulose nanocrystals as polymeric scaffold material, reinforcement fillers, rheology modifiers, and 

in electronics are reviewed and discussed. 

Also provided are detailed descriptions on: cellulose nanocrystals isolation methods, characterization, and properties; current 
and future trends in terms of development of cellulose nanocrystals for various applications; concluding remarks on cellulose 

nanocrystals major uses in advanced engineering applications. 

In view of the rising interdisciplinary research being carried out on cellulose nanocrystals, the authors assemble the 
knowledge available about the chemical structure, sources, physical and chemical procedures for the isolation of cellulose 

nanocrystals. 

In closing, this book gives a brief, up-to-date introductory review on cellulose nanocrystals synthesis, up research in polymer-
based cellulose nanocrystals nanocomposites, and their applications and challenges. 

Gold Nanoparticles: Advances in Research and Applications 

Joshua R. Chin 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 11/08/2019 
286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-578-4 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-579-1 $230.00 
Gold Nanoparticles: Advances in Research and Applications opens by presenting the properties of gold nanoparticles and 

the necessity of a thermodynamic investigation. The physics of heat generation and heat transfer by diffusion, convection 
and radiation are examined, and the effect of thermoplasmonics on the random lasing of nanoparticles is described. 

Nanoparticles are being incorporated into a variety of devices to improve their performance. Recent advances in applications 

of the plasmonic effects of nanoparticles, significantly focused on the incorporation of gold nanoparticles to improve solar 
cell efficiencies, are discussed.  

The authors go on to investigate the formation of elongated gold nanoparticles, which occurred by laser ablation of gold 

target in aqueous solutions containing divalent ions. Additionally, the influence of a permanent external magnetic field on 
generated earlier colloidal solutions of Au nanoparticles is investigated. 
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The penultimate chapter describes the events that lead to gold’s well-deserved reputation as a good catalyst for several 

reactions, and considers some of the applications and catalytic uses of gold, mostly in the form of nanoparticles.  
The concluding study explores gold nanoparticles’ applications for the treatment of various forms of cancer, such as 

adenocarcinoma, melanoma, breast cancer, gastric, laryngeal, lung, oral cancer and prostate cancer. Gold nanoparticles are 

used in cancer treatment primarily as drug carriers, photosensitizers and radiosensitizers. 

New Material Preparation and Properties in Nanotechnology 

Andrey G. Syrkov (Department of General and Technical Physics, The 

Saint Petersburg State Mining University, St. Petersburg, Russia) and 

Kirill L. Levine (Telecommunication Academy, named after S.M. 

Budienny, St. Petersburg, Russia) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 

264 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-090-0 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-091-7 $195.00 

This book covers a wide field of theoretical and experimental investigations of organic 
and inorganic systems: preparation methods, functional properties characterization and 

modification and practical applications.  

The first section includes studies in carbon structures of reduced dimensionality. Covered 
topics are: thermodynamic modeling of the behavior of fullerenes at heating in Argon, 

studying carbon nanotubes by X-ray diffraction, modelling of oscillating systems by 

cognitive digital systems. 
The number of chapters describes the structural investigations of a wide variety of materials such as different sorts of steel 

in grained modification for mining equipment, elements of rock-breaking, crushing and grinding equipment; degradation of 

dielectrics, including nanostructured dielectrics, by migratory polarization.  
Quantum chemical calculations were traditionally of a special interest of modelling nanostructured nuclei’s. This method 

was applied to study titanium and vanadium nanocoating’s formation from gas phase and to study quaternary ammonium 

compounds for modification of metal surfaces. Quantum-chemical calculations in bio-medical aspect made possible 
visualization ischemia-reperfusion injury using indocyanine green. 

The final paper in the section contains a scientific essay, where peculiarities of quantum mechanics are traversed through 

findings of nanotechnology. 
Section 2 includes the chapters related to preparation methods for the materials containing various components.  

It is opened by research of nanoporous alumina, which is a promising material for printed circuit boards. Heat flow 

distribution was found to possess some interesting features. 
Physical properties of electrochemically grown metallic filaments studied by electron microscopy anddiversity from dendritic 

to fractal structure was described. 

Fractal thematic was also addressed with simulation of breakdown in plasma channel. 
Section 3 is focused on the possibility of using new nanomaterials of different composition and design as powders for 

corundum ceramics, perfluorsulfonic membranes, refining noble methods from ultrafine valuable components, metals 

regeneration from oxide, and surface nanostructuring laser mechanisms. 
Mentoring aspect - education of the young researchers involved in nanoscience and technology – is covered in chapter 

“Students Training on “Nanoengineering”, which is also a very important and promising scientific field. 

Progress and Prospects in Nanoscience Today 

Shivaji Pawar (Director, Centre for Innovative and Applied Research (CIAR), Anekant Education 

Society, T.C.College Campus, Baramati, India) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/06/2020 

431 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-292-8 $270.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-293-5 $270.00 
The book titled “Progress and Prospects in Nanoscience Today” is an extensive collection 

of learned materials and new results focusing on advances in nanoscience and 

nanomaterials for their applications by the contributing authors who are experts working 
in the fields of nanoscience, material science, energy, agricultural, computer science and 

engineering, atmospheric nanoscience, medicine, and nanobiotechnology. The book 

begins with a chapter on “Science of Nanomaterials”. The formulation of this chapter 
serves as a foundation and is done in such a fashion that readers from a variety of 

disciplines with different background and willing to start research in interdisciplinary 

branch of science and make a career in nanotechnology. The second chapter presents basic 
concepts and methods of nanoscience, which are needed for human welfare. The first part 
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addresses the function of imaging by scanning probe microscopy. This tool is operating with unprecedented sensitivity and 

resolution which promotes new views into structures and processes from the molecular to the sub-atomic level. They 
contribute to fabricate new nano-sized systems and to open up new fields of application that range from novel quantum 

materials to biosystems and living matter. The third chapter reports the synthesis and physiochemical characteristics of silver 

nanoparticles. The next thirteen chapters report different properties of nanomaterials for their number of applications. These 
include: polymer composites in aerospace applications, photoluminescence properties, atmospheric nanoscience, agriculture, 

supercapacitors, hyperthermia therapy, wound dressing, antimicrobial applications, anti-biofilm-applications, tuberculosis 

diagnosis etc. The book will be a precious piece and basic knowledge material for those looking for new opportunities in the 
field of progress and prospects of nanoscience for technology development in different walks of industries. Each chapter is 

an icon of frontier level high quality research that has been undertaken in synthesis, characterization and application of 

variety of nanomaterials. 

Quantum Wires: An Overview 

Kamakhya Prasad Ghatak (Senior Professor and Research Director, 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering, University of 

Engineering and Management, and Institute of Engineering and 

Management, Kolkata and Jaipur, India) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 

419 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-676-6 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-692-6 $230.00 

The Quantum Wires (QWs) occupy a central position in the whole field of nano-science 
and technology. In this edited book, in Chapter 1, the Fowler-Nordheim Field Emission 

from QWs has been studied and, in Chapter 2, the Effective Mass in Heavily Doped (HD) 

QWs has been investigated. The importance of Dispersion Relations is already well-
known since the inception of Solid State Science, which has been studied in Chapter 3 in 

QWs of technologically important Non- Parabolic compounds. The Diffusivity Mobility 

Ratio and the Magneto Thermoelectric Power in QWs have been investigated in Chapters 
4 and 5, respectively. In Chapters 6 and 7, the density-of-states function in HD superlattices in the presence of electric field 

has been explored as well as the Quantum Capacitance in Quantum Wire Field Effect Transistors. The importance of 

Einstein’s Photoemission is already well-known and has been studied from Heavily Doped QWs in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9, 
the Magnetic susceptibility in the Magnetic Susceptibilities in QWs has been explored and, lastly, Chapter 10 discusses the 

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle (HUP) and the Carrier Contribution to the Elastic Constants in HD Opto electronic QWs. 

This edited book is written for graduate and post graduate students, researchers, engineers and professionals in the fields of 
mechanical engineering, electrical and electronic engineering, semiconductors and related areas, nano-electronics, condensed 

matter physics, solid state sciences, materials science, nano-science and technology and nano-structured materials in general. 

ZnO Nanostructures: Advances in Research and Applications 

Dana Crawford 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
Publication Date: 01/23/2020 

200 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-773-3 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-774-0 $95.00 

Different ZnO nanostructures are attributed to different electronic properties which are favourable in the application of 

photocatalysis, sensing and energy harvesting. The non toxic behaviour of ZnO nanostructures lead to the use of this material 
in environmental sensing and environmental remediation. 

In ZnO Nanostructures: Advances in Research and Applications, a large-scale synthesis of undoped low-dimensional 

semiconductor metal oxide nanostructures is performed by simple wet-chemical method using reducing agents at low 
temperature. The detailed structural, compositional, and optical characterizations of the ZnO nanoparticles were evaluated 

by powder X-ray diffraction pattern, Fourier-transform infra-red spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, electron 

dispersion spectroscopy and UV-vis. Spectroscopy. 
Following this, the authors describe the structure electrochemical sensors, listing scientific papers focusing on the detection 

of different pathogens and analytes, as well as reporting and comparing the performance of the sensors prepared by various 
groups around the world. 

The concluding chapter deals with synthesis protocols of ZnO heterostructures along with their role in optoelectronic 

applications. Their thermodynamic stability and correlation among morphology, defects, and heterostructure with luminating 
and catalytic properties is also described. 
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Special Topics 

A Closer Look at Formation Control 

Dianwei Qian (School of Control and Computer Engineering, North 

China Electric Power University, Beijing, China) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 10/08/2020 

224 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53618-177-7 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-265-1 $160.00 

Formation control is one of the most challenging problems in cooperative multi-robots. It 
is defined as a coordination of a group of robots to get into and to maintain a formation 

with a certain shape. The formation control problem has drawn significant attention for 
many years, and now it is well understood and tends to be mature. This control problem 

is originated from biological inspires such as flocking and schooling. Its classification 

includes formation shape generation, formation reconfiguration and selection, formation 
tracking, and role assignment in formation. It also has potential applications in search and 

rescue missions, forest fire detection and surveillance, etc. It can be extended to many real 

world systems, autonomous robots, such as underwater vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles, mobile sensor networks, 
rectangular agents, nonholonomic mobile robots, to name but a few. 

Apparently, the book cannot include all research topics. The editor and the authors wish that it could reveal some tendencies 

on this research field and benefit readers. In this book, different aspects of formation control are explored. Chapters includes 
some new tendencies and developments in research on several formation methods of multi-robot systems, that is, the 1st-

order sliding mode control, the 2nd-order sliding mode control, the integral sliding mode control, the terminal sliding mode 

control, the sliding model control of multi-agents and the fuzzy-based formation control of multiple quadrotor systems. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 31 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

273 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-343-8 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-344-5 $250.00 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 31 begins with an introduction to the main components of an introductory study 
of a problem and its related data collection and analysis requirements. This part is fundamental to help initiate the process of 

design research management, and focuses on the first phase of the pre-design study, in which the bases of design problem 

identification, interpretation, planning and solution exploration are established. 
Next, this compilation proposes the use of the Cat Swarm Optimization technique to indicate the ideal number of threads in 

local pools. This method was implemented and tested with a real-world integration process. 

The areas of Enterprise Application Integration and Discrete-event Simulation are explored, and the authors propose a new 
approach for identifying potential performance bottlenecks in the software design phase. 

Following this, the authors introduce a discrete-time motion camouflage control to make a robot approach a maneuvering 

pursuee while not rotating the Line-Of-Sight joining the pair. In practice, there is time delay between the time instant when 
the pursuee’s position is measured and the time instant when the control is applied. 

Additionally, performances of the conventional linear and proposed nonlinear robust adaptive Kalman filters based integrated 

inertial, baro and GPS altimeters are tested via predetermined simulations. During simulations, in order to test these 
approaches, two kinds of measurement malfunction scenarios have been taken into consideration; continuous bias and 

measurement noise increment. 

Q-switched and mode-locked fiber lasers were demonstrated using tungsten disulfide 2D nanomaterials as a saturable 
absorber. The saturable absorber was fabricated by repeatedly dropping and drying WS2 solution onto a microfiber to form 

a nanosheet layer. Then the WS2 coated microfiber was placed in a ring laser cavity to generate Q-switched fiber laser 

operating at 1568 nm using a 2.4 m long Erbium-doped fiber as the gain medium. 
The authors go on to describe the present choice for inductive power transmission and to explain a new transmitter topology 

that can intrinsically minimize the problems associated with the present choice. A comparison between the present and 

proposed topologies is provided. 
In the closing investigation, kinetic studies of CaO+CO2 and CaO+SO2 reactions are performed by thermogravimetry. The 

kinetic parameters of these non-catalytic gas-solid reactions are determined using the sophisticated random-pore model. 
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Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 32 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 

260 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-684-2 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-685-9 $250.00 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 32 opens by describing a general strategy for building Markov chain models 
and performing computational analysis of characteristics of the process, as well as showing a few examples of applying this 

approach to modeling mixing, grinding, fluidized bed, etc. 

Next, the configurations of gas channels and gas diffusion layers influences on the performance of polymer electrolyte 
membrane fuel cells are investigated. 

Additionally, a numerical method and an experimental method are realized to predict aeroelastic response and characteristic 

parameters of wing structure. The numerical method is based on coupled algorithms between computational fluid dynamics 
and computational structural dynamics. 

A Lagrangian expression based on the state equation of a class of nonlinear system is proposed to develop the corresponding 

functional. From this, a control law is developed, and by employing the classical Euler-Lagrange approach, the operation of 

the system was led to a critical point with success. 

Following this, a roadmap is presented to directly transition from cutting edge experimental and in-situ geospatial data-
collection technology to a predictive computational model for volcanic lahars. 

The soil-pile-structure interaction plays an important role in assessing the vibrations internally generated within structures 

due to dynamic loads that could bring significant impacts on the structural behavior. As such, the effects of forces on the 
seismic response of three tall and massive building cases are investigated. 

In conclusion, research is presented on the joint effect of silica fume and nanosilica on the fresh and hardened properties of 

natural hydraulic lime-based grouts for mechanical strengthening of old stone masonry walls. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 33 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
Publication Date: 02/20/2020 

237 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-002-3 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-003-0 $250.00 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 33 opens by describing a general strategy for building Markov chain models 
and performing a computational analysis of characteristics of the process, as well providing a few examples of the 

applications of this approach. 

Adaptive differential evolution algorithms are compared with the conventional genetic algorithm in the optimization and 
identification of the parameters of power electronics systems and electric drives. 

The authors investigate the impact of a particular flow parameter on mixed flow turbine loss generation and performance, 

aiming to determine the optimum condition of the turbine operation with respect to the Reynolds number. 
The effect of the rotor trailing-edge blade angle on mixed flow turbine performance under steady flow conditions is examined. 

For this end, six mixed flow rotors having different trailing-edge blade angles are numerically designed. Computational fluid 

dynamics simulations are carried out using the Ansys CFX package. 
Lastly, a preliminary evaluation and analysis of the structural condition of the Old Church of Saint Andrew is examined. The 

current study is beset with a multitude of difficulties due to insufficient of technical data. For this reason, an in situ detailed 

drawing survey is conducted, and the mechanical characteristics of the structure are determined. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 34 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 

279 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-617-9 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-618-6 $250.00 

In the opening study of Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 34, five probability distributions which are currently 
used by researchers, including Normal, Log-Normal II, Gumbel, Pearson type III and Log-Pearson type III, are fitted to the 

values of ET0 and precipitation related to 30 synoptic stations of Iran with different climates.  

The authors discuss an energy efficient envelope tracking solution in a power amplifier system for demanding wireless 
standards. In a wireless transmitter, a huge portion of power is consumed by the power amplifier, and this generates the need 

for a power-efficient amplifier for longer battery run-time. 

The authors discuss the ways that may change the way air traffic controllers and others learn and work in air navigation, as 
well as how they can improve their workload thanks to the implementation of holographic radars. 
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The various methods for the detection of accidental island formation are discussed, as well as the differences between the 

detection methodologies. 
Some of the main anti-islanding algorithms are evaluated by means of a MatLab/Simulink® platform employing a single-

phase voltage source inverter designed for active power injection into the low-voltage distribution network, using solar 

photovoltaic as an energy source. 
The authors survey cryptographic keys management issues related to cloud computing deployment. This provides a critical 

analysis of cryptographic keys management in the cloud, and explores the most valuable solutions and recommendations 

used in real-world applications. 
This compilation also explores the design, preparation, testing and applications of thin-film thermocouples, particularly the 

tungsten-rhenium thin-film thermocouples proposed by Xi'an Jiaotong University.  

Later, the best probability distribution function is combined with a suitable plotting position formula in estimating the annual 
reference evapotranspiration. For this purpose, using meteorological data reported in 30 synoptic stations (1960-2014), the 

values of reference evapotranspiration were calculated by the FAO56 Penman-Monteith method based on reference 
conditions. 

The penultimate chapter studies how to realize double station navigation under the condition that we only know the path 

difference and the length of baseline between two stations. A one-dimensional equidistant double-base array is directly 
constructed, and the azimuth angle of the target is solved using the redundant calculation. 

The final study proposes a technique called “Data as a Service using Data Hibernation and Service Oriented Architecture” 

that plays a key role in the improvement of the cloud network by enforcing a pay-as-you-go concept. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 35 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
Publication Date: 06/03/2020 

214 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-851-7 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-852-4 $250.00 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 35 first provides a classification scheme of assembly line balancing problems 
according to characteristic practical settings, highlighting relevant model extensions which are required to reflect real-world 

problems. 

Additionally, an assembly line balancing problem is introduced through designing an integrated assembly line and addressing 
the number of workstations and simultaneous assignments of skilled and unskilled workers. 

The authors describe an analogy between the methods of adaptive control used in classical control theory and practice on the 

one hand, and the methods of self-learning used in artificial intelligence systems on the other hand. 

In one study, a long short-term memory (LSTM) and a Bi-LSTM are proposed to use for classifying the activities of daily 

living. The accuracy of the proposed approach is evaluated against the current state-of-the-art methods. 

Two questions regarding very large-scale integration (VSLI) implementation of the X11 algorithm are addressed: how such 
algorithms are efficiently implemented at once, as well as whether it is possible to use the methods applied in such a VLSI 

in the implementation of more powerful VLSIs. 

The concluding study illustrates the azimuth concept in synthetic aperture radar through an analytical description of basic 
state of the art azimuth signal processing performed to generate synthetic aperture radar images. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 36 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
Publication Date: 07/01/2020 
260 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-105-0 $250.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-106-7 $250.00 
Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 36 explores how the coordinated operation of various sources, usually renewable 

ones with energy storage, is integral to hybrid power systems. Hybrid power systems may vary from few watts to moment 

magnitude-scale providing energy services. 
This compilation also approaches for the optimisation of looped water distribution networks supplied from one or more 

sources, according to demand variation. 

In one study, 1-degree of freedom and 2-degree of freedom proportional-intergral-derivative and fractional order 
proportional–integral–derivative controllers have been designed and applied for the control of a Maglev system. The 

parameters of the 1- and 2-degree of freedom proportional-intergral-derivative and fractional order proportional-intergral-

derivative controllers are tuned by the Cuckoo Search algorithm based on the swarm intelligence approach. 
In the penultimate chapter, the effect of neglecting either one accumulation term in the energy balance or the energy balance 

all together in numerical predictions is investigated. Finally, we consider the batch rectification of an acetic acid-water-ethyl 

acetate ternary mixture. 
Additionally, the authors discuss management cost analysis, a procedure that can cause major impacts on the economy of a 

particular activity. Constant observation and efficient monitoring are important to the estimated costs in the planning of 

mining. 
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Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 37 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-309-2 $250.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-362-7 $250.00 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 37 opens with an analysis of the advantages and mechanisms of ink-jet printing 

techniques in negative temperature coefficient thermistor ceramics, mainly exploring the basic requirements to ink-jet print 
ceramic microspheres/beads. 

The authors go on to provide a brief historical review of the science of natural convection from vertical cylinders, followed 

by an in-depth review and summary of the major developments in the last 20 years.  
A survey of frequently encountered classes of convection systems is presented, as well as a cursory introduction to how the 

concepts and relations derived for a generalized buoyancy-induced flow system may be adapted to each. 

Solution optimization for task scheduling using a hybrid cuckoo algorithm is discussed. Cuckoo search is an effective 
algorithm focused on swarm intelligence, efficient for solving highly non-linear optimization problems. 

Subsequently, heat transfer characteristics of an open cubic cavity of side 0.034 m with thermally insulated side-walls, bottom 

at constant temperature and top open to the environment is studied experimentally. 

The authors present frequency domain equalization techniques for single-carrier and orthogonal frequency-division 

multiplexing. The described techniques are classic approaches including least squares, zero-forcing, and more. 
Following this a comprehensive design and implementation based on the STM32 microcontroller is proposed for a two-

wheel self-balancing robot. 

In addition, mathematical modeling is performed based on the thermal behavior of an underground substation of an energy 
concessionaire in the southern region of Brazil. 

Lastly, an original architecture of residual neural network using skeleton data is proposed. A new complex linear layer aimed 

at retrieving the internal relationships of neural cells is discussed. 

Current STEM. Volume 2 

Maurice H. T. Ling (Colossus Technologies LLP, Singapore School of 

BioSciences, The University of Melbourne, Australia) 

In series: Current STEM 
Publication Date: 11/21/2019 

195 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-042-0 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53616-043-7 $95.00 

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics; collectively acronym as STEM; are 

rapidly advancing fields in their own rights. As a book series, Current STEM aims to be 
a friendly forum for both academic researchers and industrial practitioners to present their 

work as book chapters. Hence, the chapters should be varied, and this is intended. Current 

STEM is encompassing in terms of the type of work to encourage a generation of 
researcher-practitioners. In this volume, there are three personal narratives of personal 

experiences from overseas students. 

Friction-Stir Welding: Principles and Applications 

Max McWilliams 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
Expected Publication Date: 10/22/2020 

120 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53618-312-2 $82.00 
e-book: 978-1-53618-353-5 $82.00 

The principles and applications of friction-stir welding, a solid-state metal joining widely used to weld aluminum and its 

composites, are assessed. Friction stir processing, a novel process developed for microstructural modification of metallic 
materials, is also discussed. 

Academic studies and current sectoral applications of friction stir welding in shipbuilding are examined in detail. In addition, 

general literature reviews related to the joining of aluminum and steel with friction stir welding are explored. 
The authors examine past research comparing the friction stir welding and submerged friction stir welding, use of different 

medium under which the welding is performed, design and process parameters, applications and possibility of future research. 

In the closing study, a microstructural and statistical approach is performed to obtain a high strength welded joint in the 
dissimilar friction stir welding of AA 7075 and AA 6013 aluminum alloys. 
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Heating Systems: Design, Applications and Technology 

Elias Moore 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
Publication Date: 03/25/2020 

126 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53617-557-8 $82.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-558-5 $82.00 

Heating Systems: Design, Applications and Technology first discusses the development of different types of district heating 
systems, highlighting the main features of low temperature district heating and discussing its potential for supplying 

decarbonised heat.  

As buildings consume about 40% of the world's annual energy consumption globally, the authors focus on the evaluation of 
residential heating system alternatives using fuzzy numbers. Multi-criteria decision making techniques, fuzzy AHP and fuzzy 

ANP methods are used for evaluation and the results of both algorithms are compared. 

Research is presented which is aimed at designing a logistics system for X Gas Company to ensure efficient distribution of 
liquefied petroleum gas, which begins with the ordering process and ends with the placement of stations in Istanbul-Turkey, 

taking into account the storage, preparation, loading and delivery operations of X Gas Company.  

In closing, three types of electro heating skin-systems are presented and the main features of skin heating systems are 

considered. The advantages of these systems for heating extra-long pipelines transporting oil, gas, water and other liquids 

are explored. 

Industrial Robots: Design, Applications and Technology 

Isak Karabegović, PhD (Academy of Scinces and Arts of Bosnia and 

Hrzegovina, St.Bistrik 7., Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina; 

University of Bihac, Technical Faculty of Bihac, St. Irfana 

Ljubijankića bb., Bosnia and Herzegovina) and Lejla Banjanović-

Mehmedović, PhD (Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of 

Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 06/24/2020 

461 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-779-4 $270.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-780-0 $270.00 

Industrial Robots: Design, Applications and Technology is an essential reference source 
that explores the fundamentals of kinematics, dynamics and industrial robot control as 

well as a new generation of industrial robots, the collaborative robots or cobots. The 

tendency in Industry 4.0 towards the mass customisation of products, shorter product cycles and quality demands has led to 
the introduction of collaborative robot’s systems capable of learning and working hand-in-hand with humans. Collaborative 

robots in the industry target the enhancement of production efficiency by combining the best of human operators and the 

industrial robots’ accuracy, speed and reliability. The advances in smart sensors, artificial intelligence, digital twin, cyber-
physical systems and the adoption of exoskeletons in industrial applications have opened new possibilities for technological 

progress in manufacturing, which led to efficient and flexible factories. This requires individuals to be educated in trends 

that are now focused on the design, monitoring and control of smart production processes. Featuring coverage on a wide 
range of topics such as new trends in human-robot collaboration, advanced vision technology and artificial intelligence, as 

well as application of industry robots in metal and wood industry, this book is ideally designed for electrical engineers, 

mechanical engineers, manufacturers, supply chain managers, logistics specialists, investors, managers, policymakers, 
production scientists, researchers, academicians and students at the postgraduate level. 

Modeling of the Soil-Structure Interaction: Selected Topics 

Todor Zhelyazov (Technical University of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
Publication Date: 05/29/2020 
168 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53617-683-4 $95.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-684-1 $95.00 
This edited book provides discussion and presents results related to some “hot topics,” all 

dealing with the soil-structure interaction. The book can be of interest to both scientists 

involved in academic studies of the problems addressed and for practitioners engaged in 
high-level design. 

Chapter I reports the investigation of non-stationary wave propagation in continuously 

inhomogeneous cylindrical elements (such as pipelines). New results obtained by 
numerical analysis of non-stationary wave propagation are presented. The cases studied 
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comprise simulations of the propagations of both one-dimensional and two-dimensional non-stationary waves. Waves of the 

first type are supposed to propagate in continuously inhomogeneous, linearly viscoelastic cylinders, whereas waves of the 
second type propagate in continuously inhomogeneous elastic cylinders. The authors of this chapter apply an original 

research method consisting of the implementation of solutions to dynamic problems in the study of elastic and linearly 

viscoelastic piecewise homogeneous bodies. 
Chapter II outlines an analytical study of the propagation of different types of waves (plane, cylindrical, spherical) as well 

as of the waves’ interaction with an element of Vibro-isolation (specifically, a three-layer plate). The author also presents 

the numerical results of the study of the distribution of the vibration accelerations in soil. 
Chapter III presents details on the analytical modeling of a bearing device for passive seismic isolation (friction-pendulum 

system). The behavior of the slider is identical to a motion of a particle constrained to slide on a spherical surface. The 

analytical model includes equations of motion, derived using the Lagrange formalism and constitutive equations of the sliding 
interface. The author presents the results of the numerical simulation of the response of the bearing device to a seismic event, 

assuming a constant value of the friction coefficient. 
Chapter IV proposes a discussion on the assessment of the load-carrying capacity of a metal-resin anchor and the 

determination of dependencies between parameters of supporting systems that include anchors. The solution to the problems 

addressed in this study involves an accurate analysis of the load transfer mechanisms between different system components. 
The proposed strategy requires the implementation of an algorithm aimed at the reconstruction of the analytical form of a 

function, provided its tabular form is available. The authors also formulate a theorem that postulates the existence of such 

representation applicable in a more general context. 
The research object in Chapter V is the formulation of the boundary value problems for circular and annular three-layer 

plates subjected to axisymmetric loading. The considered plates consist of three layers: two thin bearing layers and one filler 

layer, with a perfect bond, assumed for all interfaces. The definition of the stress-strain state in the plates presumes that the 
Kirchhoff's hypotheses regarding the bearing layers and the Timoshenko's hypothesis (i.e., linear distribution of the tangential 

displacements over the thickness) concerning the filler layer hold. The performed analyses take into account the 

characteristics of the elastic (Winkler) foundation. The authors provide the obtained analytical solutions to the formulated 
boundary value problems. Results obtained by numerical analysis of the stress and the strain distributions for plates supported 

by hinges on the contour are also presented. 

Recent Advances in Robot Path Planning Algorithms: A Review of Theory and Experiment 

Hadi Jahanshahi (Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Tehran, Iran), Naeimeh 

Najafizadeh Sari (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Manitoba, Canada), Viet-

Thanh Pham (Faculty of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Phenikaa Institute for Advanced 

Study (PIAS), Phenikaa University, Vietnam, and Phenikaa Research and Technology Institute 

(PRATI), A&A Green Phoenix Group, Vietnam), Roya Khajepour (Department of Mechanical 

Engineering, K. N. Toosi University of Technology, Iran) and Christos K. Volos (Department of 

Physics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 02/04/2020 
221 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53616-795-5 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-796-2 $160.00 
The dominant theme of this book is to introduce the different path planning methods and present some of the most appropriate 

ones for robotic routing; methods that are capable of running on a variety of robots and are resistant to disturbances; being 

real-time, being autonomous, and the ability to identify high-risk areas and risk management are the other features that will 
be mentioned in the introduction of the methods. 

The introduction of the profound significance of the robots and delineation of the navigation and routing theme is provided 

in the first chapter of the book. 
The second chapter is concerned with the subject of routing in unknown environments. In 

the first part of this chapter, the family of bug algorithms including are described. In the 

following, several conventional methods are submitted. The last part of this chapter is 
dedicated to the introduction of two recently developed routing methods.  

In Chapter 3, routing is reviewed in the known environment in which the robot either 

utilizes the created maps by extraneous sources or makes use of the sensor in order to 
prepare the maps from the local environment.  

The robot path planning relying on the robot vision sensors and applicable computing 

hardware are concentrated in the fourth chapter. The first part of this chapter deals with 
routing methods supported mapping capabilities. The second part manages the routing 

dependent on the vision sensor, typically known as the best sensor, within the routing 

subject. The movement of two-dimensional robots with two or three degrees of freedom 
is analyzed within the third part of this chapter.  

In Chapter 5, the performance of a few of the foremost important routing methods 

initiating from the second to fourth chapters is conferred regarding the implementation in 
various environments. The first part of this chapter is engaged in the implementation of 
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the algorithms Bug1, Bug2, and Distbug on the pioneering robot. In the second part, a theoretical technique is planned to 

boost the robot’s performance in line with obstacle collision avoidance. This method, underlying the tangential escape, seeks 
to proceed with the robot through various obstacles with curved corners. In the third and fourth parts of this chapter, path 

planning in different environments is preceded in the absence and the presence of danger space. Accordingly, four 

approaches, named artificial fuzzy potential field, linguistic technique, Markov decision making processes, and fuzzy Markov 
decision making have been proposed in two following parts and enforced on the Nao humanoid robot. 

The Robotic Platform Control with Atmega328 and NuttyFi Based on the Internet of Things 

Anita Gehlot (Lovely Professional University, Jalandhar, Punjab, India),Rajesh Singh (Lovely 

Professional University, Jalandhar, Punjab, India), Gaurav Sethi (Lovely Professional University, 

Jalandhar, Punjab, India) and Bhupendra Singh (Managing Director, Schematics 

Microelectronics) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 04/22/2020 
235 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-472-4 $160.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-473-1 $160.00 
This book’s aim is to explore the Robotic Platform Control with Atmega328 and NuttyFi 

based Internet of Things (IoT). IoT is network of networks and analytics system which 

exploits sensing, big data and artificial intelligence technology for complete system or 
service. IoT has applications across industries due to its unique flexibility and ability to 

be suitable in any environment. This book provides the basic knowledge of mobile apps 

with their design steps and programs. The objective of this book is to discuss the various 
methods to control the robotic platform where the Internet of Things plays an important 

role. This text is beneficial for people who want to get started with hardware-based 

robotics prototypes using the IoT. Mobile platform is one of the most popular devices. It 
is designed for sports robots (football, volleyball etc.), rescue operations (fire-fighting, 

person or object finding etc.) and many other uses. This book discusses the different 

components required in the design process of the robot.  
 

What is TSB? 

Weimin Huang (Professor,University of Shanghai for Science and Technology, Shanghai, China) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
Publication Date: 07/09/2020 
239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53618-003-9 $195.00 

e-book: 978-1-53618-004-6 $195.00 
This book is intended to answer the following questions:  

1. What is TSB? 

2. Why is the momentum order?  
3. When and where does irreversibility occur?  

4. How can the matter become more orderly?  

In a relatively well-understood field of my research, the new concepts will be used to explain some of the problems that have 
puzzled people for about 150 years. The is a type of energy that is missing, not the heat extracted from known energy. It is 

the potential energy of the spatial configuration of the momentum at the location of the material in the system constructed 

under known forces. There are two potential energies in the mechanics system.  
Boltzmann entropy is to calculate the total number of microscopic states by the number 

of momentum counted in the statistical system. So it must be the order of momentum, 

instead of the spatial position arrangement of the witnessed substances.  
The entropy of the ideal gas in the wall-less space can be proved to be equal to considering 

spatial degeneracy due to space distinguishable of molecule momentum. The gas state 

equation hides the principle of interaction invariance . One force has two kinds of potential 
energy.  

The certainty of the statistical system stems from the order of momentum. The Clausius 
statement of the second law of thermodynamics is that heat spontaneously flows from a 

high temperature object to a low temperature one. The Boltzmann entropy of this process 

is decreased, which is in contrast to the increase of Clausius entropy of the process. This 
shows that there are two kinds of entropy and two kinds of entropy criteria.  

The world around us often becomes more orderly. The vortex in the fluid is due to the 

combination of the angular momentum number and the order flow structure generated 
spontaneously. When the electrons in the Hydrogen atom form a covalent bond of the 

molecule, the degeneracy of the electron microscopic states is caused by quantum 
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entanglement. This merge is not only a spontaneous process, but also the molecule is a more ordered material state. Since 

the mixing process is also a spontaneous process of ΔSB reduction, the mixture is in a more ordered state. These help us 
understand that a large number of high molecular compounds are crowded into cells to construct highly ordered life activities. 

Of course, the orderly process is conditional. We can expect to discover more in the application of the second law of 

thermodynamics. 

Systems Engineering 

A Closer Look at Fault-Tolerant Control 

Jeremy M. Hutton 

In series: Systems Engineering Methods, Developments and Technology 
Publication Date: 05/20/2020 
348 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-528-8 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-529-5 $230.00 

A Closer Look at Fault-Tolerant Control first presents the application of a fault tolerant control system on distillation 

processes, with automatic actuator faults containment capabilities and an atmospheric crude distillation unit. 

Following this, model-based fault-tolerant control and fault accommodation algorithms are presented for two challenging 
classes of distributed systems: a spatially distributed system that can be decomposed into interconnected subsystems, and a 

distributed parameter system where the system state is distributed over a continuous range of space. 

The authors present recent research on fault-tolerant control systems for unmanned aerial systems, particularly for multirotor-
type vehicles commonly known as drones. 

An overview of tools for the analysis of the fundamental properties of an automated system is provided, allowing for any 

inherent redundancy in the controlled process to be utilised to maintain availability. 
Additionally, a reconfigurable fault-tolerant flight control system is proposed to combat sensor/actuator faults for 

autonomous underwater vehicles. 

The reconfigurable design and operation of complex systems is addressed, with emphasis on autonomous systems, building 
upon concepts of autonomy, incipient failure diagnosis and prognosis algorithms. 

The authors present a fault detection filter for induction motors speed as a class of nonlinear system in networked control 

systems subject to induced time delays. The multi-model approach for the modeling of induction motors is described using 
a set of linear models. 

In the concluding study, the construction of an induction motor is presented, and a review of induction motor failures is 

discussed. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Automotive 

Highway Safety: Background, Programs and Vehicle Safety 

Bertha G. Baldwin  

In series: Transportation Issues, Policies and R&D 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 
326 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53617-176-1 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-177-8 $230.00 
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), 37,133 people lost their lives in accidents on 

U.S. roadways in 2017 1. That means an average of 101 people died each day in motor vehicle crashes, equating to roughly 

one fatality every 15 minutes. The FAST Act has funded programs to ensure safety on our Nation’s roads. These include 
grants to improve physical roadway infrastructure; grant programs to reduce crashes, injuries, and fatalities involving large 

trucks and buses; grant programs to incentivize States to adopt laws and regulations to improve highway safety; and grants 

to assist State enforcement of vehicle and driver safety measures. This book discusses traffic safety issues. 
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Trucking: Challenges, Safety and Automated Trucks 

Arthur Locke 

In series: Transportation Issues, Policies and R&D 
Publication Date: 05/06/2020 

358 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53617-843-2 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53617-844-9 $230.00 

Chapter 1 reports on the current challenges faced by motor carriers, truck drivers, shippers, and brokers; and how these 
challenges impact safety, operations, jobs, and goods movement on our Nation’s roads.  

Automated vehicle technology may eventually make commercial trucking more efficient and safer, but also has the potential 

to change the employment landscape for nearly 1.9 million heavy and tractor-trailer truck drivers, among others. GAO was 
asked to examine the potential workforce effects of automated trucking. Chapter 2 addresses (1) what is known about how 

and when automated vehicle technologies could affect commercial trucks; (2) what is known about how the adoption of 

automated trucks could affect the commercial trucking workforce; and (3) the extent to which DOT and DOL are preparing 
to assist drivers whose jobs may be affected. 

Aviation 

Aviation and the Airline Industry: International Perspectives on 

Policies and Practices 

Leo Kounis (Ministry of Defense, Hellenic National Defense General 

Staff, Communication & Informatics Battalion, Head of Department, 

Athens, Greece) 

In series: Aircraft and Avionics Research and Technology 
Publication Date: 03/18/2020 

336 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53616-937-9 $230.00 

e-book: 978-1-53616-938-6 $230.00 

This book “Aviation and the Airline Industry: International Perspectives on Policies and 
Practices” presents a selected number of international aviation-specific cases, with an 

emphasis being placed on Greece, as a number of investment opportunities arise and its 

economy is recovering from a nine-year turmoil.  
Aviation has come a long way since its inceptions and is regarded as the safest mode of 

transport; an achievement that has been built on accumulated experience. The 

incorporation of redundant systems is aimed at eliminating potential failure causes. Indeed, the introduction of sophisticated 
computers and cutting-edge technology has led to a decrease in accidents per se. The paper by J.A. Richter though suggests 

that the “safety-first” culture spearheaded by air carriers may be at risk.  

Market insighters claim that the aviation sector will continue to grow at a rate around 3% with the Asia-Pacific area showing 
the highest increase. The latter may be in part due to the introduction of policies that are fostering the role of market forces 

in the aviation industry. The paper by M. A. Abdullah et al using stochastic frontier analysis argues that production 

inefficiencies have occurred, which may be the outcome of global competition and suggest that air carriers ought to adjust 
to a more competitive international market.  

In anticipation of a constant rise in passenger numbers, aircraft manufacturers Boeing and Airbus have opted for different 
approaches in terms of meeting anticipated market demands. In doing so, Airbus introduced the double-decker A380 aircraft, 

with Emirates being its main customer followed by the leading European flag carriers. The marketing of the A380 has 

inadvertently affected airport service providers, Regulatory Bodies and Air carriers. As Greece is at the crossroads of Europe, 
Asia and the Middle East, author S. Topouris examines the possibility of the new Athens International Airport, AIA, to serve 

as an A380 scheduled airport.  

Athens International Airport is the successor of the former Hellinikon Airport, which terminated operations on March 28th, 

2001, as it had reached its saturation point. Owing to Greece’s geographical particularities and the numerous scattered islands, 

aircraft and vessels are the primary modes of transport showing an increased trend. The study by P. Meimaris et al, provide 

preliminary data pertaining to the amount of emitted greenhouse gases, GHG, from civil aircraft flying within Hellenic Air 
Space, HAS. This work equally acknowledges the effect of wildfires in amplifying the percentage of GHGs within a region.  

Greece’s geostrategic location amidst the crossroads of Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle-East is facilitating a higher 

amount of passenger and freight movements to a number of European metropolises. The cities of Athens and Piraeus act as 
European gateways for both air carriers and maritime companies, respectively. Acknowledging Europe’s White Paper on 

Transport, this work introduces a bold approach of minimizing greenhouse gases by turning part of Greece’s railway system 

into a high-speed network, which is deemed to augment its economy in the long-term.  
The work by V. M. Kafasis elaborates on the emerging opportunities in Greece’s aviation industry, resulting from the 

introduction of Law 4568/2018 pertaining to the licensing, operation and utilization of waterdromes. The development and 

operation of seaplanes is expected to offer a flexible alternative, which, in turn, may foster inter-connectivity and enhance 
remote area accessibility, while improving financial performance indicators.  
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The successive European Air Liberalisation Acts inadvertently affected a number of European flag carriers. The 2008 

financial crisis that spread across Europe had a profound impact on Cypriot Economy, in particular during the (2011-2012) 
period. Author C. Hailis discusses the effect of the financial crisis in Cyprus’ aviation market, while providing an insight on 

Cyprus Airways.  

Special Topics 

Impact of Operational Conditions of Icebreaker Ships on the Optimal Type of Propulsion 

System 

Igor Bolvashenkov (Technical University of Munich (TUM), Senior Researcher, Munich, 

Germany) 

In series: Transportation Issues, Policies and R&D 
Publication Date: 05/07/2020 

177 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53616-480-0 $95.00 
e-book: 978-1-53617-330-7 $95.00 

For a large number of countries, the task of Arctic exploration and implementation of 

year-round navigation along the Northern Sea Route, which has become a reality today 
due to global warming, has become increasingly relevant in recent years. In turn, its 

solution requires the creation of a multi-purpose Arctic fleet, consisting of modern 

icebreaker ships with efficient and fault-tolerant propulsion systems, fully compliant with 
the specific operational conditions of the Arctic. In the last decade, due to the significantly 

increased interest to the new transport connection between West Europe and the Far East 

and the growth of various cargo traffic (oil, gas, containers, etc.) by the Northern Sea 
Route, the need of a significant increase of quantity and capacity of icebreaker cargo fleet 

has appeared. In order to maintain year-round navigation in the Northern Sea Route in the 

next few years, ships for various purposes are planned to be built (multipurpose and 
universal ships, supply ships, lighters, oil and gas tankers, hovercrafts, and others), which 

are intended for operation in the seas of the Arctic basin.  
Comprehensive efficiency of transportation process in the Arctic seas depends not only 

on the planning and coordination activities of the fleets and harbors, but also on the ships’ 

technical characteristics. It means that icebreaker ships should have appropriate special 

features, accordingly to the requirements for navigation in the Arctic ice conditions.  

The results of the presented scientific research, which are based on statistical operational 

data from the 1980s, determined the main directions for development of today’s modern icebreaker ships designed for Arctic 
operation in specific ice conditions. Considering that the projects of year-round navigation along the Northern Sea Route, 

which have become a reality today, the task of creating corresponding ships with highly reliable and fault-tolerant electric 

propulsion systems is extremely relevant today. The proposed systematic methodology of the choice of the appropriate type 
of propulsion system for icebreaker cargo Arctic ships was confirmed by many years of successful operational experience in 

the ice navigational conditions.  

During the design process of icebreaker ships, the question about choice of ship’s propulsion system arises, taking into 
account a power-producing unit and propeller, coupled with the frame of the ship. The correct solution of this problem has a 

significant value for the further operation of the ship. 

The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive presentation of multicriteria operational efficiency analysis of the 
competing ship’s propulsion systems that would be most suitable for icebreaker Arctic ships, taking into account the real 

operating conditions of ice navigation. 
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